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Foreword
The Accounting and Auditing Perspectives is the first international conference
organized by the Department of Accounting and Audit of the West University
Timişoara.
The conference was set up with two purposes: on the one hand, to highlight the
concerns of the Timişoara accounting school in an European and international
context and, on the other hand, as a way to honor ad onorem one of the founders of
the economic accounting school in the Timişoara University Center, i.e. Mihail
Epuran, PhD Professor.
Built on a solid foundation, with Cornel Olariu, PhD Professor, Mihail Teaciuc,
PhD Professor and Ion Pereş, PhD Professor as its pillars, the Timişoara accounting
school is well appreciated on the national and international scale. Consisting of
dynamic people, rooted in the economic reality of our times, the current team of the
Department of Accounting and Audit has proved to be able both to create highly
skilled accountants, who validate their knowledge in the business environment, and
to act as a catalyst of scientific and research skills. The Accounting and Auditing
Perspectives Conference is the beginning of a process, intended to be organized
every two years. Beyond specialized scientific arguments, it will encourage the
debate of the development perspectives for the Romanian accounting education
system. Moreover, we intend to develop connections with accounting organizations
such as The Body of Experts and Licensed Accountants of Romania, the Chamber
of Financial Auditors of Romania, the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants, but also with large accounting and auditing firms („Big Four‖).
The first edition of the conference welcomed, as keynote speakers, widely
appreciated international scholars, like:
Professor Chiara SACCON PhD - Ca' Foscari University of Venice, Italy
Professor Guy SOLLE PhD - University of Lorraine, France
Emmanouil SCHIZAS, Senior Economic Analyst – ACCA
Beside them, the parallel sessions were professionally chaired by well known
academics, i.e.
Associate Professor Cătălin Nicolae ALBU PhD - The Bucharest University of
Economic Studies, Romania
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Professor David ALEXANDER PhD - University of Birmingham, United
Kingdom
Professor Niculae FELEAGA PhD – The Bucharest University of Economic
Studies, Romania
Professor Belen FERNANDEZ-FEIJÓO PhD - University of Vigo, Spain
Professor Laszlo Peter LAKATOS PhD - Corvinus University of Budapest,
Hungary
Professor Eurico LIMA-BASTO PhD - Institute of Accounting and
Administration of Porto, Portugal
Professor Chiara SACCON PhD - Ca' Foscari University of Venice, Italy
Professor Guy SOLLE PhD - University of Lorraine, France
Professor Adriana TIRON TUDOR PhD - „Babes Bolyai" University, ClujNapoca, Romania
We would kindly like to thank them all for their support and involvement in our
event.
We would also like to thank the General Association of Economists from Romania,
Mr. Marin Dinu, Phd Professor and Mr. Ioan Talpoş, Phd Professor, President of
the Senate at the West University of Timişoara, for their support in publishing the
supplement volume of the Theoretical and Applied Economics Journal. We would
also like to thank our partners and sponsors in organizing this event.
My appreciation goes to my colleagues in the organizing committee, to the students
and PhD students that have worked relentlessly for this event to be successful. The
scientific value of the papers is guaranteed by their review by an international
scientific committee.

Timişoara, 29 april 2013

Asociated Professor. Bunget Ovidiu Constantin PhD
Head of Accounting and Audit Department
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MIHAIL EPURAN
PhD Professor
30.11.1932 – 18.01.2010
The Alma Mater Timisiensis has lasted in time through its teachers - strong
personalities, built on vocation, culture and character – the University obtained in
this way legitimacy and performance in the most efficient and safe investment:
human capital.
Professor Mihail Epuran, known for his solid and vast background in Economics, in
general, and in Accounting, in particular, was an outstanding professional, a person of
culture, a careful researcher of the economic phenomena and not least, a true teacher.
In his long teaching career he showed, in everything he did, respect for his profession,
impressing by optimism, generosity and integrity in his approach, which was so diverse
and profound. The life and work of Professor Mihail Epuran represent a model not
only in terms of teaching and scientific activity, but also with regard to its behaviour in
the academic environment and the society.
Professor Mihail Epuran graduated in Economics from the Academy of Economic
Studies, Faculty of Finance and Accounting, in 1955. For a long time he was Chief
Accountant at the Electromotor Company in Timisoara, this practical work
providing a solid foundation for the future academic career of the distinguished
professor. Passion, hard work, perseverance, intelligence and common sense were
the marks that guided him in the training and education system that he joined in
1970, as a lecturer at the Faculty of Economics in Timisoara.
His professional and scientific career development followed its natural course and
in 1974 Professor Mihail Epuran graduated his PhD in Economics - the field of
Accounting, from the West University of Timisoara, under the scientific guidance
of the well-known Professor Dr. Cornel Olariu, afterwards the both becoming
colleagues. The human and professional qualities of Professor Mihail Epuran were
recognized in 1982, when he was invested with the title of Associate Professor
Emeritus, by the Ministry of Education,.
In his teaching and scientific activity, Professor Mihail Epuran developed and
published numerous articles and specialized books in the field of accounting
theory (Basic Accounting, General Theory of Accounting), financial accounting
(Accounting for Modern Business, Financial Accounting in the New Accounting
System), management and cost accounting (Accounting and Management
Control), financial control and auditing (Financial Control and Accounting
Expertise) and financial and economic analysis (Economic and Financial
Analysis in Industry).
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He performed important studies and documentation, i.e:
 Course in Management and organization, with specialists from the Nederland
(1990),
 Training in improvement in the new accounting system, with specialists from
France and the Ministry of Finance (1993),
 Training in financial audit at the University of Nice, France,
 Training for trainers in audit (1994/1995),
 Assessor for ANEVAR classes,
 Training in accounts consolidation techniques in France and at the Ministry of
Public Finance (1996),
 CECCAR lecturer for understanding and applying the International Accounting
Standards.
Professor Mihail Epuran promoted the assertion and development of the accounting
profession, as a member of the General Association of Economists in Romania,
expert accountant (since 1958), financial auditor (since 2001), independent external
censor (CNVM authorised since 1995) and practitioner in the reorganization and
insolvency of companies (UNPRL authorised since 2000).
The decorations, medals and awards received from the organisms and professional
associations (CECCAR, AGER, CAFR) and from the academic institutions
(Babes-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, ASE Bucharest, West University of
Timisoara) confirm the recognition and appreciation for his creative effort.
As a professor until the retirement in 2002 and consulting professor until 2009,
Professor Mihail Epuran was the mentor of many professionals who have grown
and formed with his support. As a scientific guidant for PhD students in Economics
- the field of Accounting (since 1990) he coordinated more than 35 doctoral theses.
By the positions held at the Faculty of Economics (Dean during 1981-1984,
member of the Faculty Council during 1977-2002, Territorial Director of the
Economic Research Centre of the Faculty, between 1981-1985 and Head of
Department, during 1978-1981 and 1990-2002), Vice-rector of the West University
of Timisoara (1986-1990), Professor Mihail Epuran proved the involvement and
sense of responsibility which always characterized him.
The life and work of Professor Mihail Epuran are „facts" which, to his disciples
and others, represent the essence of "being" a university teacher and, last but not
least, the satisfaction of performance fully deserved.
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ACCOUNTING INFORMATION – THE BASE IN
FINDING THE RIGHT SOLUTION IN THE
JUDICIAL ACCOUNTING EXPERTISE
Andra-Nicoleta CORNEAN
West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract:
One of the most important products offered by the accountants is the accounting
information. Accounting information should allow all current users and the
potential ones to identify, measure, classify, evaluate all operations of an
enterprise. Over time, the application of the results provided by the Scientific and
Technical Research in all economic and social sectors was, even for justice, strong
support for its mission. Only by determining in an accurate way the circumstances
of an offense, the judicial authority may dispose of the case by a proper application
of law.
Expertise, as evidence is used by the judiciary in those cases where, in order to
establish the accuracy of the facts, in order to establish the causal connection
between them, special skills are required in science and technology. Accounting
expertise is a scientific evidence, so for their establishment accountants should use
specific accounting knowledge. On the other hand, the parties must be given the
opportunity to be clarified by specialists on particular issues and to express their
opinion relative to what is the object of an accounting expertise. Accounting
expertise is carried out in order to clarify how certain facts, circumstances and
economic and financial situation are reflected in documents and technicaloperational and accounting records.
Key words: information, accounting information, solution, judicial accounting
expertise
JEL Classification: M40, M41

1. Introduction
Accounting information should allow all current users and the potential ones to
identify, measure, classify, evaluate all operations and activities of an enterprise.
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Undoubtedly, we can say that one of the most important products offered by the
accountants is the accounting information.
Accounting theorists have long recognized that accounting information, as a
system is an integral part of the control system of an organization and these
accounting information help us take important decisions in order to facilitate
information control. Accounting information is divided into two broad categories:
financial accounting information and management accounting information.
Financial accounting information is intended for external users such as investors,
employees, creditors, government and the general public and is provided by the
financial statements.
In analyzing the overall efficiency of an enterprise the quantity and quality of
financial and accounting information plays a very important role. Qualitative
characteristics are the most important attributes that determine the usefulness of the
information provided by financial statements. The four main qualitative
characteristics are understandability, relevance, reliability and comparability.
2. Judicial expertise – Evolution
Over time, the application of the results provided by the Scientific and Technical
Research in all economic and social sectors was, even for justice, strong support
for its mission. Only by determining in an accurate way the circumstances of an
offense, the judicial authority may dispose of the case a the proper application of a
law. Expertise, as evidence is used by the judiciary in those cases where, in order to
establish the accuracy of the facts, in order to establish the causal connection
between them, special skills are required in science, technology. On the other hand,
the expertise participants must be given the opportunity to be clarified by
specialists on particular issues and to express their opinion relative to what is the
object of the judicial accountant expertise. Between the means of judicial
probation, expertise occupies the first place due to the combination of scientific
data and methods that lead to the establishment of facts from various areas that will
motivate different conclusions.
Theoretically, the judge is not obliged to call on experts, it can be sufficiently well
trained to solve all kinds of problems that might arise during the trial, but some
cases require the appointment of chartered experts, that will write reports that will
clarify situations that were not for the competence of the judges.
Accounting expertise is known from the second half of the sixteenth century. It
first appeared in England, when using an increasing number of written papers, rose
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the number of fakes. It was the time when corporations of auditors and graphs first
appeared. Accounting expert was a profession just like the one of a lawyer. Expert
title was recognized by a royal decree. The first institute of chartered accountants
was established in 1880. However, in France first accountant offices appeared in
1769, which were suppressed in 1790. The oldest accountant organization dates
from 1874 in Italy - being called "dei ragioneri collegium". In Romania, as in other
European countries (Germany, Belgium) accounting expertise appeared relatively
late, in the twentieth century.
Accounting expertise is carried out in order to clarify how certain facts,
circumstances and economic and financial situation are reflected in documents and
technical-operational and accounting records. Accountant expertise‘s field
investigation is the entire business under economic and financial aspect of the
property and its ability to make profits as resulting from primary documents and
technical-operational and accounting records of entry and exit of material and
money. Also through this kind of expertise can also establish the correctness or
incorrectness of management and the way of conclusion and execution of contract
obligations.
Accounting expertise is a scientific evidence, so for her establishment accountants
should use specific accounting knowledge. Chartered accountant conclusions must
be based on evidence of events and transactions that are or should be subject to
recognition, measurement, presentation classified and accounting.
Chartered accountant must ensure that it meets the conditions of independence and
competence, only then they may accept the role of chartered accountants
recommended by some. Performing accounting expertise work involves a logical
sequence of operations aiming to solve the methodological problems related to the
processing and interpretation of documentary material, information processing and
some procedural issues involving the relation between the expert, the client, and
local office parties.
In accounting expertise we must take into considerations the following steps:
a) Preliminary stage consisting of appointing experts and setting the goal of the
accounting expertise;
b) The actual performance stage that involves the accounting expertise work;
c) The final stage that implies the experts' report, verifying and approving it.
By following these steps, the chartered accountant will study documentary
material, will contact the parties to the dispute and will prepare the expert report.
Chartered accountant documentation implies studying of the documentary material
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and parts in the case file and documents in the archive unit, study documents of the
control bodies, other expert reports, statements of the parties and witnesses,
unofficial documents. Regarding the study of technical-operative records and
accounting records, the expert will examine the substance and form to determine
whether they can be used to establish and prove the truth of the matter. Such expert
task is not to discover irregularities, theft, embezzlement, forgery, but to check and
confirm the accuracy of the facts reported by others and documented.
The doctrine‘s opinion is that if you can not perform the expertise, due to
difficulties, chartered experts shall report the inability, specifying the need of a
prior management control, the need of updating the records and perform other
similar works, the need for prior technical expertise, the wrong formulation of the
objectives or insufficient documents provided to the chartered accountant.
To evaluate the accountant expertise, the court shall take into consideration the
other given evidence, even if accounting report is reviewed and approved by the
local office and the chartered expert and then submitted to the judicial body. The
given opinion does not oblige the judicial body to pay the expertise conclusions
absolute accounting probative value.
2.1. Case study
For a better understanding of the functioning of a judicial accounting expertise, I
will expose a practical example of such type of accounting expertise. Following the
conclusion of the public hearing, the panel consisting of President, judges, judicial
assistants and clerks decided to work on litigation proceedings between the
employee and the defender (the employer), the object-obligation to do. On roll call
made in open court, is the applicant personally, lack the defendant. Report of the
case was made by the clerk of session, after which the applicant file the objectives
of the expertise. The applicant shall choose from the list of chartered experts
submitted by the Public Judicial Audit of the Court in Timis, the expert that shall
perform the following specialized technical expertise. The Court will approve those
goals set by the applicant. Will allow the cause chartered accountant appointed to
prepare specialized technical accounting expertise. It will establish provisional
chartered accountant fees. Applicant will be required to submit on behalf of the
Timis Local Office of the Judicial Tribunal Expertise the amount of provisional fee
for the chartered accountant.
It sets the time accounting expertise must be submitted (five days before trial date).
Next, chartered accountant shall summon the parties under art.208 Code of Civil
Procedure, for findings. It calls for the documents necessary to fulfill the objectives
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of the conclusion of the hearing. Thus, the defendant, the employer shall provide
the following documents:
- Payrolls of the applicant;
- Minutes of handover out of hand;
- Copy of the Meeting at the request of the proceedings;
- Additional documents to the contract of employment;
- Minutes of control established by the Timis Labor Inspectorate and measures
attached;
- Rules of Procedure;
- Collective labor contract;
- Attendance on time worked.
From the applicant the following documents are required:
- Application for summons;
- An individual employment contract;
- Timis Labour Inspectorate address for the applicant.
Preparation of the judicial report of expertise
In the first chapter ―Introduction” of the judicial accounting expert report are
presented the participants of the accounting expertise: the applicant and the
defendant and described, the subject matter of the dispute in judicial accountant
work consisting of the overtime payment by the applicant.
The objectives of accounting expertise nodded by the court are:
Objective 1. ―Establishing the value of the overtime in the period 13.12.2010 –
01.05.2012 as scheduled shifts relative to service and checking time shifts for the
period.‖
Objective 2. ―Checking the handover protocol evidencing the carrying out of
overtime and overtime calculation according to them.‖
In the Request for summons to the Timis Court the applicant seeks:
1. ―Order the defendant to calculate and pay overtime fee of 1.000 hours made
between 13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012, amount updated with the inflation rate under the
law.‖
2. ―Order the defendant to any costs that the applicant will take with this process.‖
In the Request for Summons to the Timis Court , the applicant shows that
throughout the period when he was hired at the defendant , respectively 13.12.2010
– 01.05.2012, he exceeded the working hours 8 hours per day, 40 hours / week, 170
hours / month, whereas during this period he worked 24 hours with 48 hours off,
ending up working 240 hours / month.
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The applicant further states that, although the employment contract with the
defendant, at point H in the individual working contract indicates that the work
time is 8 hours / day, 40 hours / week. The applicant paid additional 70 hours /
month, so he referred to the defendant through an address. Having received no
response from the defendant, the applicant appealed to the same reason to the
Timis Labor Inspectorate.
Following the address, Timis Labor Inspectorate conducted a supervising to the
defendant and the applicant receives the following address: ―I hereby notify that
they are entitled to overtime pay emphasizing that the defendant did not
complained with overtime and work on rest days per week, for which the defendant
was sanctioned and were ordered mandatory term measures of achievement.―
The applicant shows that the defendant broke the rules of the employment contract,
which states at point J that ‗Overtime worked outside normal working hours or
working days and are not public holidays are to be compensated with paid time off
or are paid a salary increase, according to the applicable collective agreement or
the Labor Code. ―Also, the applicant says that the defendant broke the rules of the
Labor Code, which provides:
Article 112 (1) For full-time employees, the normal working time is 8 hours / day
and 40 hours / week.
Article 114 (1) The maximum legal length of the working time may not exceed 48
hours / week, including overtime.
(2) As an exception, working time including overtime, may be extended to 48
hours / week, provided that the average working hours, calculated over a reference
period that does not exceed 3 calendar months 48 hours / week .
Article.119 employer is obliged to keep records of hours worked by each employee
and labor inspection to control these records whenever requested.
Article 120 The work performed outside the normal weekly working time laid
down in Article 112 shall be considered overtime.
Article 122 (1) Overtime shall be compensated for time off paid within 30 days
following it.
Article 123 (1) If compensatory leave can not be paid within the period prescribed
by Article 122 paragraph 1, the following month, overtime will be paid to the
employee by adding an appropriate salary increase duration.
(2) The increase of overtime paid in accordance with paragraph 1 ―shall be
determined by negotiation, if collective agreement or, where appropriate, the
individual employment contract and not less than 75% of salary base. ―
Due to the reasons listed above, the applicant seeks Courts ―to compel the
defendant to the calculation and payment of the value of 1.000 hours overtime
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performed during 13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012, amount updated with inflation rate,
according to law‖.
The applicant also requests the Court, for the defendant to submit time sheets and
any other documents certifying overtime, and proof of payment of such overtime.
Lawsuit against the application filed by the applicant, the defendant submitted to
the Timis Court, a Meeting, requesting dismissal of the action brought by the
applicant as unfounded. In the Meeting was stated that the applicant was employed
by the defendant in the period 13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012, as a full-time security
guard for 8 hours / day and 40 hours / week and in section H, point 2, letter. C of
the collective labor contract, working hours may change according to the internal
regulations.
It further shows that during the course of the applicant‘s employment contract, the
company had three security guards whose work had to be divided into 8 hours / day
and ―at the express request of the 3 guards who desire to facilitate their commute to
working place preferred to work in a program of 24 hours to 48 hours, concluded
that the need to facilitate the working conditions and in accordance with their
wishes.‖
Following these claims, stating that the application was done the night bonuses and
allowances for overtime, under the law, the applicant never seized any irregularity
in this regard during the course of the employment relationship with the employer,
only after the termination of the individual employment contract, he considered the
calculation of the bonuses wrong and made complaints to the Timis Labor
Inspectorate.
Most findings shown in the Meeting were positive, those that were negative were
immediately corrected as a result of measures taken by the control body and the
applicant‘s accusations that Labor Inspectorate has recognized its right to overtime:
indeed the company does not comply with certain rules regarding overtime, but in
no case may the applicant have not been recognized by that act of overtime claimed
control nor was notified to, as he claims, their right to payment.
It also specifies that the applicant received monthly compensation for overtime and
night allowances for growth, as shown and detailed payment record, but that filing
this legal action was taken as a measure of defense against numerous complaints
that the defendant would be unjustified to make against him for repeated
misbehavior and non working hours, being neglected by unknown authors and theft
of company offices and a 3 pc laptops and a camera during performance security
service by him.
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Expertise was based on the following documentary material:
- File from Timis Court;
- Labour Code;
- Law nr.14/1991-Wages law;
- Law no. 168/1999 on the settlement of labor disputes;
- Law nr.130/1996 on individual employment contract;
- Collective Bargaining Agreement of the company, registered at the Timis Labor,
Social Solidarity Department and Family.
In the second chapter ―Development of expertise‖, we must give a detailed
explanation of the answers of the established objectives.
Objective 1. ―Establishing the value of the overtime in the period 13.12.2010 –
01.05.2012 as scheduled shifts relative to service and checking time shifts for the
period.‖ ANSWER: After verifying documentation available to the chartered
accountant and provided by the company it follows that the payroll for the period
13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012 have been prepared on the basis of collective attendance
sheets. For overtime work performed by the applicant, as a result from the time
sheets and payroll in number of 115 hours, for the period 13.12.2010 –
01.05.2012, he was paid with 1905 lei .
Objective 2. ‖Checking the handover protocol evidencing the carrying out of
overtime and overtime calculation according to them.‖ ANSWER: In order to
determine the actual number of overtime and night provided by the applicant, in the
conduct expertise was considered Handover Register between security guards at
the exit of turn, which lists all hours worked by the applicant.
Given that this Handover Register between guards was established only since
January 2011, establishing the total number of hours worked by the applicant was
only possible for the period 01.01.2011 – 01.05.2012.This Register is the only
available document that allows the chartered accountant to calculate the total
number of hours worked by the applicant.
In Table 2 of the report there were determined the differences between the amount
of overtime and night hours highlighted in the Collective Presence Sheets, on
which there were prepared the Payrolls and total overtime and night hours
provided by the applicant as it results from the Handover Exchange Register of
guards.
Based on Table 2 to this report, the chartered accountant proceeded to breakdown
of the total number of hours worked by the applicant, in hours worked according to
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the number of working days in the month, overtime worked, in excess of normal
hours for days during a month, establishing the number of night hours, as shown in
Table 3 in the report.
In determining the nighttime hours the chartered accountant has complied with the
Labor Code:
Article 125 (1): ―The work performed between the hours of 22-06 is considered
night work.‖ Night employee is appropriate:employee who performs night work at
least 3 hours of his daily working time;
b) the employee engaged in night work for at least 30% of his time working month.
In Table 3 of the report it is highlighted that the defendant company showed that
according to the payrolls a number of 40 night hours greater than the number of
hours set according to the Handover of security guards Register, the company
applying correctly an increase of 25% for night hours worked, according to the
Labor Code and Article 43 of the collective agreement of the company, the total
plus amount calculated being 83,69 lei.
Regarding the number of overtime provided by the applicant shows a total of 925
overtime (overtime number according Handover Exchange Register, 1040 hours
minus the number of overtime hours as payroll and collective Sheets presence 115
hours resulting 925 hours difference) that were not highlighted in the payrolls and
attendance sheets and were not included in the remuneration of the applicant, their
value being 15.327,94 lei, the value was set on the basis of the tariff wage per hour
on plus an increase of 100%.
For the calculation of the overtime of the 925 hours that were not included in the
payrolls have complied with the Labor Code, Article 123 respectively: ―If
compensatory leave can not be paid within the period prescribed by Article 122,
paragraph (1), in the following month, overtime will be paid to the employee by
adding an appropriate salary increase.‖
(2) ―Additional pay granted in accordance with paragraph (1) shall be determined
by negotiations under collective agreement or, where applicable, the individual
employment contract and not less than 75% of salary base.‖
In the collective employment contract of the company in article 32 is provided the
following ―hours worked beyond the normal work, public holidays can be
compensated with free time or may be paid under applicable law with an increase
of 100%. ―
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Since the applicant did not receive time off for overtime worked, calculating the
amounts due to them was performed by adding a 100% increase for all overtime,
including those hours worked during holidays, respecting the provisions of the
collective employment contract and that of the Labor Code, Article 142, paragraph
(2) ―if justified reasons are granted days off, employees have to work during public
holidays, an increase in salary base can not be less than 100% of base salary for the
work performed in the normal work. ―
In the calculations for determining wage differences due to the applicant, was
considered the value corresponding to the 925 additional hours (1040 hours-115
hours) during 01.01.2010-01.05.2012 provided in addition to those outlined in
payroll, that amount of 15.327,94 lei, amount reduced by 83,69 lei, corresponding
to the 40 hours of night overpaid (Table 3 in the report), 15.327,94 lei – 83,69 lei =
15.244,25 lei.
As shown in the Application Proceedings, the applicant requested and updating
with the inflation rate due to the difference of the amount of overtime performed
according to the Labor Code, Article 166, paragraph (4) ―undue delay or non
payment of his salary may determine employer ordered to pay damages for product
damage employee.‖
On that request, it was made a calculation of the amount due to the applicant made
for the difference in overtime, updated with the inflation rate (Table 4 of the
report). It is up to the court if the calculation is taken into account. Following the
update, it resulted a sum of 16.231,54 lei, which amount was calculated based on
the cumulative inflation index at December 31, 2010, in respect of each period,
starting in January 2011.
In conclusion, the amount of overtime, according to the Handover Register of the
employees, the applicant performed in the 01.01.2010-01.05.2012 period is of 925
hours (1040 hours -115 hours = 925 hours).
In this respect, it is noted that for December 2010 it can not be determined the
overtime, they were not included in the payroll sheets or in the collective presence
or in the Handover Register between guards which was established only in January
2011. Therefore, the amount due to the applicant, reported in overtime on
weekdays, night shifts and public holidays is 15.244,25 lei and after an update with
the inflation rate, it is 16.231,54 lei.
In the last chapter III ‖CONCLUSION”, we have to emphasize the conclusions of
the objectives so after conducting legal and accounting expertise in examining
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documentary material referred to in this accounting expertise, it concludes to its
objectives:
Objective 1. ―Establishing the value of the overtime in the period 13.12.2010 –
01.05.2012 as scheduled shifts relative to service and checking time shifts for the
period.‖ ANSWER: After verifying documentation available to the chartered
accountant and provided by the company it follows that the payroll for the period
13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012 have been prepared on the basis of collective attendance
sheets. For overtime work performed by the applicant, as a result from the time
sheets and payroll in number of 115 hours, for the period 13.12.2010 – 01.05.2012,
he was paid with 1905 lei.
Objective 2. ‖Checking the handover protocol evidencing the carrying out of
overtime and overtime calculation according to them.‖ ANSWER: In order to
determine the actual number of overtime and night provided by the applicant, in the
conduct expertise was considered Handover Register between security guards at
the exit of turn, which lists all hours worked by the applicant.
Given that this Handover Register between guards was established only since
January 2011, establishing the total number of hours worked by the applicant was
only possible for the period 01.01.2011 – 01.05.2012. This Register is the only
available document that allows the chartered accountant to calculate the total
number of hours worked by the applicant.
In conclusion, the amount of overtime, according to the Handover Register of the
employees, the applicant performed in the 01.01.2010-01.05.2012 period a number
of 925 hours (1040 hours -115 hours = 925 hours).
In this respect, it is noted that for December 2010 it can not be determined the
overtime, they were not included in the payroll sheets or in the collective presence
or in the Handover Register between guards which was established only in January
2011.
Therefore, the amount due to the applicant, reported in overtime on weekdays,
night shifts and public holidays is 15.244,25 lei and after an update with the
inflation rate, it is 16.231,54 lei.
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Table no. 1
The situation of the overtime according to the Payroll and Time Sheet
Crt.
no.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Year/
month

Hours for
working
days of the
month

2010
Dec
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
2012
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Total

Working hours according to the time
sheet:

Overtime
acc. to
time sheet

Value

Daily hours

Night hours

152

32

48

-

-

168
168
168
168
168
168
184
168
176
184
160
160

88
80
80
80
80
80
24
48
56
72
48
80

80
88
88
88
88
88
16
120
120
112
72
80

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

50
33
33
33
33
33
33
32
30
35

160
160
176
168
2.704

80
80
96
88
1.192

80
80
80
80
1.408

10
2
2
80
115

173
35
32
1.320
1.905

Table no. 2.
Overtime and night hours according to collective sheets and payroll attendance
compared to the minutes of the shift handover service
Crt.
No.

0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Year/month

1
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept

Overtime
according
to time
sheet

Overtime
according
to the
Handover
shift
Register

Overtime
differences

Night
hours
according
to the time
sheet

2

3

4(2-3)

5

Night
hours
according
to
Handover
shift
Register
6

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

89
55
89
72
79
72
8
48
52

-86
-53
-87
-70
-77
-70
-8
-46
-50

80
88
88
88
88
88
16
120
120

82
78
82
80
86
80
16
112
120

Night
hours
differences

7(5-6)
-2
10
6
8
2
8
8
-
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Crt.
No.

Year/month

10.
11.
12.

Overtime
according
to time
sheet

Overtime
according
to the
Handover
shift
Register

Overtime
differences

Night
hours
according
to the time
sheet

2
2

44
49
87

-42
-49
-85

112
72
80

Night
hours
according
to
Handover
shift
Register
112
66
86

10
2
2
80
115

80
73
71
72
1.040

-70
-71
-69
8
-925

80
80
80
80
1.360

80
74
86
80
1.320

Oct
Nov
Dec
2012
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Total

13.
14.
15.
16.
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Night
hours
differences

6
-6
6
-6
40

Table no. 3
The differences between overtime and night hours and calculating the amounts due
for them
Cr.no.

Year./m
onth

No.of
hours
acc.to the
working
days of a
month

No.of hours
worked
acc. to the
Handover
Shift
Register

No.of hours
worked
acc.to the
Time Sheet

Night
hours
acc.to
Time
Sheet

Night hours worked
acc.to the Handover
Shift Register

0

1
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
2012
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Total

2

3

4

5

6

168
168
168
168
168
168
184
168
176
184
160
160

257
223
257
240
247
240
48
216
228
228
209
247

168
168
168
168
168
168
40
168
176
184
120
160

80
88
88
88
88
88
16
120
120
112
72
80

82
78
82
80
86
80
16
112
120
112
66
86

160
160
176
168
2.704

240
233
247
240
3.600

160
160
176
168
2.520

80
80
80
80
1.360

80
74
86
80
1.320

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Differences

Overtim
e acc. to
Time
Sheet

Overtime
acc.to the
Handover
Shift
Register

No. hours

Value

No.hours

Value

7

8(3-4)

9(7-8)

10*

11(5-6)

12**

13(10+12)

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

89
55
89
72
79
72
8
48
52
44
49
87

-86
-53
-87
-70
-77
-70
-8
-46
-50
-42
-49
-85

-1419
-874.50
-1435,50
-1155
-1270,50
-1155
-120,48
-759
-788
-632,52
-848,68
-1472,20

-2
10
6
8
2
8
8
6
-6

-4,13
20,63
12,38
16,50
4,13
16,50
16,50
13
-13

-1423,13
-853,87
-1423,12
-1138,50
-1266,37
-1138,50
-120,48
-742,50
-788
-632,52
-835,68
-1485,20

10
2
2
80
115

80
73
71
72
1.040

-70
-71
-69
8
-925

-1212,40
-1229,72
-1087,44
132
-15327,94

6
-6
40

13
-11,82
83,69

-1212,40
-1216,72
-1099,26
132
-15244,25

Overtime

*col.10 = (price/time*col.9)+100%
**col.12 = (price/time *25% *col.11)

Night hours

Differences in
minus
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Table no.4
Overtime differences updated with the inflation rate
Crt.no.
0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Year/
month
1
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
2012
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Total

Difference (lei)

The updated difference

2

The cumulative inflation rate
at 31.12.2012
3

1423,13
853,87
1423,12
1138,50
1266,37
1138,50
120,48
742,50
788
632,52
835,68
1485,20

110,40
109,63
108,90
108,33
107,81
107,51
106,77
106,86
106,44
105,32
104,98
104,74

1571,14
936,10
1549,78
1233,34
1365,27
1224
128,64
793,44
838,75
666,17
877,30
1555,60

1212,40
1216,72
1099,26
-132*

103,46
120,56
102,05
101,77
101,76

1254,35
1247,87
1121,79
-132

15244,25

*overpaid overtime
** The formula used for the update is the following:
The difference * consumer price indicator = col.2 * col.3
100
100

4**

16231,54
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Table no.5
The overtime situation and their value according to the Time Sheets
Crt.
Year/month
Overtime according to the
The value of overtime
No.
(2)
Time Sheet
according to the Time
(1)
(3)
Sheets
(4)*
2011
1.
Jan
3
49,5
2.
Feb
2
33
3.
Mar
2
33
4.
Apr
2
33
5.
May
2
33
6.
Jun
2
33
7.
Jul
8.
Aug
2
33
9.
Sept
2
31,52
10.
Oct
2
30,12
11.
Nov
12.
Dec
2
34,64
2012
13.
Jan
10
173,20
14.
Feb
2
34,64
15.
Mar
2
31,52
16.
Apr
80
1.320
Total
115
1.903,14
*col.4 = (price/hour * col.3) +100%
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Table no.6
The overtime situation according to the Handover Shift Register of the security
guards
Crt.no.
(1)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Year/month
(2)
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
2012
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Total

Overtime according to the Handover
Shift Register
(3)

The value of the overtime according to
the Handover Shift Register
(4)

89
55
89
72
79
72
8
48
52
44
49
87

1.468,50
907,50
1.468,50
1.188
1.303,50
1.188
120,48
792
819,52
662,64
848,68
1.506,84

80
73
71
72
1.040

1.385,60
1.264,36
1.118,96
1.188
17.231,08

3. Conclusions
As a conclusion, we can say that accounting information stays at the base of the
judicial accounting expertise which represents an evidence in the judiciary cases.
These information among all the other accountant knowledge.
On the other hand, the parties must be given the opportunity to be clarified by
specialists on particular issues and to express their opinion relative to what is the object
of civil proceedings currently under way. Accounting expertise is carried out in order
to clarify how certain facts, circumstances and economic and financial situation are
reflected in documents and technical-operational and accounting records.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE MONEY
LAUNDERING ACTIVITIES – ROLE AND
NATURE OF THE INDICATIONS IN THE
DETECTING THEREOF. EVIDENCES FROM
ROMANIA
Paul DIACONU
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies, Romania

Abstract
The theorizing and investigation of the money laundering activities represent a
preoccupation that is insufficiently well documented in the Romanian specialized
literature and practice. Taking advantage of this fact, the large global crime
networks used and still use Romania in their extended processes of turning money
originating from organized crime activities into legitimate incomes. Money
laundering is a process whereby an appearance of legality is conferred or attempted
to be conferred to profits illegally obtained by the transgressors who, without being
compromised, subsequently benefit from the respective incomes. The money
laundering activities represent a perpetual preoccupation of the organized crime
groups in the entire world. The more criminality increases, the more increases the
necessity of legitimization of the money originating from illegal activities. This
article aims at developing an analysis basis of the money laundering phenomenon
and to analyze a case circumscribed to this problematic by means of the knowledge
elements determined in the literature and the knowledge base in the field. This
article aims at presenting various money laundering methods known in the
criminological literature. The article presents the location of Romania as a link in
the global money laundering processes of the international criminal networks,
causing a series of specific indications regarding the money laundering activities,
which could represent documentary material for the financial crime investigators.
Key Words: money laundering, Egmont Group case studies, transnational crime
networks, criminality.
JEL Classification: M40, M48, K29, K42
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1. Introduction
The money laundering activities represented a perpetual preoccupation for the
members of crime groups in all the times. Being a continuous process that
accompanied the criminal activity, it was subject for perpetual adjustments and
new manifestation forms. The accounting investigations were always constituted in
a detection mode of the laborious money laundering schemed imagined by the
criminal groups in the course of time.
This article aims at presenting various money laundering methods known in the
criminological literature. The article presents the location of Romania as a link in
the global money laundering processes of the international criminal networks,
causing a series of specific indications regarding the money laundering activities,
which could represent documentary material for the financial crime investigators.
We find the seat for the definition of money laundering activities both in the
European legislation and national legislation. Money laundering definition in the
European Union legislation: Council‘s Directives 91/308/EEC as of June 10th,
1991 and 2001/97/EC as of December 4th, 2001:
―Money laundering‖ means the following action, when it is intentionally
committed:
a) transformation or transfer of property, being aware of the fact that such property
originates from a criminal activity or from a deep of participation in such an
activity, for the purpose of concealing or dissimulating the illicit origin of the
property or for the purpose of the support of any person involved in the committing
of such an activity, in order to evade the legal consequences of the actions thereof;
b) concealing or dissimulation of the nature, source, location, placement,
movement, rights in rem regarding the property or the possession thereof, being
aware of the fact that such a property originates from a criminal activity;
c) acquirements, possession or use of a property, being aware, on the receipt date,
that such a property originates from a criminal activity or from a deed of
participation in such an activity;
d) participation, association, attempt to commit and the supporting, encouragement,
facilitation, counseling in view of the committing of any of the actions set forth in
the previous paragraphs.‖
In the Romanian legislation, by Law no. 656/2002 for money laundering
prevention and sanctioning, as well as for the institution of prevention measures for
the control of terrorist act financing, the definition of this activity, that we find in
art. 23, is provided:
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“a) the exchange or transfer of goods, being aware of the fact that they originate
from the committing of crimes, for the purpose of concealing or dissimulating the
illicit origin of these goods or for the purpose of helping the person having
committed the crime that the goods originate from to evade pursuit, judgment or
sentence execution;
b) concealing or dissimulation of the true nature of the origin, situation,
placement, circulation or ownership over the goods or of the rights over them,
being aware of the fact that the goods originate from the committing of crimes;
c) acquirement, holding or use of goods, being aware of the fact that they originate
from the committing of crimes” (art.23).
We reckon that the association, support, encouragement, facilitation, instructing or
counseling in view of the committing any of the actions indicated in art. 23 of Law
no. 656/2002 should also be included in the phrase text, given also the definition to
be found in the European legislation, but also the aspects presented within the
article.
Money laundering is a process whereby an appearance of legality is conferred or
attempted to be conferred to profits illegally obtained by the transgressors who,
without being compromised, subsequently benefit from the respective incomes.
This dynamic process takes place in three stages, namely: the obtaining and
movement of the funds directly or indirectly obtained from crimes, concealing of
the tracks or of the origin of the incomes so that any suspicions or investigations be
avoided and, finally, the availability of the money and the reinvestment thereof in
legal activities.
1) The initial stage or the money laundering placement stage represents the actual
―getting rid‖ of the cash obtained from the illegal activity, for the separation of the
funds originating from illicit sources, which could be supervised by the law
enforcement bodies.
In the initial or money laundering placement stage, the transgressor introduces the
illegal profit thereof in the financial system. This can be done by the dividing of the
big cash amounts in smaller and less suspect amounts, which are then directly
deposited in a bank account by the purchase of a number of financial instruments
(checks, promissory notes etc.) which are then collected and deposited in accounts
in the another location.
2) After the entrance of the funds in the financial system, the second stage place stratification. It represents the money movement process between different
accounts in order to conceal the origin thereof.
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In this stage, the money launderer performs a series of prior changes or movements
of the funds, in order to take them away from the source they originate from. The
funds can be directed to the purchase and sale of investment instruments, or the
money launderer can simply send the funds by electronic transfer in a series of
accounts in different banks all over the world. The use of several geographically
remote accounts, for the purpose of money laundering, is especially used in those
jurisdictions which do not cooperate in the money laundering control
investigations. In certain situations, the money launderers may disguise the
transfers as being payments for goods and services, thus conferring them a
legitimate appearance.
The separation of the illicit incomes from their source by the creation of complex
layers of financial transactions designed to mislead the control bodies and to ensure
the anonymity.
3) After having succeeded in going through the first two stages of the money
laundering process, the transgressor or the criminal group moves on to the third
stage -integration-. After having successfully passed the products of the crime
through the first two stages of the money laundering process, the money launderer
them moves to the third stage– integration – wherein the funds reenter the legal
economic circuit. The launderer may then choose to invest the funds on the real
estate, luxury goods or business market.
If the stratification process is successful, the integration scheme will resend the
laundering results back to the economic circuit, so that they will reenter the
financial system, appearing as normal and ―clean‖ funds, obtained from
commercial activities. The three stages can be distinctly developed, but they may
also take place simultaneously or, more often, they may overlap.
The three basic steps can be constituted in separate and distinct phases. However,
they can also appear simultaneously or, more frequently, they may overlap. The
manner in which the basic steps are used depends on the available money
laundering mechanisms and the requirements of the criminal organizations.
Certain vulnerable points, points that are difficult to be avoided by the money
launderer and, consequently, easy to recognize were identified within the money
laundering process, respectively:

cash placement in the financial system;

taking the cash across the border;

cash transfer into and from the financial system.
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2. Globalization and the main circuits of the transfers generated by the
organized crime activities
According to the report of UNODC (United nations Office for Drugs and Crime,
2010) the main flows of organized crime are presented in image 1.
According to this source, there are:
- Three main destinations of the transnational flows of organized crime:
 Western Europe– for cocaine, heroin, women trafficking, illegal immigration,
counterfeit goods, counterfeit medical drugs, rubber, gold, tinstone;
 U.S.A. - for cocaine, illegal immigration;
 China – gold, heroin, wild animals, rubber;
 Central and Eastern Africa– weapons, counterfeit medical drugs;
 Two main drug providing areas: the Andes Plateau and Afghanistan.
Three nodal distribution points:
 The Caribbean area for cocaine;
 The western Africa area for cocaine, counterfeit medical drugs and illegal
immigration;
 South-eastern Asia for wild animals, rubber, tinstone, gold, counterfeit medical
drugs.
All these major flows controlled by the organized crime are strong generators of
money laundering activities. Romania is, unfortunately, involved in two main
circuits of the organized crime: source for women trafficking and station in the
transport of heroin to Western Europe.
Figure 1. Main global transnational organized crime flows discussed in this report.

(Source: UNODC/SCIENCES PO)
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2.1.Literature review
Investigations in the money laundering problematic have been numerous in the
course of time and have been realized both under the auspices of national and
international institutions, and under the signature of important economists. The best
known studies are the ones conducted by Egmont Group at international level. It
provides the institutions in the member countries of the group with useful
information on the money laundering investigation process, as well as methods,
case studies, exchanges of information (Best Practices for the Exchange of
Information between Financial Intelligence Units 2000).
At national level, the National Office for Money Laundering Control launched in
2004 a training Manual on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Control,
intended to lay at the basis of the professional education of the teams of
investigators, in their efforts of money laundering control.
Similar preoccupations in the money laundering control exist in all the European
Union member states, but also in most civilized countries on the globe. Among the
reports of the specialized bodies, we can enumerate the report for the year of 20102011 namely the Australian Crime Commission Annual Report, which defines the
money laundering control activities among the national priorities of the respective
commission.
The work The Organised Crime Economy, Managing crime markets in Europe,
Petrus C. van Duyne, Klaus von Lampe, Maarten van Dijck and James L. Newell
(2005) contains a selection of the papers presented at the 6th Cross-border Crime
Colloquium, held in September 2004 in Berlin, Germany. The project was
supported by the University of Tilburg (the Netherlands) and the Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung (Berlin, Germany). The book contain articles like Crime and commercial
activity: an introduction to two half-brothers by Petrus C. van Duyne, The
vulnerability of economic sectors to (organised) crime: the case of the European
road freight transport sector Tom Vander Beken, Karen Verpoest, Annemie
Bucquoye, and Melanie Defruytier, Controling the flow of money or satisfying the
regulators? Jacky Harvey Electronic payment systems and money laundering:
beyond the internet hype, by Ton Schudelaro An assessment of prospective
changes in cross-border crime after Estonia‘s accession to the European Union
Anna Markina and Jüri Saar, or The crusaders: Swedish companies in Russia and
the Baltic states handling uncertainty and criminal threats Nils Bagelius,
Adventure capitalism and economic crime in the countries of transition: the case of
the Czech Republic Miroslav Scheinost, Vladimir Baloun and Drahuse
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Kaderabkova Criminal sub-contracting in the Netherlands: the Dutch ‗koppelbaas‘
as crime-entrepreneur by Petrus C. van Duyne and Mark J. Houtzager, or
Organised crime, Norwegian style by Per Ole Johansen. All of these papers are
case studies of also money laundering in Europe.
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (2011) is issuing an
annual Report on Identity Fraud: Tax Evasion and Money Laundering
Vulnerabilities. The Report In Made By Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
.The report is dealing with: common methods and schemes used to commit tax
evasion and money laundering involving identity fraud, also approach which
sectors and occupational groups are potentially affected by identity fraud? Or
Quantifying the risks associated with identity fraud. Also its presenting how
countries detect suspected cases of tax evasion and money laundering involving
identity fraud and How countries investigate cases of suspected tax evasion and
money laundering involving identity fraud (including multi-agency cooperation).
Effective measures undertaken by tax and other government agencies to increase
compliance and deter non-compliance regarding identity fraud is also a topic of the
report and also the results of activities designed to detect and address noncompliance, and to promote compliance.
United Nations Office on Drogs and Crime has published a report on ―The
Globalization of Crime A Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment ―
(2011). The report is presenting the main global threats regarding organized crime
on the globe and present the main flows of money which call for laundry process
on their own.
An interesting Phd thesis on money laundering called ―The Anti-Money
Laundering System in the Context of Globalisation: a Panopticon Built on
Quicksand?‖ by Liliya Gelemerova (2011) present in its paper the need of global
control of the phenomena and the impact of money laundering due to globalization
process. 40 years ago money laundering was not a penal law issue, it is now
internationally considered as one of the major crimes of the 21st century stress
Gelemerova. The phenomenon of money laundering has been, historically, usually
associated in the media with the mafia, drug dealers and other forms of organised
crime. Originally, it was observed that the drive towards an anti-money laundering
policy was motivated by the fear of laundering being used to channel drugs money
(Van Duyne and Levi, 2005). Furthermore, policy makers aimed for more effective
laws to confiscate the proceeds of drug traffickers (Stessens, 2000). As Alldridge
(2008, p. 438) notes: ―money laundering, more than any other, is the crime that
reflects and energizes globalization.‖ He further adds: ―A common tactic in the
extension of criminal law is to select ‗soft targets‘, that is, conduct to the
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criminalization of which few would object, and then advance the frontiers of
criminality incrementally from them onwards. Had the decision to pursue the war
on drugs […] not been taken in the early 1970s, then the concern with the profits of
drug dealing and consequently the entire anti-money laundering (AML) industry
would not have arisen.‖ The war on drugs provided the politically acceptable
‗fuel‘, although there were more (financial) interests at stake, as we will see later.
The fight against money laundering has absorbed enormous efforts, as it is believed
that by fighting money laundering we effectively fight crime for profit. It has become
a common saying that money laundering is the ‗Achilles Heel‘ of profit-oriented
criminals and that the solution ensuring effective fight against crime for profit is in
the fight against money laundering. As Bernasconi (1998) has pointed out, money
laundering is the ‗Achilles Heel‘ of organised crime because it makes criminals
cooperate with legitimate institutions (see for comments also Stessens, 2000).
Even if the measurement of crime-markets remains an uncertain undertaking,
putting the scarce evidence together, one can maintain that after two decades of
fighting money laundering, crime-markets continue to ‗flourish‘ or, at least, to
sustain sufficient profitability. This is certainly true with regard to the two big
‗demand markets‘: sex and drugs. For example, the illegal drug trade has continued
and the incentive for drug dealers remains, despite the fact that the price of drugs
has declined since the 1980s (Van Duyne and Levi, 2005; UNODC, 2008;
UNODC, 2009; UNODC 2010).4 As a result of intensified health policies, certain
crime-markets unfolded, like the illegal cigarette market. Consequently we witness
an increase in cigarette smuggling in certain states which had introduced a higher
tax in an attempt to support better health policies, deter smoking and collect more
revenue from the cigarette smoking habit (Bartlett, 2002; Van Duyne, 2003; Von
Lampe, 2006; Van Dijck, 2007; VanDuyne and Antonopoulos, 2009). The sex
market never faltered, contributing to the mobility of thousands of women, many
involuntary, but also many intentionally looking for the best place abroad to earn
an income (Aromaa and Lehti, 2007; Spencer, 2007; Markovska and Moore, 2008;
Siegel, 2009). Of course, this criminal mobility is accompanied by a commensurate
financial mobility, i.e. laundering. It may well be the case that somewhere there are
oases which are clean of crime, but no society, whether developed or developing,
socialist or capitalist, a totalitarian regime or democracy, has yet discovered the
perfect vaccine against profit-oriented crime. Probably such a panacea does not
exist at all as such crime, in addition to much of it largely being driven by greed, is
also often related to two basic economic conditions: scarcity and price differences.
One can strive for 100% virtue, but that is only attainable with a 100% penal dose
and total control, which amounts to enforced virtue (see Van Duyne et al.,2007c).
Absolute virtue implies an absolute state.
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2.2. Research methodology
The paper adopts a case study as research method. The case study does not
represent a sample. In fact, case study research is not sampling research (e.g. Stake
1995, Yin, 1989). It deals with analytic rather than statistical generalization, i.e. its
main goal is to expand and generalize theories rather than to enumerate frequencies
(Yin,1989).
Yin (1989,p 146) points out that a case study is able to give a relevant contribution
to the state of art when the underlying issues are at least nationally important,
either in theoretical terms or in policy or practical terms. Scapens (1990) argues
that the use of case studies can serve two very different research agendas: either of
descriptive-explorative or of descriptive-interpretative style. It also is believed that
such research agendas are not necessarily in conflict (eg. Onida, 1951, Rusconi
1986, Gabrovec Mai, 1999).
3. Contains
3.1. Indications of money laundering activities according to the examples
provided by Egmont Group
One of the strongest informational resources is constituted by the description of the
case studies provided to the user by the secretariat of Egmont Group. The cases
have been subdivided in six categories, containing five general laundering
typologies and one chapter focusing on intelligence exchange successes. The
categories used were:

Concealment within Business Structures ;

Misuse of Legitimate Businesses ;

Use of False Identities, Documents, or Straw Men;

Exploiting International Jurisdictional Issues ;

Use of Anonymous Asset Types ;

Effective Use of Intelligence Exchanges
Concealment within business structures

Unwarranted high security risk - personal transfer of valuable asset

New customer attempting large transactions with no supporting rationale

Large - scale cash transactions

Unusual underlying business action (cross-border travel to undertake
simple transaction )

Unrealistic business turnover

Rapid off shore transfer after funds deposited

Unrealistic wealth compared to clients profile
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Unusually high rates of return for a low risk business activity

Re-activation of dormant account

Unusually complex method of purchasing financial products

Deposits at a variety of branches and times for no logical reason (possible
evidence of ‗smurfing ‘ )

Questionable rationale of underlying business - importing used consumer
goods from Africa to Europe is unusual

Identifying re-emergence of known financial criminal in financial services
sector

Identifying likely jurisdiction to be used for fund destination

Attempts to avoid identifying final beneficiaries of accounts

Complex fund structure - why pay for commodities in such a way

Atypical Nature of currency / notes

Possible client relationship to previous crimes

Atypical or uneconomical fund transfer to or from foreign jurisdiction

Suspicious activity of client associates

Media coverage on account holders activities
Misuse of legitim ate businesses

Deliberate concealment of fund ownership

Change of account behavior without explanation

Multiple amounts paid into personal account without explanation

Last minute alteration to fund movement instructions

Transfer of assets at well below (or above) market rates

Over-complex fund movements

Documentation issued by an unfamiliar financial institution

Unreasonable promises of returns on investment

Early repayment of loans

Unusual client activity (multiple loans in short period)
Use of false identities, documents, or straw men

Multiple transactions below threshold

Defensive stance to questioning

Illogical business activity - why send multiple cheques for cashing at a
higher charge

Multiple use of money transmission services

Use of false / stolen identities

Use of false identification documents

International fund transfers at level just below threshold

Lack of underlying business rationale

Multiple repeat movements of funds between accounts
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Atypical or uneconomical fund transfer to or from foreign jurisdiction

Missing documentation normally to be expected from a legitimate business

Missing account activity - the accounts were not used to pay any of the
normal running costs of a business that may be expected.

Rounded sums transferred to pay for commodities - market multiples
usually result in ‗untidy‘ amount

Use of company name designed to resemble an established companies

Multiple account openings within narrow time scale

Unconnected parties channeling funds to a single account

Rapid and contradictory changes to account names and/or beneficiaries

Deliberate concealment of fund ownership

Multiple unlinked transactions benefiting the same individual(s)

Large and/or rapid movements of funds
Exploiting of international jurisdictional issues

Re-activation of dormant accounts

Concealment of beneficial owner of funds

Over complex movement of funds between accounts / companies

Rapid inter-bank transfer with little explanation

Unexplained dispersal of funds to multiple beneficiaries

A t y p i cal or uneconomical fund transfer to or from foreign jurisdiction

Account activity atypical for account holder

Use of company name designed to resemble the name of an established
company

Deliberate concealment of fund ownership
Use of anonymous asset types

Transactions structured to fall below mandatory reporting requirements
(‗surfing‘)

Use of same branch or similar branches on multiple instances when a
single transaction would be more efficient

Rapid creation and withdrawal of funds from accounts

Unusual currency form

Attempts to encourage bank staff to facilitate transaction by reference to
higher authorities in the regulatory or supervisory system

Changing explanation for fund origin

Evidence of untruthfulness on part of client

Large amount of cash used to open new account

Lack of rational business explanation for financial activity

Use of ‗unofficial loan repayments‘ as a cover story for funds

Large number of low denomination bills
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Multiple currency cash format
Effective use of intelligence exchanges

High value transactions atypical of customer business history

Use of unusual banking material - banking certificates of deposit have a
history of attempted use within frauds

Unusual background information

Repeated exchange of currencies with no underlying business explanation
3.2. Most frequently observed indicator’ s
 Large - scale cash transactions
Criminals often accumulate large amounts of low-denomination notes as trades for
illicit substances of goods and are generally made in untraceable cash transactions.
The criminal must enter these notes into the banking system to realize the true
value.
 Atypical or uneconomical fund transfer to or from foreign jurisdiction
As explained in chapter four, transfer of criminal funds brings several benefits of
laundering operations. A number of cases included disclosures where financial
institutions had identified fund transfers overseas with no supporting (business)
explanation.
 Unusual business activity or transaction
Movements of funds that involve a loss, or lower rate of return, without any visible
compensating benefit for the client may indicate that the business is more
concerned with moving funds through the financial system, than with profitability.
 Large and / or rapid movements of funds
Money launderers often try to ‗layer‘ funds by switching between several accounts
in different institutions / jurisdictions in an attempt to confuse the audit trail. A
legitimate businessman, however, would seek to minimize bureaucracy and bank
charges.
 Unrealistic wealth compared to client profile
A number of cases include disclosures where individuals with little or no wealth
/no employment pay large sums of money into accounts. Often these funds are
directly derived from crime, or are being ‗looked after‘ whilst the real criminal is
being investigated by police.
 Defensive stance to questioning
Inexperienced launderers may not have prepared a reasonable cover story
concerning the origins of illicit funds. Generally, an ‗honest‘ customer will be
willing to answer questions concerning his finances as it allows the financial
institution to tailor their service accordingly.
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4. Romania as a link in the global money laundering processes, used by the
international criminal networks. Analysis of a money laundering case in
Romania
4.1. Case context
The study case is related to a mafia member CV and his business in Romania.
CV was an Italian politician who served as mayor of X city, Y Sicily. He was the
first Italian politician to be found guilty of Mafia membership. In 2001 he was
declared guilty of being involved in several Mafia-linked crimes, and in 2002 the
Municipality of X demanded restitution of XXX million euros, of which only X/10
million were recovered.
CV was arrested in 19XX after the testimony of Mafia pentito (turncoat) Tommaso
Buscetta. He was charged with improperly awarding $400m worth of public works
contracts, mafia conspiracy, fraud and embezzlement. Magistrates discovered he
had a vast fortune, held in bank deposit books under imaginary names or in
Canadian banks.
Buscetta linked him with two of the most notorious mafias: Salvatore Riina and
Bernardo Provenzano, the leaders of the most powerful Mafia group, the
Corleonesi, from CV's hometown. After lengthy judicial proceedings he was
brought to trial and in 199X was sentenced to Y years' imprisonment for Mafia
associations and for laundering millions of dollars. It was the first time a politician
had been found guilty of working with the Mafia. Thanks to protracted appeals, the
sentence did not become effective until November 200X. CV was expelled from
the Christian Democrat Party.
In 199X, following the Mafia murders of Salvo Lima and the Antimafia judges
Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino, CV offered to infiltrate Cosa Nostra and
negotiate a solution to terrorist aggression against the Italian state. He may even
have contributed to the 199W arrest of the Mafia boss Salvatore Riina, whose
removal cleared the ground for Bernardo Provenzano, a wilier and less bloodthirsty
boss from Corleone, whose name has been linked to that of C. C's counterpart in
the talks was the commander of Italy's domestic intelligence service.
In October 2009 CV's son M C handed over to public authority a document
showing his father's affiliation to Operation Gladio. In November 2009, M C
further declared that Provenzano betrayed the whereabouts of Riina. Police sent V
C maps of Palermo. One of the maps was delivered to Provenzano, then a Mafia
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fugitive. The map was returned by Provenzano to C who indicated the precise
location of Riina's hiding place.
His son, M C, was arrested on June 200Z and charged with money laundering and
other offences. Prosecutors believe the fortune accumulated by the son and heir of
V C could be about €60 million. They claim to have established a paper trail
linking C Jr. to accounts in the Virgin Islands, Amsterdam and Switzerland and
Romania.
On November 19th, 2002 Italian CV, dies, being accused of and condemned for plot
against the Italian stat, and his sons and closed ones, taking note of the efforts for
the recovery of the damage produced to the Italian state by their father‘s business,
initiated an embezzlement process from the companies owned by him in Italy of
significant money amounts and the laundering thereof via Romanian companies.
The basic mechanism In Romania was the following: AAA SpA Company (owned
by the C family) in Italy grants to a Romanian company: AARomania SA, wherein
it was a majority shareholder, consistent money amounts (the level of the borrowed
sums reached the value of EURO 1x,xxx,xxx), AARomania SA Company paid
under the title of loan to firms controlled by the shareholders of AARomania SA
for the accomplishment of so-called investments in the field of ecological waste
repositories. The actual construction works were carried out via firms belonging to
the same administrators as AARomania SA, thereafter the companies having made
the investments were placed in bankruptcy, due to the non-accomplishment of the
investment objectives, the trace of the money extracted from Italy being lost.
The deletion of the debts remained as a consequence of the so-called loans between
the Italian firm and the financial vehicle in Romania is done by means of a
commercial file, opened by AARomania SA, whereby it is invocated that, due to
the fact that AAA SpA Italy ceased the payments to SC AARomania SA, it was in
the impossibility of completing the investment activities and consequently, the
non-obtained benefit by the non-financing of the activities of AARomania SA
would be of 50 million Euro, which would thus contrast with the 1X,XXX,XXX
EURO credit advanced by AAA SpA, moreover, it would create a debt to a
potential statement of affairs of the Italian firm.
The relational structure of the money laundering business is the following:
A. Among the companies belonging to the C family and on the shares of the
Italian justice levied a distress:
a. AAA SpA seated in X, via X no. XX Italy.
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b. The shares held by AAA SpA in AARomania SA, seated in YY, XX
St., Bucharest.
c. KXXX SA seated in Luxembourg, whose formal holder was WG, a
person close to the CV family.
B. Brief presentation of the investments of AAA SpA Italy in Romania, by means
of AAARomania SA:
a. AAA SpA a advanced the amount of EURO 1X,XXX,XXX by
successive loans to AAARomania SA. AARomania SA performed the
following main transactions with the respective money:
I. It paid, by successive loans, the amount of about x,xxx,xxx
EURO to E WWW SA (the firm that materialized a public
private partnership with the County Council of WWW and a
series of communes in the respective county) for the financing
of investment activities in an ecologic waste repository.
II. It purchased 8X% of EEE SA managing the FFF repository in
Bucharest, against the amount of X,XXX,XXX EURO.
III. It purchased 9X% of the shares of SSS SA who managed
ecologic waste repositories in QQQ County and HHH County,
against the estimative amount of X,XXX,XXX EURO.
IV. It paid, by successive loans, the amount of approximately
XXX,XXX EURO to E BXX SA in QQQ County (the firm
that materialized a public private partnership with the County
Council of QQQ and the Local County BXX of SC
AAARomania SA).
b. The transfers were made between 2002 and 2006.
c. The main purpose resulted from the financial analysis of the transfers
was that of accomplishment a relocation of the business of the CV
family in Romania and the saving from distress of the amounts that
were transferred by AAA SpA Italy to AAARomania SA. For this
purpose, as the Italian prosecutor‘s office advanced with the
investigations and blocked the transfers to Romania, the insolvency
procedure was initiated for AARomania SA and it has lost the
contracts with the County Council of WWW and with the County
Council of QQQ of public private partnership for two ecological waste
repositories: WWW Ecological Waste Repository and QQQ Ecological
Waste Repository. As it could be, however, determined, a part of the
investments in SC E WWW SA (xxx,xxx EURO paid for construction
works by Txxx SA, owned by P S, shareholder within AAARomania
SA) as well as of E BXX SA actually got to people close to the CV
family, the most important business consisting in the investments made
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in EEE SA, which manages the FFF repository and SSS SA, which
collects the refuse in QQQ and HHH Counties.
d. Another activity identified as suspect is the invoicing of consultancy
for the ecological waste repository WWW by Pxxx Cxxxx SRL, owner
of P S 9X% and Sxxx Bxxx 0.3% amounting to XXX,XXX Euro to
AAARomania SA. It is obviously a transaction between affiliated
parties, without, however, having any documentation on the nature of
the consultancy provided by this company that AARomania SA would
have benefited from.
C. The main indications that should have led the Romanian authorities to the idea
that the transactions of AARomania SA represent an extended money
laundering action in Romania and the actions afferent thereto:
a. There was no framework crediting agreement of the activities of
AAARomania SA. The amounts were transferred as they were made
available from the Italian company placed under levy by crediting
agreements containing 2 pages. They did not clearly specify the
destination of the financing and any remuneration under the form of an
interest, except for an amount advanced in October 2004 amounting to
X,xxx,xxx Euro, specifying an interest of X% per year. If we analyze
the list of the indications provided by Egmont Group, we identify the
following:
I. large – scale cash transactions: for companies in Romania, the
collection of money amounts at the level of 500,000 1,500,000 Euro, via formal crediting agreements may
constitute an indication of suspect investment.
II. Transfer of assets at well below market rates: the failure to
charge any interest could qualify the transactions towards a
money laundering activity.
III. Multiple repeat movements of funds between accounts: there
were bank transfer from the Italian firm to the Romanian firm,
in successive installments of XXX,XXX EURO (not less than
1X credits). Six contracts had the date of XX.XX.2004, two
the date of XX.XX.2004 and two the date of XX.XX.2004.
This denotes the rush with which the contracts were elaborated
and the formal character thereof. Moreover, there is probably
the preoccupation of not making transfer which would raise
suspicions of the Italian authorities related to the operation of
taking the respects securities out of the levy. Similarly, we can
remark the transfers between AARomania SA and E WWW
SA, which were also made based on two-page crediting
agreements, without clear objectives and successively, without
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clear explanations in the financial documents: payment orders
and contracts.
IV. Unusual client activity – multiple loans in a short period: the
successive crediting operation by the Italian company to the
Romanian company, without clear obligations in terms of the
destination of the money and for limited amounts could have
led the bank authorities to the opening of money laundering
files.
V. Missing documentation normally to be expected from a
legitimate business: the payment orders of the Italian company
contained lapidary explanations of the type: ―your disposition
in favor of third parties‖. Moreover, the crediting agreements
were not notified to the National Bank of Romania and,
therefore, there were no appropriate bank monitoring forms.
VI. Atypical or uneconomical fund transfer to or from foreign
jurisdiction: the granting of credits without interest could have
represented a significant indication for the Romanian or the
Italian bank authorities in the detection of the operation of
money extraction from Italy.
VII. Another indication was represented by the appetite for the
purchase of large waste deposit and collection companies,
without significant due-diligence actions, but only based on
negotiations with the owners of the respective companies, the
payment being surprisingly made directly from the accounts of
AARomania SA in cash, without guaranteeing measures of the
significant transactions:
i.
the purchase of EEE SA Company, administrator of
the FFF repository, was approved in a general meeting
of AARomania SA against the amount of
X,XXX,XXX EURO and XXX,XXX USD (for 8X%
of the shares) a down payment of 1,XXX,XXX EURO
being made, according to the documents.
ii.
SSS SA Company in QQQ was purchased in exchange
for the amount of X,XXX,XXX EURO, in cash, from
the accounts of AARomania SA, without duediligence actions, only by ―gentleman agreement‖.
b. Indications that could have lead the Romanian authorities having
signed the public private partnerships in 2002 (County Council of
WWW and County Council of QQQ) to the non-initiation of any
dialogue / economic-financial measures regarding the conclusion of
such agreement with the respective firm:
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I. Indications on the financial capacity of the contracting firm,
AAARomania SA:
i.
AARomania SA Company signed the public private
partnerships with the County Council of WWW and
QQQ in the year of 2002. The company had no
turnover in the balance sheet for the year 2001.
ii.
The number of employees in 2001 was of 1 employee.
iii.
It had losses of over XXX million ROL and debts of
over XX mid ROL.
iv.
It was assumed that the investment objectives would
be financed by bank credits (which did not happen)
and which could not have happened, given the deeply
unfavorable financial indicators of AAARomania SA.
II. Indications related to the reputation of the associates involved
in AAARomania SA. AARomania SA had as shareholders
AAA SpA Company from Italy which belonged, during that
period, directly to the CV family. CV was a notorious
collaborator of the Italian Mafia, being condemned since 199X
for this fact, and the association thereof and of his sons in a
business with ecological waste repositories in Romania could
touch the issue of national security, given the impact of the
respective business on the respective community. This fact
―slipped‖ as a selection criterion of the company that was
going to manage ecological waste repositories in two counties
of the country.
III. AARomania SA was no operating, on the respective date, any
ecological waste repository in Romania, which would have
proved in any way the capacity thereof to go through with the
agreement. The fact that its shareholders consists of a firm
from the sanitation field, in X Sicily province of Italy would
have been indication of the fact that such a public private
partnership agreement should never be concluded, given the
notorious scandals related to the problems of the ecological
waste repositories in Italy, significant at that period.
c. Indications that should have lead the fiscal authorities to suspicions
related to illegal activities of the firms controlled by the C family in
Romania:
I. Absence of the publication on the official websites of the
information on the balance sheet:
i.
For EEE SA, held by AARomania SA and the P
brothers –FFF warehouse keeper, on the Trade
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Register website, there is no submitted balance sheet,
and no balance sheets are submitted on the website of
the Minister of Finances between 2005 and 2009. This
information significantly communicates the rigor of
the financial and accounting processes existent within
the company. The failure to submit the balance sheets
should also in terms of the firm size, in reference to
the manner in which it understands to fulfill its
accounting obligations.
II. Transactions between directly or indirectly affiliated parties,
without a significant documentation of the transactions:
i.
Consultancy agreement between AARomania SA (S P,
AAA SpA, P G associate) and Pxxx Cxxx SRL (P S
brother of PG and XXX SA associate) amounting to
xxx,xxx EURO.
ii.
Construction work agreement between E WWW SA,
associates of AARomania SA, with the head office in
ZZ no., BBB, Z District, Bucharest P S shareholders
and Txxx SA, with the head office in ZZ no., BBB, Z
District, Bucharest (same address), P S and Pxxx Cxxx
shareholders. The agreement had the value of X
million RON, from which X/8 million RON, were
invoiced and collected.
III. Significant contracts with dissolved companies:
i.
Contract between E WWW SA and Bxx SRL WWW
for construction works amounting to X.X million
RON, invoiced and paid. Bxxx SRL firm was
subsequently dissolved
5. Discussion and Conclusions
The money laundering activities represent a perpetual preoccupation of the
organized crime groups in the entire world. The more criminality increases, the
more increases the necessity of legitimization of the money originating from illegal
activities.
Romania is an important component in the criminal activities developed at present in
the world. The years 2000-2007 surprised Romania, country that was going to get its
accession to the European Union, with a frail legislation and control system of the
forming financial circuits, which turned our country into the victim of numerous
money laundering actions. The brutal acquisitions made on the real estate market in
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Romania over the respective period, by the so-called investors that paid cash for
significant area of land situated outside and within the incorporated area, but also
important buildings in the main cities were notorious. The cash infusion determined
the demand increase on the market, with direct consequences on the economic
development level of Romania. Taking advantage from the spectacular evolution of
the prices, right after Romania‘s accession to the European Union, many foreign
investors sold their properties and thus legitimated their earnings, the transactions
being accompanied by a significant profit. In parallel to the activities developed on
the real estate market, a series of significant transactions took place during that
period, which had as purpose subtle, but extensive money laundering activities. The
permissive financial-accounting legislation was a significant factor in designation
Romania, during that period, as a tax haven, actually due to the precarious and
insufficiently developed and implemented legal system.
Therefore, the development of a theory of the financial accounting investigation,
supporting the financial fraud criminal investigation activities in general and the
money laundering related ones is thus required, especially allowing the correction
of the antisocial phenomena thus described. A key element in the investigation and
early detection of the money laundering activities is constituted by the
development of a set of indication related to the respective activities, allowing the
criminal investigation bodies to come into contact with the perpetrators as close
possible to the initial moment of the committing of the respective phenomena. At
the same time, it is required that the Romanian financial-accounting literature
develop preoccupations in the field of the investigation of the financial criminality
by means of the accounting expertise, comparable to the ones existent in other
European Union member states. The theorizing of the financial criminality
phenomenon and the investigation thereof by the means of the accounting expertise
will contribute, in a defining manner, to the clearance of the Romanian economic
environment of criminal economic practices.
The big problem of the investigators in the analysis and identification of the
criminal nature of the money laundering activities is represented by the fact that, in
most cases, as also presented in the current case, although they sometimes have a
major economic impact, the supporting transactions of the money laundering
activities do not have a criminal nature in themselves and they are the consequence
of facts of a criminal nature and, under the umbrella of legal commercial activities,
actions intended to justify, lose the track of or turn the money originating from
deeds of a criminal nature into more or less justifiable legal incomes, are
developed. The essence of the indication of the actions consists in the
unconventional character generated by the origin or the earning process of the socalled business.
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Abstract
This paper presents analysis of dividend and participations in profit taxation
effects. We investigated the effects of dividend and participation in profits taxation
according to OECD model as well as methods of double taxation avoidance, then
taxation of dividends and participations in profit in Croatian agreements about
double taxation avoidance and finally harmonization of dividends and
participations in profit taxation in European Union with the overview on Croatia.
The problem of double taxation appears by international mutual exchange of goods
and services when resident of one country member receives income from other
country member, and both countries have right to tax that income according to
their laws. Our analysis results show that Croatian system of dividend taxation has
been mainly harmonized with EU Directives. Croatia applies exemption system of
taxation of domestic, incoming and outcoming dividends. Croatia has aborted from
the reciprocal principle because of foreign investments attraction. With the date of
Croatian entrance into European Union, other member countries will be obliged to
apply Parent-Subsidiary Directive which will eliminate the problem of nonequal
treatment of incoming dividend by comparison with domestic and outcoming
dividends in Croatia. The main goal of Parent-Subsidiary Directive was to adjust
certain aspects of income taxation because of undisturbed capital flow across
borders of EU member countries.
Key Words: Dividend taxation, participations in profit, OECD model, cumulative
effect, Croatia, harmonization
JEL Classification: H24, H25
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1.Introduction
The problem of double taxation appears by international mutual exchange of goods
and services when resident of one country member receives income from other
country member, and both countries have right to tax that income according to their
laws. In order to avoid such situations, convention models were brought. The most
known conventions are UN convention and OECD convention. When tax payers of
every country member of UN or OECD are doing their commercial, industrial,
financial and other activities in other member countries, conventions explain and
standardize their fiscal situation (Tomulić Vehovec, 2007). Conventions that are
concluded between Croatia and other countries are based on OECD model
(Pečenjak, 2004). Croatia does not have concluded convention about double
taxation avoidance with other countries on the UN basis. When paying withholding
tax the most important is to determine the resident's country in order to apply
conventions.
If one person is considered to be a resident of two member countries, following
criteria should decide in which member country that person is resident (Pečenjak,
2004):

a person is considered to be a resident of that country in which it has
residence. If a person has residence in both countries, then it is
considered that he is a resident of that country in which he has more
familiar personal and economic conections, i.e. the center of life
interests;

if the criteria of life interests can not be applyed, then that person is
considered to be a resident of that country in which he has usual home;

if the criteria of usual home can not be applyed, because the person has
usual home in both countries or niether, then that person is considered
to be a resident of that country in which he has citizenship;

if citizenship criteria can not be applyed, government authorities of
member countries should solve the problem of residence through
mutual agreement.
Criteria for the residence of legal entity or company is the place of administration
where key administrative and commercial decisions, necessary for regular
activities, are made. Legal entity is not often a subject of taxation as a resident of
two member countries, but provisions about administration place are necessary
because internal provisions of countries are different regarding the registration
place of legal entity or administration place of legal entity.
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2. Taxation of dividends and participation in profits according to OECD
model
According to OECD model, dividend means allocation of income to shareholders
and from the shareholders' view, dividend is an income from capital. Determining a
dividend, according to OECD model, concerns income allocation.
According to OECD model (article 10, paragraph 1) dividends that resident of one
member country receives from resident of another member country, can be taxed in
that another country. However, dividends can be taxed also in a country of
dividend source. Because of that fact, country of residence must apply provisions
that arise from article 23 of OECD model about double taxation avoidance in order
not to pay tax in country of residence and also in country of dividend source.
In accordance with article 10, paragraph 2 of OECD model, dividends can be taxed
also in member country whose resident is a company that pays dividends, i.e. in
country od dividend origin. Tax rate is not unique, yet several rates are prescribed.
Lower rate is applyed when it is prescribed by national laws, when dividend
receiver is it's real user and in the case of associated companies when a doughter
company is paying dividends to mother company.
In other cases of paying dividend to other legal entities and natural persons, the
right to tax a dividend is given to a country of origin, but is limited with the high of
tax rate, depending on mutual agreements. In that cases usually the higher tax rate
from the rate for associated companies is applyed. According to OECD convention,
the country of dividend origin has right to tax such dividends with the tax rate of
15%. In the case of Croatia, according to concluded agreements, prescribed tax
rates on dividends in the country of origin are 15%, 10% or 5%. But article 10 of
OECD model prescribes that paragraphs 1 and 2 can not be applyed on those
dividends that are received by resident of member country, who operates in country
of origin through constant business unit. In that case dividends would not be taxed
with the lower rate from agreement, yet according to provisions about business
income and will be taxed according to domestic tax rate of origin country.
Furthermore, OECD model prescribes that country of dividend origin can not tax
dividends payed from nonresident except if (Jurak, 2012: 121):
1. the receiver of a dividend is a resident of origin country or
2. if there is a real connection with business unit or constant base in origin
country.
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Forbiddance of taxation is imposed to an origin country only if the company that
pays dividend is not in the same time the resident of that country.
Example 1. Country of residence (R) and country of origin (O) concluded an
agreement on the basis of OECD convention. Person X is a resident of country R
and receives dividend in amount of 100 currency units from country O. Tax rate on
dividends in country R is 40% and in country O 15%. In which country a person X
is tax payer?
3. Methods of double taxation avoidance
Member countries must arrange the method for tax division in advance (Tomulić
Vehovec, 2007: 25). OECD model suggest the choice from two methods:
1. deduction method and
2. exemption method.
3.1. Deduction method
By this method the country of residence deducts income tax that is already payed in
the country of origin. There are several subcategories of this method (Tomulić
Vehovec, 2007: 25):
1. full credit method – country of residence calculates total amount of
payed tax in the country of origin;
2. method of regular deduction - country of residence calculates the total
amount of tax payed in the country of origin, but only to the level of
assessment of liability for taxation in country of residence. That method
is recommended by OECD convention;
3. method of fictive deduction.
The amount of deducted tax will be calculated by a country of residence according
to its domestic income tax calculation. It can not be deducted more than it is
foreseen by domestic regulative in the country of residence.
Hence, if the income tax payed in country of origin was 10% and in country of
residence 15%, than the 10% of tax will be calculated and 5% should be payed in
the country of residence. In inverse case, if the tax rate is higher in the country of
origin, than the surplus can not be transfered in the country of residence, yet due
tax on that part of income is 0%. Because deduction method is used most
frequently, the following example is explaining that method.
Example 1. Country of residence (R) and country of origin (O) concluded an
agreement on the basis of OECD convention. Person X is a resident of country R
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and receives dividend in amount of 100 currency units from country O. Tax rate on
dividends in country R is 40% and in country O 15%. In which country a person X
is tax payer?
Table 1
Country of residence and country of origin
Country R (residence)
Country O (origin)
Revenues from dividend = 100
Revenues from dividend = 100
Tax obligation:
Dividend tax = 100*15% = 15
Dividend tax = 100*40% = 40
Tax payed in country O = 15
Difference for payment in country R =
25
Source: authors
According to article 10, paragraph 2 of OECD model, person X wil pay tax in
country of origin in maximum amount of 15% of gross income from dividends.
Except of tax in country of origin, person X should pay dividend tax in country of
residence. But country of residence should take into account already payed tax on
dividend. If the tax payed on dividend in country of origin is higher from dividend
tax in the country of residence, then tax obligation in country of origin is equal to
zero.
3.2. Exemption method
By this method it is exempted that part of income that was achieved in another
country. The amount of income that is exempted from taxation in the country of
residence is equal to the income that should be taxed according to domestic law
when there was no agreement.
There are two subcategories of this method (Tomulić Vehovec, 2007: 25):
1. method of full exemption – income that has already been assessed of
liability for taxation in the country of origin is totaly exempted from
taxation in the country of residence;
2. method of exemption with progression – income that has already been
assessed of liability for taxation in the country of origin is exempted
from taxation in the country of residence. But country of residence will
calculate it in the total tax base in order to determine the high of
progressive tax rate that will be assessed on the remaining income. That
method is prescribed by OECD convention.
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4. Taxation of dividends and participations in profits in Croatian agreements
about double taxation avoidance
Croatia has concluded 48 agreements about double dividend taxation. From that
number of agreements only four of them were taken from the former Yugoslavia in
1991 while other agreements were concluded after that year. Those agreements
define taxation between Croatia and other member country in order to avoid or
mitigate double taxation or tax evasion.
Provisions from mutual agreements about double taxation avoidance have higher
impact from domestic laws. In fact, agreements just divide taxation responsibility
between member countries but do not assign the right for taxation. In Croatia,
dividends realised and payed after 2005 are not taxable. Although international
agreements are above laws, Croatia doesn't have right to assess the tax on
dividends on the basis of agreement provisions. Consequently, dividends in Croatia
are not taxable even if it has that right according to an agreement. But that does not
impact the other side. That means that Croatian residents, who receive income from
dividends from other member country, will pay tax in other country according to
agreement with that country while residents of other country will not pay tax on
dividends received from Croatia.
In case when Croatia is a country of residence of real user and dividend receiver,
and dividend is realised from the country that has signed an agreement with
Croatia, than the country of origin taxes dividend according to its provisions, while
it would not be taxed in Croatia as a country of residence because of domestic
provisions. In Croatia, dividends that were realised between 2001 and 2004 are
taxable. Croatia is applying tax rates of 0%, 5%, 10% or 15% in its agreements
which is in accordance with the basic OECD convention model. Also, it applies
method of regular deduction that is recommended by OECD convention model.
5. Harmonization of dividend and participations in profits taxation in
European Union
European Union has regulated double taxation in its member countries through two
documents:
1. Parent-subsidiary Directive and
2. Announcement about taxation of natural person dividends on unique
market.
EU member countries can not obtrude more taxes on dividends received from
abroad in respect with dividend tax received from abroad. Also, dividends payed to
nonresidents can not be taxed effective more than dividends payed to residents of a
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country in which dividends are realised. All mentioned was undertaken in order to
ensure undisturbed capital flow across borders of member countries and also to
eliminate discriminatory effects of tax differences which arise because of
subsidiaries in other member countries.
5.1. Parent-Subsidiary Directive
The goal of this Directive is to establish equal tax treatment of dividends which is
payed from a subsidiary of one member country to a parent company that is a
resident of another member country (Council Directive, 1990). The solution of this
problem has been regulated by following regulation (Jurak, 2012: 127-128):
 Council Directive 90/435/EEC from 23rd July 1990 about common
taxation system that is applyed in case of parent company and
subsidiaries from different member countries, and
 Council Directive 2003/123/EC from 22nd December 2003 by which
Directive 90/435/EEC is changed and amended.
The last Directive has brought to the harmonization of tax systems of member
countries. According to that Directive, all EU countries have introduced abolition
of deduction tax on dividend payments from subsidiaries and possibility for
application of benefits of associated companies or deduction methods on the side of
parent company (Arbutina, 2005: 357-368).
Double taxation has been avoided in way that member country in which a parent
company is a resident must prescribe either taxation deduction of received
dividends either the obligation of recognition of income tax deduction which was
payed by subsidiary in country of origin. Resident country also can not tax, by
deduction tax, dividends that are received by parent company which is its resident.
Member country must apply one of two following methods with the aim of
dividend nontaxation (Arbutina, 2005: 357-368):
1. Exemption method in country of residence of parent company and
2. Deduction method from received dividends in country of residence of
parent company.
5.2. Announcement about taxation of natural person dividends on unique
market
Member countries had different dividend taxation systems on the shareholders
level. For domestic dividends, the most of countries blocked or decreased double
dividend taxation which arises from the fact that dividend are once taxable by
income tax on the company level and after that by personal income tax on the
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shareholders level. However, every member country taxed dividends received from
abroad and dividends that were payed to abroad differently in comparison with
domestic dividends. All that brought to hard capital flow and nonunique capital
market of European Union.
5.3. Harmonization of Croatian tax regulation with the European Union
Directives about taxation of dividends and provisions in profit
Croatian system of dividend taxation has been mainly harmonized with the ParentSubsidiary Directive. Particularly, distributed income of companies is generally
exempted from taxation by Law on income tax on the shareholders level,
regardless if they are legal entities or individuals. Tax base for income tax is
deducted for revenues from dividends and provisions in profit. By that fact
dividends and provisions in profit are exempted from income tax for resident
shareholders.
Because there is not deduction tax on dividend, it arises that distributed income to
nonresidents is not taxed also. Except main approach (nontaxation of
intercorporation dividend), other elements of Directive (for example, qualifying
ownership) are not included in Croatian taxation system of parent companies and
its subsidiaries.
6. Conclusion
Croatia has, by exemption politics, absolved domestic investors on foreign market
from cumulative dividend and participations in profit tax burden in way that it has
exempt received dividend and participations in profit from taxation. Also, foreign
investors were enabled to realise dividend and participations in profit without
abolition of deduction tax. Through taxation of dividends by income tax, i.e.
through exemption from taxation of dividends by personal income tax, cumulative
effect of dividend taxation avoidance has been achieved. Furthermore, unlike
dividend taxation model which was effective till 2005, Croatia harmonizes itself
with the dividend and participations in profit taxation system of European Union.
The main goal of Parent-Subsidiary Directive was to adjust certain aspects of
income taxation because of undisturbed capital flow across borders of EU member
countries. By that the elimination of distriminatory tax affects, that were arising
because of subsidiaries in other member countries, should be achieved. Relevant
Croatian solution is adjusted with EU Parent- Subsidiary Directive but that wasn't
the aim. It was brought because that solution is useful for Croatia and that is why
other elements such as qualifying ownership are not incorporated in Croatian
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system. Croatia has aborted from the reciprocal principle because of foreign
investments attraction.
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Abstract
In this scientific step we approached the issue of tax havens namely those areas or
states in which a person or entity, enjoy of a privilege regime, either because they
do not pay taxes, or because the taxes are much smaller than in the country of
origin.
To highlight the characteristics of these so-called taxation heavens we will start by
presenting the appearance and the evolution of those tax refuges which have
connections with tax evasion under its legal form (offshore companies).
This topic is current taking into account the amount handled in various statistics
from prestigious specialized magazines, even more in the current economic
conditions when the amount of money that could restart the engines of global
economy are forwarded to those black holes of global taxation.
Taxation is a highly controversial subject because it is seen in two different ways:
undesirable for tax payers and indispensable for the state. One way to escape from
the excessive taxation is through tax havens.
The main research method considered is to revise the most important opinions and
approaches within the specialty literature, the articles and studies of the national
and international press. In this study we wanted to fire a warning signal about the
money which are deviated each year to tax havens.
Key words: tax havens, offshore company, financial crisis, private investment,
non-financial assets
JEL Classification: M42, G01, H26
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Introduction
Taxation is a highly controversial topic, which often gives rise to differences of
opinion. The object of taxation, ―taxation will always be viewed from two opposite
angles: in one the taxpayer sees it as undesirable, and in the other the state which
sees it indispensable.‖ (Nandra, 2007: 86)
If the state makes use of its authority by increasing tax burden supported by
taxpayers, they will seek solutions to escape from this unbearable regime, which
turns out to be also often unfair. One way to escape from this burdensome tax
regime is represented by tax havens.
Economic analysts say that approximately half of the global money supply is being
run from the shadow of tax havens. (Murphy, 2005)
The existence of some small legal entities with special status or state type called in
the literature of this century havens or tax oases, it is not a phenomenon
characteristic to the contemporary world, it exists from distant times:

In ancient Greece, the islands in the vicinity of Athens were used by
merchants to store goods. Thereby to avoid a 2% tax charged by the fortress on
imports and exports.

In XVI-XVII century, Flandra became a tax haven because the trade
conducted through its ports was subject to minor tax obligations. (Buziernescu &
Antonescu, 2007:178)
Tax havens are increasing and becoming more and more present in the economic
life along with the great economic crisis from 1929-1933, when the market's ability
to adjust on its own was questioned, and the Keynesian system was accepted in a
large manner, and even more after the World War II, during the reconstruction of
Europe, when the state, according to the Keynesian doctrine began to receive tasks
too large, involving itself more and more active in the economy.
What are tax havens?
There are several definitions of tax havens, some authors consider that there are so
many definitions as the number of tax havens however from our point of view.
(Buziernescu & Antonescu, 2007:178)
A concise and comprehensive definition is the one of Roger Brunet, who
considered ―tax haven a territory where individuals or companies have the
impression of being less taxed than elsewhere.‖
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Another definition of tax havens would be one according to which they ―represent
countries or territories where a person or entity enjoys of a privileged tax system,
either because it does not receive taxes, either because the tax is determined in
rates lower than the country of origin.‖ (Buziernescu & Antonescu, 2007:178)
OECD (The OECD Project on harmful tax practices, 2001) identifies three key
factors in defining a tax haven:
1. no taxes or only nominal taxes, these jurisdictions offering a place to escape
non-residents from the path of oppressive taxation of the country of residence
2. lack of effective exchange of information (strictly confidential)
3. lack of transparency in legislative and administrative provisions.
The term itself is borrowed from the english language from the word tax-haven,
which suggests the idea of tax refuge. (Buziernescu & Antonescu, 2007:178)
The goal of using tax havens is simple: to pay less and win more. (Buziernescu &
Antonescu, 2007:178)
In other words, a tax haven, must meet conditions such as: increased tax incentives,
low bureaucracy, political and social stability, protection of property, protection by
law of commercial or financial transactions made, bank secrecy. There are huge
fines or even prison sentences for bank employees who violate the privacy of an
account holder.
It is not neglected the fact that tax havens have tax agreements with industrialized
countries to avoid double taxation of income, but also the fact that these entities to
ensure a favorable tax regime, it continuously adapts its tax law in relation to the
international evolution.
Another key feature is the lack of control over the currency. As a general rule,
foreigners are not under the control of transactions made in foreign currency, but
only when are carryed out transactions in their own currency. As a consequence,
any foreign citizen may set up a company in a tax haven to carry out activities in
the jurisdictions of other countries, cases in which the company will not be subject
to controls on operations and foreign exchanges as long as its activities are carried
out in currencies of other states.
At international level there are organizations that aim to attack those tax havens.
The question is would not be easier to cooperate to achieve a tax system simple,
transparent and stable, because if the original tax system would be fair, entities of
any kind would not need to resort to such practices. (Voinea, 2007:102)
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How difficult is it to set up a company in a tax haven?
In the last period the media bombards us increasingly with messages like: ―Taxes
are too high and try to streamline a business? One way that you can call is to set up
a company in a so-called tax haven.‖
―An offshore company is a financial instrument of planning and tax avoidance, of
increasing business profitability, of coordination of productive activities in full
freedom currency, but also in a comforting anonymity.‖ (Kiss et al., 2000:9) In
other words it is about companies that do not have commercial activities in the
country where they were registered and which are regarded as foreign companies.
An offshore company does not realize any income in the country in which was
registered.
Theoretically, offshore companies can be set up anywhere in the world, but not
everywhere they enjoy of the same tax benefits as in tax havens. ―The most
important advantage offered by companies registered offshore is the attractive
taxation of profits –―low tax or no tax‖. There are even other arguments in favor of
offshore companies – the confidentiality assured to final beneficiaries – owners,
flexibility in managing the operations of the company, the promptness with which
can be set up such companies.‖(Mănăilă, 2006:26)
To register an offshore company, usually, is required a copy of the passport for the
person which will be a shareholder, director or mandatory. Only in some
jurisdictions (for example Cyprus) is required and a bank reference letter, utility
bill, etc.
One of the main reasons for setting up an offshore company is related to capital
reinvestment, and also the guarantee confidentiality of transactions made between
the company and its customers and more than that, the offshore owners have the
advantage to transfer available foreign currency resources without breaching any
law regarding fiscal and monetary circulation.
An offshore company can be registered within a week (Seychelles, Delaware), 3 to
4 weeks (British Virgin Islands, Belize, the Bahamas, New York) and 1 to 1.5
months (Great Britain, Hong Kong, Cyprus). There are also very fast variants that
we found mentioned in the marketing strategy of companies specialized in opening
offshore companies ―we register companies with fiduciary (nominal) directors - the
so-called ready made or shelf company - with a procure in white, companies which
may be raised by the client in an hour‖ (LavecoGroup ltd.)
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The most important offshore jurisdictions are in the Caribbean - British Virgin
Islands, Cayman Islands, Bahamas etc. Another interesting area is represented by
the british istlands from Channel Islands (Guernsey, Jersey and Sark). Also, in the
South Pacific and Indian Ocean there are several jurisdictions that enables
registration of companies with offshore regime. Analysts believe that the most
popular jurisdictions are those in Great Britain, New Zealand, Seychelles, Cyprus,
Delaware and the British Virgin Islands. The annual fees that are paid to an
offshore dependent on the chosen location, varying between 1.500 and 3.200
dollars.
E.U. and U.S. position towards tax havens
European Union has declared war on tax havens of Liechtenstein, Switzerland,
Monaco and Andorra. Loss of billions of euros from taxes has determined the most
important commandment of the EU on economics and finance issues to reach to a
strategy that will keep under control tax evasion from "heavens without taxes".
German Finance Minister claims that evasion costs Germany about 30 billion, each
year. Great Britain loses a similar amount, and the EU is defrauded in total, with
over 100 billion annually in unpaid taxes.
Strong pressures coming from Berlin did not scared officials in Liechtenstein.
Prime Minister Ottmar Hasler said that he will never give up at the anonymous
foundations, and Crown Prince Alois has characterized it as an affront the german
desire to give up at bank secrecy. Foundations and their bank accounts is a tradition
for over 80 years in Liechtenstein and this will not change.
All this has determined the European Union to consider a tightening of current
rules to prevent tax avoidance. In addition to strengthening the cooperation with
Asian tax havens such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Malta, the finance ministers
intend to modify the 2005 directive on economic charges in Europe.
Done after 14 years of discussions, the text of the 2005 directive encounters
difficulties in implementation and it could be revised. The document stipulates the
information exchange between countries on gains from economies of foreign
citizens. Only that EU countries that practice banking secrecy (Belgium,
Luxembourg and Austria), as same as the European tax havens from outside the
EU (Switzerland, San Marino, Monaco, Andorra and Liechtenstein - dependent and
associated territories), have obtained the right not to participate in this agreement.
These states are satisfied with tax charges on earnings at source from economies
placed within their territory and to give 75% of the money to home countries, but
without any control on this amounts.
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In consequence, this directive is incomplete as long as it does not take into account
all economic products, excluding dividends from shares, and are limited at the
investments made by individuals (and not to those of companies and foundations).
To modify the directive, Germany made three proposals: an increase in dividends
and financial gains, other than income from savings, including companies and
foundations covered by the directive and obligating tax havens to disclose the
identity of those who have bank accounts there. If most european finance ministers
have agreed to these proposals, the one from Luxembourg showed quite reticent,
Luxembourg disagreeing with the adoption of the directive.
It is understood that the disputes on this issue will continue, the tiny european
countries whose prosperity is largely based on low taxation feeling threatened.
Regarding the United States, they are among the territories which were classified
as tax havens because of the way tax is charged, which is found on a part of its
territory. U.S. position was different according to the president that it had.
If George W. Bush criticized the heavens without charge and did not take any
action against them, the current president, Barack Obama has made this fight
against tax havens a strong point of its government program. It can be considered
that this reaction is because of the scandal with UBS Swiss bank. U.S. authorities
accuse UBS Swiss bank that it allowed tax evasion for its american clients for more
than 100 billion dollars.
At this point, tax havens have a very low popularity among the leaders in the
world. The financial crisis that began with the collapse of the investment bank
Lehman Brothers in October 2008, has unleashed a war against so-called tax
havens. First U.S. President Barack Obama and then, more vocal and aggressive,
Nicolas Sarkozy, the former leader of the Elysée Palace, have attacked the
territories with friendly tax. Clouds had already settled over tax havens since 11
september 2001, when it became clear that the money of various terrorist
organizations can be move very easy in low taxation empires, usually accompanied
by an absolute discretion regarding the allowed money. (Moise, 2011)
Then came out the famous general banking regulation that forced bankers to collect
information about its customers. This initiative designed to identify terrorists and
black money, keeps even now the name of an apparently innocent program –
―know your customer‖. Six years and four days later, in another gloomy september,
this time, for the financial world, the world's eyes were rolled back towards tax
havens. (Moise, 2011)
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Tax havens - possible factor of financial crisis
Tax haven is considered a beautiful dream of neoliberalism unchained of the
tributes burden and a dark universe by which are put into circulation ―turn white
and rest‖ the wealth of the world‘s richest citizens. (Moise Lidia : 2011). Even for
Romania tax havens are no longer a nebula, as long as in Romania are operating
more firms with residence in countries where tax is more than friendly.
From tax havens have been made direct investment of over 1.3 billion euros, about
4.4% of the total foreign capital in Romania. From Netherlands Antilles, for
example, entered from 15 companies, direct investment of over half a billion euros.
This estimative calculation of capital with exotic fragrance, of tax haven, does not
take into account the money coming from Switzerland - a pure tax haven, and not
even for those who arrived from Cyprus - another part of the world suspected that
it did not abandon its reflexes of discreet and welcoming territory for the fraudsters
of other countries. But the investments of these companies with residence in the
British Virgin Islands, Gibraltar or the Marshall Islands are not necessarily
unlawful, and must not be seen with suspicion. Simply, it should be checked
whether this money have not migrated from Romania, without charges, and
returned here, to work, all with the express aim not to pay any tax.
In the era of globalization we cannot close the door to investments, even if their
profit is taxed elsewhere. A country where more than a third of the economy is
running, without worrying about taxes, the possibility of a major flow of money to
and from tax havens is high. But Romania has no laws, institutions or mechanisms
able to detect possible hidden frauds throw the fiscal islands of happiness.
A study made by the Tax Justice Network – ―The Price of Offshore Revisited‖ highlights the fact that businesses people from the entire world are exploiting the
minuses of tax law, so that the total offshore economy is equivalent to GDPs of the
U.S. and Japan gathered and is 134 times higher than the estimated GDP of
Romania for 2012.
In this study, expert James Henry, a former chief economist at the consulting firm
McKinsey says that the total value of money export towards tax havens almost
tripled in the last seven years highlighting the fact that in 2010 the world's top ten
financial institutions (including UBS and Credit Suisse in Switzerland and
Goldman Sachs in U.S.) have administered funds worth about $ 6.182 billion (over
5.100 billion euros), compared to $ 2.273 billion (about 1.920 billion euros) in
2005. (Tax Justice Network Report, 2012)
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Figure no. 1: Top banking financial investments between 2005-2010

(Source: The Price of Offshore Revisited: PressRelease -19thJuly2012)

Research conducted by James Henry are based on the numbers of the World Bank,
IMF, UN and central banks. James Henry qualified personal wealth held in tax
havens as ―an enormous black hole in the global economy.‖ (Tax Justice Network
Report, 2012)
In the same study it is shown that private investment banks around the world have
directed about 21.000 billion dollars (over 17.000 billion euros) to tax havens.
The analysis performed suggests that for many developing countries the aggregate
amount of capital that came out of their savings after 1970 would be more than
sufficient to pay its debts to the rest of the world. (Tax Justice Network Report,
2012)
The fortunes have migrated to offshore bank accounts especially in oil-rich
countries, instead of being invested locally. The same study shows that from the
early 1990s, from Russia came over 781 billion dollars. From Saudi Arabia came
out funds of 307 billion dollars and 306 billion dollars from Nigeria. (Tax Justice
Network Report, 2012)
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In the case of Hungary, champions of the region, the amount rises to $ 8.6 billion
per year, and for Poland to 4.7 billion dollars.
Among eastern european countries, the study also includes Bulgaria (evasion of $
2.2 billion per year), Latvia ($ 1.5 billion), Lithuania (one billion dollars), Estonia
($ 0.8 billion) and Moldova ($ 0.1 billion). (Tax Justice Network Report, 2012)
Figure no. 2: Assets that have migrated towards tax havens in the period 2005-2010

(Source: The Price of Offshore Revisited: PressRelease -19thJuly2012)

Regarding the case of Romania, reported to the analyzed period, hidden assets in
tax havens by romanian citizens and companies from Romania are in total $ 2.5
billion per year.
So, the amounts that have migrated from Romania equals to 72% of the country's
debt at the end of 2010. For Poland, the withdrawn assets represent 62% of the
debt, and in the case of Hungary, the most indebted country in Central and Eastern
Europe, amounts equivalent to 116% of the debt. According to the National Trade
Register Office, in the top 50 countries on foreign direct investment capital from
1991 to 2011, Cyprus ranks first among tax havens, with a balance of 2.6 billion
dollars at 31 december 2011. On the next positions are Panama (1.3 billion dollars),
Switzerland (1.3 billion dollars), Luxembourg (1.2 billion dollars), Netherlands
Antilles (724.4 million dollars), British Virgin Islands (148 million dollars),
Gibraltar, Bermuda, Belize, Marshall Islands, Liechtenstein and Malta. (Cojocaru,
2012)
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Figure no. 3 Top capital injections from tax havens towards Romanian companies between 1999-2011

Top capital injections from tax havens towards romanian
companies between 1999-2011
3
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0

(Source: Created by the authors based on the information presented by ONRC)

According to this study, which does not take into account the non-financial assets
such as real estate or gold, it is estimated that throw deposits in tax havens states
are deprived of tax revenues which would totals to 280 billion dollars (225 billion
euros) for the wealth of individuals.
James Henry shows that private banks are to blame ―the riches of the most
wealthiest are protected by a horde of well-paid professional advisors‖ and they are
the ones who take advantage of "the world economy becoming more open and
fluid". (Tax Justice Network Report, 2012)
In conclusions it is shown that ―lost tax revenue is significant enough to introduce
major changes in the finances of many states.‖ For BBC, James Henry said ―this
study is even a good news because the world has such a large reserve that could
one day solve some of our problems.‖
Conclusions
A first conclusion regarding what it was presented would be that tax havens are
natural reactions to the increasing of tax burden, and we should consider them
warning signs that show the fact that something in the economic system does not
work as it should.
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We cannot take into consideration the possibility to disappear tax havens without
improving tax systems. And yet their disappearance would create something
similar because they are an inevitable product of globalization. There are some
who argue that the existence of tax havens saves great state governments of the
danger to have a huge financial surplus.
Investors claim that in a global economic competition, including countries with
different tax regimes, tax cuts has become an important key to success for large
companies, and tax havens are the simplest legal solution. In their defense, the little
―paradises‖ show that they apply strict rules against money laundering and check
the companies that want to use their services, so that they will not use, for example,
child labor and to respect international law.
Despite the war conducted by some countries against these tax havens "trillions of
dollars and euros still are hidden in such areas without taxes causing huge damage
to states, creating distortions at trade and investment flows level, and creating the
conditions of a criminological environment, susceptible to put the very rich ones
and the very poor, ones against others.
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ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION IN THE
COMPANY’S FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Cristina CIRCA
West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract
The present paper aims at presenting the manner in which the environmental
concerns of the company are described by the accounting information. In this
context, we shall detail the information regarding the environmental protection,
included in the financial statements, i.e. the assets, liabilities, financing sources,
expenses and revenues generated in the relationship between the company and the
environment. The study relies on the most recent developments in the field of the
sustainable economic development and demonstrates that the specific information
regarding the company‟s concerns in this field are not to be read only in additional
CSR reports, but also in the mandatory financial statements templates. The
international concerns in this matter are demonstrated by the fact that both the
European and the US reporting frameworks started to consider the disclosing
manner of environmental information, whereas their view is not always the same.
Based on the input accounting data described above, specific financial analysis
techniques may be used, in order to generate an appraisal template of the
company‟s efforts to survive in an economical environment often dominated by
sustainable development constraints. This is intended to be only a first step in
moving the focus of the sustainable development analyses from the macroeconomic
to the microeconomic level.
Key words: accounting system, financial statements analysis, sustainable
development, environmental protection
JEL classification: M40, M41, M48

1. Introduction
The present paper aims at presenting the manner in which the environmental
concerns of the company are described by the accounting information. In this
context, we shall detail the information regarding the environmental protection,
included in the financial statements, i.e. the assets, liabilities, financing sources,
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expenses and revenues generated in the relationship between the company and the
environment. The information associated to the company – environment
relationship is located in the financial statements both in the balance sheet and in
the profit and loss account, as well as in the explanatory notes to the financial
statements. The first two reports describe the specific information strictly
monetary, while the notes may include both amounts connected to the specific
contingencies and hints regarding the risks and opportunities built at the
intersection of the company‘s economic and ecological concerns.
In this context, the balance sheet describes the environmental protection topic at
the level of the assets (mostly fixed assets and accruals), debts and financing
sources of equipment aiming the pollution control or decrease. The P&L account
measures both the company‘s efforts to reduce or repair its harming effects upon
the environment - recorded as expenses, and the revenues generated by the sale of
environmental goods or services, for companies whose field of activity involves
their administration and merchandising. The notes to the financial statements are
meant to detail the strictly monetary information presented in the balance sheet and
the profit and loss account, as well as to complete the fair view upon the
company‘s position and performance, by describing data which are not sufficiently
certain or can‘t be reliably measured and as such can‘t be included in the other
components of the financial statements.
The study relies on the most recent developments in the field of the sustainable
economic development and demonstrates that the specific information regarding
the company‘s concerns in this field are not to be read only in additional CSR
reports, but also in the mandatory financial statements templates.
2. Environmental protection data in the balance sheet
2.1. Assets of the company-environment relationship
The environmental concerns of the Romanian companies leave their mark upon
three major asset categories:
a) intangible assets, in the form of goodwill associated to the company‘s
environmental performance or risk profile;
b) fixed assets, i.e.:

pollution control or decrease equipment, installed either along the
technological production line (equipment meant to decrease the pollution during
the production process), or at the end of the production line (equipment meant to
control the pollution at the end of the production process, also known as end-ofpipe technology);
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subsequent expenses, meant to improve the initial ecological
performance parameters of an equipment, which may be recognized as an assets;
c) accruals, in form of tradable carbon units.
The goodwill potentially generated in the company – environment relationship may
be adherent to the following:

the company‘s reputation as a producer of eco-friendly products or as a
promoter of environmental protection events;

the trust relationship between the company and the environmental
agencies, the employees and the community;

legal rights to operate in certain geographical areas or to develop
certain activities, forbidden to the competition or to newcomers on the market.
The environmental fixed assets are purchased or produced by the company, in
order either to be incorporated in the existing production line (pollution decrease
technology during the production process), or to be installed at the end of the
production process (end-of-pipe technology). In the first category, we shall find
production equipment, for which the pollution decrease is not a main goal, but an
additional parameter (new generation equipment with lower emissions), while the
end-of-pipe technology includes assets meant to decrease the emissions in the last
stage of the production process (water or air purification devices, emission control
filters).
Beside equipment supporting directly or indirectly the ecological performance, the
environmental fixed assets may include subsequent expenses, which are assumed
by the company in order to improve the initial environmental parameters of an
asset, subsequent to its acquisition or production. The recognition of such expenses
as a component of the asset is allowed only if they manage to generate future
economic benefits, either directly, by increasing the asset‘s associated income, or
indirectly, by decreasing the asset‘s maintenance and operating costs.
For a better understanding of this topic, Rogers G.C (2005) illustrated several
potential environmental problems and adherent solutions, in different recognition
versions. For example, he identified two scenarios of decreasing the soil pollution
produced by a landfill:
1. the soil decontamination
Though the elimination of the toxical waste shall repair the soil, the initial
parameters of the landfill will not be improved. The elimination of the waste from
the soil will solve an environmental problem, but will not decrease the future
pollution and will not prevent the future production of toxical waste. No additional
economical benefits are recorded, either as an increase of an income or as a
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decrease of the future maintenance and operating expenses, therefore the soil
remediation expenses will be recognized as current expenses.
2. the installment of an intermediary protection layer, between the landfill and the
soil
The intermediary layer will alter the initial technical parameters of the landfill, i.e.
it will improve them, by increasing the landfill‘s safety. The protection layer will
solve the environmental problem both in the present and the future, by stopping the
soil infiltration of current and future toxic waste. As a consequence, the company
will record additional economic benefits, by decreasing the maintenance and
operating expenses induced by the necessary soil decontamination. Hence, the
capitalization condition of the expenses are fulfilled.
The tradable carbon units were developed as a component of the cap-and-trade
programs, where the participants have the right to produce emissions up to a
certain limit, whereas the emission right is recorded as a tradable carbon unit. If the
company manages to decrease its emissions so that it doesn‘t need the all the
allocated units, it may sell them to an entity whose emissions exceed its rights.
Such programs are operational over a conformity period, usually equal to a year.
For a certain conformity period, a participant to the program may exercise one of
its three options:
3. it can produce emissions up to the allocated rights;
4. it can produce emissions beneath the allocated rights and sell or keep the
remaining credits;
5. it can produce emissions over the allocated right and either buy additional
credits or pay penalties.
With regard to the accounting treatment of the tradable carbon units, the Romanian
accounting regulations, guided by the EU directives, differ from the IFRS
provisions. The International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee –
IFRIC approaches the cap-and-trade scheme in IFRIC3 „Emission Rights‖. Here,
such rights are to be recognized as intangible, non-depreciable assets. Moreover,
the standard recommends that, while the emissions are generated during the
conformity period, the obligation of presenting the corresponding units is
recognized according to the provisions of IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingent Assets. Hence, while the emissions are produced, the company will
recognize a contingent liability in order to report its obligation to hold the emission
credits. The liability is considered to be covered by presenting the units, paying the
penalties or a combination between the two.
According to the provisions of IFRIC 3, the tradable carbon units are initially
recognized at their fair value, consisting in the amount for which they could be
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bought (created) or sold (paid) in a current transaction. As a general rule, in the
accounting practice the fair value consists in the current market price of the units,
necessary to cover the emissions cumulated at the balance sheet date.
Additionally, according to the IFRS, the tradable carbon units must be valued in
order to estimate their recoverable value, when the current facts and circumstances
are altered. As a secondary effect, the existence of a tradable carbon units scheme
can also lead to the depreciation of other assets of the company. As an example,
one of the consequences of the cap-and-trade program may be the decrease of the
operating hours or the production capacity of certain equipments. Such a decrease
may at its turn lead to the decrease of the equipment‘s associated cashflow.
Worth mentioning is the fact that the IFRIC recommendations largely agree with
the US GAAP provisions in this matter. Both regulations recognize the units as
intangible assets, associated to a correspondent liability. The main difference
between the two regulations regards the depreciation of these assets, i.e. in the
IFRIC view the certificates should not be depreciated, while the US GAAP allow
the recognition of the adherent amortization expenses over the units‘ validity
period.
The Romanian accounting regulations, following the EU directives, do not regard
the tradable carbon units as intangible assets. Their value is presented both in the
balance sheet and in extra balance sheet accounts, as follows:
6. the units aquired in the current period but adherent to a future period are
recognized in the balance sheet as accruals, transferred to the current expenses in
the period in which the certificates are actually consumed;
7. the units for which no value was set are recognized in extra balance sheet
accounts and described in the explanatory notes;
8. the units used in the current period and whose value can be determined are
recognized as current expenses.
2.2. Liabilities of the company-environment relationship
At a general level, the environmental liabilities are related to future environmental
costs and are recognized as a liability, a provision or a contingent liability. The
object of such costs consists in the decontamination, pollution control or
remediation of other environmental damage. The associated environmental
liabilities are either prescribed by law, or associated to certain environmental
transactions, conditions or events.
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The main premise of an environmental remediation liability consists in the current
or past ownership over or operation of a contaminated site, or in the contribution to
the waste production in or waste transport to a certain site. As a common feature,
all such actions are to be investigated or corrected. The main premise of an
environmental contingency consists in the current or past production of dangerous
emissions, harmful for the human health, private property, natural ressources in
public property or economical activity. Such contingencies may or may not imply
environmental remediation liabilities.
The environmental liabilities are oftent induced to the company by governmental
agencies, by private entities appealing to rights established by the environmental
regulations or by law courts. They may also be voluntarily accepted by the entity,
in order to avoid the pressure of the authorities, or other legal actions, or as a part
of their corporate social policy.
Without any doubt, the pollution produced by the company can generate legal
liabilities, by virtue of the environmental regulations. However, the moment the
liability is generated is less certain. In some cases, the legal liability is absolute and
unconditional. In other cases, the liability is conditioned by the future emergence of
events and circumstances that will constrain the entity to pay cash, transfer assets
or render services to another entity, in order to pay its debt. If the liabilities depend
on future events, the events may either be outside the entity‘s control (like a legal
action for environmental damage, against the entity), or under the entity‘s control
(like the decision to demolish a building containing asbestos). Several of the
company‘s environmental liabilities, as well as their accounting approach are
illustrated below:
1. specific taxes, fines or penalties imposed by environmental protection
authorities, for not installing or operating a certain pollution control technology or
not observing a legal environmental regulation. It is the most frequent type of
environmental liability. The environmental taxes, fines and penalties are classical
liabilities, as both their value and their due date are certain. Rarely, if at the balance
sheet date it is known, certainly or with a certain probability, that the company will
have to pay future fines and penalties, though without exactly knowing their
amount or the due date, a provision should be recognized.
2. the obligation to bear decontamination costs, associated to the pollution
produced by the company in time or accidentally, as well as to the ownership of a
contaminated site.
For recognizing the obligation to bear future decontamination costs of a polluted
site, after the activity standstill, the Romanian accounting regulations recommend
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the recognition of a provision, if the liabilities are clearly defined, their emergence
is certain or probable, but their amount or due date is not exactly known.
3. claims for material or personal damages, set as a consequence of ongoing or
forecasted litigations, whose object consists in:
9. the past or current exposure of the company‘s employees to dangerous
substances;
10. the past or current exposure of other persons to dangerous substances on a
contaminated site (soil, underground or surface water);
11. the sale or distribution of products containing dangerous substances.
When a company presumees that, as a consequence of ongoing litigations, induced
by not observing certain environmental standards or safety rules regarding
polluting substances, the payment of material or personal damages has become
probable, these obligations will be accounted for either as provisions or as
contingencies. The difference between the two is given by the stage the litigation is
in, as well as by the manner in which the lawsuit will probably be settled, estimated
by the management based on the outcome of previous litigations and other relevant
information.
5. the obligation to dispose assets which no longer observe the environmental
standards
The obligation to dispose fixed assets is to be recognized, according to the
Romanian accounting regulations, as provisions. The significance of such
obligations has increased after Romania has become a member of the EU, given the
European environmental standards that need to be observed. Under these
circumstances, the disposal of polluting assets may be followed by investments in
less polluting equipment, eligible for financing through EU funds.
6. the obligation to pay environmental guarrantees, at the sale of certain assets
Such liabilities were born in the context of the potential depreciation of certain
assets, like land or buildings, as a consequence of the deterioration of the
associated environmental conditions. A polluted soil, underground or surface water
on a former industrial site may be ascertained not to observe the current
environmental standards. Under these circumstances, at the sale or lease of such a
land, the owners and operators of contaminated sites may face decontamination
obligations, even if they did not produce the pollution or contribute to its
production. The risk associated to these potential liabilities is mitigated by a
guarrantee offered by the seller, who agrees to bear the decontamination costs, if
and when they become compulsory.
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The contingent losses covered by guarrantee agreements may include:
12. claims to personal or material damages related to historical pollution;
13. overruns of decontamination costs asociated to known historical pollution;
14. claims to personal and material damages associated to existing pollution;
15. a decrease in the value of the land, due to the after-sale detection of existing
pollution;
16. higher operating costs and losses induced by production breakdowns at the
guarranteed party, as a consequence of the existing pollution, wich had not been
disclosed.
The environmental guarrantees are a safeguard for the current environmental
contingencies, with a significant impact upon the real estate market. The revival of
abandoned industrial sites is complicated by the existing or presumed pollution,
which generates additional costs. Additionally, the environmental guarrantee may
join sale agreements of products containing dangerous substances (like asbestos),
thus protecting the buyer from possible future complaints of the employees or
customers.
Nevertheless, the environmental guarrantees at the sale of an asset are a frequent
practice in countries where the sustainable economic development has become a
tradition. The Romanian accounting regulations do not explicitly approach this
topic. On the other hand, the US GAAP aproach the environmental guarrantees
carefully. According to these regulations, an environmental guarrantee generates
two distinct obligations for the guarantor: the obligation to be prepared to pay the
guarrantee if the guarranteed event produces and the liability to actually pay the
guarrantee when the guarranteed event produces. The first liability is not a
contingent one, as it does not depend on the production of the certain event, while
the second liability is a contingency, as it depends on the production of the
guarranteed event. Under these circumstances, the guarantor will disclose a liability
for the non-contingent component of the guarrantee right at the date of the
agreement.
2.3. Financing sources of the company-environment relationship
In the context of the investments projects focussed on the environmental protection
or the improvement of the company‘s ecological performance, the most proper
financing sources are generally the medium- and long termed ones. Additionally, the
most recent experience of the interference between the economical activity and the
environmental concerns revealed the fact that companies rely mostly on external and
not on own sources in the attempt to finance such initiatives. Hence, among the most
frequent financing sources of eco-friendly investment projects we find today the non-
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reimbursable financing, as well as the low interest loans granted by EU or
governmental authorities.
The loans oriented towards environmental projects come either from banks, or from
other financial institutions which allow a relatively cheap financing of sustainable
development projects, like regional development banks or multilateral development
institutions.
Loans are often completed by specific subsidies, focussed especially on the financing
of major environmental investments. The subsidies are strictly regulated and granted
on certain specific fields, so that the aggregated microeconomic environmental
indicators recorded by means of the financed projects lead to the fulfilment of
national environmental targets.
The non-reimbursable financing is accounted for by the beneficiary company as an
asset subsidy, whereas in the balance sheet the subsidy is disclosed as a deferred
income, transferred gradually to the profit and loss account during the asset‘s
depreciation or at the disposal of the assets, in order to cancel the effect of the
amortization upon the annual financial result.
3. Environmental protection data in the profit and loss account
3.1. Environmental costs
The environmental costs consist in costs associated to the company‘s
environmental concerns, including its efforts to observe the environmental
regulations and can be classified into one of the followig three categories:
(1)
decontamination costs;
(2)
pollution control costs;
(3)
environmental damage costs.
The decontamination costs are given by the costs, including legal costs, incurred
for the investigation, remediation or disposal of the soil, surface or underground
water contaminants, as well as the costs generated by the remediation, restoration
or replacement of the assets damaged in the course of decontamination activities.
Decontamination costs incurred at the disposal of an asset, whose incumbency and
amount are known when the asset is put into service, will be recognized in the P&L
indirectly, by capitalization in the asset value and amortization.
The pollution control costs are given by the costs, other than decontamination
costs, incurred by the company in order to observe the environmental regulations.
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We talk here about companies with significant environmental impact, whose
activity is object of various regulations focussed on the polution prevention and
control, including environmental performance standards of the production process,
personnel training requirements, periodical environmental reporting. The pollution
control costs may include both direct labour, materials and euipment costs and
indirect labour and administration costs.
The pollution control costs are capitalized and included in the value of the assets
when they are directly or indirectly related to the company‘s future economic
benefits. However, as the most pollution control costs do not generate future
economic benefits or their relationhip to future economic benefits is not a direct
one, they are recognized as current expenses.
The environmental damage costs are generated by the company‘s lack of
conformity to the environmental regulations or by the infringement of obligations
assumed towards third parties. The lack of conformity to the environmental
regulations may lead to administrative, civil or penal penalties, or in extreme cases,
may lead to the company‘s standstill. Additionally, the environmental accidents
can lead to decontamination obligations or the obligation to pay personal or
material damages.
As a general rule, the environmental costs of the company are to be accounted for
as operating expenses. More exactly, we include here control costs of the waste and
emissions generated during the production process, pollution prevention costs and
environmental management costs, along with the decontamination costs. However,
a distinct class of environmental costs is associated to the company‘s concerns to
remediate accidental environmental damage. Depending on the seriousness of such
accidents and their frequency, the adherent costs may belong to the current activity
or not.
3.2. Environmental income
The income generated by the sale of environmental goods and services is not
strictly related to environmental protection measures, but to the responsible
administration of the natural ressources, so that the economical and the ecological
performance can be joined.
Talking about the benefits of environmental investments, it must be said that, while
any eco-efficient project generates specific costs, only companies acting in the field
of the administration and sale of environmental goods and services will manage to
record correspondent financial income. The sectors we have in mind in this context
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are the water and wastewater sector, the production of energy out of fossil fuel or
renewable ressources, the exploitation of mineral ressources or niche sectors like
the production of bio-food. In these fields, the costs incurred to update the
technology to the environmental requirements can be directly transferred to the
consumers, who accept more easily a tariff or price increase as they perceive the
increase of the ecological performance adherent to the services or products they
buy.
For instance, the technology upgrade of an urban heating plant, meant to decrease
the emissions, will lead to the increase of the tarif, but in the same time to the
improvement of the air quality in its geographical area. This change will be
perceived by all the targeted consumers, so that the reason of the tariff increase is
obvious. Likewise, the technology upgrade of a water and wastewater operator
implies the increase of the water quality in the public network, as well as in the
rivers and lakes in the company‘s operating area, so that the tariff increase is
balanced by an obvious improvement of the service quality.
On the other side, companies which do not directly operate in such fields, can not
easily transfer the environmental costs as a component of the price / tariff. One can
seldom find such environmentally responsible consumers, who prefer a more
expensive product to a cheaper one, only because the first product relies on an ecofriendly technology. In such cases, the financial benefits generated by
environmental investments will be indirect, like avoiding or decreasing subsequent
environmental fines or penalties.
4. Conclusions
The present study illustrated the manner in which the accounting information,
correctly structured and interpreted, manages to offer an overview over the
company‘s environmental concerns. In this context, the paper can be seen as a first
step in the composite analysis of the economical and ecological performance.
Based on the input accounting data described above, specific financial analysis
techniques may be used, in order to generate an appraisal template of the
company‘s efforts to survive in an economical environment often dominated by
sustainable development constraints. Taking into account that the research
performed so far in the field of the sustainable economical development has mostly
considered its macroeconomic effects, we feel that the analyses should start
focussing on its microeconomic inferences, reflected in the accounting
informational system.
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A PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
FOR ACHIEVING BUSINESS-IT ALIGNMENT
USING ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE IN ERP
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
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Abstract
Nowadays, adopting an ERP system implies a major risk that the company must
assume and to manage it carefully. The alignment between business and IT in
organizations is one of the most important factors that ensure ERP successful
adoption by the enterprise and a defining element to guarantee business continuity
after the system implementation. Strategic alignment must accompany the entire
life cycle of an ERP system, determining the information system's functionality and
motivating the necessary organizational changes. However, achieving the
alignment between business and IT is not an easy task. It requires a comprehensive
overview of how the business works. A relatively new term that arouses the interest
of academic community and practitioners is Enterprise Architecture incorporating
two well-known concepts: the organization‟s business architecture and its
information system architecture. Both business architecture and information
system architecture highlight aspects of enterprise‟s operations viewed from
different perspectives that can meet the needs of different stakeholders.
The present paper analyzes the complementarity between business architecture and
information system architecture as parts of Enterprise Architecture and provides a
conceptual framework for the development of ERP systems based on strategic
alignment at all stages of an ERP system development and implementation process
within the enterprise.
Keywords: Business/IT Alignment, Enterprise Architecture, ERP, architectural
framework
JEL Classification: M10, M15
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1. Introduction
Frequent and major changes occurring nowadays in the economic world motivate the
organizations to seek innovative solutions able to ensure financial stability and to
determine economic growth within the company. While analyzing business solutions
for enterprises, one can observe an upward trend on their evolution line, influenced
directly by technological changes that align more and more to the demand for
information integration. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are IT&C
solutions implemented today on a large scale in enterprises, being considered as an
important asset for any organization. ERP systems adoption is justified mostly by the
added value brought to the business by integrating intra and inter-organizational
business processes and managing them effectively. However adopting an ERP system
implies a major risk that the company must assume and to manage it carefully.
The alignment between an organization's business strategy and processes supported
by an integrated information system is a defining element for ensuring business
continuity after the system implementation and one of the most important factors
that ensures ERP successful adoption by the enterprise. Therefore, a relevant
approach for developing and implementing an ERP system requires the modeling
and development process to be conducted on two overlapping levels, based on the
strategic and structural alignment: 1) business strategy analysis and documentation
and 2) ERP system‘s analysis, design and development. Information system
architecture is nowadays recognized as an important step in enterprise information
systems development, but the alignment with business needs can only be achieved
through a holistic view on how enterprise works. A relatively new term that
arouses the interest of academic community and practitioners is Enterprise
Architecture. Generally speaking, it incorporates two well-known concepts: the
organization‘s business architecture and its information system architecture. The
first one describes the organization in terms of business processes, business events,
actors, activities or business transactions, building a picture of how the company
can operate without detailing information technology issues, but aiming at the
future enterprise integrated information system development. Information System
architecture, a highly technical concept, uses a set of tools, techniques, methods
and strategies on developing IT solutions to support the business on all
organizational management levels. However, the complexity of an ERP system
induced by the need of information integration and efficient management of all
activities at the organizational level involves tracking the alignment between
information system‘s processes and business processes throughout system
development lifecycle. Both business architecture and information system
architecture highlight aspects of enterprise‘s operations viewed from different
perspectives that can meet the needs of different stakeholders.
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To describe enterprise architecture on various levels of abstraction and from
different perspectives specific modeling languages have been developed. Modeling
languages specific diagrams allow decision-making analysis during information
system implementation process (Lagerström, 2007). Most times, these
diagrammatic descriptions of processes are used for different purposes depending
on their role within the organization and on the interest manifested by the users in
some specific problems. Managers or business analysts whose concerns are
manifested in ensuring organizational coherence or business processes
improvements will find business processes modeling useful, while IT professionals
concerned with organizational process automation by the means of IT & C will use
information systems modeling. As ERP system implementation has a large impact
for organization, a holistic view is required in order to analize the impact, meaning
that business strategy needs to be confronted with information system
functionality, which requires comparing business architecture and information
system architecture models.
The present paper analyzes the complementarity between business architecture and
information system architecture as parts of Enterprise Architecture and provides a
conceptual framework for the development of ERP systems based on strategic
alignment at all stages of an ERP system development and implementation process
within the enterprise.
2. Literature review
The documentation and analysis of the field literature allowed to identify ways in
which the issue of the topic discussed in this paper was previously addressed, but
also the interest aroused by the enterprise modeling and its associated concepts
among experts, whether from academia or practitioners.
A review of the extant literature reveals that the thesis on the importance of
adopting enterprise architecture as a base or as a strategy for development of
information systems is the main theme of many research papers (de Vries & van
Rensburg, 2009; Peristeras & Tarabanis, 2000; Boh & Yellin, 2006; Kettinger et
al., 2010). (Steenbergen & Brinkkemper, 2007) argue that, although information
systems architecture (ISA) is a prevalent and well-known term for information
systems research field, enterprise architecture is a relatively young discipline
whose practice should be defined and tested in reality and not just conceptually.
Following an exploratory study which analyzes the application of enterprise
architecture in organizations, (Bucher et. al., 2006) conclude that the adoption and
application of EA in general are still relatively immature, and it depends on the
sector where the organization operates.
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However, after 2003 the enterprise architecture concept became the subject of an
increasing number of publications, while, after 2005, more companies (in early
stage, from consulting and IT area) have adopted enterprise architecture, especially
for improving business strategy (Schöenherr, 2009).
The importance of adopting a methodology for defining enterprise architecture in
the Business/IT alignment process is highlighted by (Pereira & Sousa, 2005;
Schekkerman, 2004). (Urbaczewscki & Mrdalj, 2006) performed a comparative
study between different methodologies for developing enterprise architecture.
Proposals for possible instruments in aligning business processes with IT solutions
within an organization can be seen at (Dietz, 1999; Dori, 2002; Mylopoulos et al.,
2001; Wegmann et al., 2005). As regards these instruments, they are rather
oriented towards the description of information system development
methodologies, being circumscribed more to the technical approach and less to
business architecture approach.
3. Research methodology
The present paper follows the author‘s preoccupations in the line of enterprise
information systems research, aiming at the identification of new methods for
assuring the alignment of IT&C, in general, and integrated information systems, in
particular, to the requirements of an organization business strategy. The paper at
hand is also a continuation of the author‘s doctoral research in the field of ERP
systems implementation in organizations.
In the approach taken to define a possible development framework for ERP
systems, several enterprise architecture conceptual frameworks, along with their
development methodologies were analyzed.
In some places, relevant opinions from literature were cited, as basis for the
research approach, seeking, as well, to see how they converge to this paper general
purpose. It was intended primarily to identify and analyze issues related to
enterprise architecture, business architecture, software architecture, strategic
alignment, modeling languages, software development methodologies, as a
reference system based on research, empirical evidence and experience, which can
be called in the approach taken for any organizational and informational design and
development process.
In the end, the author attempted to identify interaction points between the business
architecture and the architecture of information system that will be implemented
across the entire organization and to define a possible conceptual framework
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applicable in all stages of an ERP system development lifecycle, taking into
account the strategic alignment.
4. Enterprise architecture
Any large project with high complexity regarding the organization can be managed
through an architectural approach at all stages of its progress. ISO standard 42010:2007
defines the architecture, in general, as „the fundamental organization of a system
embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment,
and the principle guiding its design and evolution‖ (ISO 42010). In an article
identifying the key issues for a success of an enterprise architecture program, Gartner
Consulting defines Enterprise architecture as a mean to „provide a decision framework,
in the context of the business strategy, for the use of technology in the enterprise. In
other words, the architecture is responsible for defining how technology will be used to
support the business strategy and benefit the business.‖ (Gartner, 2005).
If in its early stage, enterprise architecture served as a tool for modeling the
components of information technology and communication at organizational level,
in the present enterprise architecture crystallized into two main dimensions that
complement each other in providing an overview of the organization: business
architecture and information system architecture (Malan & Bredemeyer, 2005; de
Vries and van Rensburg, 2009).
Although the term is one with a very wide range of exposure, presenting
opportunities for additional research and complex discussion topics, we will
circumscribe his description to the enterprise information systems research field,
guiding the discussion to the role of enterprise architecture in the development of
software solutions for organizations.
At the most general sense, in this area of analysis, any discussion on enterprise
architecture is built around the idea of Business-IT strategic alignment. From its
definition by Henderson and (Venkatraman, 1993) until now, the strategic
alignment term became an often vehiculated discussion topic in the literature and a
generally accepted concept in practice. Strategic alignment is motivated mostly by
persistent relationship between information system goals and objectives and
strategic objectives of the company in which it operates. Enterprise information
system must include specific functionalities to provide support for all the
organization specific processes, following in detail business functional strategies.
In the present paper we will adopt Business/IT strategic alignment definition
formulated by (Silvius, 2007): „Business & IT Alignment is the degree to which the
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IT applications, infrastructure and organization, the business strategy and
processes enables and shapes, as well as the process to realize this.”
Therefore, the purpose of enterprise architecture in the spirit of strategic alignment
is to create a unified IT system (standard software) for the entire organization and
all its business units. As (Minoli, 2008) stated, information system must have tight
symbiotic links to the business side of the company and its strategy. Looking
backwards, (Koch, 2005) considers that, at least theoretically, the outcome of
enterprise architecture should translate into cost savings associated with the
information system, improving its strategic edge, and into the ability to quickly
respond to organization‘s problems. So, enterprise architecture combines business
architecture with information system architecture to reduce duplication,
informational inconsistencies and information systems complexity and to increase
business processes coherence within the organization.
Both in theory and in practice several reference models for representing enterprise
architecture have been shaped over time (the most popular being: Zachman
Integrated Framework Architecture (ZIFA), The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF), Department of Defense Technical Reference Model (DoDTRM), Extended Enterprise Architecture Framework (E2AF), Treasury Enterprise
Architecture Framework (TEAF), Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open
System Architecture (CIMOSA), Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture
(PERA)) some of them being subject to international or European standards.
According to ISO standard 42010:2007, an architectural framework consists of a
set of ―conventions, principles and practices for the description of architectures
established within a specific domain of application and/or community of
stakeholders‖.
This paper does not intend to expose a detailed analysis of conceptual frameworks
listed above. Instead, for the purpose of defining a framework for the development
of ERP systems that can be applied in the context of using an enterprise
architecture methodology specific to each of these reference models, we will make
use of some authors research findings based on comparisons between different
conceptual frameworks, that will provide us the ability to summarize some
common aspects.
In most cases, enterprise architecture frameworks consists in a layered structure
that can be more detailed in several architectural perspectives, in order to reduce
the complexity of descriptions at the organizational level (Schekkerman, 2004).
Through an analysis of the common elements of these reference models,
(Hanschke, 2010) stated that, in general, enterprise architecture description follows
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a top-down decomposition, identifying common elements in most reference
frameworks: business architecture, describing the main business structures
(processes, functions, products, business units and business processes), application
architecture (enterprise applications, data or information flows), technology
architecture (comprising the technical aspects for enterprise applications
implementation), and infrastructure implementation (defining the infrastructure
necessary for applications to run). By a similar analysis, looking at the same
enterprise architecture layered approach in most existing conceptual frameworks,
(Bucher et al., 2006) identifies another level which is interposed between business
processes architecture and software architecture, namely integration architecture
representing the information system components organization in the enterprise
context.
Since integrated ERP systems are complex systems implemented to manage and
integrate all activities at different hierarchical levels, replacing all the other isolated
solutions existing in the organization, we may say that the enterprise architecture
levels that cover applications, technology and infrastructure aspects could be
regarded as architectural components of an ERP system. More so, the
aforementioned integration architecture must be considered part of the ERP system
architecture, since this one is responsible with the integration of information and
technology at the organizational level.
In analyzing the enterprise architecture perspectives this paper uses the
terminology described in ISO 42010:2007. In defining the architecture, the
aforementioned standard proposes the use of four reference concepts:
"perspective", "viewpoint", "stakeholder" and "concern".
An architectural description consists in multiple perspectives or views, each of
them being designed according to a particular viewpoint. Any system has many
stakeholders that manifest some interest in its evolution. Stakeholders have
therefore one or more concerns. These concerns "are related to the development of
the system, its operation or any other matter considered critical or important for
one or more stakeholders." Typical concerns for software architecture can be
considered: functionality, performance, security, reliability, safety, etc.
An architectural view or perspective is a representation of the entire system from a
set of related concerns. Each perspective covers one or more stakeholders
concerns. A view is created according to the rules and conventions defined by a
viewpoint. The viewpoint outlines architectural information presented in the
context of a particular perspective. One viewpoint presents the content and models
that can be used to address the concerns. According to ISO 42010 a stakeholder
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means any individual, class, or organization or role manifesting a concern in
relation to the information system.
In an attempt to compare the existing enterprise architecture conceptual
frameworks using as comparison criteria the architectural descriptions seen through
different perspectives, Urbaczewski & Mrdalj, (2006) stated that the majority of
existing conceptual frameworks has four common perspectives:
 The Functional Perspective, focusing on enterprise operationality,
functionality and behavior;
 The Information Perspective: detailed data about objects in the system;
 The Resources Perspective dealing with the management of resources
that can be exploited in the enterprise;
 The Organizational Perspective: organizational units and their
interrelations.
These perspectives are presented in relation with the analyzed reference
frameworks stakeholders. In this sense, the authors of this comparative study use
the viewpoints (set by the questions What, How, Where, Who, When, Why) and
stakeholders (Planner, Owner, Designer, Builder, Subcontractor, and User) of the
Zachman conceptual framework which seems to represent, in most cases, the
referencing model in developing other enterprise architecture frameworks
specifications.
In specific representations of these perspectives, in time, several specific modeling
languages were used. (Shen et al., 2004) emphasizes the necessity of combining
several modeling methods for establishing a set of graphical models that can
describe the system through different perspectives (functional, informational,
organizational or decisional). The same authors present a hierarchical grouping of
various modeling techniques and methods, dividing them into three levels of detail:
 Level 1: Reference architectures providing generalized standards and
methodologies for systems analysis and enterprise development life
cycle planning (CIMOSA, PERA, ARIS, GIM, GERAM);
 Level 2: systems modeling methodologies: Structured Methodology
(Structured Analysis and Design Techniques - SADT) and Object
Oriented (UML, UEML);
 Level 3: Particular modeling methods according to some specific
perspective, representing either business architecture or information
system architecture (IDEF - Integration Definition for Function, BPMN
– Business Process Modeling Notation, Data Flow Diagram, EntityAssociation Modeling (ERM), etc.).
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Business architecture

For representing specific descriptions of business architecture, as part of enterprise
architecture, a very often used concept is business process modeling, being
considered a more and more standardized approach to describe how business
processes are prioritized and work at the enterprise level. (Indulska et al., 2009)
defines a model of a business process as a description in a graphic manner of
activities, business events, actors and logic flow that constitute a business process.
Also, these business models may include additional information such as data used
during the process.
Given the complexity of business processes, the specific modeling languages
provide more business enterprise facades, each focusing on a specific aspect of the
modeled process. (Curtis et al., 1992) have identified a set of architectural
perspectives that may be present in various combinations in any business process
modeling language. These perspectives are considered to be similar to enterprise
architecture perspectives, but viewed from the business process modeling
standpoint:
 Functional perspective, presenting the business process phases,
detailing which parts of a process supports transformations, and the
informational flow relevant for describing these components. This
perspective highlights the functional dependencies between business
process components (activities, sub-processes, etc.), due to the fact
that some components require data or resources produces by others.
 Dynamic or behavioral perspective providing sequence and control
information associated with a business process, showing when a
process takes place or will be triggered. Dynamic perspective is
modeled by describing the control logic for the specific modeled
process.
 Organizational perspective, describing where the process takes place
and who is responsible with the business process components
accomplishment (from functional and physical point of view).
 Informational perspective: includes description of entities produced,
consumed or handled by the business process modeled. This
perspective should include both information entities structure and the
relationships between them. Therefore, some authors (Jablonski &
Bussler, 1996) argued that the informational perspective has to make a
clear distinction between data perspective (describing both the
operational and control data) and information flow perspective (the
informational chain containing relevant data at the right time).
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In the above formulation we can see that the authors omit the resource perspective
(which exists in enterprise modeling), considering that it is not an explicit part of
business process models. We note, however, the presence of behavioral perspective
with a key role in describing the dynamics of business process activities. A
business processes modeling language consists of a set of concepts known as
artifacts to represent different business architecture aspects described according
with one of abovementioned process perspectives. (Giaglis, 2001) argues that the
need to integrate the four perspectives leads to the need to incorporate all business
processes in an integrated system for the enterprise. In ERP system development
and implementation, business modeling plays a crucial role, providing important
diagrammatic descriptions of business architecture from functional modeling for
documenting details of individual tasks; behavioral modeling, to identify how
activities interact to produce the whole process; organizational modeling, to
examine the information system users roles in the modeled process; and
information modeling, for documenting details about the computer system that
supports the business process execution.
4.2

Information system architecture

Between enterprise architecture and information system architecture there is a
hierarchical relationship, generated by the concept that, at least at architectural
level, the information system is viewed as a resource that helps the business
strategy execution. Generally speaking, information system architecture addresses
the structural components of the system, their relationships, its principles and
directives, presenting a complete view of IT solutions within the company, but also
of the business processes it supports.
In the domain specific literature we can identify a major interest in the research line
of defining information systems architecture perspectives (Koning & van Vliet,
2006; Garland & Anthony, 2003; ISO RM-ODP1).
A well-known approach to architectural representations, called "4 +1 views" was
developed by Philippe Kruchten (Kruchten, 1995), being recognized as responding
very well to the needs of defining a robust and comprehensive architecture for most
systems. Krutchen architectural approach comprises five perspectives (Fig. no.1):
 Logical view used in modeling the functional aspects of information system.
The stakeholders are, mainly, end users concerning about information
system functionalities, but also software developers.
1

The Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing –ISO standard providing a general
framework for information system development in a distributed environment.
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 Process view, defining how the integrated information system processes
communicate to each other. Is addressed generally to all stakeholders
involved in developing the system, but especially to those responsible for
integrating the system components. This architectural perspective concerns
may relate to performance or system granularity.
 Deployment view (or physical view), describing how instantiation and
deployment of various information system components occurs on different
physical hardware platforms. The main stakeholders are system engineering and
system developers manifesting concerns in network topology solutions and
communication within the information system.
 Development view, a highly technical perspective describing how
information system is implemented, comprising system development
concepts. This perspective addresses particularly to programmers and
system developers whose primary concern is how to manage the software
solution under development.
 Scenarios view, guiding the approach to other perspectives, describing the
set of instances of the system use cases, in order to show that the other four
perspectives‘ elements operate in an interdependent and integrated manner.
Although it is considered that this view is redundant with the other four, it
plays a critical role: on one hand it involves designers in making discovery
of architectural elements, and on the other hand, it validates and tests the
architectural prototypes.
Figure 1 Kruchten’s 4+1 architectural views

(Adapted from: Kruchten, 1995:2)

Being more suggestive, rather than prescriptive, Philippe Kruchten's
recommendations have been approached differently in later research papers and
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projects, but they form a solid foundation for defining the architecture of a complex
information system, such as ERP systems.
4.3
The place of information system architecture in system development
lifecycle
System development lifecycle has been defined as a common methodology for
information solutions development, characterized by a number of phases marking
the evolution of system analysis, design, implementation and maintenance (Hoffer
et al., 1992).
A lifecycle model consists in an abstract representation of the whole system
development process, describing phases / stages, milestones, deadlines and
evaluation criteria for the development process. Any such model describes the
sequence in which specific development processes activities are executed and other
iterations that may occur between specific stages of the information systems
development lifecycle. These models have given rise to different software
development methodologies currently classified in two categories: traditional and
agile (Cockburn, 2002; Charette, 2002; Bhalerao et al., 2009). Regardless of type,
the phases of any software methodology should be guided by representations of the
enterprise architecture, in general, and information system architecture, in
particular.
Analyzing software architecture in relation to the business information systems
development Qin et al. (2008) consider that the ERP system architecture can be
located in almost all phases of the software life cycle, and architectural activities
(showing how the architecture is described in various stages of system
development life cycle) can be seen as operations in these stages.
5. A proposal for a framework for developing ERP systems in accordance with
strategic alignment
Research in the field and especially the practice provided a full suite of modeling
techniques (each with different strengths and weaknesses) to represent both
business architecture and information system architecture.
Formulating multiple perspectives through which different architectural aspects are
represented by models is a practice that should propagate hierarchically: from the
definition of enterprise architecture (with a high degree of abstraction, following
the above listed reference models recommendations) to business processes
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modeling and then to integrated information system software architecture modeling
(the 4 +1 views) (Fig. no. 2).
We consider that architectural representations from any enterprise architecture
level provide details that are oriented to a particular subject of analysis and
therefore, they complement each other to offer a complete picture of the
organization realities. Although the modeling perspectives of a specific architecture
(enterprise, business or system) may differ from the perspectives used to shape
other architectures representations, some correspondences between different layers‘
architectural views can be identified. Thus, the enterprise architecture is offering
the organization‘s overall view for describing business process architecture, which,
further, is providing informational support for defining ERP system architecture. In
this respect, we believe that a methodological approach for developing integrated
enterprise solutions that meets the strategic and organizational alignment must go
through several stages: defining and shaping an architecture business in terms of
business processes must be achieved, at least in the initial phase, before defining
the system architecture.
Figure 2 Complementarity of different architectural levels perspectives

The method for modeling both business processes and integrated information
system processes must be an iterative and incremental one, whereas there may be
cases where the ERP system‘s software processes can determine changes in
business processes. Usually this may happen in requirements analysis phase of
ERP system lifecycle, which is able to identify possible weaknesses in the way
how the company is conducting its business.
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Regardless of the methodology chosen to approach the system development, the
correlation between business architecture models and information system
architecture models should be tracked during the entire development process. The
alignment between ERP system‘s functionalities and the associated business
processes can be done by comparing architectural descriptions modeled according
to business architecture‘s perspectives with information system‘s representations.
In this regard, we propose a methodological model that can materialize in a
framework applicable to the development of an integrated information system,
defined in relation to three important dimensions: the modeling perspective
dimension, the strategic alignment dimension, and the software methodology stages
dimension (Fig. no. 3). Considering that the modeling system starts from business
architecture modeling, architectural perspectives axis will contain the 4 +1
Krutchen's perspectives, able to detail the aspects of architectural descriptions in
terms of information system‘s architecture.
Figure 3 The proposed framework for the ERP system development

Another dimension of the proposed development framework consists in
representing the two-way alignment between the business features and ERP system
functionality, expressed through specific modeling. Tracking, in parallel, both the
business models and system models offers the possibility to analyze the differences
that may arise between system functionalities designed and the real needs of the
business. This dimension contains metamodels, models and instances of these
models with respect to the two issues addressed (business modeling and system
modeling). Having the higher degree of abstraction on the alignment axis, a
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metamodel defines the language for expressing and representing a specific type of
model. It describes the concepts and their relationships in order to construct and
interpret models revealing an abstraction of reality. The metamodels‘ section can
also contain several sets of best practices drawn from the development team
experience or known from the implementation of other integrated information
systems in other companies.
The software development methodology specific phases are represented on the
third axis, covering the whole series of iterations of core and support activities that
take place for each phase. The proposed framework may provide, at the
intersection of the three dimensions, a particular architectural aspect regarding the
entire integrated system or one of its components, in any phase of the system
development lifecycle. It involves the definition, analysis and design of business
and information system specifications, by modeling and following both aspects in
parallel. To illustrate, intersecting OX and OZ axes involves a comparative
analysis of business models and enterprise information system models through the
five perspectives of software architecture. In this way, this approach may issue
warnings in case of any discrepancy between the representation of a business
process and the corresponding information system function, identified in the
attempt to explain a particular business process.
In the event that the software methodology chosen for information system
development is an iterative one, the proposed framework will be called in every
cycle of the methodology repeating steps, using business and system models from
the previous cycle.
6. Discussions and conclusions
In the development and implementation of any enterprise information systems, in
general, and ERP systems, in particular, IT-business alignment is no longer an
option, but a must. While this concept is highly circulated and well-known in
information systems theory, in reality, the implementation failure for large and
complex systems is due, mostly, to ineffective management of strategic and
structural alignment problem. Even though there are currently many methods and
techniques for the development of enterprise information systems, the alignment
between business strategy of an enterprise and information system functionalities
can be properly managed only by a complete view of the business aspects. This
view is provided by the enterprise architecture able to capture from different
perspectives the components that make up the enterprise structure and how these
components interrelate with each other.
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Due to its complexity and the accompanying organizational changes, ERP system
adoption is a challenge for any enterprise. Developing an integrated information
system that meets the informational needs, with respect, in the same time, to the
way in which the company operates, it is not at all an easy task, even for the large
software companies. The idea of alignment between business and IT should be
seen as compulsory at all stages of development and implementation of an ERP
system.
The present paper is an attempt to formulate a possible framework which can be
called in ERP systems development process, based on the complementarity
between the business architecture and information system architecture, seen as
architectural levels of the enterprise architecture. The proposed framework is based
on a generic approach, being possible to use it with any chosen software
development methodology.
Whereas the presented framework is suitable for the development process of an
ERP system, it can be also adapted to the situation when the adoption decision is
for the implementation of an existing ERP solution. In this respect, the
methodological steps axis will contain all specific phases of implementation, from
analysis to requirements testing for the newly adopted ERP system.
Tracking the strategic alignment at the intersection of the three proposed
dimensions offers analysis possibilities for different types of users involved in the
process. System developers benefit of a clear vision of economic and
organizational realities of the business which is the result of a well-defined
architecture. Due to the possibility to analyze the economic situation of the
enterprise by the means of business architecture specific models, managers may
find this approach convenient as they can track correctly business processes
activities and make right decisions about any changes required by the strategic
alignment.
We note that this approach implies two-way strategic alignment: on one hand the
information system is adapting to the enterprise information needs (the most
frequent situation), on the other hand, it may be adopted several organization
changes, which may go sometimes up to business strategy mass rethinking. It
should be emphasized that such an approach can be successful only through the
inclusion of business analysis professionals, able to provide relevant business
models, into the ERP system development team.
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Abstract
In recent years more and more small and medium enterprises (SMEs) decide on
optimizing business processes through the adoption of Enterprise Resource
Planning systems (ERPs). ERPs adoption projects must be understood as big
enterprise projects, namely resource-intensive, implying a high risk for the
organization. Following the advantages of ERP systems in the field of business
processes management in big companies, a large number of small businesses
currently show a visible interest in adopting such systems. Due to the specificity of
each business, such a large project should take into account the specific context of
the enterprise. Therefore, a better approach for the adoption process is to
embrace a behavior based on a rational analysis model, rather than mimetism.
The paper at hand makes a theoretical study of literature in the field, defines a
conceptual framework for analyzing the potential for ERPs adoption and proposes
a coherent rational model to evaluate the ERP adoption potential in small and
medium enterprises. The results of our research generate a conceptual basis that
can be used to formulate an answer to the question: What theoretical approach
and what research model(s) should be considered for a better decision making in
successful ERPs adoption by SMEs?
Keywords: Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERPs), Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs), rational model for ERPs adoption, ERPs adoption potential
JEL Classification: M10, M15, M54
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1. Introduction
Concerned to strengthen their competitiveness in a highly competitive market,
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) show a sustained interest for enterprise
resource planning systems (ERPs), as an efficient and effective support to align IT
strategy to business strategy (Bergeron et al., 2004, Florescu et al., 2010) and for
business process improvement.
ERPs adoption is a business project that requires significant organizational changes
(Bernier et al., 2003) but with a positive impact on performance (Nicolaou, A.I.
and Bhattacharya, S, 2006; Cereola, 2006; Jouirou and Kalika, 2009; Dumitru and
Florescu, 2008, Uwizeyemungu and Raymond, 2010). Assessing the added value
of investment in ERPs is however a difficult task. Firstly, one question arises: what
kind of value generates an ERP investment? We distinguish between financial
value (present value of cash-flow), operational value (the overall productivity of
production factors), organizational value (the result value of organization and
flexibility), the competitive value (competitive advantage, strategic flexibility,
relational performance) and human value (skills, capacity of initiative, autonomy,
organizational culture). It is difficult to prove that in the return on investment in
ERPs an increase in financial value of the enterprise after its adoption will be
recorded. From this perspective, ERPs adoption projects are seen as being exposed
to risks (Bernard et al., 2002; Dumitru and Florescu, 2008), mainly due to
associated organizational changes and high costs.
ERPs adoption must not be limited to a reductionist discourse focused on
subjective factors (referring to the real imperatives, problems or opportunities
within the organization for which ERP system offer relevant solutions) without
taking into account other institutional factors (referring to all external forces
present in the environment in which enterprise activates that impose rules and
regulations which can lead to the formulation of ERP adoption decision). Along
with getting the benefits promised by the implementation, compliance and
conformity are the most common reasons to argue the need to adopt ERP systems,
especially in SMEs.
In practice, in the most of the times, the adoption of ERPs is guided by mimetism.
This means that some companies willing to adopt ERPs for their business try to
strategically align to prevailing practice of successful firms in the same field of
activity. Due to the specificity of each business, we believe that such a large project
should take into account the specific context of the enterprise. Therefore, a better
approach for the adoption process is to embrace a behavior based on rational
analysis, rather than mimetism.
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Our paper makes a theoretical study of literature in the field, defines a conceptual
framework for analyzing ERPs adoption and proposes a coherent rational model to
evaluate the ERP adoption potential in small and medium enterprises.
2. Research methodology
Our research falls into the scope of constructivist type action research: literature
review is followed by the build of a rational research framework model to better
articulate theoretical knowledge in the field, focusing on evaluating specific
context of ERPs adoption in SMEs.
To achieve our research we have planned the following steps:

The review of literature dealing with models used in the study of
ERPs adoption by SMEs;

The proposal of a coherent conceptual framework for analyzing the
ERPs adoption process by SMEs;

The definition of a rational model applicable in formulating the
decision for adopting ERPs by SMEs;
The results of our research generate a conceptual basis that can be used to
formulate an answer to the question: What theoretical approach and what research
model(s) should be considered for a better decision making in successful ERPs
adoption by SMEs?
3. Literature review
ERP systems, when successfully assimilated by an enterprise, can provide both
operational and strategic benefits, and enforce a discipline of best practice and
consultancy. ERP systems can significantly improve information flow, streamline
processes and hence develop the enterprise‘s efficiency and its competitive
advantage (Raymond & Uwizeyemungu, 2007).
The research field of ERPs adoption focused especially on large enterprises and the
research results cannot easily be adapted to SMEs because of their different
behavior and specific characteristics (Laukkanen et al., 2007). The literature
concentrated mainly on the study of success factors in implementing ERPs in
organizations (Parijat & Pranab, 2009, Deep et al., 2008, Dumitru & Florescu,
2008, Achanga et al., 2006) and the analysis of the relationship between the ERPs
use and the company performance (Florescu et al., 2010; Wieder, B. et al. 2006,
Hunton et al., 2003, McEwen & Wier, 2002). (Gore, 2008) articulates the idea that
organizations embrace, in the present, a new vision namely to support the business
competitiveness by adopting ERP systems.
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Empirical research on the adoption of ERPs (Muscatello et al., 2003; Balzli et al.,
2006, Raymond, Rivard, & Jutras, 2006; Pupion & Leroux, 2006; Uwizeyemungu
& Raymond, 2004) emphasize an increase in the number of SMEs that adopt and
use ERPs.
Other approaches focus on presenting the success factors that led to the adoption of
ERP system at organizational level from different perspectives: the perceptions of
the project managers towards different critical success factors shown to influence
the outcome of ERP implementations (Plant & Willcocks, 2007), the presentation
of differences in the approach to ERPs implementation in small and medium
enterprises versus large companies (Buonanno et al., 2005; Laukkanen et al.,
2005), analysis of critical success factors for ERP systems implementation from the
point of view of several categories of stakeholders interested in the system
adoption (Nour & Mouakket, 2011), or various methods of addressing the
problems of implementation ERP at SME from the perspective of ERPs vendors
(Liang and Xue, 2004).
Similar to large firms, SMEs adopt ERPs in an effort to become more competitive
through: constant improvement, best management practices, desire of ensuring an
organizational coherence (consistency between organizational structure,
information structure and decision-making structure) and information system
performance. Their ERPs adoption potential comes spontaneously from their
information needs which requires integration of the enterprise‘s information
solutions.
For the adoption to be the premise of a successful implementation and,
respectively, successful use, it must be based on rational models able to link
specific characteristics of the organization with the context of the business
concerned. The research literature makes reference to a variety of rational models
among which some notable like: the concept of adopting a ERPs in SMEs
manufacturing proposed by Raymond, Rivard, & Jutras (2006) and framework
model to analyze motivations in ERPs adoption proposed by Uwizeyemungu &
Raymond (2004).
Research on the issue of ERPs adoption by SMEs allowed transition from the
mimetic behavior to the one based on rational analysis by taking into account the
characteristics of each SME and the environmental context. Defining a rational
analysis to determine in which extent a particular SMEs owns a positive potential
to the adoption of ERPs is still open to research.
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4. Research theoretical background
4.1. ERP systems definition and importance
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) have been described as the largest expansion
of the use of information technology within corporations (Davenport, 1998). From
their advent on the software market in 1990, ERP systems have grown rapidly due
to the relative importance on the market and to the adoption by large companies,
and recently by small and medium enterprises. Enterprise resource planning
systems (sometimes called enterprise systems) are complex software solutions
addressing the business management of an enterprise, encompassing modules
supporting functional areas such as planning, manufacturing, sales, marketing,
distribution, accounting, financial, human resource management, project
management, inventory management, service and maintenance, transportation and
e-business (Rashid et al., 2002), aiming to integrate information and informationbased processes within and across functional areas in an organization (Kumar &
Hillegersberg, 2000).
Most companies use ERP software to integrate the enterprise-wide information and
business processes addressing financial, accounting, human resources, production,
logistics, sales marketing and all the other functions in organization.
While recording a continuous evolution in time, ERP systems continue their
expansion to incorporate other technologies that are useful to organizational
integration. ERP II is a shift towards the concept of extended enterprise, known as
the "second wave" of ERP systems (Bond & al., 2000, Seddon et al., 2003).
Gartner Group, the initiator of the concept, defines ERP II (ERP extended) as a
model and a business strategy that calls a company to collect information on the
processes managed by an ERP and to share it in the business community (Bond et
al., 2000). New ERP solutions consist of interconnected software suites, which
include, besides the ERP core system, partner relationship management systems,
supply chain management systems aiming to improve relations with distributors,
intermediaries and customers or solutions for knowledge management and decision
making. Links between business partners (such as, for example, ordering or
transferring financial data) were revolutionized by the emergence of new Internet
technologies that have contributed to improving the communication channels
between organizations, outsourcing certain services, or sharing certain business
processes outside organizations. In this regard, a complex ERP system now
includes innovative technologies such as decision support technologies (BI, CPM,
EPM, PLM, etc.), technologies for business processes representation (BPM) or
application integration technologies (EAI, SOA, Cloud computing, SaaS).
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According to Gartner analysts, extending the ERP systems to internet led to more
economic costs of managed transactions while approaching a new strategy which
has in the center the ERP user as a determining factor in the analysis of the
adoption potential of the enterprise (Hestermann, 2009, Vilpola, 2008).
4.2. ERPs approaching framework
ERPs adoption offers to enterprises the perspective of achieving specific
advantages that Shang & Seddon (2003) groups into different categories:

Operational benefits induced by the business processes innovation through
their automation and related organizational changes;

Management benefits by facilitating decision making and improving
organizational performance;

Strategic advantages induced by process integration and the use of existing
experiences in formulating an improved business strategy;

Organizational benefits by establishing an organizational coherence and by
the important role in improving organizational culture by building a shared vision
of the enterprise business.
For estimating on rational basis the benefits resulting from the ERPs adoption the
best approach is to rely on concepts that define elements of ERPs impact on
organization and to formulate models able to link predictors related to the increase
of benefits and, in this respect, to the competitive potential (
Figure 4).
Figure 4
ERPs approaching framework
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4.3. ERPs and business strategy
Business strategy is a widely circulated term associated, in most cases, with the
concept of competitive advantage achieved through a well-defined set of actions
targeting a longer period of time. ERPs investment falls under the category of longterm strategic investments that improve organizational performance and make
SMEs more competitive.
However, depending on the reluctance to the decision to invest in ERP systems can
be observed difference in attitude in relation to ERP adoption in organizations.
Thus, Besson (1999) notes three types of decision-makers starting from their
behavior in ERPs adoption:

The prudent type, manifesting reluctance to business activity fluctuation,
who claims that ERPs adoption should be done only with a few organizational
changes if possible;

The ambitious type, who is very influenced by the discourses on business
process reengineering, accepting an approach that involves radical organizational
changes;

The audacious type, who share the same beliefs as the ambitious type but
in more difficult organizational contexts.
4.4. ERPs and organizational changes
There is unanimous in asserting that ERPs projects are complex projects implying
restructuration, standardization, organizational and informational integration.
Organizational structure after Business Process Reengineering is adapted to the
ERPs features. ERPs restructuring character should not be viewed as a constraint
but as an invitation addressed to the decision-makers (especially from the top
management) involved in harmonizing and streamlining business processes.
ERPs and value added
There is unanimous in finding that a better use of ERPs can induce an improvement
in performance by adding value to the organization (directly or indirectly).
In relation with performance the added value may be interpreted as a sum of the
financial value (present value of cash-flow), operational value (the overall
productivity of production factors), organizational value (the result value of
organization and flexibility), the competitive value (competitive advantage,
strategic flexibility, relational performance) and human value (skills, capacity of
initiative, autonomy, organizational culture). The values typology will have
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correspondents in performance approaches and in specific techniques for its
measurement. Economic actors have realized that the financial value, considered
independently, is not sufficient anymore to assess an organization richness and
potential. ERPs contribution to the organizational performance by adding value
depends on the organizational context implying also a non-financial value that
must be taken into account (Florescu et al., 2010).
ERPs and organizational culture
Organizational culture can be defined as a set of norms and values characterizing
how people in the organization think and directly influencing how they act and
behave (Schein, 1985). A company‘s culture therefore may explain the influences
on how its employees perceive the usefulness of a system and how they behave in
relation with it. Social environment is an important component of organizational
culture and a key factor for ERP system acceptance by users. When not taken into
account it can be an obstacle in ERPs adopting. Although it is difficult to assess,
since it involves a number of qualitative factors that cannot be easily estimated, one
can observe a mutual deterministic relationship between the adoption of ERP and
organizational culture directly influenced by organizational changes. A fit between
organizational culture and the cultural assumption embedded in ERP is critical for
ERP adoption success.
ERPs and strategic alignment
In the early '90s, Henderson & Venkatraman (1993) stated that difficulties in
record profits from the use of ICT are mainly due to the fact that companies do not
provide IT&C strategy alignment to business strategy.
In our research we focused on three issues related to addressing the relationship
between ERPs and strategic alignment, namely:

A first aspect dealing with the ERPs selection in coherence with the
business strategy of the company;

A second aspect aiming at taking prior measures (making organizational
changes) therefore ERPs adoption to ensure better coherence between predictors of
performance (namely: strategy business strategy ICT, organizational structure and
structure information) able to provide increasing organizational performance.

A third aspect concerning the effects that can be induced by ERPs on some
predictors of organizational performance (for example, integrating ERPs
opportunities and constraints when formulating strategic choices, achieve
competitive advantages by improving "job" processes).
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ERPs and user satisfaction
Research conducted in recent years consider user satisfaction a factor for
successful adoption of ERPs (Seddon & Kiew, 1996; Florescu et al., 2010). ERPs
user satisfaction is a concept often associated with terms such as "expected need,"
"system acceptance", "perceived usefulness". There is no consensus on the concept
of user satisfaction. In defining our analysis framework we retain the definition
proposed by Seddon & Kiew (1996): net feeling of pleasure or dissatisfaction
resulting from the aggregation of all the benefits that a person hopes to receive
from the interaction with the information system.
Most times, rational analysis models dealing with ERP user satisfaction suggest the
use of the following determinants (Florescu et al., 2010):
 The ERPs quality, inducing ERPs effectiveness and user satisfaction;
 The quality of information provided by ERPs, generally referring to
relevance, format, clarity, availability, content, and so on;
 The perceived usefulness, meaning the degree to which a person
believes that ERPs use increases its efficiency;
 Quality of change management, referring to involvement (the ERP
project is an enterprise project, so all must be involved),
communication, training, implementation strategy;
 Organizational culture, described as the specific collection of values
and norms that are shared by people and groups in an organization and
that control the way they interact with each other and with stakeholders
outside the organization.
These determinants suggest a causal relationship between user satisfaction and the
ERP adoption success.
ERPs and organizational performance
Relatively recent studies (Nicolaou, 2004; Wieder et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2010;
Uwizeyemungu and Raymond, 2010; Florescu et al., 2010) address the issue of the
relationship between the use of ERPs (a special case of IT&C) and corporate
performance. Based on exploratory studies they argue that by adopting ERPs
quality to meet user requirements enterprises improve their performance.
Many of these studies revolve around the relationship between ERPs and financial
performance induced by its adoption. Conducting an empirical research, these
papers used a number of specific indicators and metrics having roots in accounting
and finance in order to analyze data collected from several organizations.
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Studies reflecting the corporate performance generated by the ERPs use from a
non-financial perspective are relatively few and are based on causal or processual
analysis models for measuring some advantages induces by these systems, such as
flexibility, reliability, responsiveness These methods achieve a symbiosis between
methods based on quantitative measures and qualitative indicators capable of
reflecting the relationships and interactions resulting from the use ERPs at the
organizational level. More and more studies are beginning to place the human
factor in the center of research focused on the contribution of ERPs to improve
enterprise value.
ERPs and enterprise governance
Successful adoption of ERPs allows SMEs to strengthen institutional governance
and to improve activities governance. A good ERPs incorporates specific procedures
such as internal control implementation, reliability and continuity, regulatory
compliance and legal risk management. These procedures constitute the support for
institutional governance process. Activities governance focuses on process
reengineering, strategic alignment, organizational coherence to facilitate decision
making and creating value, aiming at performance improving as a final goal. ERP
is therefore a tool to support compliance and improve performance. On the other
hand, as an information system, ERPs is subjected himself to the governance
principles.
4.4. ERPs adoption for SMEs
4.4.1. An analysis framework for ERPs adoption in SMEs
ERP adoption should be the result of a complex process of assessing the potential
of acceptance from the company. This process must unfold according to a
conceptual framework for analyzing the potential for ERP adoption. In formulating
a framework for analyzing the adoption of ERPs in SMEs we had as starting point
the results of research conducted by (Verville and Halingten, 2003) that made a
reference model applicable to the acquisition of an ERP system. This model is a
non-linear one, recursive and iterative which includes six distinct phases seen by
the authors as processes considered essential in an ERP acquisition process:
planning, information search, selection, evaluations, choice and negotiation.
In our approach for defining the framework to analyze the adoption potential these
processes form the dimension of adoption stages, which intersects with the
dimension of the pre-adoption process consisting of activities for analyzing the
adoption prerequisites and with the dimension characterizing the ERP adoption
behavior manifested by decision-makers
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Figure 5
Analysis framework for ERPs adoption in SME

ERPs adoption projects should be contextualized. There is no ideal standard
approach, only coherent approaches that take into account the SME contexts. User
characteristics, their perception on ERPs functions, their social influences, play, in
a systematic way, the role of determining and selecting the organizational changes
required by the ERPs adoption.
4.4.2. Motivations for adopting ERPs in SMEs
ERPs adoption provides SMEs the opportunity to become more competitive in a
highly competitive market. Several recent studies identified a number of
motivational factors that lead to the decision to adopt ERP systems. Reviewing the
results of research conducted on this topic (Oliver and Romm, 2000, Ross and
Vitale, 2000, Parr and Shanks, 2000), Raymond and Uwizeyemungu (2007)
classifies the adoption motivations into four categories (i) technological
motivations, dealing with the infrastructure and information system‘s expectations,
(ii) operational motivations, concerning the business process improvement in
organization, (iii) performance motivations, related to the results improvement and
(iv) strategic motivations, guided by the will to make an important shift related to
the way the company does business. Operational and strategic motivations are
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determined by technological motivations and they form the starting point for
strategic motivations, representing the overall vision of the business in terms of
improvements and performance.
In adopting the ERP system the aforementioned motivations form the engine in the
decision-making process to implement an ERP system and the starting point in
stating the proper expectations for the new system requirements.
4.4.3. Risks of ERP adoption: risk exposure and risk management
ERPs adoption projects can lead to significant benefits for SMEs but also have a
high exposure to risk. The concept of risk exposure puts into correspondence
undesirable results (expressing a negative difference compared to a target) with
associated risk factors for each of them.
Risk management requires analyzing these risk factors on each stage of ERPs
adoption process and specifying the diminishing measures for each factor in for
each phase respectively.
Poba-Nzaou et al. (2008) classified the ERPs adoption risk in six main categories,
namely:
 Organizational risks, deriving from the organizational environment for the
adopted system;
 Business-related risks, associated with the business strategy goal and its
inflexible requirements;
 Technological risks, induced by the technological infrastructure deficiencies or
inaccuracies in relation to the operational requirements of the ERP system;
 Entrepreneurial risks, related to the behavior manifested by the management
team in relation to the ERP adoption problem;
 Contractual risks, deriving from relations with partners:
 Financial risks, induced by the financial difficulties.
4.4.4. SMEs behavior in ERPs adoption
It is known that ERP systems are expensive and their adoption is complex and
lengthy. ERPs projects are of strategic importance for SMEs. Their implementation
success or failure is closely related to their behavior in adopting ERPs: a behavior
based on assessments, calculations and, eventually, optimizations gives more
chance of success than mimetic behavior. We distinguish between the following
types of behavior:
 Mimetism ;
 ERPs Benchmarking;
 Rational model.
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Mimetism
In case of uncertainty, SMEs have started to adopt a mimetic behavior (Pupion &
Leroux, 2006, Badden Fuller & Baretto, 2006), meaning that they tried to imitate a
particular firm or a reference group of firms that have already adopted an ERPs.
Usually an enterprise leader is imitated. Institutional theory posits that firms
seeking legitimacy copy practices adopted by others (what we call institutional
isomorphism).
According to mimetic behavior, the position of the organization depends more on
the position taken by other organizations and less on the private context (private
valuation). If the organization being imitated is an industry leader or an innovator
enterprise, this can be a positive thing. Otherwise the risk of failure may be high.
Asaba & Lieberman (2006) advances the idea that a company chooses to mimic the
rival companies to reduce the intensity of competition.
Mimetic processes may be of interest in environments characterized by uncertainty
and ambiguity, where few decisions have predictable consequences.
ERPs benchmarking
There are also companies that have adopted what we call ERP benchmarking. This
concept defines the process of comparing one's enterprise ERPs adoption to other
enterprises‘ ERP solutions by the means of the same performance metrics. In the
process of ERPs adoption in small and medium enterprises one can differentiate
between three types of benchmarking:

Functional benchmarking, which consists in comparing the enterprise
information system performance with the performance of ERP systems adopted by
other companies from the same industry, not necessarily in competition one with
the other;

Generic benchmarking, aiming to acquire the best practices of noncompeting businesses but having similar processes;

Strategic benchmarking, when an enterprise try to adopt the winning
strategies of the partners with which the company has a collaboration relationship.
Benchmarking is a tool which, in a highly competitive environment, accentuates
the mimetic behavior.
Rational model for ERP adoption
The size and complexity of ERPs adoption projects determine SMEs to turn more
and more to the use of rational models, named like this because they allow
evaluations, calculations and, eventually, optimizations to formulate the ERPs
adoption decision.
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From this category we notice, especially, the following:

The adoption potential assessment model developed by Raymond et al.
(2006);

The model for analyzing the factors affecting the ERPs adoption developed
by Buonanno et al. (2005) starting from the general theory of IT&C adoption in
organizations presented by Ravarini et al., (2000);

The model for analyzing the motivations for adopting ERPs in
organizations developed by Uwizeyemungu and Raymond (2004);
We do not exclude the possibility of articulating different types of behavior. One
enterprise can start with mimetic behavior, continuing with ERPs benchmarking
behavior and ending with an evaluation of the potential for adoption using a
rational model.
5. A proposed rational model for estimating an ERPs adoption potential in
SME
Academic and exploratory studies (Muscatello et al., 2003; Raymond et al., 2006)
found that more and more SMEs are interested in adopting ERPs and,
consequently, ERPs providers develop ERPs that can be adopted in SMEs from all
the industries. As ERPs adoption projects are complex, resource-consuming
enterprise project, a question naturally arises: How can we know if SMEs are
prepared to successfully adopt ERPs?
Our study has both descriptive and prescriptive purposes. The paper at hand
proposes a model of rational type for determining the potential of successful ERP
adoption by SMEs based on some variables that we consider to be essential. The
delimitation of variables and the definition of working hypotheses enroll our
framework in the line of research undertaken by Raymond et al. (2003),
Uwizeyemungu and Raymond (2004) and Buonanno et al. (2005) regarding the
potential of SMEs from the manufacturing sector for successful ERPs adoption.
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Figure 6
A model for estimating the potential of SMEs for ERPs adoption

In the proposed model (Figure 6), the potential of ERPs adoption by SMEs can be
determined using the following minimum set of variables:
 The size of the company, determined on the basis of turnover and
number of employees. The higher the firm is, the more it will have more
resources and will be interested in adopting an ERP system.
 Membership in a group can be a decisive factor for the adoption of
ERPs if the group companies are already using an ERP system.
 Area market, determining the interest of the company to adopt an ERP
system.
 The presence of branches, which means that the company which has
geographical dispersion may be more opened for the adoption of ERPs.
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Strong logistic links with business partners favors the adoption of ERPs
(especially those that include CRM or SCM modules) to integrate the
business processes on the value chain structure.
The competitive advantages that can be achieved through
standardization, innovation, process improvement, etc. An ERP may be
an important means in achieving competitive advantage.
Strategic alignment. By adopting an ERP system firms are more likely
to align their business and IT strategies with organizational structures
and business processes.
Practicing a transformational leadership style by the company
management means, also, an opening to the adoption of ERP system.
The obsolescence of the existing information system determines the
firm to be more open to an ERPs adoption.
Intra and inter organizational processes integration is an important
indicator for determining an ERP system adoption potential of an
enterprise. The decision to adopt an ERP can occur if the top
management of the company believes that the business process
integration is a strategic goal.
The SME owner / manager perception on ERP system is most often the
determining factor in the adoption of ERPs. Relating to the
classification of Besson (1999), the adoption potential rises if the
decision maker does not adopt a prudential behavior but manifest an
opening to important organizational changes.

Have been retained what we call essential variables to estimate the SME potential
for ERPs adoption, possibly for a particular ERP system) and ERP systems can be
evaluated according to their characteristics.
The proposed model is based on several premises which take into account the
abovementioned variables:
•
H1: the higher the SME is, the more resources it allocates for adopting
an ERP;
•
H2: companies belonging to a group using an ERPs are willing to adopt
also an ERPs;
•
H3: the SMEs operating on a wider market are interested in adopting
ERPs;
•
H4: the presence of branches is a favorable factor for an ERPs adoption;
•
H5: the stronger the logistic links with business partners are, the higher
the potential to adopt an ERPs is;
•
H6: the company operating in a dynamic sector adopt ERPs to obtain a
competitive advantage;
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•
•
•
•
•

H7: a company that aims to adopt the strategic alignment for improving
organizational performance is more prone to an ERPs adoption;
H8: the companies in which the management exercises a
transformational leadership style are interested in adopting an ERPs;
H9: the firms having the Information system obsolete or the
maintenance contract expired are more willing to adopting an ERPs;
H10: Companies focusing on intra and inter-organizational integration
adopts an ERPs;
H11: Firms whose owners perceive ERPs as tools of strategic
importance adopt more easily an ERP system.

In most cases of ERP system implementation projects at the enterprise level these
assumptions turn out to be true. Variables from which we started to formulate these
premises were defined starting from the factors that can be found in the preadopting ERP system process such as: business strategy, organizational culture,
ERP adoption motivations, organizational context or strategic alignment, factors
that guide the entire process of adoption at all stages of its progress.
6. Conclusions
In the context of globalization and increased competition, more and more SMEs
choose to adopt ERPs. Assessing the potential for adopting an ERP system by an
organization is not an easy process, requiring a thorough accuracy analysis of
which may depend on the success or failure of system implementation in the
organization. It is important that the adoption process, which, in fact is a complex
and long lasting one, to be based less on mimetism and more on rational models.
With all the progress made in analyzing the adoption issue, we cannot yet speak
about a rigorous formalization of the potential evaluation of SMEs to adopt ERPs
and even less about a support tool for the ERPs selection suitable to organizational
context. The model of rational type that we propose in this paper can allow
enterprise management to assess the ERPs adoption potential of a SMEs but may
be, also, interesting for companies that develop and distribute ERPs, as a possible
referential in improving their marketed software products.
Although the model is not an exhaustive one, taking into account the factors most
commonly encountered in adopting ERPs by SMEs starting from the presented
analysis framework, we consider that it captures the reality met in the ERP systems
development and implementation projects, adapted to small and medium
enterprises particularities.
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Depending on type of motivations in ERP adoption an organization can, also, place
in the model other variables that have a causal or deterministic relationship with
the decision to adopt the system, but the aforementioned variables are essential and
generally relevant for SMEs.
A future research direction may be focused on the finding to what extent the
decision to adopt ERP system can influence the success of its implementation and
what relationship can be established between the ERP adoption behavior and the
success of system implementation.
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Abstract
In their business banks are exposed to numerous risks. Among them, credit risk is
one of the most important. Through approved loans, banks are exposed to credit
risk and, depending on the extent of these exposures and recoverable of the loans,
loans are classified into risk groups. According to risk groups, banks have to carry
out impairment of loans in order to protect against the risk of the debtor‟s inability
to perform its liabilities according to bank. This impairment of loans are recorded
in the balance sheet assets in the account of loan adjustments and in the income
statement as the expense, which directly affect the decrease banks‟ profit and
profitability. According to level of credit risk, all banks off-balance sheet liabilities
have to be classified into risk groups and according to this risk groups banks have
to carry out provisions to cover potential losses. Provisions are recorded as the
expense in the income statement and in the balance sheet liabilities on the account
of provisions. Accordingly, the main hypothesis of the paper state “between bank
provisions and bank placements of the Croatian banking sector exists significant
interdependence”. According to the research results, there is a strong positive
linear relationship between bank provisions for identified losses and bank
placements and a strong negative linear relationship between bank provisions for
unidentified losses and bank placements.
Key Words: placements, credit risk, risk groups, bank provisions, profitability,
Croatian banking sector
JEL Classification: M40, M41, M49
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1. Introduction
Banking sector represent the most significant part of a whole financial sector in
Croatia. Financial system in Croatia has typical characteristics as other transition
countries have: the banks are the most important financial institutions, loans are
dominant source of financing, the financial markets still are not developed enough,
insufficient diversity of financial instruments that are traded on the financial
market, absence of the application of hedge accounting and protection activities,
etc.
Approval of loans is one of the main bank activities. Goals of the theoretical part of
the paper are explaining the significance of the risks in bank business and illustrate
credit risk as one of the most important risks of the bank. Furthermore, the goal of
this paper is to explicate the process of loans approval and regulatory framework
for loans classification into risk groups. Finally, goal is to indicate the impact of
risk group of the bank loan on the reservations.
Goal of the empirical part of the paper is to identify the correlation between bank
provisions and bank placements (loans and financial assets held to maturity) as
well as to define the prediction regression model for bank provisions in Croatian
banking sector.
2. Literature review
In their business banks are exposed to many risks. In the recent years, the impact of
risk on the banking business is continuously growing due to increasing
competition, the globalization process that enables and facilitates expansion into
international markets and developing new products such as derivatives and other
products that have an impact on off-balance sheet evidence.
Risk in the banking industry is a possibility, probability or expectation of
circumstances that may cause adverse effects on income or capital of the bank
(Leko, 2006: 193). According to different definitions of a risk, we can conclude
that in terms of banking business under the term risk involves the uncertainty of
achieving the expected business results.
In the literature appear lots of classifications and types of risk. The basic division
divides risks into two groups: financial risks and operating risks (White et al.,
2003: 648-649). Financial risks are the risks of loss the bank income or bank equity
arising from bank‘s financial transactions, while operating risks arise from bank‘s
nonfinancial transactions. According to different authors, the main risks to which
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banks are exposed are credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, market risk,
currency risk, operational risk, legal risk, country risk, etc. (Bessis, 1998; Crouhy
et al., 2000; Saunders & Cornett, 2006; White et al., 2003).
The banks collect funds mainly through receiving deposits and placed them mostly
in loans. So, for the purpose of this paper we emphasize the credit risk as the most
important risk which arises from approved loans. Credit risk is the possibility that
the debtor will not be capable of meeting the contractual liabilities due to which the
bank is exposed to potential losses. Credit risk is the risk that debtor will not refund
the debt in full to the lender (Miller & Van Hoose, 1993: 402). Credit risk is
possibility that one part of the bank‘s assets, particularly loans will fall in value and
may become worthless (Rose, 1996: 182). Credit risk is the risk that arises when
investing money in financial loans and securities and it consist of a risk that
invested money will not be returned, will not be returned in full, or invested money
will not be returned according to planned dynamic. Usually, the credit risk does not
exist when money is invested in government securities or bank deposits whose
payment is guaranteed by the government (Leko, 1998: 276).
The periodic crises of banking system and bank failures can have negative
consequences on the overall financial, economic and social system. Accordingly,
we can conclude that modern society depends on healthy and efficient operation of
the banking system and it is in everyone‘s interest to increase stability of the
system (McNeil et al., 2005: 15).
Since the most of the bank‘s assets is concentrated in credit portfolio (loan
portfolio) which carry a maximum income, but also the most risk for a bank, banks
are concentrated on the analysis of the debtor‘s ability to assess the possibility of
default and to differentiate troubled debtors from those with acceptable risk.
Finally, credit risk is closely associated with the quality of the loan portfolio.
Credit risk management includes the decision making process prior to loan
approval, monitoring and supervision debtor‘s credit liabilities and reporting the
senior management (Bessis, 1998). In order to better recognize the credit risk, the
bank‘s management is responsible for the development and ongoing review of the
strategy and policy of the bank to quality credit risk management. Mentioned
bank‘s strategies are based on official documents edited and prescribed by the
Croatian National Bank.
The Croatian National Bank is by the Decision on the classification of loans and
off-balance sheet liabilities of credit institutions (Narodne novine, 2009b.)
prescribed the criteria for classification bank loans and off-balance sheet liabilities,
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according to which bank is exposed to credit risk, in appropriate risk groups. Also,
by this Decision is prescribed the way of implementing provision to cover losses
related to credit risk and the way of establishing credit exposure. Finally, by this
decision Croatian National Bank is prescribed the way how bank has to conduct
value adjustments of balance sheet items and the provisions for off-balance sheet
items.
Banks performs their activities with ever-present risk that some loans partly or in
its entirety will never recover. The banks record losses in their operations because
of credit default, interest, fees and other receivables. According to IAS 39
Financial instruments: recognition and measurement and the Decision on the
classification of loans and off-balance sheet liabilities of credit institutions, bank
has to classify in risk groups all loans classified in two categories of financial
assets: loans and receivables and held-to-maturity investments, according to the
degrees of the credit risk (Narodne novine, 2009a; 2009b). Therefore, loans that are
classified as financial asset at fair value through profit or loss or available-for-sale
financial assets are not subject to this Decision.
In processing each loan request, the bank should have information that will assist in
determining the level of risk of each individual client. The minimum of
requirements that bank should take into consideration and documented in the loan
approval are (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2000):
 basic information about the loan that is required (the amount, purpose,
repayment, collateral),
 basic information about the client‘s identity in accordance with the
credit policy and procedures of the bank,
 client‘s risk profile, especially its indebtedness,
 in the case of a client who has already done business with a bank,
information about the client‘s relation to the bank (overdue, requested
documents),
 information about the client‘s sensitivity to the possible changes in
economic and market conditions.
The credit process involves minimal (Narodne novine, 2009c):
 process of loan approval,
 process of monitoring the loans,
 the analysis of the credit portfolio,
 dealing with the problematic loans,
 the system for early detection of increased credit risk and
 process of classification the loans according to level of risk.
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In the process of approving loans, the bank should determine the maximum amount
which client can charge with. The limit is determined by the evaluation of the
client‘s creditworthiness. The creditworthiness of individuals is based and
determined on the confirmation of the income, while the creditworthiness of the
business entities is conducted by the analysis of the financial statements (balance
sheet, income statement, cash flow statement, statement of owner‘s equity and
notes). Also, the bank should assess the value of the collateral as a secondary
source of loan‘s return.
Upon the completion of the process and procedures of determination the client‘s
creditworthiness, the bank is obliged to carry out the classification of the loan into
proper risk group. When the loan is approved (credit request is accepted), bank
informs the client, they sign a contract and the bank pays the contracted funds
(Jakovčević, 2000: 144).
The bank has to classify all banks loans in appropriate risk groups according to
level of credit risk of each loan. Accordingly, depending on the collection
capabilities (i.e. on the expected cash flows), all bank loans are classified in three
risk groups (Narodne novine, 2009b):
 loans for which are not identified evidence of their impairment on an
individual basis (risk group A),
 loans for which are identified evidence of their partial impairment, or
partly recoverable loans (risk group B-1/B-2/B-3) and
 loans for which are identified evidence of their impairment on the level
of their carrying amount, or irrecoverable loans (risk group C).
Each bank in Croatia has to carry out the impairment of loans for each balance
sheet item in accordance with International Accounting Standards and the Decision
on the classification of loans and off-balance sheet liabilities of credit institutions.
Loans in risk group A do not require the impairment of their value. Loans
classified in risk group B-1/B-2/B-3 require impairment of their value. This
impairment is recorded as the expense in the income statement in the period in
which the losses are identified and in the balance sheet assets in the account of loan
adjustments. So, the impairment of the loan‘s value influence on the bank‘s
financial position and its profitability.
During the entire period of the loan, the bank is obliged to evaluate the quality of
the loan and to classify them into appropriate risk group of the loan on the
following criteria (Narodne novine, 2009b):
 the creditworthiness of the borrower,
 timeliness in meeting their liabilities to the bank and
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other creditors and quality of the collateral.

Except loans, banks also have to classify in the risk groups all off-balance sheet
liabilities such as (Narodne novine, 2009b):
 guarantees,
 opened uncovered letter of credit,
 bill and other guarantees,
 contracted (yet unused) irrecoverable credit lines and other loans,
 concluded, but still not implemented irrecoverable finance lease,
factoring and forfeiting, and
 the other irrevocably off-balance sheet liabilities.
All these off-balance sheet liabilities are classified in three risk groups: risk group
A, risk group B-1/B-2/B-3 or risk group C. Each bank in Croatia has to carry out
the provisions for each risk off-balance sheet item in accordance with International
Accounting Standards and the Decision on the classification of loans and offbalance sheet liabilities of credit institutions. Provisions are recorded as the
expense in the income statement in the period in which the losses are identified and
in the balance sheet liabilities on the account of provisions. So, the provisions for
off-balance sheet liabilities influence on the bank‘s financial position and its
profitability.
Finally, it is important to note that subsequent measurement of loans has a direct
impact on the banks taxable income. Taxable income of the bank is the result of
subsequent measurement of the loans. According Tax Low taxable income has to
be established on the base of Accounting Law adjusted by Tax Low (Narodne
novine, 2004: par. 5). In the bank it does mean that bank has determinate income
before tax on the base of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Taxable income is income before tax based on IFRSs corrected by Tax Low.
According IAS 39 – Financial instruments: Recognition and Measurement,
subsequent measurement of the loans in the bank will be according IAS 39
(Narodne novine, 2009a: par. 46.a), i.e. …loans…shall be measured at amortized
costs using the effective interest method.
Financial instruments which are subsequent measured at amortized costs on the
balance sheet date have to be impaired according test of impairment (Narodne
novine, 2009a: par. 58-62). The difference between bigger amortized cost and
smaller recoverable cost (discounted cash flow from the loan) is equal impairment
loss. This impairment loss is recorded as expenses in the Income statement of the
bank.
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The main problem in relation between measurement of loan and taxable income of
the bank is determining reliably income before tax. Two main variables has impact
on income before tax: (a) reliability estimation of cash flow from loan in future
periods and (b) which effective interest method to use for calculation discounted
cash flow from the loans for determining recoverable amount of loan. Because
these two variables it is always questionable whether taxable income of the bank is
reliable determined and whether income tax what bank has to pay is reliable.
3. Research methodology
As it has been stated before, bank provisions are formed in order to provide value
adjustment of certain bank placement or off balance sheet obligation. According to
the Croatian National Bank regulation, bank provisions are formed for bank
placements which include loans and financial assets held to maturity (according to
IAS 39) and certain off balance sheet obligations such as guarantees. Since bank
placements (especially loans) are the major and the most significant item in the
structure of assets in Croatian banking sector, the focus in this paper will be on the
interdependence between bank provisions and bank placements. The complete
research is based on the assumption that the major part of bank provisions in
Croatian banking sector is formed for bank placements rather than for off balance
sheet items. Therefore, regression model in this paper is based on the assumption
that bank provisions are dependent variable while bank placements are independent
variable i. e.:
(1)
Bank provisions = f (bank placements)
For analytical purposes, bank provisions are divided into provisions for identified
losses and provisions for unidentified losses. Bank provisions for identified losses
refer to bank placements and off balance sheet obligations classified into risk
groups B-1/B-2/B-3 and C for which is identified evidence about their impairment.
Bank provisions for unidentified losses refer to bank placements and off balance
sheet obligation classified into risk group A. Although, in risk group A are
included bank placements and off balance sheet obligation for which the evidence
about their impairment is not identified, Croatian banks must (according to
Croatian National Bank regulation) form provision for risk group A on aggregate
basis. The impairment of bank placements and off balance sheet obligations
classified into risk group A should be formed according to internal impairment
methodology developed by the bank on the basis of the experience. If certain bank
doesn‘t have developed internal impairment methodology for items in risk group
A, the unidentified losses for bank placements and off balance sheet obligations for
risk group A should be maintained between 0,85% and 1,20% of total amount of
bank placements or off balance sheet obligations in risk group A (Narodne novine,
2009b). Bank provisions for unidentified losses for bank placements in risk group
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A are also recorded in accounting as an expense. This expense is reversed in the
period when certain bank placement is moved from risk group A to another risk
group. Due to the presented impairment requirement from Croatian National Bank,
basic model for this research is extended with the following two models:
(2)
Bank provisions for identified losses = f (bank placements) and
(3)
Bank provisions for unidentified losses = f (bank placements)
The purpose of these two models is to determine the correlation between bank
provisions for identified losses and bank placements as well as to identify
correlation between bank provision for unidentified losses and bank placements in
Croatian banking sector.
Regression model in the research cover the period from 2007 to 2011. This period
is taken into research because the existing regulations for bank provisions and
impairment requirements are valid in this period. Data for the regression model are
taken from the aggregate unconsolidated revised financial statements of Croatian
banking sector prepared by Croatian National Bank. The structure and circulation
of bank placements from 2007 to 2011 is presented in the following table:
Table 1. Bank Placements in Croatian Banking Sector from 2007 to 2011

Bank Placements
Securities and other financial instruments
held to maturity
Loans to financial institutions
Loans to other clients

XII. 2007.
Proportion
of Total
Amount
Assets

XII. 2008.
Proportion
of Total
Amount
Assets

XII. 2009.
Proportion
of Total
Amount
Assets

XII. 2010.
Proportion
of Total
Amount
Assets

XII. 2011.
Proportion
of Total
Amount
Assets

3.536.743

1,02

4.798.781

1,3

4.012.245

1,06

3.691.738

0,94

3.664.542

0,9

6.949.832

2,01

5.796.741

1,57

6.065.139

1,6

6.399.989

1,63

6.162.250

1,51

66,58

273.122.505

67,12

209.319.630

60,66 240.808.029

65,07 246.363.195

65,11 260.947.504

Total loans
Total Bank Placements (Total loans and
financial instruments held to maturity)

216.269.462

63 246.604.770

67 252.428.334

67 267.347.493

68 279.284.755

69

219.806.205

64 251.403.551

68 256.440.579

68 271.039.231

69 282.949.297

70

TOTAL ASSETS

345.081.389

370.092.998

378.370.577

391.914.197

406.937.632

Source: HNB, Agregirano nekonsolidirano revidirano statističko izvješće, available on www.hnb.hr,
page visited on 22.08.2012.

Bank placements are defined as the independent variable in the regression model in
this research. As it can be seen in table 1, bank placements take from 64% of total
assets of Croatian banking sector in 2007 to 70% in 2011. Bank provisions are
dependent variable in the regression model and the circulation of bank provisions
in Croatian banking sector is presented in table 2.
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Table 2. Bank Provisions in Croatian Banking sector from 2007 to 2011
2007

Bank Provisions
IMPAIRMENT COSTS AND PROVISIONS
FOR IDENTIFIED LOSSES
COSTS OF PROVISIONS FOR
UNINDENTIFIED LOSSES
TOTAL COSTS OF PROVISIONS FOR
LOSSES
INTEREST INCOME

Amount

2008
% of Total
Interest
Income

2009

2010

2011

% of Total
% of Total
% of Total
Interest
Interest
Interest
Amount Income Amount Income Amount Income

Amount

% of Total
Interest
Income

530.596

2,91

908.358

4,17

3.577.264

15,67

3.631.779

17,12

3.666.027

16,83

433.434

2,38

190.586

0,88

-61.885

-0,27

-45.442

-0,21

52.306

0,24

964.031

5,28

1.098.943

5,05

3.515.379

15,4

3.586.338

16,91

3.718.333

17,07

18.246.911

100

21.767.380

100

22.829.990

100

21.214.042

100

21.779.119

100

Source: HNB, Agregirano nekonsolidirano revidirano statističko izvješće,
available on www.hnb.hr, page visited on 22.08.2012.
As it can be seen in table 2, there was a significant increase in bank provisions for
identified losses in 2009, while the amount of bank provisions for unidentified
losses in the same year became negative. These indicate the beginning of the
financial crises in Croatia in 2009 when lot of bank placements were moved from
risk group A to other risk groups.
Since the aim of this research is to determine the interdependence between bank
provisions and bank placements, the simple linear regression model is applied in
this research. The descriptive statistical analysis of simple linear regression model
is used to determine the analytical expression of prediction model for bank
provisions as well as to evaluate the quality of the model. The inferential statistical
analysis of simple linear regression model is applied in order to estimate the
regression parameters and to test hypothesises of regression parameters. The
significance of regression model is tested using the F –test. In order to determine
the correlation between bank provisions and bank placements in Croatian banking
sector, the Pearson correlation coefficient has been calculated. The significance of
the correlation coefficient is tested using the t – test.
4. Research results
4.1. Research results about the interdependence between bank provisions and
bank placements
The research about the interdependence between bank provisions and bank
placements (model (1)) began with the calculation of Pearson correlation
coefficient. The results of Pearson correlation coefficient are shown in table 3.
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Table 3. Correlations

PROVISIONS PLACEMENTS
Pearson
Correlation

PROVISIONS
PLACEMENTS

N

1,000

,826

,826

1,000

5

5

5

5

PROVISIONS
PLACEMENTS
Source : Authors, 2012.

Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0,826 indicate strong positive linear relationship
between bank provisions and bank placements. The significance of Pearson
correlation coefficient is tested using the t – test at the level of significance α =
0,10. Hypotheses are following:
H0: p = 0
H1: p ≠ 0
The null hypothesis means that there is no correlation between bank placements
and bank provisions. The alternative hypothesis means that there is a significant
correlation between bank placements and bank provisions. The results of t – test
are shown in table 4.

Model

Table 4. Coefficients(a) form model (1)
Standardiz
ed
Coefficient
Unstandardized Coefficients
s
T
Sig.
B

1
(Constant)

-9943877,861

Std. Error
4953906,10
8

PLACEME
,049
NTS
a Dependent Variable: PROVISIO

,019

Beta
-2,007

,138

2,536

,085

,826

Correlations
Zeroorder

Partial

,826

,826

Part

,826

Source: Authors, 2012

Since the value of t – test (2,536) is higher than the critical value of t – test at α =
0,10 and 3 degrees of freedom (±2,353), the null hypothesis is rejected. In other
words, this test confirmed the significant linear correlation between bank
placements and bank provisions in Croatian banking sector. Due to the fact that
Pearson correlation coefficient is significant, the coefficients for linear regression
model are estimated and presented in table 4. The equation for linear regression
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model about the interdependence between bank provisions and bank placements is
following:
(4)
Bank provisions = - 9.943.877,86 + 0,049 bank placements
The quality and the relevance of the regression model are estimated by the
ANOVA table (table 5), coefficient of determination (table 6) and the standard
error of estimate (table 4).
Table 5. ANOVA(b) for model (1)
Model
Sum of Squares
1

Df

Mean Square

F

Regression

5447512351610,020

1

5447512351610,020

Residual

2540767720458,780

3

846922573486,260

Total

7988280072068,800

4

Sig.

6,432

,085(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: PROVISIO
Source: Authors, 2012

As it can be seen from ANOVA table, the explained variation is higher than
unexplained variation. The coefficient of determination r2 = 0,682 indicates that
68,2% of total variations is explained by the regression line using the independent
variable i.e. 68,2% of the variation in the dependent variable can be attributed to
the variation in the independent variable. Therefore, the coefficient of
nondetermination is 31,8%. In order to test the quality and relevance f the model,
the F – test is used at α = 0,10. Hypotheses are the following:
H0: ß = 0
H1: ß ≠ 0
The critical value of F – test at α = 0.10, n = 5 is the value of F – distribution F0.10,
[1, 3] =2,353. Since the empirical F – value (6,432) is higher than the critical value of
F – test (2,353), null hypothesis is rejected. In other words, regression coefficient ß
(bank placements) is not sufficient in the regression model at α = 0.10.
Table 6. Model (1) Summary (b)
Mo
del

R

R
Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the
Estimate

Durbin
Watson

Change Statistics
R Square
Change

F
Change

df1

df2

,682

6,432

1

3

Sig. F
Change

1
,826(a)

,682

,576

920283,964

a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: PROVISIO

Source: Authors, 2012

,085

2,877
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According to the research results, there is a strong positive linear correlation
between bank placements and bank provisions in Croatian banking sector. The
regression model defined the interdependence between bank provisions and bank
placements and can be used as a prediction model in the future. But it is important
to emphasize that this model have some limitations. This is a linear regression
model which explains the interdependence between bank provisions and bank
placements. Since bank provisions are formed for off balance obligations also, it is
important to state that unexplained variation of the regression model is referred to
bank provision for off balance obligations. For the more qualitative and more
relevant model, the multiple regression analysis should be used and off balance
sheet obligations as an independent variable should be included. Furthermore, this
model is based on the current existing condition. If the regulations for bank
provisions change, the model wouldn't be representative any more as it is now.
4.2. Research results about the interdependence between bank provisions for
identified losses and bank placements
Pearson correlation coefficient (r = 0,836) indicates strong positive linear
relationship between bank provisions for identified losses and bank placements.
Table 7. Correlations for model (2)
IDLOSS
PLACEMENTS
Pearson
IDLOSS
1,000
,836
Correlation
PLACEMENTS
,836
1,000
N

IDLOSS

5

5

5
Source: Authors, 2012

5

PLACEMENTS

The significance of Pearson correlation coefficient is tested using the t – test at the
level of significance α = 0,10 and with 3 degrees of freedom. Hypotheses are
following:
H0: p = 0
H1: p ≠ 0
The critical value of t – test is 2,353, while the value of t – test is ±2,636. Since the
value of t – test is higher than the critical value of t – test, null hypothesis is
rejected. This means that there is a significant relationship between bank provisions
for identified losses and bank placements in Croatian banking sector.
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Table 8. Coefficients(a) for model (2)
Model

1

Unstandardized Coefficients

(Constant)

B

Std. Error

-11859684,977

5452178,938

,056

,021

PLACEMENTS

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

Beta

,836

-2,175

,118

2,636

,078

Correlations
Zeroorder

Partial

Part

,836

,836

,836

a Dependent Variable: IDLOSS
Source: Authors, 2012

Since the correlation coefficient is significant, the linear regression model has been
determined as it follows:
(5)
Bank provisions for identified losses =-11.859.684,98 + 0,056 Bank
placements
The quality and relevance of this model are estimated with F –test and the
coefficient of determination. In ANOVA table, explained variation is higher than
unexplained variation. The empirical value of F – test is 6,949 and it is significant
at α = 0,078.
Table 9. ANOVA(b) for model (2)
Model
1

Sum of Squares
Regressio
n
Residual
Total

df

7128417427514,780

1

3077581924616,018

3

10205999352130,790

4

Mean Square
7128417427514,78
0
1025860641538,67
3

F

Sig.

6,949

,078(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: IDLOSS
Source: Authors, 2012

Coefficient of determination r2=0,698 indicate that 69,8% of total variation
between actual values and mean is explained by the regression model, while 30,2%
of total variation is not explained by the model.
Table 10. Model (2) Summary (b)
Model

1

R

,836(a
)

R
Square

,698

Adjuste
dR
Square

,598

Std. Error of
the Estimate

1012847,788

DurbinWatson

Change Statistics
R
Square
Change

F
Change

df1

df2

Sig. F
Change

,698

6,949

1

3

,078

a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: IDLOSS
Source: Authors, 2012

2,796
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According to the research results, there is a strong positive linear relationship
between bank provisions for identified losses and bank placements. This means
that the significant part of bank provisions for identified losses are formed for bank
placements. Relatively high percentage of unexplained variations in model indicate
that off balance sheet obligations also have significant role in forming bank
provisions for identified losses in Croatian banking sector. The presented model
can be used as a prediction model in current conditions, but it is also important to
state that this model have certain limitations. The main limitations of this model are
that model in general and it investigates the relationship between bank provisions
for identified losses and bank placements, although these provisions are formed for
off balance sheet obligations also. Therefore, for further research off balance sheet
obligations as an independent variable should be included in model.
4.3. Research results about the interdependence between bank provisions for
unidentified losses and bank placements
Pearson correlation coefficient is also used for determining the relationship
between bank provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements. The value of
Pearson correlation coefficient is -0,819 and it indicates on strong negative linear
relationship between bank provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements.
This negative correlation between bank provisions for unidentified and bank
placements is the consequence of accounting treatment for bank provisions.
Namely, when certain bank placement is moved from risk group A to other risk
group, bank provisions for unidentified losses must be removed to bank provisions
for identified losses. This removal is in accounting accounted at the same account.
Therefore, negative correlation between bank provisions for unidentified losses and
bank placements indicate that significant part of bank placements are move from
risk group A to other risk groups, what basically means that bank placements
became more riskier.
Table 11. Correlations for model (3)

NONIDLOS
Pearson
Correlation

NONIDLOS
PLACEMENTS

N

PLACEMENTS

1,000

-,819

-,819

1,000

NONIDLOS

5

5

PLACEMENTS

5

5

Source: Authors, 2012
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The significance of Pearson correlation coefficient is tested using the t – test at the
level of significance α = 0,10 and with 3 degrees of freedom. Hypotheses are
following:
H0: p = 0
H1: p ≠ 0
The critical value of t – test is ±2,353, while the value of t – test is -2,476. Since
the value of t – test falls outside the interval of ±2,353, null hypothesis is rejected.
This means that there is a significant negative linear relationship between bank
provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements in Croatian banking sector.
Table 12. Coefficients(a) for model (3)
Standardize
d
Coefficients

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Model

B

Std. Error

1915805,021

730356,247

-,007
PLACEMENTS
a Dependent Variable: NONIDLOS

,003

1 (Constant)

t

Sig.

Beta

-,819

2,623

,079

-2,476

,090

Correlations
Zeroorder

Partial

Part

-,819

-,819

-,819

Source: Authors, 2012

Since the correlation coefficient is significant, coefficients for linear regression
model have been estimated. Linear regression model is following:
(6)
Bank provisions for un identified losses =1.915.805 - 0,07 Bank
placements
The quality and relevance of the model is tested using the F – test and with
coefficient of determination. In ANOVA table, explained variation is higher than
unexplained variation. The value of F- test is 6,130 and it is significant at α =
0,090.
Table 13. ANOVA(b) for model (3)
Model
1

Regression
Residual

Sum of Squares
112841323480,659

df
1

Mean Square
112841323480,659

55225406096,141

3

18408468698,714

F
6,130

Sig.
,090(a)

Total

168066729576,800
4
a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: NONIDLOS
Source: Authors, 2012

The coefficient of determination r2 = 0,671 indicates that 67,1% of total variations
is explained by the regression line using the independent variable i.e. 67,1% of the
variation in the dependent variable can be attributed to the variation in the
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independent variable. Therefore, the coefficient of nondetermination is 32,9% and
it represents the variation in the dependent variable than cannot be attributed to the
variation in the independent variable.
Table 14. Model (3) Summary(b)

Model

1

R

,819(a)

R
Square

,671

Adjusted
R
Square

,562

Std. Error
of the
Estimate

135677,812

DurbinWatson

Change Statistics
R
Square
Change

F
Change

df1

df2

Sig. F
Change

,671

6,130

1

3

,090

1,714

a Predictors: (Constant), PLACEMENTS
b Dependent Variable: NONIDLOS
Source: Authors, 2012

According to the research results, there is e significant negative linear relationship
between bank provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements. This
negative correlation implies that significant part of bank provisions are moved
from risk group A to other riskier groups, mainly due to the financial crises which
appeared in Croatia in the researched period. Although, this model can be used as a
prediction model, it is important to emphasize its limitations. The basic limitation
is that the model is general and is based on the relationship between bank
provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements. Since these bank
provisions are formed for off balance sheet obligations also, they should be
included in the model in future researches. Furthermore, this model is established
on the current conditions (the financial conditions, current regulations regarding
bank provisions). If any of current condition changes, the model wouldn‘t
representative any more as it is now.
5. Conclusion
Bank placements are the most significant item in aggregate balance sheet of
Croatian banking sector. According to the existing regulations of Croatian National
Bank, Croatian banks must form bank provisions for bank placements and off
balance sheet obligations. Bank placements and off balance sheet are therefore
classified into risk groups due to the determined level of credit risk. Depending, on
the level of credit risk, bank provision for certain bank placement or off balance
sheet obligation is defined and accounted in accounting records. Bank provisions
can have a significant impact on bank financial results.
The purpose and aim of this paper is to investigate the interdependence between
bank provisions and bank placements. Bank placements include loans and financial
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assets held to maturity (as defined in IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement). Bank provisions are divided on bank provisions for identified
losses (which refer to risk groups B-1/B-2/B-3) and bank provisions for
unidentified losses (which refer to risk group A). According to the research results,
there is a strong positive linear correlation between total bank provisions and bank
placements. Furthermore, research results have also indicated the strong positive
linear correlation between bank provision for identified losses and bank
placements. This means that the majority of bank provisions in Croatian banking
sector is formed for bank placements. There is the strong negative linear
relationship between bank provisions for unidentified losses and bank placements.
This negative correlation confirms that the significant part of bank placements
becomes riskier and therefore uncertain regarding the investment return.
Research has a certain limitations. Regression models include only one
independent variable (bank placements) since bank provisions in Croatian banking
sector should be formed for of balance sheet obligations, they should be included in
the regression analysis in future researches. Research cover the period from 2007
to 2011. In this period, financial crises appear in Croatia and existing regulations
regarding the formation of bank provisions are valid. If any of this conditions
change, the presented regression models wouldn‘t be representative any more.
There are also statistical limitations of the regression models which refer to the
level of significance, coefficient of determination and standard errors of estimate.
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Abstract
Knowing the requirements of the users of accounting information of
microeconomic and macroeconomic level is essential to find suitable answers to
their information needs. Most times, the requirements of the different categories of
users for the two types of information aim essentially similar utilities, only differing
in the levels at which they assist the economic decisions.
In this paper we want to present the contribution of accounting information from
the microeconomic level to the calculation of macroeconomic indicators. We will
present the connection of the indicators reported in the profit and loss account at a
microeconomic level by non-financial corporations sector, with national accounts
data using intermediate accounts system. Through this system the taking and the
processing of the microeconomic information are done. Of these the business
accounting information plays a key role in developing of the national accounts.
The preserving of a high quality of interim accounts system, from conceptual and
information introduced within the system points of view, can be facilitated by the
analysis of improvements in both accounting standards, following and achieving
more rigorous methodological changes, based on interdisciplinary studies of
micro-macro-accounting.
By our action we want to draw attention to the need for accounting information of
high quality at microeconomic level in order not to distort macroeconomic
indicators.
Key words: accounting, macroeconomic indicators, national accounts, financial
statements
JEL Classification: M40, M49
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Introduction
Accounting at the microeconomic level captures the new challenges of the
economic environment, namely:
•
raising the quality services - for accounting professionals is a continuing
concern as reflected in the Document Information - June 2011 issued by the
European Federation of Accountants (FEE) which present ideas on the need for a
single market accounting services, in the Union European;
•
internal organizational structure of an entity or existing corporate
governance;
•
globalization.
Having set the context, it shows that it was necessary to adopt a common
accounting language and international accounting standardization covers this need
and indirectly contribution to improving the quality of accounting information
existing at the time being.
Looking at the situation from the point of view of financial reports, in Romania in
recent years significant progress has been made by adopting rules of International
Accounting Standards (IAS) by the European Commission in 2002. These rules
require listed companies to prepare consolidated financial statements of the group
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Standardization and the use of accounting do not respond only to the needs to know
the financial strength of a company, but is the basis for calculating macroeconomic indicators, most of the product of so-called "national accounts". The
standardization of microeconomic accounting facilitates the application of
standardization of national accounts; the latest version of methodology, System of
National Accounts (SNA) 2008 shows the general development of national
accounts.
An important feature of the development of national accounts system is the fact
that it is built on the "image" of business accounts, but in a much more
comprehensive manner because it was not limited to calculating one or several
indicators. This approach involves establishing economic transactions and the
economic agents patrimony grouped by categories of accounts describing the main
relations among them and their aggregation at the national economy level.
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Micro-macro relations in accounting meaning
The idea to bring nearer the national accounting with the basic accounting of
economic agents and their system of revealing the economy has been seen since the
beginning of the macro-accounts compilation as an international harmonized
system, with the intention to show as much as possible to economic reality. Thus,
the operations used for this purpose were and still are: the imputations, the rerouting and the reclassifications of the economic transactions.
Micro-macro transition based on the accounting becomes a field of controversy:
Are the national accounts part of the scope and application of accounting, or not?
Supporters of the idea that macro-accounts have the necessary characteristics to be
called accounting rely their arguments on the existence of technical elements in
national accounts similar to business accounting (stocks and flows, account type
"T", double entry, currency unit, accounting period, and so on).
The contrary opinions (Dobroţeanu C., 2005) are based on the argument of the
national accounts (original) affiliation with statistics and databases. Although it is
mostly based on primary information from microeconomic level, a kind of
financial accounting is performed using statistical tools, being more close to what
is meant by the term "macroeconomic statistics".
The actuality of this controversy is further imposed by the complexity of the
transition from micro to macro accounting plan (and beyond), requiring maximum
exploitation of commonalities in the experience of both areas. The findings can
converge and potentiate both accounting systems, deepening also on the applied
control on specific elements in order to meet the quality requirements in the field.
The quality of accounting information used
Economic information plays an important role in the economic information system.
The main source of data and information to be recorded, processed and circulated
in the economic information system is the economic evidence. Depending on the
object of registration, the method used for the identification, collection, processing
and presentation of data, the economic evidence is presented in three forms:
records, statistics and accounting. Here, we will put emphasize on the accounting .
Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting (the IFRS Framework) forms the
basis of international standards IAS / IFRS accounting of enterprises, which has
the following characteristics, offering to users useful qualitative information
revealed by accounting-financial statements:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevance - quality information to influence the economic decisions of
users;
Faithful representation - financial information must not only be
relevant, it must also represent faithfully the phenomena it purports to
represent;
Comparability information should be presented in a consistent manner
over time and between companies;
Verifiability - assure users that information represents faithfully the
economic phenomena it purports to represent;
Timeliness - information is available to decision-makers in time to be
capable of influencing their decisions;
Understandability - the information must be understandable by users
with a reasonable knowledge of business and the economy, and
accounting concepts.

At the macroeconomic level, national accounting information is regulated by the
2008 SNA, applicable worldwide, developed by the European Commission, IMF,
OECD, UN and World Bank (European Union has developed the European System
of Accounts, ESA 2010, at being prepared to be soon approved as European
Regulation). In order to reach a good balance between data needs and the
opportunities, there are established eight qualitative characteristics of concepts:
a) internationally compatibility;
b) harmonized with those in other social and economic statistics;
c) consistent;
d) operational;
e) different from most administrative concepts;
f) well-established and fixed for a long period;
g) focused on describing the economic process in monetary and readily observable
terms;
h) flexible and multi-purpose.
The table below (Table 1) suggests that the eight listed features are part of the
broader scope of the Data Quality Assessment Framework (DQAF) developed by
the International Monetary Fund. Each of these features can be assigned to one or
more of the quality of accounting information at the micro level.
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Table1: Correlation between qualitative characteristics of statistics and of useful financial
reporting

Data Quality Assessment Framework
(DQAF)
Prerequisites of quality
legal and institutional environment
resources available for the statistical
program
relevance
other quality management
Assurances of integrity
institutional Integrity
transparency
ethical standards
Methodological soundness
concepts and definitions
scope
classification / sectorization
basis for recording
Accuracy and reliability
source data
assessment of source data
statistical techniques
assessment and validation of
intermediate data and statistical outputs
revision studies
Serviceability
periodicity and timeliness
consistency
revision policy and practice
Accessibility
data accessibility
metadata accessibility
assistance to users.

Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial Statements
(IAS/IFRS)

Relevance
Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants

Comparability

Faithful representation

Verifiability

Timeliness

Understandability

Both national accounting information as well as one of the financial statements
intends to present with data the relevant aspects of economic reality - the economy
treated as whole for statistics, individual entity for private accounts. Differences
between the both systems in recording and reporting reflect the importance that
each system assigns to certain aspects of data quality (Drăguşin L., (2009). Even if
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the two systems have many common aspects, they are manifested in a slightly
different manner reflecting the specific objectives of each system on how best meet
the users needs in decision taking process.
The common aspects refer to:
Relevance, opportunity, credibility
There is a compulsory relation between relevance and opportunity, because a delay
in revealing the data could drive to loss of their relevance and capacity to assist
users in decision taking process. Opportunity represents the time length between
the reference period and dissemination period. Both accounting systems admit the
fact that in case of a delay in data reporting, data with better accuracy are less
useful for users which in the meantime should need these data for their decisions.
Comparability among reporting units
The comparability of data among geographical zones using national accounts and
among reporting units using business accounting reflects the appliance of common
use of statistical methodologies/ accounting practices. Thus, the need for
comparability in the enterprise accounting represents a major aspect of data quality.
Coherence and comparability
The two sides of coherence are: coherence in time and within data sets. National
accounts are based on coherence in time of data series more than business
accounting standards. The statisticians rely extensively on revisions, incorporating
new available data, methodological changes, and errors correction in order to
obtain coherence.
In business accounting, revisions are applied only for repairing certain situations,
these actions being marginal/they are not regular practices. The permission to use
estimates is limited, and when accounting policy changes, mistakes could appear.
Adjustments to revise certain estimates could be made at the opening of the
balance for the accumulated surplus/ deficit. The changes caused by errors are
included, normally, in compilation of surplus/ deficit of current period. Once the
practical issues play a major role within treating revisions, only in rare cases the
accounting statements are modified. Thus, it is difficult to obtain coherent time
series data within business accounting. Both micro and macro-accounting systems
insure their internal coherence by the main of double entry principle. Based on this,
a transaction implies certain entries in accounts debt and credit of each entity. Both
systems apply this principle somewhat different:
within business accounting, the registration needs a perfect match between
the two entries;
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within national accounts, the two entries could result from different data
sources, and the balancing item of account is used as a validation item,
supplementing the information from data sources.
Within both systems, using double entry principle allows the overall integration of
reporting statements within each system: ―transactions‖, ―other changes‖, ―balancesheet‖ from national accounts, and ―profit and loss account (income statement)‖,
―balance-sheet‖ from enterprise accounting.
Moreover, comparing to business accounting which is limited to one economic
unit, the consistency of national accounts is extended to the entity in counter part
implied within transaction, offering a system of quadruple entries. Each value is
registered twice for each institutional unit, allowing completing the missing
information (accounting, statistical, etc.) by respecting identity relations within the
economic circuit. Thus, there is obtained by national accounts an internal
symmetry within incorporated statistics and administrative data, in which, by
example, entries from the sellers side match with entries from buyers side.
Using micro-accounting: the intermediate accounts
Elaboration of national accounts is based on SNA2008/ESA2010 using
intermediate accounts whose development depends on tradition and experience of
each country. These accounts are not standardized, their changes occurring
frequently due to the improvements that occur within national accounts
methodology and business accounting.
The intermediate accounts are elaborated for all the institutional sectors, being an
integrated system for the entire economy. The intermediate system is based on
administrative and statistical data sources, as for example: statistical surveys in
different fields, financial statements of enterprises, revenues and expenditure of
general government (including the central and local government) information from
social security funds, income declarations, value added tax (VAT) declarations,
imports and exports data, etc. The correlation of information from all these sources
(statistical and administrative) has as results reliable macroeconomic indicators
(Ivan-Ungureanu C., 2003).
This article presents one part of the intermediate system, means the part linked to
the production account and generation of Profit and Loss accounts of enterprise.
These are the first two accounts from the sequence institutional accounts of the
economy and allow the estimation of GDP by the three approaches: production,
expenditure and income.
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Categories of accounts from the Romanian standardized General Chart of Accounts
that belong to the Profit and Loss accounts (OMFP 3055/2009) used to calculate
the intermediate system of the production and generation of Profit and Loss
accounts are:

Operating revenue (codified according to Chart of Accounts)
70
Net turnover
71
Revenues associated to the production cost of the work progress
72
Own work capitalised
74
Subsidies for operating activies

Operating expenses (codified according to Chart of Accounts)
60
Expenses related to inventories
61
Third party services (including research expenses)
62
Other third party services (including externally contracted manpower)
63
Other taxes, duties and similar expenses
64 Personal expenses
Based on these items included in the Profit and Loss accounts, the aggregates at the
macroeconomic level are obtained according to accounting values, using the
following equations:
Production = Net turnover (70) from basic activity and other activities
+ Revenues associated to the production cost of the work in progress ( 71)
+ Own work capitalised (72)
- Goods for resale (607)
+ Subsidies on production
- Taxes on production
Intermediate consumption= Expenses related to inventories (60)
+ Third party services (included research expenses) (61)
+ Other third party services (included externally contracted manpower) (62)
Production account records in the uses side of the account the balancing item
Gross value added (GVA), that balances resources with uses. The transition from
business accounting to national accounts is based on two stages:
The intermediate system elaboration is based on the following main steps:
1.
The first stage of the process, namely the classification of the indicators
from profit and loss account in the national accounts transactions is very important
to ensure the quality of national accounts indicators which will be obtained. Table
2 presents the ranking of indicators in the profit and loss account according to 2010
SNA2008/ESA2010 transactions.
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Table 2: The link between indicators from profit and loss account and national accounts
Profit and Loss account For the financial year ended 31 December 2011
Indicator name
Nr.

Operations SCN
2008/ SEC 2010
*)

1. Net Turnover (rd.02+03-04+05+06)

01

Sales of production (ct.701+702+703+704+705+706+708)

02

P1

Sale of goods purchased for resale (ct.707)

03

P1

Trade discounts offered (ct. 709)

04

P1

Interest income registered by the entities whose main activity is leasing (ct. 766)

05

P1

Subsidies related to the turnover (ct.7411)

06

D3

Revenue associated to the production cost of the work in progress (ct.711+712)

P1

Sold C

07

Sold D

08

3. Production covered entity for its own purposes and capitalized (ct.721+722)

09

P1

4. Other operating revenues (ct.758+7417+7815)

10

P1

Of which revenue from negative goodwill

11

OPERATING REVENUE - TOTAL (rd.01+07-08+09+10)

12

5.a) Raw materials and consumables (ct.601+602-7412)

13

P2

Other materials (ct.603+604+606+608)

14

P2

b) Other external expenses (Electricity, heating and water) (ct.605-7413)

15

c) Goods for resale (ct.607)

16

Trade discounts received (ct. 609)

17

P2

6. Personal expenses (rd.19+20)

18

D1

a) Salaries and indemnities (ct.641+642+643+644-7414)

19

D11

b) Social security contributions (ct.645-7415)

20

D12

7.a) Adjustments value of intangible and tangible assets (rd. 22-23)

21

a.1) Expenses (ct.6811+6813)

22

a.2) Revenues (ct.7813)

23

b) Adjustments value of current assets (rd.25-26)

24

b.1) Expenses (ct.654+6814)

25

b.2) Revenues (ct.754+7814)

26

8. Other operating expenses (rd.28 la 31)
8.1. Expenses with external services
(ct.611+612+613+614+621+622+623+624+625+626+627+628-7416)

27
28

P2

8.2. Other taxes, duties and similar expenses (ct.635)

29

D2

8.3. Other expenses (ct.652+658)
Interest expense refinancing registered by the entities whose main activity is leasing
(ct. 666)

30

P2

31

P2

Adjustments for provisions (rd.33-34)

32

- Expenses (ct.6812)

33

- Revenues (ct.7812)

34
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OPERATING EXPENSES- TOTAL (rd.13 la 16 -17+18+21+24+27+32)

35

OPERATING PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE PERIOD: - Profit (rd.12-35)

36

- Loss (rd.35-12)

37

*)In which:
P1 = Output; P2= intermediate consumption; D1=compensation of employees; D11=wages and
salaries; D12=employers‘social contribution; D2=taxes on production and imports; D3=Subsides

2.
The second stage implies grouping all information from profit and loss
account and from balance-sheet within specific national accounts transactions
based on the classifications performed in the first stage, obtaining the intermediary
system. Further adjustments are applied in order to finally compile national
accounts. The adjustments highlight in fact the differences which exist between
available information at the enterprise level and the data revealed at
macroeconomic level based on national accounts methodology.
The scope of adjustments needed for conceptual integrity of national accounts
applied on enterprise accounting information are presented within Table 3.
Table 3: Elements from business accounting requiring adjustments within national accounts
(conceptual differences)

National accounts
Registering output, intermediate
consumption and value added
Valuation of inventories, consumption
of fixed capital and assets at actual
market prices
Capital gains or losses are not registered
as income or expenditures; only the
changes in balance-sheet due to price
changes (re-evaluation accounts)
Only actual costs are

Enterprise accounting
Registering sales and cost of sales
Valuation of inventories, consumption
of fixed capital and assets at historic
prices, or accounting registration values
Capital gains or losses obtained are
registered within Profit and Loss
accounts as incomes or expenses
Expenses with provisions (established
based on past events), as registration of
a provision for doubtful debt

The main adjustments made in the intermediate system refere to :
a) In the case of output, adjustments are applied for the transition to basic price.
The turnover of enterprises is generally net of VAT but often includes taxes on
products. Contrarily, subsidies on products are rarely included in turnover.
Therefore, data resulting from business accounting needs to be adjusted by
deducting taxes on products and adding subsidies on products in order to obtain the
basic price.
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b) Adjustments for taxes and subsides are realised by reconcilation of fiscal
information from financial statemets of enterprises with data from government.
This is made, because it is know that the data from financial statemets of
enterprises can not be classified as taxes and subsides on products and production
following the 2008 SNA/ESA 2010 methodological requiremets. This adjustment
affect the output and GVA level.
c) Soft-ware and research-development (R$D) own production used for the
own purposes is considered by the entreprise as an expenditure; 2008 SNA/ESA
2010 consider them as investment, beeing included in the production of the
enterprise. This adjustment affect the intermediate consumption , having as result
an increase of GVA.
d) In the bussiness accounting the services provided by the colaborators (noncontractual staff) are included in expenses concernig the external services; based
on SCN2008/SEC2010, these expenses are not intermediate consumption, and
represet elements of value added, compensation of employees. This adjustment has
as consequances a decrese of the intermediate consumption and an increase of the
GVA.
e) The holding gains/losses in stock valuation due to price rise should be
eliminated, because are not the results of economic transactions, but are a
consequence of some independent events, which do not represent flows in national
accounts. Holding gains/losses may appear whenever elements from the Profit and
Loss accounts are deducted from elements valued in the balance sheet. In business
accounting, stock changes are measured by the difference between the closing
stock value and the opening stock value. In national accounting, the stock changes
correspond to the difference between entries into and withdrawals from stock. For
example, an intermediate consumption of raw materials generally originates not
directly from a purchase, but from a withdrawal from stock. In national accounting,
a withdrawal from stock must be valued at the market price at the time it took
place, while business accounting values a withdrawal from stock at its historical
cost (i.e. at the price of the goods item at the time they were purchased). The
difference between the two prices is considered in national accounting as a holding
gain or a holding loss. The adjustments made affect the output (the production
stocks degrease) and the intermediate consumption (the raw materials stock
degreases).
f) Adjustment for deliveries between establishments belonging to the same
enterprise impacts on the value of output and intermediate consumption. Such
deliveries are not usually the object of a sale and although they do not appear in the
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accounts system of an enterprise, they have to be recorded in the national accounts
where they correspond to an output and/or intermediate consumption by one
establishment delivered to another establishment belonging to the same enterprise.
g) Adjusment for exhaustiveness is realised in order to improve the coverage of
national accounts aggregates. It is known that the profit and loss account and other
sources do not offer enough information at the level of the economy, due to various
situations such as: absence of an enterprise from statistical files, exemption from tax
and social declarations, and evasion. The missing part represents the so called nonobserved economy (NOE) and estimations of it are made in the frame of national
account process. The adjustment of data from observed economy with NOE affects all
the national accounts elements and has an important impact on the GDP level.
h) Operational leasing represents the production of companies whose main
activity is classified ( based on the national classification of activity- CAEN) in the
classes of rental and sub-rental of own or rented assets ( which can be buildings,
vehicles, equipment and other durables used in the production of the household
consumption) with or without operator. Units that develop such activity, so they
rent, are likely corporations, being included in the non-financial institutional sector;
those who made financial leasing are included in the financial companies
(authorized and regulated by the Central Bank). To do the adjustment to national
accounts concepts, one item from the financial statements of the companies that
deal with operational leasing is used; is "Interest income recorded by the entities
whose principal activity is the leasing (766)". The value of this item is allocated to
the production of company who rented the assets. On the uses side, the
intermediate consumption of enterprises and the household consumption are
adjusted with the rent paid. This adjustment can be realized based on information
received from specific surveys.
Table 4 resents in a syntetic way the correspondance between the business
accounting indicators and national acccounts concepts and the main adjustments
necessary to apply the 2008 SNA/ESA 2010 methodology for one institutional
sector.
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Tabel 4: Intermediate system and the main adjustments for the non-financial institutional sector
Uses
Indicators from Profit and
Loss account
B1b
I) REVENUES:
Net Turnover , of which:
~ Sales of production
(701+702+703+704+705+706+
708)
~ Sale of goods purchased for
resale (707)
~ Subsidies related to the
turnover (7411)
~ Revenue associated to the
production cost of the work in
progress (711)
~ Production covered entity for
its own purposes and
capitalized (721+722)
Total
II) EXPENSES:
Raw materials and
consumables (601+602-7412)
Other materials
(603+604+606+608)
Other external expenses (6057413)
Goods for resale (607)
Expenses with external services
(611+612+613+614+621+622+
623+624+625+626+627+6287416)
Other taxes, duties and similar
expenses (635)
Total
B.1b* (Revenues-Expensesi)
x
Adjustments
a) Adjustment for net taxes
b) Subtracting goods for resale
c) Software and research and
development on own account
d)Salaries with non-contractual
staff
e) Price changes in inventories
i) Exhaustiveness adjustments
k) Operational leasing
TOTAL with adjustments
B.1b** (Resources-Uses)
x
*) from initial enterprise accounting data
**) national account concept

Resources

P2

P1

P11

x

x

x

x

P12

P13

D21

D31

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-x

x
-x

x
-x

X
X
X
X
X

x

+x

x

x

x

-x

+x

x

x

+x

-x
-x
+x
+x
x

-x
+x
+x
x

-x
+x
+x
x

x

x

Where:
B1b = gross value added; P2=intermediate consumption; P1= output; P11= market output; P12=
output for own final use; P13= non-market output; D21 = taxes on products; D31 = subsides on
products.
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Conclusions
The model of the intermediate accounts developed for Romania has immediate
practical application, being able to be enhanced, depending on many factors,
including: conceptual changes set out by revised international methodologies of
national accounts, changes in accounting normalization of the business at national
and international levels, improving the existing data sources , further research of
methodological norms for finding solutions needed to resolve existing or future
difficulties, proper training of "national accountants." The more the information
provided by the national accounts have a higher quality, the macroeconomic policy
decisions have a more solid foundation, offering the opportunity to provide more
realistic impact on the national economy
It was demonstrated that the business accounting represents an important tool for
macro-economic indicators elaboration, based on the fact that:
the structural business statistics is based on the "link accounts" with the
business accounting and in the sense, that most of the variables can be
measured or approximated using company accounts and respecting the
4th Directive (Directive 78/660/EEC amended) ;
The use of data from business accounting for statistical purposes has as
effect a degrees of the number of statistical surveys and the reducing of
the respondents burner.
Over the time, the accounting rules change and adapt the the new economic
conditions. For national accountants is a chalange to build up a new methodology
to link data from business accounting with international rules of national accounts
compilation. Changes can cause: loss of comparability of accounting information
from listed and unlisted companies, whether they are subject to different
accounting rules, breaks in time series, etc.
The solution rises in a judicious understanding of the evolution of national
accounting legislation by national accountants, supplemented with an interdisciplinary collaboration with specialists (experts) accountants. This can prevent
or ameliorate the impact of the changes in accounting standards enterprise for
national accounts elaboration. Some measures can be taken:
adapt the existing statistical surveys for businesses, and / or introduction
of new questionnaires;
build up a new methodology for national accounts estimation taking
into account the changes in business accounting;
search for additional information necessary to adjust the information
from enterprise to national accounts concepts.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LEASING IN BUSINESS
FINANCING
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West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract
Leasing, as the part of financial institutions, plays an important role in the
countries‟ economy development and growth. When companies are not able to
purchase goods required to start or diversify their activity, or do not have the
assets to offer as security for bank loans, leasing provides the possibility of
obtaining the necessary goods. Companies can pay lease fees from the income
generated by leasing the goods. Leasing is a more and more important chapter in
the managerial handbook, therefore needing to pay attention to the legislation and
financial changes, during the period of the leasing agreement. Leasing companies
are an extremely important component of the national and international financing
system. The global financial crisis had a lot of effects on the world‟s economy and
finances, during the last couple of years. A lot of companies, worldwide, were
negatively influenced by it. During the last couple of years, due to the effects of the
financial crisis, the Romanian leasing market registered an oscillating evolution.
In 2011, however, the market grew with 20% from 2010, and there has been
noticed an ascending trend. This article tries to perform an objective analysis on
the benefits and also on the limitations and risks generated by leasing operations
regarding business financing.
Key words: financing, leasing, financier, user, credit, advantages;
JEL Clasiffication: G21, G29, G32

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of leasing was first mentioned in antiquity in the Samaritan town of
Ur, around 210 b.c., when agricultural machinery owners started to rent them to
farmers, writing these transactions on clay plates.
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The first transactions foreseeing modern leasing took place in the U.S.A., towards
the end of the 19th century. In 1877, telephone devices were rented to the
subscribers and the agreement was called a « LEASE ».
Leasing, as a business technique emerged a a solution to a pressing need to solve
the funding, production and consumption issues.
Thus, in 1950, D.P. Bootle, the owner of a food factory was faced with a problem
never before encountered by him. He received a very profitable food ordering, for
which he did not have the needed equipment or the money to buy them. Not
wanting to lose the customer, he decided to rent the needed equipment. This
decision of renting instead of buying led to the development of an entirely new
economic branch: leasing operations.
Sometimes, due to different reasons, a client cannot obtain a regular loan.
Especially smaller businesses have difficulties in securing the finances for longer
periods of time, and the number of those willing to provide that type of funding is
limited when the financial institutions tighten the conditions for loan granting.
These are the type of situations where the financial institutions are extremely
cautious in ensuring long-term funding.
If a product offered by the bank cannot fulfill entirely the customers‘ needs, new
complementary financial solutions emerge ensuring a new solution for long-term
financing for the customers. Thus, alternative sources of funding arise which
generally follow the principles of lending and facilitate international trade. Within
the boundaries of these alternative funding sources, such as factoring, franchising,
hire-purchase, is leasing, subject of the article hereby.
2. KNOWLEDGE PHASE IN THE FIELD
The abundance of economical and political changes in the last decades determined
both the growing importance of the financial loans in economical transactions and
the permanent diversification of the banking operations meant for ensuring the
most efficient use for loans corresponding to the needs of the participants of these
transactions.
Slowly, the term of „loaning‖, used in trade transactions is being replaced by the
term „financing‖, designed to fit multiple lending related activities, without which
the use of credit as the base of economic exchanges is no longer possible.
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Leasing is a very original funding technique, which in a broad sense represents a
term financing transaction, practiced by financial companies, legally based on a
property rental agreement.
The specialized literature of the 1950s records Francis Babione‘s article on
marketing opportunities for equipments from different economic branches such as:
glassware producing, means of transportation, constructions etc. Babione
concludes that the leasing revenue is better for the company finances to selling
equipment in case of a decreasing in the global company income.
There are many arguments in favor of leasing rather than buying equipment.
Agrawal and Ferguson (2012), stated that leasing the machinery has a positive
impact on the environment, because at the end of the leasing agreement there is a
possibility that the same machine will be leased to another client, not being
necessary the production of another equipment of the same type.
3. LEASING - AN ALTERNATIVE TO BANK LOANING
3.1 Concept of leasing: definition, object, parties involved, type of
organizations, features
Leasing is a way of rental of machines, equipment, means of transportation, and
other goods in the category of fixed assets by financial organizations to companies
which do not have the necessary funds to buy them.
After reviewing a series of authors and works in terms of leasing, we believe that
the most accurate definition of leasing is the one given by Roberto Rouzi: ―leasing
is a medium and long-term funding operation based on a lease of goods agreement.
This is done via a financial intermediate, mediating between the producer of the
goods and the user of the goods, buying from one and putting the goods into
service to the other. The user binds itself to paying the intermediate, during a
determinate number of payments, rent of a greater value than the one of the
equipment, which at the end of the agreement may change ownership from the
financial intermediate to the user, initiative of the latter‖(Puiu, 1996).
During the leasing agreement, the goods are the property of the leasing company,
which also collects the payments agreed upon in the contract. At the end of the
agreement, there are three possibilities regarding the agreement: to extend it, to
terminate it, or to buy the goods at the residual value (after subtracting the
amortization).
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3.2 The purpose of leasing
Leasing can be applied for varied mobile and immobile goods consisting of:
1. Mobile investment goods such as:
- in the production field: equipment and machinery (electronic computing
machines, machine tools, agricultural machinery, various devices, measuring
instrument, means of transportation, etc.).
- in the field of technical consumer goods for long use.
2. Real estate goods designed both for companies when renting production or
marketing locations and individuals renting houses.
3. Services - of these, the largest share is represented by the tourism industry.
Of all these goods and services, subject to leasing, of great importance are the
machines and equipments for production because the payments are a form of rent,
at the same time the user being able to beneficiate from the usage of the goods. The
duration of the leasing contract depends on the optimal duration for goods‘ usage.
3.3 Parties involved in the leasing agreement
As mentioned in the definition, leasing is, usually an operation involving three
parties with complementary advantages, the profit aimed by one of them depends
on the economic needs of the other two parties involved:
1. The supplier of the goods in his property (seller or manufacturer) is interested in
selling the goods. He signs a contract of sale with the financial intermediate
binding him to a series of characteristic obligations:
- to deliver and install the ordered equipment on the date and at the place agreed
upon;
- guarantee that the delivered equipment is consistent with the specifications
(therefore guaranteeing the proper continuation of the user‘s economical activity
2. Financial intermediate (buyer) is, usually, a financial company or a bank
specialized in capital investing on medium or long term in optimal conditions of
advantageousness.
3. User (beneficiary) has the interest of using a good without investing very much
in buying it. This allows him to either redirect his funds elsewhere, or to buy
equipment which exceeds in value his auto financing possibilities.
During the buying of the good, the user acts as a representative for the financing
intermediate. The user binds to certain specific obligations arising from the
irrevocable character of the agreement. He cannot end the agreement under any
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circumstances. Also the agreement is not transmissible and the sublease of the
good is possible only with the express agreement of the financier. In conclusion,
the user has initiative, the seller makes it possible, the financier facilitates it and all
three of them have a common goal: an agreement as profitable as it can get.
3.4 Characteristics of leasing
The main characteristics of the leasing operations are:
- The dissociation of the proprietary right from the possession right;
- The risk is not targeted on production, but on property of goods, meaning the
owner is convinced prior to buying the goods that he can lease them for a period of
time long enough not only for covering the expenses but to provide a certain return;
- The potential users have the right to choose the equipments and sellers they want.
However, the financier has a strong influence on the other parties involved in the
leasing operation and on the goods subject to lease;
- The financier is mainly interested in the user‘s activity regarding maintaining,
repairing and service regarding the equipments, because he too has the interest for
a good development of the agreement for a satisfactory return;
- During the use of the equipments, the user pays rent (leasing payments) which,
usually containing the interest;
- The duration of leasing varies upon the optimal usage duration of the equipments,
usually 3-5 years, but it can get to up to 10-15 years, depending on the value of the
goods and the reimbursement capacity of the user;
- The beneficiary, at the end of the agreement may choose to:
a) terminate the agreement and return the goods;
b) renew the lease period;
c) buy the goods at a price taking into account the amortization, respectively at the
residual value correlated with the market price.
In case of contract termination, the goods are returned to the owner (the financier)
and he must evaluate the asset regained. Păunescu (2009) debated the fact that in
Romania the law does not regulate the evaluation of the goods returned in case of
cancellation of the leasing agreement. ―According to Order 13 / 2008, paragraph
83, assets are measured when first recognized, at one of the following values:
1. Acquisition cost in case they were bought;
2. Production cost in case they produced / obtained by the company;
3. Fair value if they were obtained for free ( as a donation).‖
Also, ―for the leasing company the asset returned is not a fixed asset, because it
will not be used in the production or supply of goods or services, for rental to
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others, or for administrative purposes, but probably it will be also used for selling
under new financial leasing contracts (most of the cases).‖ (Paunescu, 2009: 1099)
In conclusion, ―the correct way to classify such assets is as current assets, meaning
inventory, unless the company has the intention to used it in the production or
supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes. In
this situation the correct classification should be as fixed asset.‖(Paunescu, 2009:
1100).
Leasing is different from the usual renting in that a renting subjects goods that keep
their initial characteristics, and the rent payments do not take into account the wear
of the equipment, while leasing subjects goods that can become obsolete, reducing
their value.
Secondly, the payment of an usual rent represents the value of right of usage, while
the leasing payments represents share of the equipments value, highlighting the
decrease of its utility.
Also, the user of the leased equipment, after a while (usually at the end of the
leasing agreement) can become the owner of the leased goods, without being asked
to pay the initial value of the goods, paying instead only the residual value. This is
not the case with renting.
We can also note a series of similarities between leasing and buying. The
resemblance is at the end of the leasing agreement, the subject being a good that is
exchanged for money, the emphasis being on transferring the right of usage in
return for money. In a series of countries, leasing is considered a form of
installment sale.
So, in conclusion, to answer the question ―Why lease, not buy?‖, D. Tran made a
list of advantages of lease financing such as:
- Preserves lines of credit conserving working capital;
- Improves cash flow;
- Leased equipment often pays for itself as it is utilized;
- Leasing protects against equipment obsolescence;
- Lease financing applies to most every capital acquisition;
- Installation, service, maintenance, supplies, software and other "soft costs" may
be included in lease payments;
- Flexibility: uncomplicated add-ons and upgrades for adapting to shifting business
needs (Tran).
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3.5 Leasing, an alternative to bank loans
The development of leasing operations was boosted by the advantages that they
offer to the parties involved, including:
Advantages for the user:
- Leasing ensures financing up to 100%. At the beginning of the leasing agreement
there is no need for an initial payment with the user‘s own funds. So leasing,
allows redirecting the user‘s financial funds in other areas of activity. Also, the
total cost is lower compared to other financing options;
- Payment of earnest or monthly payments in advance is not mandatory;
- Lease goods are not highlighted in the user‘s financial records until the owner
changes. The leasing payments may be considered user‘s expenses;
- The constant size of the payments facilitates a more rigorous expenses planning;
- The duration of the lease can be set so the company can be permanently fitted
with the newest and best yielding equipment for its activity;
- The investment expenses and revenues are simultaneous;
- Credit purchasing of high technicality equipment;
- Development of own production capacity;
- Small costs for goods by paying regular rent instead of whole payment;
- Three options at the end of the leasing agreement;
- Technical and sometimes accounting assistance ensured by the financier.
Other advantages according to Mark Jonathon:
1.
Leasing calls for a monthly payment lower than the periodic payments
required when purchasing new equipment.
2.
Down payments are often not required and the cash can be saved for your
business expenses.
3.
There is a fixed payment plan during the term of the lease unlike the
variable interest rates of bank credit lines.
4.
Lease payments are considered pre-tax expenses that reduce tax liability
(Johnaton)
Advantages for the financier:
- Obtaining revenue after leasing: monthly rent payments, interest for middle or
long-term financing, costs of services provided by the financier, risk and extensive
use payments, etc
- Cover of all costs through the price of the goods;
- Stimulation of certain economic branches through financing;
- Leasing is a profitable way for the financier to place its available funds;
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- Downsizing of investment risks through keeping ownership of the goods that are
given to the user to exploit.
Advantages for the seller by leasing:
- The seller promotes its products easier and also increases its revenue;
- Revenue collecting is usually fast and safe, without any risks;
- Expanding the geographical area of selling and increasing the opportunity of
finding new clients. Leasing, besides buying with cash, provides the possibility of
buying with credit. In this case new beneficiaries which do not have the financial
means to buy the product have the opportunity of acquisition. Earning of new
clients is also possible because the goods are first rented to convince the buyer of
its efficiency, and if the results are positive, he will buy the equipment;
- Fast access to financing sources;
- The possibility of obtaining additional income by reselling or re-leasing the goods
that have been returned after the lease agreement ended;
- Transfer of certain risks (indirect leasing) to the new owner;
- The sellers financial situation is not affected by debt, despite refinancing, because
selling claims does imply a credit request, but is renting revenue which is not due
yet;
- Profit rates are usually higher when leasing instead of traditional selling.
Leasing as a form of evaluation for privatization has advantages both for the
administration, through temporary proprietary right preservation of the companies,
being subject to definitive privatization once the client has proven his managerial
skills and the company has a real chance of progress, and the clients, by giving
opportunities to highly skilled managers who do not have the financial means for
such economical transactions.
These leasing operations have a number of disadvantages objectified in certain
limits and risks both for the client and the seller of the goods.
Limits and risks for the user of the goods:
- The system is viable only if the good can be exploited throughout the duration of
the leasing agreement;
- Prior to signing the agreement it‘s necessary to take into account the possibility of
obtaining a loan for paying cash that could possibly be more advantageous than leasing;
Limits and risks for the seller of the goods:
- The goods can be damaged by the user through inappropriate usage;
- After the first lease it is possible that the equipment can not be leased to another
customer.
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The decision of leasing must be taken after studying the possibility of obtaining a
bank loan.
Medium and long-term loans are based on the duration criterion. In terms of the
subject of the loan, we are dealing with investment loans and to understand them
we have to study the fixed assets of the loan solicitant.
In order to grant investment loans, the bank takes into account the financial
structure of the solicitant because the longer the loan duration is, the longer and
more difficult will the bank‘s association with the company.
Investment loans imply studying the auto financing opportunity. The bank analyses
the revenues of the solicitants, the expenses, profit, with their future evolutions. It
is also necessary to take into account the auto financing elements such as:
amortization, reserves ant net profit after taxes.
Usually medium and long-term loans are granted taking into account the 60% limit
of the total needed for investments, the rest of 40% being the contribution of the
solicitor. However in certain cases, the bank can grant up to 80-90% of the
investment value.
Approval or refusal of loan granting is made after analyzing the meeting of loan
conditions. The banks also take into account the creditworthiness of the solicitor
and the precautionary guaranties. The loan granting documentation is more
rigorously prepared, because the bank and the solicitor are bound for a longer
period of time in which many changes can occur both at the micro-economical and
macro-economical levels.
For the solicitor loan granting generates a series of risks and limitations:
- it does not ensure 100% financing for the investments, the solicitor being forced
to contribute with his own funds;
- the goods purchased via bank loaning are highlighted in the company‘s financial
reports as fixed assets;
- there is a possibility to not be able to obtain the loan in time (the approving
procedure can be sometimes very slow);
- the bank can refuse the loan granting as a result of the uncertainty of loan
reimbursement by the solicitor;
Also there are a series of risks and limitation for the bank which is granting the
loan:
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- the loaning risk, also known as debtor insolvency risk, reimbursement risk, or
bank assets quality deterioration risk, which expresses the probability of not
collecting at due date the revenues anticipated upon signing the loan agreement;
- the bankruptcy risk, the assets risk or the debt risk which shows the probability
that the bank‘s funds are insufficient to cover the losses outcome of the current
business.
Therefore, companies can, theoretically, finance themselves by choosing between the
following: auto financing, regular bank loans, leasing, asset selling, or stock sales, the
one which fits best. In practice however, they do not have the possibility to choose
because of many factors such as: the financial situation of the company, extended
bureaucracy, lack of time to fulfill all the conditions set by the financier, etc.
There are other types of leasing agreements, according to Abdul Saboor, suitable to
a wide range of businesses such as:
a)
Contract hire
Suitable for individuals or business owners who look for new cars once in every 3
years. The supplier provides the vehicle after the customer makes an upfront payment
equivalent to the 4 months rental value. Customers a car 6 to 12 months old.
b)
Flexilease
Perfect fit for business owners who want to change cars every 12 months to 18
months. As part of this form of contract, the provider would be including the road
fund license that would hold good for the entire duration of the contract. When
compared to the other forms of contract, Flexilease provides the option of
terminating the contract within 9 months of signing the agreement. In this form of
contract, the customer requesting for the leasing service has to make some upfront
payment.
c)
On going rolling contracts
This type of contract is ideal for individuals who haven't faced any county court
judgments (CCJ) in the last 6 years. This contract is also available for limited
companies who have maintained up to date accounts with positive net worth. In
this contract type, the customer has to make a refundable security deposit at the
beginning of the contract. Also, the customer gets the option of changing vehicles
once in every six months. Thus there is no need for an agreement with the service
provider on the aspects related to car maintenance during the leasing period.
d)
Hire purchase
Ideal for when you are looking to lease a specialized or an older car. As a
customer, you are eligible to finance a car that is six years old and has done a
mileage of 70.000 miles. The car should have less than three prior owners. There is
an upfront deposit that needs to be paid. This deposit is usually equivalent to four
month leasing rates. This option has to originate from a reputed dealer and the
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funder doesn't have the rights to finance left hand driven cars. In addition to the
upfront fees, there is an added administration fee charged by the providers offering
this type of contract (Saboor).
4. CONCLUSIONS
From those presented earlier it is found that leasing is by far the most accessible
form of loan, mainly due to the guarantee of the proprietary right of the financier
over the given goods.
If it were to choose a bank loan, the company must pledge a series of goods in its
property, which it may not sell throughout the duration of the loan, while in case of
leasing it can sublease the equipments agreed upon.
Secondly it is far more profitable for a company to purchase the goods by leasing
them, because so, it does not freeze important sums of money, later recovering
them by selling or leasing the goods.
Leasing would partially solve the problems generated by the lack of funding which
delay the technological progress, giving the possibility to grow the company‘s
economic activity, without the corresponding growth of the financial effort,
ensuring the advantage of full-service leasing agreements.
Leasing should be used more frequently by the companies dealing with difficulties
in fundraising. Also, solid studies developed by the potential beneficiaries may
lead to discovering the fact that leasing is more profitable than buying or
importing.
Leasing, this modern technique of investing and financing, has become an
alternative preferred by an increasing number of clients, constituting a part of the
financial and managerial ABC.
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Abstract:
This paper focuses on the necessity of adoption IFRS in the implementation of new
risk management concept based on the new concept of Solvency II which promotes
rules, that lead to strengthening the quality management requirements of insurance
companies, a healthy management, an effective internal control system and
processes that consist in measuring and managing the risks to which the company
is exposed during its activity.
The convergence between IFRS and Solvency II represents the main object that
was chased by the regulations bodies, having as the main goal to ensure a reliable
financial reporting framework, in order to answer the needs of financial statements
users and to ensure, at the same time, financial information, which is necessary for
the implementation of the new concept of risk-based solvency.
It also has carried out an analysis of the main differences that exist between
accounting treatments according to IFRS, the accounting treatments according to
national regulations and accounting treatments carried out in the valuation of
assets, capital and debts, in order to determine the insurance solvency according to
the principles of Solvency II.
Key words: risk, solvency, evaluation, accounting treatments, financial
statements.
JEL Classification: M41, G22, M19
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1. Introduction
The regulatory framework of the financial sector occupies a key place in debates
on the crisis that we face today, the more the world we live in has changed, as well
as the role of financial institutions and the interdependence between them. In this
context, the economists that put the financial crisis on Government interventions,
as well as those who see in it a failure of the free market, agree that the regulations
in the financial sector have a crucial role, both in terms of causes that led to the
triggering of the crisis and the recovery solutions.
IAIS representatives (International Association of Insurance Supervisors) consider
that special attention should be given to institutional arrangements that take into
account the importance of adequate surveillance and, in our opinion, this is the
only way to reach a more efficient supervision and to the development of
accounting and solvency standards on international markets.
We are witnessing, therefore, in this context of lately international evolutions to,
the necessity of cooperation between supervisory authorities in the Member States
of the European Union, to the development of legislative projects at European level
concerning the implementation of new requirements of solvency and accounting, in
order to ensure full compliance between the demands of the new Solvency II
concept with financial reporting requirements, particularly IFRS.
The new Solvency II concept, based more on principles than on rules, is not limited
only to a series of requirements that apply to the balance sheet, but it promotes
rules, that refer to strengthen qualitative requirements for the management of
insurance companies, a healthy management, an effective internal control system
and processes that consist in measuring and managing the risks to which the
company is exposed during its activity.
The insurance companies will have to be able to explicitly identify
interdependencies between risks, in order to manage to develop their own internal
models of risk management.
In these conditions, we support the opinions of the specialists in insurance
(Klumpes, P. J.M. & Morgan K., 2008),according to which the directions of action
must aim at improving the ability to implement the new concept of risk
management and accounting requirements, and we appreciate as necessary to cover
the following aspects:
-elaboration and promotion of normative act, in order to adopt the new principles
required by Solvency II and standards of financial reporting
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-training insurance companies regarding JP standards (mainly IFRS 4, IFRS 7, IAS
32, IAS 39, assessment methods according to IFRS and financial reporting
analysis according to IFRS)
- training staff insurance companies regarding accounting standards (mainly IFRS
4, IFRS 7, IAS 32, IAS 39, assessment methods according to IFRS and financial
reporting analysis according to IFRS).
- training staff insurance companies regarding the concept of Solvency II (ALM,
risk management -quantitative and qualitative-, internal control, preparation and
evaluation of internal models, control- on-site and off-site based on principles of
risk supervision)
- Promotion of supervision based on risk assessment.
2. Research methodology
Research, as a succession of actions or operations that make up a complex
methodological and systematic process, have as main objective finding an answer
to the underlying problems of intense concerns outline and solving them. The
objectives of the research were focused on a qualitative edge, oriented in the aim of
effectively implementing State regulations and specific legislation, necessary for
the implementation of the new concept of risk management and insurance
accounting requirements.
The methodology used is based on the theoretical research on the concepts and
regulations in the field, aided by the empirical research (quantitative), through
specific research methods (observations, analysis of financial information).
The research methodology was qualitative research considering a type of
exploratory and descriptive quantitative research. The methods used in this
research have resulted in: studying literature, analysis of legislation in the field of
research, studying International Accounting Standards and International Financial
Reporting Standards.
3. The need to adopt IFRS in the context of the implementation of the new
concept of risk management
The convergence of IFRS and Solvency II represents, from the early projects
initiated at the level of the European Commission and the IASB, the main objective
which was chased by both bodies, having as main goal, securing a reliable
framework for financial reporting, in order to answer to the needs of the financial
statements users and to ensure, at the same time, the financial information
necessary for the implementation of the new concept of risk-based solvency.
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The issue that remains open, however, is to ensure an adequate accounting
regulatory framework which is compatible with international developments in the
field of accounting, given that the cost-benefit ratio is well-understood.
Although the contents of the directive are underlined the European Commission's
concerns for ensuring this goal, remains in discussion the accounting regulatory
issue applicable to the insurance companies for drawing up the annual financial
statements.
The rules for valuing the assets and the liabilities of the insurance companies have
been transposed into national legislation for the approval of the accounting
regulations compliant with European directives specific to the insurance field.
As you can see, the assessment rules are based on the cost model, they do not take
into account indexes to update future cash flows, the values presented in the
financial statements are, usually much different from the true value of the assets
and liabilities of insurance companies. There is also a mismatch between asset
valuation methods and methods for calculating technical provisions, which are
based on actuarial techniques.
The European Commission Regulation on the application of International
Accounting Standards2 requires the application of IFRS only for the consolidated
financial statement of the companies listed on a regulated market. The Regulation
leaves Member States the decision to adopt IFRS in annual financial statements.
The national regulatory framework does not require the application of IFRS
accounting in preparing the annual financial statements as a unique set of financial
statements.
In the context of the process of risk management, and more accurate in reporting
the risks of insurance, some presentations are required by IFRS 4, could be relevant
and would help to facilitate the implementation of certain requirements of the new
concept of solvency.
There are opinions in this regard, and we agree, according to which, in reporting
the risks of insurance, (Mates D. & Grosu V., 2008) ―the following clarifications
requested by IFRS4 might be relevant:
2

Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council from 19
July 2002 , on the application of International Accounting Standards, published in the
Official Journal of the European Union, with subsequent changes and additions.
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- the sensitivity of the profit and loss account, of the equity, relative to the changes
in variables that have a significant effect on them;
- The concentration of the insurance risks;
- the increase of insurance liabilities from the previous year‖.
Starting from the present situation, we considered necessary to carry out an
analysis of the main differences that exist between the accounting treatments
according to IFRS, the accounting treatments according to national regulations and
the accounting treatments applied in the valuation of assets and liabilities for the
purpose of determining the solvency society of insurance Solvency II principles.
To emphasize the need to adopt IFRS, in our analysis, we have focused on
addressing the evaluating approach according to the new concept, to the IFRSs and
to the Order no. 3120/2005, assets and other liabilities of the company.
In this context, we have decided to perform a comparative analysis between the
demands of valuing assets and obligations of insurance companies, other than
insurance, according to the new concept of solvency and accounting treatments
stipulated by IFRS, in order to identify any differences between these, as well as to
provide an overview of accounting treatments stipulated by national accounting
regulations that are applicable, at the moment, of the insurance companies.
Of course, the entire philosophy of the new risk-based concept, involves taking into
consideration the potential risks to which the insurance undertaking is exposed. A
new component of this new approach is risk assessment to record losses due to the
fall in value of assets or liabilities growth, other than the insurance. Thus,
quantification of risk must be carried out using an economic assessment of all
assets and debts of the insurance companies, which meet market realities.
In this sense, the new concept allows a ranked approach to evaluate assets and
liabilities, as follows:
- Whenever possible, companies should use models of "mark to market", in order
to determine the economic value of assets and liabilities;
- if it is not possible, it is recommended to use the "identification based on
patterns", this being defined as any evaluation that must be reported, extrapolated,
calculated according to a model which is based on market values;
- The use of regulations to determine to what extent the accounting treatments
stipulated by IFRS are considered an acceptable approximation of the economic
value. Assessments in accordance with the national accounting regulations may
only be used in the following conditions:
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- If the company can demonstrate that the assets or the liabilities are not significant
in relation to the financial position and performance of the company;
- If the calculation of economic value involves unjustified costs compared to the
benefits.
Solvency II draws attention, in particular, in terms of: intangible assets (including
goodwill) and delayed taxes. Thus, in order to determine the economic value of
solvency, intangible assets are considered to be null or negligible, considering the
fact that most intangible assets are rarely achieved by collecting the amounts
relating to them, thus being valued at zero.
Companies need to provide additional information relating to the accounting value
of intangible assets grouped in four groups: goodwill from the acquisition of fund
shares, goodwill from the acquisition of a business, trademarks and other intangible
assets. Companies can assign an economic value only to the intangible assets that
can be sold.
Referring to the delayed taxes, recommendations state that companies will not
include delayed taxes relating to differences arising from valuation reserves
according to Solvency II.
However, the economic approach that relies on the concept of Solvency II requires
that all future cash inflows and outflows expected to be recognized in the balance
sheet drawn to determine solvency.
4. Solvency II versus Basel II
The interdependence of financial institutions, as well as the increased level of
functional integration and institutional of associated entities, credit institutions and
insurance companies, is supported both by practice and theoretical approaches of
specialists, context in which we mention the Solvency II approach and Banc
assurance, operated by Constantinescu D., member of the Council of the
Commission of Insurance Surveillance.
At a first glance, we can appreciate that such an approach refers, mainly, to the
models Bancassurance such as Joint ventures and M&A. However, this does not
mean that partnerships arising from agreements or distribution contracts would
present a negligible risk, but only a possibility for increased individual risk
management for each of the two partners.
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Of course that if we disregard the risks specific to the insurance sector, a part of the
risks faced by banking institutions and insurance companies are of the same nature,
namely: credit risk, market risk and operational risk.
The influence of relative (estimated) of each risk categories on own funds shows
significant differences between sectors of activity considered, as is shown in the
following figure:
Figure 1: The impact of different types of risks by categories of activities

Banks

Life insurances

General insurances

0%
Subscription Risk

20%
Market Risk

40%

60%

Credit Risk

80%

100%

Operational Risk

(Source: Processing after D.Constantinescu, Newsletter, Year III, no. 1, March 2009)

If in the banking sector, credit risk has the largest amplitude, in the insurance
sector; its size is less relevant, not more than a 10% share. In turn, insurance
companies are more exposed to market risk, while the operational risk presents
comparable values in both sectors.
As it is defined in the Basel II, credit risk represents a more comprehensive notion
than the counterparty risk of Solvency II, as it includes depreciation of securities
financial risk ("spread risk", from the market risks category) and underwriting risks
for accessing loans and guarantees.
In terms of market risk, it has different meanings in the two regulatory systems, as
it shows the market risk in the following table:
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Table 1: Correspondence market risk components

SOLVENCY II

BASEL II

Distribution
Risk categories

Risk categories
Pillar 1

Interest
risk

rate

Distribution



Pillar 2

Pillar 1


Interest
rate
risk (global)

Trading

Interest
risk

rate

Banking

Interest
rate
risk (specific)

Trading



Credit risk

Banking





Depreciation
of
securities
financial risk



Dividend risk



Dividend risk

Trading/
Banking



Foreign
exchange risk



Foreign
exchange risk

Trading/
Banking



Real estate risk



Banking



Concentration
risk



The risk of
depreciation of
tangible assets
Concentration
risk

Trading/
Banking

Pillar 2



(Source: Processing after D. Constantinescu, Newsletter, Year III, no. 1, March 2009)

According to Solvency II, market risk is structured by categories, as follows:

Interest rate risk

Depreciation of securities financial risk ("spread risk")

Dividend risk

Foreign exchange risk

Real estate risk

Concentration risk.
The corresponding risk categories according to Basel II Agreement are:

market risk related to trading transaction (interest rate risk, the risk of
foreign exchange, the risk dividend);
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credit risk related to banking transactions (including the dividend risk and
the risk of depreciation of tangible assets);

the interest rate risk for non-trading operations;

The concentration risk.
Therefore, the concentration risk (of the portfolio-on product categories of
investments, by type of investment and within their supply-to a small group of
clients) involves to include, in the evaluation process, the costs resulting from
dispersal processes, costs that are generated by additional analysis, decision and
administration processes.
With regard to the operational risk, it is noticed that unlike the two types of risk
analyzed previously, in both regulated systems, the operational risk has the same
sense, including legal risk and making abstraction of strategic or reputational risks
(technical specifications of the QIS4, Solvency II, CEIOPS, December,
2007).
If in the coverage area of the operational risk can be included all those risks that
arise after an internal inappropriate process or from a failure of such a process, and
which have not been included, explicitly, in other modules, this does not mean that
it can be accepted an extension of the notion in question from any diversification of
risk effects mentioned in relation to other types of risk.
Basel II regulations allow, for example, even another way of determining the
influence of the operational risk over own funds ("basic" approach), starting from
monitoring for a period of at least three years, specific indicators of credit
institutions.
We support that opinion referring to the fact that is has fully justification to define,
as specific as we can, the notion of operational risk, especially from the perspective
of the prudential requirements on the corresponding level of own funds, regardless
of the fact that for sizing them, standardized approaches will be used (imposed by
the competent authority) or the internal rules of calculation.
The two regulatory systems, Solvency II and Basel II, have in common not only the
three pillars structure of the prudential requirements relating to financial market
segments, within which operates, but also similar goals, which refers mainly to the
following aspects:
-creation of a prudential framework more sensitive and reactive in relation to
current risks;
-strengthening all concerns referring to monitoring and risk management;
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-the assimilation of the requirements imposed by the regulatory framework
concerning the own capital levels and configuration, for this purpose, of some
appropriate internal procedures;
-the harmonization of European and international regulations
-the proximity of the sectorial financial market regulations (similar products should
be subject to comparable requirements in terms of the level of own capital).
Starting from Solvency II similarities with Basel II banking domain system, it
makes the assessment that the Solvency II is a Basel for insurance sector, this new
concept introducing, for the first time, requirements for solvency based on risk, for
all member states of the European Union.A detailed analysis of the regulatory
content reveal that, in terms of addressing the concepts of prudential nature, even if
there are some differences between the two sectors, the elements of similarity
prevail, fact illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Differences on prudential approach concepts

Solvency II
Pillar 1: The minimum equity requirements
in relation to the solvency level

Basel II
Pillar 1: Requirements regarding equity
levels

Solvency requirements in relation to
significant risks (the standard approach
based on economic capital model).
Minimum capital requirement in relation to
the level of risks, less the operational risk.
Evaluation of technical reserves.

Equity requirements in relation to the main
risks (credit, market, operational risks).
For each category of risk are possible: a
standard approach and an internal approach.
Equity requirements cannot be assessed on
the basis of economic capital models.

Pillar 2: Control and Surveillance
Consistent principles of risk management.
Effective internal control (possibility of
increasing capital under the inadequacy of
risk factors).
The control of surveillance procedures.

Pillar 2: The control of monitoring
procedures and internal capital
Internal capital assessment (ICAAP)
according to all significant risks
The quality of internal control and risk
management
The control of the surveillance procedures
(partially imposed to the banks by the rules
of the Central Bank, partially achieved
through prudential domestic measures)
Pillar 3: Information
Pillar 3: Information concerning riskIf the objectives are defined in the capital ratio
current/common mode.
Information on the different categories of
Transparency
and
communication risks
requirements (financial nature).
Information on requirements and equity
structure
(Source: Processing after D. Constantinescu, Newsletter, Year III, no. 1, March 2009)
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So, there is a possibility that the procedures and the technical specifications which
are subject to approval by the competent authority from the insurance field to be
similar to those of Basel II, both regulatory systems imposing particular
requirements regarding corporate governess and control models of risk
management, in particular regarding the organization, internal rules and the
instrumentation used.
Therefore, we appreciate that there will be implications for the nature of
accounting, in which context the financial departments of both kinds of banking
institutions and insurance, need to improve the procedures and mechanisms used in
monitoring and management of own funds.
Prudential regulations relating to the two segments of the financial market also
show some significant differences which derive from specific sectors of the
governed activity, especially those that concern the nature and distribution of risks,
as well as from the particularities of the regulatory activity.
Thus, differences regarding the definition of risk and those relating to the content
of the three pillars of the analyzed regulatory systems put their imprint on the
internal models of risk management.
For life insurances, for example, domestic models have as foundation type models
as ALM (Application Lifecycle Management), taking into account the main risk for
this sector of business (market risk generated by life cycle) and is based on the
screening of assets and liabilities in the context of various economic scenarios, the
techniques used are mostly actuarial type.
In contrast, the dominant banking sector risk (credit risk) is rated by the methods of
type rating or scoring, using mainly statistical toolkit and additional features, the
one from the range of expert systems. Actuarial and simulation techniques based
on economic scenarios are used by way of exception, only in the framework of
investment banking institutions of first rating.
Regarding the treatment of financial statements, moving away from the Solvency I
to Solvency II, means abandoning accounting approaches in favor of economic
approaches of the balance sheet positions (the fair value of assets, the economic
value of liabilities).
In the banking sector ,the regulatory institutions, as well as the companies, are
concerned with the phenomenon of procyclicity, so that were defined a series of
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criteria aimed at reducing the impact of prudential application of the concept of fair
value of the regulated level of available own funds.
Another important distinction between the Solvency II and Basel II is how to
determine the capital requirements.
If Basel II approach comes, more or less, of Basel I, in insurance, risk aggregation
method (the standard approach) is more complex, as it is based on the correlation
matrix defined by the supervisory authority.
To determine the capital requirements in the standard approach can also be taken
into account the ability to assimilate stress scenarios through the dividend policy.
Conclusions
The partnership between credit institutions and insurance companies, addressed the
occasion of debates "Bancassurance" in the series of meetings of the Insurance
Market, has generated a series of discussions concerning the definition of the
general framework of cooperation and the identification of specific directions
towards which should be channeled all the efforts of credit institutions and
insurance companies in the process of formation of a real partnership. The
conclusion was synthetically narrated: "if it's a real partnership, it is profitable, if
not, it becomes a source of discontents".
Then and now, we have alleged that in order the opinions for the partnership to
work, insurance companies and credit institutions must establish a common
strategy and develop a business, considering together this plan as a first step
towards integrated financial services.
In conclusion, we can say that both the common traits of the two solvency regimes,
and the differences between them, involve the collaboration of the relevant
regulatory institutions of the two segments of the financial market, in terms of
integrated activities systems, such as banc assurance type, in order to eliminate
those differences which have no economic basis and which cause a reduction of
efficiency and an unjustified growth of costs.
We largely support the above views, but we appreciate that to better review, we can
conclude that credit institutions and insurance companies operate under different
business models and are exposed to different risks, in different ways.
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BRITISH ACCOUNTING NORMALIZATION
BETWEEN FLEXIBILITY, PRAGMATISM AND
TRANSPARENCY
Eva PONTOŞ
University of Oradea, Romania

Abstract
Differences in accounting systems were identified by at least a quarter century.
Since then efforts were directed towards contemporary accounting harmonization
by the European Union and the International Accounting Standards Board.
Development of society, modernization and restructuring of the economy, lead to
increased demand and diversification of the financial-accounting information. In
this framework, accounting occupies a special mission. Accounting, financial
communication as a tool to achieve its objectives and to meet the needs of society,
must evolve along with the economy. Only thus can provide the necessary
information about the economic and financial position of companies. Regarding
the accounting language, it would be ideal to be only one in the world. Many
countries use different accounting languages, but more than that even the
interpretation of results varies from one country to another. International
accounting normalization is a very delicate operation because of the economies
built on different cultures.Companies must not only meet the information needs of
internal users, but also of external users. These can be both potential investors and
customers or suppliers. In this respect, country-specific accounting rules should
not be limited to its own economic space but should go beyond national borders to
meet information needs.
My paper aims to highlight theoretically features of British accounting system and
peculiarities of British normalization in the current economic system.
Key words: Accounting systems, British accounting, normalization, standards
JEL Classification: M40, M41, M49
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1. Introduction
Accounting has been influenced by many factors, which is why there are different
accounting systems for each country. Over time we tried inventory accounting
systems and explain the differences between them. Although each country has its
own accounting system, there are attempts to accept common standards for all
countries to facilitate understanding of accounting by external users and to enable
the development of multinational companies with offices around the world.
Creating the European Union imposed the development of the accounting
directives whose purpose was to obtain a harmonization of company laws. Thus,
guidelines developed at EU level should be taken into national law of each
Member State. To implement European Union legislation, two important
mechanisms must be outlined, namely: directives involving their incorporation into
national laws and rules, which will become law throughout the European Union,
without going through the legislative procedure of that State.
Clarification and publication of these directives could not but lead to the
dismantling barriers between EU countries. Each tried to preserve their identity and
thus its accounting system. Accounting harmonization didn‘t stop here, there‘s a
long and difficult way to go, and Member States will have to go through together.
International reforms in the beginning of the third millennium accounting print new
guidelines that converge in three main directions:
 meet the information needs of multinational companies;
 validate the accounting information in the national accounting system;
 create a unitary system of international financial indicators to be followed by
all states.
Accounting normalization is the process of harmonizing accounting methods,
terminology and presentation of the summaries. The fundamental purpose of
normalization is manifested in three main directions:
obtaining the public a uniform information regarding the enterprise;
exploiting the accounting information by external users;
exploiting the information by decision makers in business.
Depending on the role and objectives of normalization, contemporary accounting
systems can be grouped into:
a)
general accounting plan-based systems (France, Germany, Italy, etc.)
b)
systems based on frameworks (U.S., U.K.)
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland still fascinated by history,
by its traditionalism and culture.
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When analyzing British accounting system let‘s never forget that the UK is a
country based on customary law. However, some reform happened in British
accounting system, reform imposed by the European directives to the Member
States of the European Union.
2. British accounting normalization device
2.1. Generalities
British accounting profession had a first initiative in establishing technical
directives in 1942 by creating a body called the Committee on Accounting
Principles - CAP. This body has issued a series of recommendations in accounting
over 12 years. However its regulations had a very limited impact on the accounting
regulations in general.
The lack of rigor and a laws allowed managers to choose accounting policies
therefore gave them the possibility of partial manipulation of accounting
information in the financial statements.
Due to criticism of the accounting profession in 1969 the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales - ICAEW has set up a Steering Committee
called for accounting rules called the Accounting Standards Steering Committee ASSC, the body which in 1975 led to the creation of the Accounting Standards
Committee -ASC. Accounting Standards Steering Committee for accounting rules ASSC dealt with inflation accounting in a period when inflation increased from 8%
to 25%. Government appointed a committee (Sandilands Committee) to investigate
the problems of inflation accounting. The Accounting Standards Committee - ASC
tried to use the recommendations of this committee to develop standards in the
field.
ASC had 23 part-time members until 1982, that didn‘t receive monetary
retributions. They belonged to the accounting profession and represented their
professional organizations. In 1982 it was restructured, covering accountants in
industry, commerce and the public sector. ASC identified accounting issues,
organize research that issue and establish a working subcommittee. This
subcommittee will prepare a draft regulation (Exposure Draft). Once all 6
professional organizations accepted the project a new British accounting rule was
obtained.
The biggest weakness was the lack of independence of ASC from the accounting
profession, the body is seen as a subcommittee of the Advisory Committee
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accountancy organizations. Committee recommended to establish the Financial
Reporting Council - FRC, which will oversee the other two bodies: the Accounting
Standards Board – ASB and Financial Reporting Review Panel - FRRP.
The Financial Reporting Council – FRC assumed responsibility for
accounting standards on the 2nd of July 20123.
According to the FRC website, the accounting standards were formely
developed by the Accounting Standards Board.
ASB sets the objective of financial statements as that "provide useful information
on the financial position, performance and financial adaptability of the enterprise
information to a wide enough range of users, who have to make investment
decisions." In meeting its objectives, the Board shall4:
1.
Be committed to serve the public interest.
2.
Respect and encourage input from all its stakeholders.
3.
Bring objectivity to the consideration of issues.
4.
Respect the ability of its stakeholders to exercise professional judgment.
5.
Be committed to timeliness in its responses to stakeholder needs.
For ASB the range of users is identified as:
investors;
employees;
creditors;
suppliers;
customers;
public power and government agencies;
the public.
According to ASB the ―financial situation of a company depends on the economic
resources of its financial structure, its liquidity and solvency situation and the
ability to react to changes in the environment in which it operates‖.
2.2.Sources of British accountancy normalization
British accountancy normalization sources consist of English accountant right
components, which include:

Company Act (CA 85);

normalization rules issued by accounting bodies;

opinions and views expressed by the Securities Commission.
3
4

http://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Codes-Standards/Accounting-and-Reporting-Policy.aspx
http://www.asb.co.za/aboutheasb/aims-and-objectives
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Normalization process is influenced by several factors, reflected both in the
external and internal environment of business activity and mixed factors regarding
a complex of internal and external factors. Regarding the external factors, we can
mention: economic factors, political, cultural and social ones. In the category of
internal factors are present factors influencing the financing of the business. Mixed
factors aimed at regulating the relationship between accounting and taxation report
that is highlighted by the conflict between these two rules in terms of conceptual
fair presentation of the financial statements.
Annual financial statements normalization is a specific of Anglo – Saxon countries
and includes: the composition of financial statements, the items described in the
financial statements, recognition and measurement of these items, their different
content categories, regulations, accounting standards and procedures relating to the
preparation and presentation of financial statements. In the field of standardization
there is not prescribed the order or the format in which you have to presente the
elements of the financial statements.
2.3. Bodies of British accounting normalization
In 1942, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales - ICAEW
tried to organize a normalization committee to release 12 accounting principles in
25 years. Because it did not have the expected impact, the committee has
disappeared over time.
In 1970, it was founded the Accounting Standards Committee - ASC, which issued
between 1971-1990 25 recommendations called "Normalized Statements of
Accounting Practice". At the moment only 10 of the 25 accounting standards
issued are still valid. However they are a starting point for the other rules.
In 1989, the government named the institution responsible for accounting
reglementation. It is called the Financial Reporting Council - FRC. FRC includes
members representing all organizations that have interests in the financial
community: government, accounting profession, financial analysts, companies, etc.
This will have two important committees: Accounting Standards Board - ASB and
Financial Reporting Review Panel - FRRP. The Urgent Issues Task Force - UITF
examines texts of Company Act or accounting standards the may result in
unsatisfactory interpretations or conflicting interpretations.
In 2004, it was decided to strengthen the accounting system, ―calling the FRC
unique normalized body which will have subordinated five councils (Tabara et al,
2010):
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1. ASB - Accounting Standard Board;
2. APB - Auditing Practices Board;
3. POBA - Professional Oversight Board for Accountancy;
4. FRRP - Financial Reporting Review Panel;
5. AIDB - Accountancy Investigation and Discipline Board‖.
Normalization Accounting Board, ASB issues standards for financial statements
called FRS (Financial Reporting Standards) and draft rules to the financial
statements named FRED (Financial Reporting Exposure Drafts). In 1999, ASB
published a conceptual framework called the Statement of Principles for Financial
Reporting, which played an important role in the normalization process. ASB seeks
convergence of standards issued by the IASB. To developing standards,
development process includes several steps and numerous consultations. Thus, the
ASB issues a document for discussion (discussion paper) to stakeholders. Then it
developes a draft regulation on financial communication (Financial Reporting
Exposure Draft). This draft is widely distributed, it calls for comments and then the
financial communication itself - Financial Reporting Standard is developed. It must
be approved by a majority of 2/3.
Accounting standards are issued independently of Accounting Standards Board ASB.
Review Panel – FRRP was created as a body that will oversee the financial
information presented by companies. If it is determined that the financial
statements don‘t comply with the Company Act, the directors are recommended to
change accounts. The Revies Panel checkes annually about 300 financial
statements. He can not directly punish a company, if so desired, he should make a
complaint to the Court of commerce. This committee has 20 members.
FRRP identifies those companies whose annual accounts are not in agreement with
the Company Act and establish civil actions against these companies. Among its
―responsibilities are (Tabara et al., 2010):
- To carry out the tasks assigned by the Secretary of State in connection with the
annual financial statements and other documents falling within its sphere of
interest;
- Develop and follow a program of verification / revision of annual accounts or
other documents within its jurisdiction, depending on the level of estimated risk;
- Analyze annual financial statements and other documents (such as interimary
financial statements) which came to the attention of the body after the verification
program, following a complaint or otherwise;
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- Facilitate the action of a working group consisting of a wide range of
professionals (businessmen, accountants, lawyers, users of financial statements,
etc.) to ensure a competent analysis for the FRRP companies;
- Work with other standardization bodies and communicates them their findings, in
order to take appropriate enforcement measures‖.
The Urgent Issues Task Force - UITF assists ASB when there are conflicting
interpretations of the standards or requirements of Company Act. This body is
composed mostly of large audit firms partners and CFOs. UITF published a total of
40 abstracts (summaries), and compliance is required if it is intended that the
financial statements to present the true image. The ultimate goal of the The Urgent
Issues Task Force is to solve some problems in order to avoid cases of improper
accounting and comply with the rules.
The Auditing Practices Board – APB is oriented towards standardization and
direction of the audit, tracking external audit and the performance of other
professionals‘ activities. The main ―functions performed by APB are (Tabara et al.,
2010):
- to develop audit standards to establish a set of principles and procedures required
for all practitioners in the UK and Ireland;
- to design guidelines for the implementation of these standards in different areas
or in different specific situations;
- to develop standards and guidelines for application in the field of insurance
services provided by professional accountants;
- to develop standards on professional ethics, independence, objectivity and
integrity of the external auditors and to provide insurance services (assurance
services);
- Involvement in the public presentation of the role and responsibilities of these
professionals;
- to collaborate with the IAASB for the purposes of designing and implementing
international standards of audit quality‖.
Professional Oversight Board for Accountancy - POBA strengthens the
independence and transparency of the normalization regime in auditing and
accounting profession, with the following ―purposes (Tabara et al., 2010):
- To perform the tasks outlined by Secretary of State statutory and professional
bodies aimed authorization to act as supervisory bodies or specialization and
qualification;
- To monitor the quality of auditing accounts of economic importance;
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- to supervise professional bodies in relation to their members, including education,
continuing education, ethical standards, professional conduct and discipline,
recording and monitoring;
- To make recommendations for improving the professional bodies of the above‖.
Accountancy Investigation and Discipline Board – AIDB analyzes the professional
conduct of members of professional bodies adopting disciplinary action in the
public interest.
Committee on Corporate Governance promotes a high level standards in business
administration. It also encourages collaboration between the boards of major
companies and shareholders.
Although British accounting rules have no direct legal force, they have authority
conferred by the consensual nature of development and restrictive accounting rules
specified by the Company Act.
3. Conclusions
In parallel with the economic situation, the accounting techniques must evolve to
keep pace with economic reality. However, the British contribution to the
standardization of accounts is quite modest compared to that of other European
partners. Both texts of Company Act and accounting standards are drawing the
main lines to be followed by companies in preparing the financial statements.
In comparison with other European countries, British normalization do not appeal
to a chart of accounts, to keeping accounting records or some mandatory schemes
regarding accountancy. The British built a school of Anglo-Saxon accounting. It
has influenced and continues to influence European and international accounting
normalization. In fact, the British imported from Italian accountancy the double
entry accounting, which they perfected and manage to export today a "liberal
accounting" and the concept of "true image". True image is considered the main
principle guiding how to prepare the financial statements. They are the ones that
have established accounting practices and are situated between the Italian masters
who dominated accountancy in the Middle Ages and the American setters
considered masters in accounting development of the late twentieth century.
Accounting rules have no direct legal force. British auditors refused direct
application of accounting rules, believing that such an approach would harm the
system suppleness and adaptability. Relationship between accounting and taxation
accounting system shows emancipation. In the UK, the accounting profession has a
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liberal secular existence. Accounting is free from fiscal rules. Fiscal rules exerts no
influence on accounting practices. Accounting is based on generally accepted
principles. In the British system, the accountant should not have tax knowledge
which distinguishes it fundamentally from accountants in Continental Europe.
Accounting records are essential for the calculation of the tax benefit. An expense
may be tax deductible without being recorded (unlike France or Romania). Also for
determining taxable income, depreciation in accounting can be calculated using a
different calculation method than that from the norm imposed by tax authorities.
But these differences should be justified. Taxable benefit is determined based on
the accountancy rectified according to the tax laws.
UK companies are financed mainly from investors, who are also the main users of
financial statements. In these countries the predominant type of law is customary,
so accounting normalization is performed by making a minimum of legal
regulations based on standards.
An important role in Anglo-Saxon countries is played by the proffesional
judgment. Essential features of British accounting are:
insignificant participation of state regulation in accounting;
financial data orientation towards the needs of large companies;
regulation and development of accounting principles through the efforts of
strong liberal professions;
need for mission control accounts through services provided by audit
firms.
It is noted that the continental system has a lower degree of flexibility comparing to
the countries with common law.
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Abstract:
In this manuscript we intend to reveal the importance of informational revolution
in the financial accounting reports of Romania economic entities. Annual
Financial Statements whether they are shortened , simplified or long , the annual
and semester references are synthesis documents of the financial –accounting
information, which „„weight'' a lot in performing analysis and making decision.
Evolution in Computer Science has stayed close to this side of accounting, by
making trials in commissioning and processing financial- accounting data for the
purposes of simplifying work in the financial –accounting department. A step
forward in accounting received, like any transition to a new level, with optimism by
computers skilled accountants and with reticence by the others.
Key words: Annual Financial Statements, Accounting Reports, information
technology.
JEL Classification: M41, M48

1. Introduction
The Annual Financial Statements of economic entities of whatever type
(commercial or industrial, private or public) are the product that sets a geniune
image of its entire activity. They are the "perfect mirror‖ on which one can analyze
and conclude the entire activity of the last two years, analysis used in decisive
judgment of managers, banks, cliens and other external collaborators.
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Annual Financial Statements and semester accounting reports shows in monetary
standard, in generalized form, entity's assets and liabilities with informative role of
its activity.
Balance-sheet assets and the ability of generating a future economic benefit
contribute to the future cash flow and to the possibility of controlling the access to
benefits.
This is a step forward in accounting, considered as any passing to another level,
with optimism by accountants skilled in Computer Science, but whit reserve by the
other category. Even though this has been perceived as an inovation, is has both
advantages and disadvantages.
One thing is certain thought, the general desire is to implement efficiency in the
field of accounting through informatics, faster access to the to the information
provided by the entity for the external environment and last, but not least, a
similarity to the European and why not worldwide accounting systems, thereby
rendering the possibility of comparing the data of Romanian entities with those of
foreign ones.
―The accounting information in the Annual Financial Statements are not limited to
disclosure the previous year, respectively, for the year ended, but based on their
proceed to analyze processes and phenomena that occurred, identify causal
relationships between them are establish control measures activity, develop
forecasts, decisions are taken. " (Mates et.al., 2011)
2. Financial Statements Evolution
Annual Financial Statements experiences changes from one year to another,
evolving from a rudimentary manual addition system, called balance sheet during
that time (years 1993-2000), to a more complex information technology
completing system, and being regulated in their history with several regulatives
acts, aiming to be perfectionists analysis tools. Regulations act no. 704 of
December 22, 1993, for implementing the Accounting Law no. 82/1991, presented
the model for balance sheet with its main chapters. Based on an european and
international level approach, the notion of balance sheet become financial
situation, but the content remained largely the same.
A change comes with the Order 94 of January 29, 2001 for approving the
Accounting Regulations harmonized with the Fourth European Economic
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Community Directive and International Accounting Standards and affects only a
part of Romanian entities, those contained in this act.
As from January 1, 2010, all Romanian entities apply accounting regulations
compliant with Directive IV of the EEC, like part of accounting regulations
compliant with European Directives approved by the OMFP no. 3055/2009. With
the effectual moment of these regulations, was repealed the OMFP no. 1752/2005
for approval of accounting regulations compliant with European Directives,
amended and supplemented. These regulations are intended to implement the same
accounting rules by the all Romanian entities.
Presentation of the assets as permanent assets or temporary current assets is
depending on the purpose for which they are intended, in accordance with the
accounting policies approved by competent persons within this entity.
According the general framework IASB, the recognition is the process of
incorporating in the balance sheet or in the gain account of an item that meets the
recognition criteria. This requires that those assets meet the definition and structure
of the financial situation.
In the context of accounting regulations in compliance with european directives,
the only distinction between entities is in terms of the number of components of
Annual Financial Statements, ie the balance sheet format included in Annual
Financial Statements.
By default, the obligation to audit the Annual Financial Statements refer only to
certain categories of entities. Thus, entities that exceed the limits of size criteria set
out in regulations, and entities whose movable assets are admitted to trading on a
regulated market, as defined by law on capital market, and public interest entities
as defined by law ask for auditing Annual Financial Statements.
The Ministry of Finance specialists, to meet the entities, have developed a guide
for the practical application of accounting regulations compliant with Directive IV
of the EEC, part of accounting regulations compliantes with european directives.
The regulations in accordance with Directive IV of the European Economic
Communities provide the format and the content of Annual Financial Statements,
the accounting principles and the rules for recognition, measurement, prominance
and presentation of items in the Annual Financial Statements, the rules for drawing
up, approving, auditing / verification by law, and publishing Annual Financial
Statements, certain rules on accounting, general chart of accounts, and the content
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and function of accounts. These set also rules for accounting organization and
management, and reporting conducted in accordance with the requirements of state
institutions, for all categories of users.
In accounting the economic and financial operations should be considered
contractual documents and clauses on the base of operations, but the
accounting regulations, too. However, in all cases will follow the compliance
of laws governing economic and financial aspects.
In accordance with Art. 10 alin. (1) of the Accounting Law no. 82/1991,
republished, the responsability for accounting organization and management is on
the administrator or other person with obligations in unit economic management.
Indicators that define the size criteria are: total assets (3.650.000 euro), net turnover
(EUR 7.300.000) and average number of employees during the financial year (50).
(OMFP 3055 / 2009). Total assets indicator comprise: permanent assets, temporary
current assets and prepaid expenses. Net turnover is calculated by summing
revenues from the supply of goods and services and other operating incomes, less
trade discounts to customers.
When, on the basis of relevant rules, in the income accounts were included
amounts of various revenues and taxes simultaneously reflected in the charges
account, when is established the gain and loss account, the net turnover will enter
the amounts of these incomes, corrected with the corresponding costs of those
taxes.
The average number of employees is determined according to the methodology
established by the National Institute of Statistics.
For example, for the preparation of the Annual Financial Statements for the year
2011, the compliance with the size criteria set out in section 3 para. (1) of the
accounting regulations in compliance with Directive IV of the European Economic
Community is effectuated at the end of the financial year, and shall be based on
the determined indicators from the Annual Financial Statements for the year 2010
and determined indicators based on accounting data and verification balance
completed for 2011.
Annual Financial Statements must be accompanied by an assumption written
statement of the entity's management for Annual Financial Statements draw up
according to accounting regulations in compliance with the Directive IV of the
European Economic Community and mentioning if the entity complies the
accountind continuity principle. The written statement also must mentions that the
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statements preparation has respected the accounting policies adopted by the entity,
and that the situations concerned by the information it provides, gives a true and
fair view of the financial performance of the entity. In economic practice the
financial statements for the years 2007, 2008 contained, attached to their
preparation program, statements model, in Word format, statements prepared in
accordance with the provisions of Article 30 of the Accounting Law no.82/1991.
These models are currently used by accountants and adapted to each annual
financial situation.
In addition to the standard elements that make up the complete set of financial
statements (balance sheet, statement of income and expenses, statement of changes
in equity, cash flow statement, notes - a summary of accounting policies, etc.), in
the perspective of IASB can be included other materials and additional information
to completing, for example information about industrial and geographical segments
and about the presentation of the effects of price changes.
At same the time, newly-created entities (with the exception of certain entities from
particular domains, and the entities whose movables assets are admitted to be
traded on a regulated market or belonging to a companies group owned and
included in the consolidation zone of a parent-based company in Romania, who
are required to prepare consolidated Annual Financial Statements) may choose for
the first financial year either for the implementation of simplified accounting
system, or the application of accounting regulations with European Directives,
approved by the Order of the Ministry of Public Finance no. 3.055/2009, amended
and supplemented. Simplified accounting regulations include accounting principles
and rules of recognition, measurement and presentation of items in the Annual
Financial Statements, rules for preparing the simplified Annual Financial
Statements, the format and content of simplified Annual Financial Statements, and
the content and functions of the accounts .
Economic entities may adopt to apply the simplified accounting system if in the
previous financial year is showed a net turnover with the equivalent in RON of
EUR 35.000 and total assets under RON equivalent of EUR 35.000 (OMFP 2239 /
2011). The abidance by the criteria for simplified accounting system aims the
determined indicators of previous Annual Financial Statements and the trial
balance, concluded at the end of the previous financial year using the exchange rate
of the National Bank of Romania for the same financial year end date .
Economic entities that have opted for the simplified accounting system utilise, to
highlight economic and financial operations, the simplified chart of accounts and
the accounting treatments provided by the simplified accounting rules and prepare
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simplified Annual Financial Statements in accordance with the OMFP 2239 of
June 30, 2011, approving the simplified accounting system. Simplified Annual
Financial Statements must be accompanied by an assumption written statement of
the person driving accountability for their preparation under simplified accounting
system, approved by this regulation.
Provisions of OMFP 2239 of June 30, 2011, approving the simplified accounting
system shall apply from the Annual Financial Statements for the financial year of
2011. The simplified balance sheet is the summary accounting document which
presents the assets, liabilities and equity of the entity's financial year. The items
shown in the simplified Annual Financial Statements are evaluated in accordance
with general accounting principles. Transactions are recorded in the periods in
which they occur and are reported in financial statements for these periods. In this
manner will establish the entity's financial performance.
3. News on the Annual Financial Statements for December 31, 2011 and
Accounting Reporting System at 30/06/2012
The Order of M.F.P. no. 52/16.01.2012 (Official Journal no. 46/19.01.2012) on the
main aspects of preparation and submission of Annual Financial Statements and
Annual Reports to territorial units of the MFP's, whereby entities whose financial
year coincides with the calendar year are required to prepare and submit at
territorial units MFP's Annual Financial Statements ended on December 31, 2011,
is the starting point of electronic information revolution in the preparation of the
financial statements.
Accounting rules remain the same, as follows:
- entities that exceed the limits of two of the three criteria of size at balance sheet
date, as well as companies whose movable assets are admitted for trading on a
regulated market, prepare Annual Financial Statements with 5 components
(balance sheet, profit and loss statement, changes in equity, cash flow statement,
notes).
- entities that do not exceed the limits of two of the three size criteria at balance
sheet date drawn abridged Annual Financial Statements (abbreviated balance,
profit and loss account, notes).
The Annual Financial Statements shall be signed by the persons authorized by law
and persons who are responsible with entity management. So far, nothing new, but
the novelty consist in the manner to depose the documents, in fact the possibility of
filing electronically the documents (for the first time in the Romanian accounting
reality) with related attachments.
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According to art. 185 of Law no. 31/1990 on trading companies, republished, with
subsequent amendments, the Board of Directors / the Board is required to submit,
at the territorial units of MPF, in paper and electronic form or in electronic form
only at www.e-guvernare.ro, having attached an extended electronic signature, the
Annual Financial Statements, their report, the auditors' report or financial audits
report, as necessary (OMFP 52 / 2012).
Annual Financial Statements must be accompanied by the directors' report, audit
report or the report of the auditors, the proposal for distribution of profit or
covering of accounting loss. The Annual Financial Statements must be
accompanied by a written statement of the persons who are responsible for the
entity management and where they assume the responsibility for the Annual
Financial Statements, too.
Simplified Annual Financial Statements must be accompanied by an assumption
statement for their preparation under simplified accounting system.
The electronic format of the Annual Financial Statements and simplified Annual
Financial Statements can be obtained by using the assistance program developed
by the MFP, and provided for the entities for free at the territorial units of MFP's or
can be downloaded from the portal of MFP at www.mfinante.ro. The electronic
format of the Annual Financial Statements and Simplified Annual Financial
Statements, consist in a PDF file with a XML file attached and a ZIP file. ZIP file
contain the documents required by the law, scanned in black and white, readable
and with a resolution allowing the inclusion in the limit of 10 MB PDF file with
ZIP file attached.
The same law also considers the Annual Reports for 31.12.2011, reports that are
submitted by:
- entities that have opted for a financial year different from the calendar year;
- businesses in liquidation;
- subunits that are opened in Romania by the resident companies in countries from
the European Economic Area.
The electronic format of Annual Reports can be obtained by using the assistance
program developed by the MFP, free available for entities at the territorial units of
the MFP or can be downloaded from the web server of MFP: www.mfinante.ro.
31.12.2011 entities submit Annual Reports in paper and electronic form or in
electronic form only on the portal www.e-guvernare.ro, having attached an
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extended electronic signature. Electronic format consists of a PDF file with a file
attached. Xml.
The entities depose Annual Reports in 31.12.2011, in paper and electronic format,
or only in electronic format, at the portal www.e-guvernare.ro, with an extended
electronic signature attached. The electronic format consist in a PDF file with an
XML file attached.
Deadlines for deposing the Annual Financial Statements are as follows:
 150 days from the end of the financial year for business entities, national
companies, autonomous companies, national research and developement
institutes, subunits in Romania belonging to legal persons established or
domiciled abroad (except those opened by companies resident in countries
from EEA); for example, in the case of Annual Financial Statements 2011
deadline was May 29, 2012.
 120 days from the end of the financial year for non profit-making entities
and cooperative - for example, for the Annual Financial Statements 2011
deadline was April 30, 2012.
 60 days from the end of the financial year for the entities without activities
from the start of business to 31.12.2011, entities required to submit an
affidavit, which contains identification data (full name, address and phone
number, trade register, unique registration number, unique registration
code, capital); for example, for the Annual Financial Statements 2011
deadline was February 29, 2012.
Deadlines for deposing accounting reports are:
 150 days from the end of the calendar year for entities that have opted for a
financial year different from the calendar year, and for subunits of
companies resident in the European Economic Area countries opened in
Romania; for example, in the case of Annual Financial Statements 2011
deadline was May 29, 2012.
 90 days from the end of the calendar year for businesses in liquidation; for
example, in the case of Annual Financial Statements 2011 deadline was
March 30, 2012.
The novelty in relation with these reportings is the obligation of liquidators to
prepare true financial situation, until 2011 they submitting just a simple statement
of liquidation. Not properly received by the liquidators, this change caused an
update of the financial and accounting situation of the entities in liquidation, and
for long term could boost the process of deletion for entities in hibernation from a
long time.
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By 2012, when the financial statements afferent to 2011 in a new format are
submitted, they were taken from M.F.P database (except for the statements afferent
to 2009 submitted at the counters of the Trade Registry) with no attachment, in
PDF format, and subsequently registered . The notes, declarations, reports as well
as other documents that accompanied the financial statements were paper-based
only. Subsequently the entities were asked to submit them at counters of the Trade
Registry. Otherwise, the procedure of dissolving the company would have been
started.
In order to avoid these two stages of submitting the financial statements, a new
measure has been taken, namely than of receiving them in the new format whit the
MFP sending them to the Trade Register.
The entities are therefore asked to scan the attachments , to introduce them in a file
that they whill then put into an archive and by validating, to attach them to the
financial statements. Unless the procedure is followed properly, the financial
statements will not be sent to MFP, which validates and registers them.
The 2011 scanning stage (for financial statements covering 2010) was covered by
the MPF who gathered in the collecting centers financial statements for 2010 and
proceeded to scan all the annexes, which were subsequently posted on the website.
A step towards a modern accounting, with IT support, but difficult to be accepted
by the Romanian accountant.
If in the Annual Financial Statements the form with the code 20 is called Gain and
Loss Account on 31.12.2011, in Annual Reports the same form is called Income
and Expediture Situation on 31.12.2011. Can get wise to the keeping, by the MFP,
in the computer program, of the title from the Section 5 of the OMFP 3055 / 2009
approving the Accounting Regulations in accordance with the European Directives
as Regards the Financial Statements. Annual Reports are not the subject of the
regulations in the legislation mentioned above, and the term appear only in the Law
82 / 1991. The content is common for both Annual Financial Statements and
Annual Reports. The title difference was not noticed by most accountants, who are
more interested from content rather than the names.
Accounting reporting system on June 30 is applied to the entities that are the
subject to accounting regulations in accordance with Directive IV of the European
Economic Community, and that have recorded, in the previous financial year, a
turnover of more than the equivalent in RON of EUR 35.000 at the exchange rate
of the National Bank of Romania valid for the end of financial year. Till 2011,
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accounting reports on June 30 were prepared by all the entities without exception
(only those without activities from business foundation do not prepared reports, but
declarations of inactivity). Since June 30, 2011, on the principles outlined above
and in accordance with the Order of Minister of Public Finance no. 2.234/2011
approving the accounting reporting system on June 30, 2011 for economic
operators, published in the Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 483 of July 7,
2011, the accounting reports were prepared only by the entities registering a
turnover over the equivalent in RON of EUR 35.000 at the exchange rate published
by the National Bank of Romania (RON 4.2848) as of the date of closure of 2010
financial year, ie exceeding a turnover of 149.968 RON.
At 30 June 2012 the turnover converted in RON, benchmark for preparing reports,
was 151.190 RON, so the entities with an exceeding turnover in the previous
financial year shall accordingly the rules. Legislation in force at this date,
specifically the Order no. 879 of 25 June 2012 approving the accounting reporting
system at 30 June 2012 of economic operators (Official Jurnal no. 427 of 27 June
2012) mentions the principles for preparation of accounting reports on June 30,
2012 and the entities opting for an financial exercise different from the financial
calendar year, according to the Accounting Law no. 82/1991, republished, with
subsequent amendments and ''credit institutions, non-banking financial institutions,
defined according to legal regulations, entered in the register, payment institutions
and electronic money institutions, as defined by law, which gives credit related to
payment services and whose activity is limited to the provision of payment
services, namely issuing electronic money and payment service, the Deposit
Guarantee Fund in the Banking System, entities authorized, regulated and
supervised by the Insurance Supervisory Comission, authorized entities, regulated
and supervised by the Supervisory Commission of the Private Pension System, and
authorized entities, regulated and supervised by the National Commission of
Movable Assets which submitted at the territorial units of the Ministry of Finance
accounting reports on 30 June 2012 in the format and within the time limits
prescribed by the regulations issued by the National Bank of Romania, the
Insurance Supervisory Commission of the Supervisory Commission of the Private
Pension System and National Comission of Movable Assets''.
The complex shape of Annual Financial Statements is simplified for semestrial
accounting reports, reduced to three forms, namely:
- Statement of assets, liabilities and equity (code 10);
- Profit and loss (code 20);
- Informative data (code 30).
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The taking-over of the precedent is a novelty, because taking-over the precedent
from the balance sheet of the year 2011 is done by an acquisition using the balance
application from attached XML of the annual balance sheet, and the taking-over of
the precedent from profit and loss account for the first semester 2011 is done by
importing the data file attached to the semestrial report.
Annual Financial Statements ensure the centralization and generalization of data
for entities, in order to provide faithful image of assets, liabilities, financial
position and results, at the end of each reporting period (Imbresuc & Moraru, 2006:
200).
Accounting reports are a source of information for large entities with higher
volume of business, that have a larger presence on the market, and the need for
analizing is acute. Small entities, with low and occasional activity, dont need
frequent analysis, dont require frequent resort to bank loans, have not a frequent
presence on the market and a deep analysis of financial and economic indicators is
not necessary.
4. Strenghts and Weeknesses in the New Approach of Financial Statements
By the new form, using the online submission system, MFP was wishing to
facilitate the accountants work by the electronically transmit, at any time of day or
night, of the financial statements or reports (if any), without the endless queues in
the last day of the submission in the territorial offices. Apparently a good tactic,
practiced in the most European countries.
Accountant escapes from endless queues, but experience difficulties when the site
is blocking in the last days of the submission deadline. It seems that the MFP
server was not prepared to receive so much information at once, giving emotions
for many accountants at the time for sending the situations.
At same the time, despite this advantage of on-line transmission, a considerable
number of people still prefer to go to the local financial authorities for the
submission, particularly in the case of the financial statements. The stamp and the
signature of an inspector gives confidence for the romanian contributor,
accustomed to bureaucracy and not understanding this new phenomenon of ''net''
validation. Conservatism is gathering way in the atitude of some banks requiring
financial statements or semestrial reports for granting or extending lines of credit,
because a succeptibility regarding the confirmation of validation listed within 90
days on the site www.anaf.ro. Thus, in many cases, 'traditionals' banks did not
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accept the listed confirmation, requesting the entity assigned financial
adminstration stamp.
Change of preparing program was a new expenditure for the romanian entities who
have required the help from the responsibles with the service of the accounting
programs to implement programs changes or even for scanning the documents
required to be attached in financial statements. Adapting programs was done
differently, and the programs have responded more or less proper to the requests.
Speaking about the adaptation to requirements of various accounting software for
preparation of financial statements, and semestrial reporting, some were successful,
others less successful, including the MFP's own deficiencies in programs, although
they have been modified them repeatedly, in several variants. For example, the
Form 30 in semestrial reports has new rows included, trying to highlight the capital
holders: detained by public institutions, trade companies with state capital, private
companies, individuals, other entities, so that ordinary the capital of the entity is
appeared in this form at least four times (ownership, total, composition, total). This
new aspect was noticed by few accountants, the preparation of documents is
already an automatic recourse, and even if the novelty was distinguishable, the
program cant realize the summation of rows, because a wrong program formula,
and the job become manually introduction of data.
May be an interesting approach is if the related programs for reporting financial
statements would introduce some formulas to retrieve information and automatic
correlation of F10 and F30 forms, for relief the work input and verification of the
same data.
Liquidators, which until now were deposing a single liquidation statement, a
standard statement which emphasized that the entity is in liquidation proceedings,
are obliged now, at the close of the financial year (2011), to submit accounting
reports accompanied by the assumption statement for included data in reports. A
difficult task, given that many of liquidators had failed, until the submission
deadline, to get in touch with the associats of entities to take possession of
accounting documents for starting in their procedures. So, artificially, were
prepared the trial balances based on the total synthetic sheets taken from local tax
authorities. Same accounting reports for 2011 can not be filed by the liquidators on
MFP's website, because they have not electronic signature to these entities in
liquidation. Thus, the liquidators become a category of romanian contributors
outraged over the new structure of financial statements and against the information
revolution and the ideas that this revolution entail.
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,,Error correction for the previous years do not determine changing in financial
statements for those years.'' This principle of art. 63 of OMFP 3055 / 2009 for
approval of accounting regulations with European Directives seems to be neglected
since the site allows you to upload multiple financial statements or reports if the
entities change their minds on the entered data. So far the principle of "amendment
balance" was not valid because the entities have not the possibility of changing; in
fact, their presentation to the MFP's territorial headquarters was notified of
acquisition programs, and in this way rejected. Any material error was corrected in
the current financial year, for an error notified from the previous year, without
modify the previous financial statements.
One thing that should not be overlooked is that if the financial statements are
validated subsequently, before the delivery on the site, there is a mistake that is
intended to be corrected, and by unvalidating the archive with scanned documents
attached will be losed. Thus, we must ensure that the attachment with scanned
documents is handy and is not deleted immediately after attachment.
If until now, after the deadline, the employees of financial administrations, in
collaboration with the local financial directorates (which centralized financial
statements and reports in each county), were doing an overall analysis of the
situations and the reports, by passing them, through IT programs, even with
additional correlations existing in the program and they were making corrections
(eg. correction for property forms error, corrections for CAEN, etc.), when was the
case (with the consent and knowledge of entities), such errors, unnoticed now by
the program, reaches on the site and remains incorrect.
If the financial statements or reports are submitted to the territorial units of MFP's,
whoever who take datas in the system using the Decimp (the same application who
take the statements) is not able to see the ZIP file, unless it is saved separately on a
magnetic medium. If they proceed to unvalidate for visualisation, would lose the
attachment. Also, the lack of specification, in the act for closing the year 2011, for
attaching the balance (the document on which we can to draw), too, make
imposible to observe any error on the drawing statements. In this case, the
correlation is more mathematical and, in accounting terms, it goes on confidence
that the principles of preparation shall be respected.
We note that, if before the submitting of financial statements and reports was
directly and closely monitored by authorities of MFP's, now, under a system that
still needs some improvements, the freedom of depose and rectification is different,
giving a greater freedom of movement for entities through this online transmission.
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4. Conclusions
In a world of global interdependences, becoming more pronounceds, most little and
medium companies will do not hesitate to apply IFRS, with the many advantages
of using these rules, despite the deemed cost of restatements and other
impediments arising from those (Cotlet et.al., 2005:42). The entities are in the
cheange environment on all plans. This supose an inportant effort to be competitive
and eficient on the market (Artene, 2001: 9).
The components of the balance sheet structure reflecting their defining conditions
may constitute the resources controlled by the entity, that becomes as result of past
events, and which bring for entity future benefits in the form of cash flows.
Financial statements regardless of their expanded or simplified forms, provides
relevant information on their structural elements, information used in decisionmaking judgments of managers, the bank and other clients, external collaborators
analysis.
With the informations provided by financial statements we can calculate and
analyse, for optimization, indicators such as current liquidity, immediate liquidity,
stock rotation speed, customers rotation speed, etc.Balance sheet allows to make
value judgments on the risk that assume an economic entity and assessment of
future cash flows. Thus, a balance sheet considering liquidity, financial flexibility
and chargeability economic entity.
Following such of comprehensives analysis of the romanians entities point to a
slight deterioration in the economic and financial situation, which can be justified
due to the current economic crisis, the increase in prices of raw materials and fuel,
and poor contractual relations in the settlement based on the lack of availability.
Regardless of economic performance, the IT revolution make the change in the
financial statements preparation, meeting the romanian accountant purposes for
facilitate its work. Although some accountants receive with reticence this
revolution, because their poorly education in IT, in general the new approach for
acquisition and transmission of financial statements in 2011 was successful. The
data from both the financial statements and the attached ZIP can be analyzed from
the MFP via the Fiscnet application, just with a punctual request for a tax code.
The new approach for the financial statements attempts on-coming for mandatory
implementation, across all economic entities, of International Accounting and
Financial Reporting, for anchoring on the global economic reality.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the emission trading system of the European Union, namely
how the practice of financial accounting followed the new requirements set by the
EU ETS system. The diversity of prevailing practice will be presented, which has
not lead to standardisation or at least dominancy of one specific accounting
method of emission allowances as far. The results and conclusions found in this
paper are supported with empirical research conducted by the author in a specific
European country, namely among Hungarian entities.
Key words: emission allowances, IFRS, project-based mechanism, EU ETS
JEL Classification: M41, Q50

Introduction
At the end of 2010 the 194 countries participating in the Cancún Climate-Change
Summit accepted an accord which is partly a continuation of the Kyoto Protocol
and partly a new climate agreement. The presently valid Kyoto Protocol expires in
2012; a new agreement must be prepared by that time. According to the agreement
all countries must reduce their emission levels – including those that still have not
signed the Kyoto Protocol; that is, the United States and some developing countries
considered to be significant polluters, such as China, India and Brazil. Developed
countries acknowledged that they would have to achieve reductions of 25-40% by
2020 in comparison to their emission levels in 1990. Parties agreed to have all the
emission-reducing measures of all the major polluters validated via independent
monitoring procedures. Rules for MRV (Measurement, Reporting and Verification)
were also been successfully standardised in Mexico.
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At the 17th United Nations Climate Change Conference held in December 2011 in
Durban, South Africa, 120 states supported the objectives of the European Union.
For this purpose, such a climate protection agreement must be concluded by the
end of 2015 which obligates, by law, all participating parties to restrict their
greenhouse gas emissions to a specified extent.
Hungary is a member of the European Union and fully adopts European Union
legislation through the harmonising of its legislation. Hungary was one of the first
member states in the Union which joined in international trading of emission
quotas. This paper focuses on the emission trading system of the European Union,
namely how the practice of financial accounting followed the new requirements set
by the EU ETS system. The diversity of prevailing practice will be presented,
which has not lead to standardisation or at least dominancy of one specific
accounting method of emission allowances as far. The results and conclusions
found in this paper are supported with empirical research conducted by the author
among Hungarian entities.
The emissions regulation grants a specific carbon-dioxide quota to industrial
establishments involved in emissions reduction. This is not merely a question of
climate protection, but the quota is also an asset which can be entered into financial
reports and signifies financial value.
The inclusion of this production factor into financial statements is indispensable.
Accounting guidelines do not deal with the specification of or value-related
approaches to emission rights. When identifying and checking for accountability,
certain questions that cause difficulties even for regulators must be addressed and
answered. Such questions include the following:
1. Who owns the emission quota? Is it the State or the industrial
establishment that has ownership?
2. Who is responsible for measuring and assigning value to it?
3. Which factors influence historical cost?
4. How often should the value be reviewed?
5. How do emission quotas influence the value of production generated by
the industrial establishment?
6. What is the basis for evaluating emission quotas created through
project-based mechanisms?
A description of the basic elements for the regulation of emission allowances and
the operation of emission-restrictive mechanisms are now provided.
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Presentation and evaluation in financial statements is problematic and an unsolved
issue. The currently prevailing accounting regulations do not handle the emission
trading system uniformly and according to its real content. The lack of specific
requirements relating to emission allowances in the financial accounting
framework system reduces the efficiency of measures taken by governments to
mitigate changes in climate, since improper information creates uncertainty and
involves considerable risk (Boston and Lempp 2011).
In the research described, approaches in Accounting Standards that can be mostly
adapted to the operation of the emission allowance markets are investigated. Its
application may make, from time to time, it necessary to update the Accounting
Standards (Butrow at al. 2002; Capoor and Ambrosi 2008; Lovell at al 2010).
From the empirical research referred to above, it is highlighted that, without an
appropriate accounting guideline, not even national regulation will be able to deal
with the problem of presentation and evaluation. In the financial reports of the
affected parties, international and national recommendations are mixed, and as a
result, the interests of stakeholder are compromised.
This article focuses on the monetary reporting issues of emission permits. Along
with financial reports, non-monetary reports on the quantity of greenhouse gases
emitted also play an important role. For detailed information on physical
environmental accounting (PEMA) of greenhouse gases, see Burritt et al. (2011).
1.

The Uding of Emission Units in Accounting

Emission allowance means an allowance to emit one tonne of carbon dioxide
equivalent during a specified period. They represent a specific kind of permits
with their own market, and are indispensable for the operation of regulated
emission producing activities, In the case of an inability to surrender the emission
allowances in accord with actual emissions, the operator is subject to an excess
emission penalty, whereas unfulfilled obligations must be accounted in the
following accounting period. As the property of an enterprise is the totality of
phenomena that are tangible and evaluable by virtue of their attributes, and thus
convey real economic content concerning the enterprise (Bennett et al. 2003),
emission allowances are part of the enterprise‘s assets.
The financial evaluated and report ability
attributes. Those phenomena considered as
displayable in the balance as property items
by virtue of their content. The presentation

of a property item depends on its
part of financial solvency – that is,
– are those that can be accounted for
does not depend on the value of the
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item, but rather on its report ability; that is, the reliability of its determination and a
clear, unambiguous value assignment. Those items are reportable which fail to
fulfil financial solvency criteria but still can be included in the report. (Schildbach
2006).
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) determines identification
criteria for assets in the Framework Principles of the International Financial
Reporting Standards. According to the Framework, assets embody future economic
benefit, or "the potential to contribute, directly or indirectly, to the flow of cash and
cash equivalents to the enterprise". Emission allowances are production factors for
entities who are subject to regulation; furthermore, unused allowances can be sold
in a market environment. However, 90% of the units are distributed for free among
entities in the current performance period.
Inspection of the currently valid accounting-regulating systems shows clearly that
financial solvency and report ability evaluations of freely awarded emission
allowances are different. The main cause for the differences is a lack of reliable
measuring and value assignment concerning the units. While the International
Financial Reporting Standards claim that property items taken over free of charge
should be indicated in the balance according to their fair value, the standard of the
United States (US GAAP – United States Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles) considers these items as being non-solvent and requires them to be
displayed only among the supplementary notes to financial reports (Ampofo and
Sellani 2004).
2.

Emission Allowances in Financial Reports of Operators

Figure 1. illustrates the participants and institutions of emission trading markets.
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Figure 1. Participants and institutions of emission trading markets
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This figure shows that a large number of economic and legislative participants
cooperate in the effective operation of the emission trade system. The most
important participants of the market are the greenhouse gas emission authorization
holders – the operators (as potential vendors and buyers). Intermediaries are also
important participants on this market as they help the participation of operators and
investors via financing and risk reduction. Concerning its content, emission right
trading is quasi-identical to securities trade transactions, therefore risks which
apply to the former must also be expected to apply to the latter (e.g. client risk,
liquidity risk). State administration participants are those state institutions that
provide for the background, environment and supervision of the operation of the
market. An organized market and stock exchange are preconditions for due
operation. Emission units for an operator may be acquired from state distribution,
from auctions, or as a result of participation in project-based mechanisms. The
operator might either account these units towards to the state as coverage for its
emissions in the specified year but might reserve, sell or even utilise them in other
capital market operations.
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In 2002 the International Accounting Standards Board dealt for the first time with
the emission allowances trading system, which falls into the category of so-called
‗cap and trade‘ systems. In 2003 the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC –an interpretation committee of the IASB)
published a Draft Interpretation concerning emission right (Draft Interpretation DI,
Emission Right) (IAS Plus, 2006). IFRIC 3 (2004) states that the emission unit is
an intangible asset and its real value must be evaluated if the government granted it
free of charge. In the compliance period, this form of support must be accounted
for as income, in conformity with the rules in IAS 20 Accounting for Government
Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance. For evaluation of allowances
acquired in other modes or via purchase, the acquisition cost model and the
revaluation model can equally be utilised on the basis of IAS 38.
IASB withdrew the interpretation in July, 2005. The justification restricted itself to
stating that the publication of a directive seemed necessary in 2003, but the
situation had changed afterwards. The real cause for this withdrawal was the fact
that the application of the acquisition model and the fair value model caused
distortion in Profit and Loss Statement.
In 2007, the management of emission trading programs was listed as being one of
the planned programmes of IASB as part of the convergence program designed to
eliminate differences between the International Accounting Standards Board and
the US GAAP, and to unify the accounting method (Ampofo and Sellani 2004).
Instead of publishing new standards or a new interpretation, the Board decided to
handle the problem via modifying the pre-existing standards. An inspection of
accounting for emission allowances acquired for less than their total value was
planned to be part of the modification procedure of IAS 20. Finally, this project
was postponed until the completion of other relevant projects.
Due to the lack of any other direction, operators still base their activities on the
withdrawn interpretation. There is still no overall standard or directive that offers
solutions to the questions concerning accounting and evaluation; that is, reporting
for emission allowances5.

5

In late 2009 IASB and FASB commenced writing a new interpretation. These two bodies
chose an approach that – in contrast to the IFRIC 3 interpretation withdrawn in 2005 –
would not distort the Profit and Loss Statements of companies. On the basis of submitted
emission values, the provisions must be created at the time of obtaining the emission
authorization. Further enhancement of the plan was expected on the basis of reactions to
this iteration but in 2011 the project was postponed.
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2.1.
The solution – as deducible from International Financial Reporting
Standards
Several papers provide directives and recommendations for solving this problem
(Birley 2009; Buchner et al. 2007; Coggins and Swinton 1996). All of them
highlight that the classification and evaluation of allowances is far too diffuse and
requires a complex knowledge of the standards. The solution that is proposed in
this paper necessitates the modification and completion of certain standards.
There are complex issues to be resolved in the accountancy mapping of emission
trading (Fornaro et al. 2009). The emission allowances‘ tax book and value
conformity attributes must be specified in accordance with the objectives of use.
The units obtained from different sources must be handled in such a manner that
can later be geared to further developments in the emission trading system.
The purpose of financial statements under the International Financial Reporting
Standards Framework and the IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements is to
present useful information on the financial status and performance of the business
unit using it. Financial statements provide a picture about how the company
manages the resources allocated to it.
The standard stipulates a realistic presentation of financial transactions but this
requires that the operator, is in accord with the IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes
in Accounting Estimates and Errors standard and that they choose and apply those
rules which facilitate the most accurate presentation possible (IAS 1).
When inspecting tax book attributes, the first step is to clarify whether the emission
right in concern should be recognized as a non-current or current asset. According
to the currently valid regulation, operators obtain their allowances for the following
(one year) accounting period in February of the same year, and should be
accounted for by 30th April of the year following the reference year. The
accounting period is one year, but unused emission allowances can be reserved for
later. The emission right can therefore equally be considered a non-current or
current asset. The operator may decide on the classification, and this decision must
be documented in accord with the IAS 8 regulations.
The emission right is an immaterial financial item but how it is classified is
variable, depending on the purpose for which it was acquired or held. For operators
it is a production factor that is indispensable for their activity. Provided that the
operator has made some sort of emission reduction, it holds that such emission
allowances should not be accounted for and these units can either be sold or be
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reserved. This depends on the further objectives of the operator and, last but not
least, on the market price of the emission unit.
Figure 2. shows the standards that were inspected for this piece of research when
classifying emission units. These standards are also often referred to in the
professional literature (Elfrink and Ellison 2008; Fornaro et al. 2009).
The figure also shows acceptable and non-applicable classification procedures.
Figure 2. Objectives of the operator concerning emission rights, and related standards
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2.1.1. Units from state distribution and from auction
Former interpretation documents determined the emission allowances of the
operator to be intangible assets on the basis of the displayed criteria. However, an
inspection of the legal nature of the emission unit appears to be a suitable approach
item for the presentation, keeping in mind that it is a current asset. However, the
IAS 38 Intangible Assets standard states in Paragraph 3 that if an intangible asset is
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kept in the normal course of business operation for later sale, then it must be
presented on the basis of the regulations prescribed in either the IAS 2 Inventories
or the IAS 11 Construction Contracts standard.
Those emission allowances covering accounting for state regulators are covered by
the IAS 38 Intangible Assets definition and presentation criteria.
Operators might also obtain access to emission units via so-called project based
mechanisms, either as recipients or as investors. The operator is a recipient in the
cases where a part of the items unused due to proven emission reductions (of the
operator) stay at the operator. As an investor, the operator implements a emissions
reducing investment in another country and either shares the generated emission
units with the acceptor, or gains disposition allowances over the whole quantity of
units. In this case the operator would acquire intangible assets in exchange for their
investment. The classification of the property item here depends again on its
further use. The operator can use it for fulfill obligation, can sell it or may even
reserve it.
If operators do not use up their emission allowances, they can reserve them for
later use. The aim of this can be to hedge against future possible emission increases
or an increase in the price of emission allowances. Reservation of emission units is
possible until the end of the performance period. Emission units distributed or
bought during a performance period may be used as coverage for the
reimbursement obligations of any year of the period; that is, units reserved in the
ongoing second performance period (2008-2012) are negotiable until April 2013
(Figure 3. shows the accounting scheme).
If the aim of the emission authorizations is to cover later emissions of greenhouse
gases, then the above stated classification is the presently acceptable rule.
Figure 3. Performance periods and accounting dates
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If the operator acts with the aim of investing, then classifying permits as intangible
assets becomes disputable. In case of intangible assets held for later sale as part of
the normal course of business, the standards worth inspecting include the IAS 2
Inventories, the IAS 11 Construction Contracts, the IAS 32 Financial Instruments
and the IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations, as
these are often referred to (Buchner et al. 2007; Fornaro et al. 2009).
The IAS 2 Inventories standard refers to those assets that are "held for sale in the
ordinary course of business, in the process of production for such sale, or in the
form of materials or supplies to be consumed in the production process or in the
rendering of services". Thus according to a strict interpretation of this definition the
emission unit should not be classified as being an immaterial means that does not
participate in the production procedure. Its sale is also impossible during the
normal course of operations because now the operators are concerned. Still, it
should be stated that the emission unit held for sale (in other words the un-emitted
carbon dioxide) is a kind of commodity, and therefore its classification using the
IAS 2 scheme is justified.
The IAS 11 Construction Contracts standard refers to contracts signed especially
for the construction of an instrument or a group of instruments. Details on this
standard in relation to the origin of project-based emission units will be covered in
section 3.2.2., but in the present situation the operator cannot utilise this standard.
The IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation standard provides for a unified
handling of various kinds of financial assets. Beyond the definition of financial
assets and liabilities the standard contains Application Guidance (the AG10
Paragraph) which clearly states that intangible assets should not be qualified as
financial assets. The control of emission allowances facilitates the inflow of cash or
other financial assets but does not give rise to any existing allowances concerning
the acquisition of cash or other financial assets. If the operator undertakes to retain
the emission unit as a quasi investment, it does not mean that anybody is obliged to
purchase it; that is, the emission right may not be a financial instrument in the
operator‘s report.
The IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations covers
those assets which are mainly classified by the business entity as non-current assets
which meet IFRS 5 criteria. The standard also states – in accordance with the
obligations of the IAS 1 standard – that "assets belonging in the general group of
non-current assets shall only be classified as current assets if they meet criteria to
be classified as held for sale". These criteria are the following:
the book value of the asset is basically refunded in one sales transaction,
instead of through its continuous use;
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the asset is being actively marketed for sale at a sales price commensurate
with its fair value;
the sale of the asset is expected to be completed, most probably within 12
months.
Therefore, such an operator who – acting with the aim of investing – intends to
capitalise on the increase in market value of the emission unit will not be able to
fulfil the regulations contained within the standard, and in this case the
classification as an in-year asset is not probable.
2.1.2. Emission units from project-based mechanisms
Emission units gained from JI (Joint Implementation) or CDM (Clean
Development Mechanism) projects can be recognized as being the ‗final products‘
of the investment, and be classified either as intangible assets or as inventory,
depending on the objective classification the operator obtained it for. If it is to be
utilized for settling liabilities against the state, then it is an intangible asset by
virtue of its content, whereas Inventories will be the suitable item if it has been
classified for sale.
In the foregoing section, the reporting criteria for emission allowances were
presented. The evaluation of emission allowances is an even more difficult task,
taking into consideration that the value assignment influences the value of the
assets of the operator.
2.2.

Evaluation of emission units

The most serious problem with the evaluation of emission units is rooted in the
present method of allocation. Until 2007 at least 95% of emission units had to be
given to establishments free of charge and only the remainder could be purchased
via auction for money to concerned companies. Between 2008 and 2012 the
percentage of freely-distributed quotas was at least 90%.
Establishments should return the amount of emission units equalling their realized
emissions to the competent state authorities by the April following the year
concerned. Emission units returned to the state mainly originate from the quota
freely provided by the state to the establishment for that year.
The current distribution system of allowances in the emission trading system of the
EU acts against the "polluter pays" principle. The free distribution of allowances
does not alleviate the fulfilment of climate policy objectives, but rather encumbers
the presentation.
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A low number of freely distributed allowances is stated by several studies to be an
important requirement (Coggins and Swinton 1996; Krugman 2004). State support
is not an effective instrument for handling negative externalities. It is a result of the
freely distributed emission allowances that this externality is not built into the
marginal cost of consumption and thus does not factor in consumer decisionmaking (Csutora 2011). This leads to the prolonging of the present situation in
which – at a price level which excludes the marginal cost of the externality – the
level of demand is higher than is socially desirable. Alternatively, it could be said
that the state – in the lack of incomes – finances the prevention of externalities with
a positive marginal cost. Research in the field of sustainable development,
(Fleischer 2006) indicates that effective management of resources shall only be
achieved in a market environment, with resources that are accurately priced.
Market mechanisms indicate the scarcity of each and every resource and thus
motivate economic operators to use other resources, or to use the resources in a
more effective manner (Ropke 2004; Westner and Madlener 2011).
Although in principle the emission limit value restricts the operator, if – in
consequence of the presently valid system – the distributed emission unit does not
cost the operator anything as it is freely allocated, then this promotes an increase in
company income on the one hand and entails significant social costs on the other.
Therefore accurate pricing of emission allowances is indispensable for them to be
effective. As a consequence, social costs could be distributed and the yields and
expenses of development would burden both operators and society in a fairer
manner (O‘Connor and Spangenberg 2008).
2.2.1. Evaluation of the emission units distributed by the state
According to IAS 38, the intangible asset shall only be displayed if its acquisition
cost can be measured reliably, for which an active market for emission units is
demanded with the continuous presence of vendors and buyers, and with publicly
accessible prices. This should not be a problem for operators since for all units
there is an active market.
The original administrative value of the emission right is the acquisition price. The
operator shall also obtain the necessary authorizations from the market, in which
case the real purchase price will become the acquisition value (Ayes 2010). An
authorization obtained via free distribution is reckoned as being a state allowance,
and shall be displayed as either its fair value or its nominal value in accord with the
IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government
Assistance standard.
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For later evaluation of assets, the operator shall choose the cost model or the
revaluation model as its accounting policy6.
When applying the cost model, the intangible asset shall be carried at its cost, less
any accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses (IAS 38).
Concerning emission allowances, the concept of amortisation is not applicable.
Amortisation is the difference between the acquisition cost of the asset and its
residual value at the end of its useful life, which must be distributed over the useful
lifetime of the asset using a method that shall be chosen by the economic
participant. The emission authorization holds emission allowances for a one year
period, thus its useful life is one year and its residual value is identical to its
acquisition cost. Its scheduled amortisation cost should therefore be zero.
The authority may deletes emission units in the following cases:
a)
At any time following demand from the holder of the emission right;
b)
on 30th June following its surrender;
c)
on 1st May of the year following the trade (performance) period, provided
that the emission unit has not been deleted so far.
According to Paragraph 8 of the IAS 36 Impairment of Assets standard, cases a) and
c) above should be recognized as being amortisations; impairments beyond
schedule.
If the revaluation model is used, the intangible asset shall be carried, after initial
recognition, at a revaluated amount identical to its fair value at the date of the
revaluation, less accumulated amortisation and any subsequent accumulated
impairment losses. Emission units obtained via free distribution by the state must
be presented in accounts at their fair value. An active market is a precondition for
the determination of fair value, which must be calculated in such a manner on the
basis of the market price that the book value of the emission unit shall not be
significantly different from its fair value on the accounting date. This means that
the standard does not prescribe regular revaluation on accounting dates; its
frequency depends on the volatility of the fair value of emission authorizations.
Positive evaluation differences increase the evaluation reserve of equity, whereas
negative evaluation differences decrease result. If the emission authorization has
formerly been accounted for negatively (due to evaluation differences), and price
has changed, any increases must be accounted for as result. Similarly, if a positive
evaluation has been accounted previously, then later decreases must be accounted
6

If an intangible asset is accounted for using the revaluation model, all other assets in its
class shall also be accounted for using the same model. IAS 38, Par 72.
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for as netting against the revaluation difference of the asset to the extent of that
revaluation difference (Bosnyák 2003).
Due to the standard, the accumulated revaluation surplus accounted for as own
capital can be directly transcribed into accumulated earnings at its realization.
What does this mean exactly in the case of emission allowances?
If the operator obtains the emission authorization via state distribution, then its fair
value must be presented. The company should count its emissions until the end of
the accounting period, and then it should reserve the whole amount, because it has
to settle these at the beginning of the following year; that is, these must be given
back to the state. If the fair value of the emission authorizations has increased in
the year concerned, then the evaluation difference shown during revaluation at the
end of the year may be realized as earnings for those units subject to settlement in
the following year (this transcription is technically realized separately from the
Profit and Loss Statement). If the operator successfully made an emission
reduction, surplus units may be sold on the active market – also realizing the
revaluation difference – or the operator may also decide to reserve these units. In
such a case the positive difference created by the reserved units will increase equity
(Brechet and Lussis 2005).
2.2.2. Evaluation of units obtained from project-based mechanisms
States in which numerous companies use outdated technology are often unable to
comply with the relevant regulatory carbon-dioxide limits. They can only keep
their volume of production at the former level while reducing emissions if
technological developments are undertaken. These investments are very expensive
in developed Western European countries. However, the European trading system
facilitates an opportunity for the member states of the EU to implement necessary
emission reduction measures in other countries where investment demands are less,
or cheaper. When the investment (for example, the construction of a wind turbine)
is realised, the resulting emission reductions are calculated and the investing
country obtains the emission units. Along with the AAU and the EAU units there
appear to be two other emission unit types here relevant to the accounting practice:
EUR and CER unit types. Such units can be produced via emission reduction
investments. These act similarly to stock exchange bonds: in compliance with the
rules, they can be traded on climate exchanges.
Units derived from flexibility mechanisms may be recognized as being the price of
the realized investments. In this case the first thing to investigate is the initial cost
of the investment compared to the market price of the obtained units, although the
time schedule according to which accounting will be undertaken is also important.
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The size and effectiveness of the realized project basically depend on the joint
intentions of the investor and the recipient. The recipient has no capital, but can
participate in the project with government support, which results in reduced
emissions and a lower emission quota for both the recipient and the government
and counts towards the fulfilment of their emission accounting liabilities.
The investor has free capital and may be the operator of a polluting company that
needs additional permits for the fulfilment of its emission accounting liabilities. It
may decide to change the technology on site, or even to scale down production, but
quotas can also be obtained from an organized market, and also via capital transfer.
The question of selection of strategy arises here, because the estimation of the costs
of such an investment and the resulting benefits – in terms of savings or
transferrable allowances – is a task for accounting. The realized investment will be
present in the financial statements of both participants.
During the projects to be implemented, the investor makes emission-reducing
investments for the purpose of obtaining emission allowances. The polluter acts as
a factory, producing emission allowances.
The demand price in this case is determined by the world market price for emission
allowances. An investor will decide to finance the JI project if this investment
facilitates the acquisition of emission allowances at a price below the world market
price. The JI investor makes its calculations using its own Global Warming
Potential (GWP) reduction schemata while planning the investment. GWP shows
the carbon dioxide equivalent (in tons) of 1 ton of the kind of greenhouse gas
emitted by the operator.
The JI investor will compare the specific emission-prevention costs of its own
greenhouse gasses with the market price of the allowances, the cost of producing
the emission right and, occasionally, with the specific costs of JI or CDM
investments to be implemented elsewhere.
For the operator and the investor, calculation of the specific costs of emission
prevention/reduction is indispensable for finding the most profitable strategy. A
series of uncertainty factors must be analysed to determine specific costs. These are
detailed below.

Specific cost of emission prevention/reduction = C =

S
I− ni=1 e ,i i
(1+r )

∆E
Y ni=1 i,nettoi
(1+r )

, where
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C: Is the specific CO2 prevention cost of the project
I: Is the cost of the initial investment (including present cost of operation and
maintenance, if significant)
n: Is the length of the project
Se,i: Is the yearly benefit gained from energy efficiency
r: Is the interest rate required from the project by the market
Ei,net: Is the annual emission reduction when compared to the initial level; that is,
the reduction which may be accounted for
Y: Is the rate of the allowances transferrable by the JI investor compared to the
total of emerging allowances.
Planning of such investments requires the cooperation of a considerable number of
professionals and if the operation and maintenance is the role of the investor, then
future costs of these activities can only be estimated – the same is true for the
interest rate which is used to calculate present values. Investments aiming at
emission reductions are generally long-term investments and thus the annual gains
in realizable energy efficiency will be less and less predictable towards the end of
the period. The operating efficiency of the investment continually influences the
amount of annual emission reductions; therefore estimations over several years are
also uncertain. The Y factor is the most stable, since its rate is fixed in either an
inter-governmental contract or in a contract between the investor and the recipient
(Hull 2008).
During calculations by the investor, the saving (Se,i ) variable may be omitted
since this normally accrues to the owner of the project but this factor can be altered
in the agreement which is made between the investor and the recipient.
The project may be realized with partial financing when the recipient takes over a
part of the investment cost – as the investment gives rise to savings. Paying in
instalments is also possible (e.g. when the recipient reimburses a predetermined
sum from annually realized savings). In such case some part of the investment
financing can be recognized as credit.
In the denominator, r = 0 if the investor can transfer all of the emission allowances
at the beginning of the investment. This is not typical, since the validation of such
projects and their acknowledgement by authorities may take a long time. Even if
the investor obtains all the emission allowances in one instalment, the allowance
procedure still takes time.
How can this be attractive to investors? It is evident that the investor must obtain
more emission units through the proposed development than the amount of units
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that could be bought on the market for the same amount of capital needed for the
investment. The investor must also take into consideration that the utilization of
units gained from project-based mechanisms is restricted. The amount of time
necessary to obtain the accountable emission units is a factor in decision-making,
as are predictable price changes in the units in that time.
The prices of the various types of emission units change in a similar way to those
of shares, but CERs originating from developing countries are generally cheaper
than ERUs obtainable in exchange for investments in developed countries. The
reason why CERs are basically cheaper is that their use is restricted by certain
rules. The most important of these is that only ten per cent of the emission of a
company is allowed to be accounted for using CERs. The residual part must be
equal to the purchase of the more expensive EUA or ERU units. The intention of
this restriction is to gear states and companies to finance environmentally-friendly
developments within the European Union as well as outside it, so that not only
cheap projects in the third world will be financed. It also hampers the sale of CERs
(that within Europe can only be used for accounting), and forbids their sale. At the
stage of evaluation it should be considered that CDM projects are audited more
strictly at the international level to discourage occasional over-evaluations. The
surplus costs of more strict auditing processes thus must be taken into
consideration.
Naturally, these value differences should not influence the acquisition cost of
emission units originating from these projects. The acquisition cost can be
determined on the basis of the contract signed by the investor and the recipient.
Later on, the investor evaluates the units on the basis of the above-mentioned
acquisition cost model or the fair value model.
Whichever evaluation method is chosen by the operator, the impairment of
emission authorizations is regulated by the IAS 36 Impairment of Assets standard.
Evidently, the value shown in financial statements depends on the type of the
emission unit.
The acquisition value of units obtained via projects must also be determined at fair
value if the swap transaction has trading content. According to the IAS 38
standard, the trading content depends on two variables. On the one hand, whether
the structure of cash-flows originating from the two assets are different must be
checked, and on the other, if the value of the activity of the economic actor which
is related to the transaction has changed as a result of the swap transaction (IAS
38). In such a case the swap transaction influences the future cash flow of the
operator because only those operators deal with project-based mechanisms for
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whom the marginal cost of such created emission units is higher than the price of
allowances obtainable in other ways from the market (Hull and White 2004).
When inspecting the standards, one must also take into consideration that in certain
cases the market turns emission units into financial products. Often, the underlying
aim is not to alleviate climate change, but rather to realize a financial profit or
exchange gain (Solomon et al. 2011).
Figure 4. summarizes the possible cases for presentation and value-related
classification schemes.
Figure 4. Advised classification and eva luation of emission authorizations owned
by the operator, and issued by the state
Mode of
inclusion
State
distribution
IAS 38 or IAS 2
Acquisition cost or
true value model

Purchase

IAS 38
Acquisition cost
or true value
model

Project-based
mechanism
IAS 38 or IAS 2
Fair value
model

Objective

Performance of
liability
2.3.

Sale

Reserve creation

Real emissions of operators and their settlement

The operator covers its real greenhouse gas emissions through the distributed units.
These real emissions must be measured and validated. Along with the emissions,
an amount of liability must be indicated which covers real emissions. This amount
must be specified through estimation in a way that would approximate the
accounting value in the most accurate way possible. In most cases this is identical
with the market price of the total quotas necessary for the settlement of the
liability. However, considerable uncertainty can be found in reports concerning
quantification mechanisms, and their financial value (Milne and Grubnic 2011). A
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description of the risk inherent in such evaluations should not be omitted from
financial statements; it is indispensable that interested parties receive a clear
picture of the uncertainties around the published data.
The emission quota must also be included in financial statements as a liability. The
standard requirements of IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent
Assets provides help on this.
The settlement of emission-related liabilities as provisions is in accordance with
the definition given by the standard. Because the amount of the liability is
uncertain, it is an obligation for the economic entity originating from past events,
and its performance results in an outflow of resources which embody economic
benefits (IAS 37).
Recording liabilities related to greenhouse gas emissions is a legal obligation; the
operator is obliged by law to account for the units. For settlement on an accruals
basis, other liabilities and expenditures may also be reasonable alternatives to
provisions, but by virtue of their content these are other kinds of resources.
Liabilities deriving from greenhouse gas emissions can only be shown as other
kinds of liabilities if the operator can accurately measure their real emissions
beyond any doubt. When this certainty is lacking, the volume of emissions can
only be approximated; that is, its volume will remain uncertain until final
settlement and validation.
Accruals are also obligations, which must be measured regularly. Validation of real
greenhouse gas emissions generally happens after the accounting date, thus
accruals may be reasonable. The path that leads to a due determination of the
appropriate place for reporting is very narrow. It is basically a definite future
liability in connection with the activity in the year concerned – uncertainty only
emerges concerning its volume; that is, the amount of uncertainty should be
defined in order to make a clean-cut decision between provisions and accruals.
Provisions are generally contingent liabilities, since they are uncertain in their
timing or amount. Timing of liabilities related to greenhouse gas emissions are not
uncertain; they must always be accounted for by the 30th April in the period
following the reference period, and their amount is also less uncertain because
operators are aware of the emissions caused by their activities. Furthermore, the
standard stipulates that provisions are to be created for such liabilities, the
existence of which depends on the occurrence of "one or more uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the entity" (IAS 37) There is no such future
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event related to emissions. If the operator undertakes economic activity, then the
greenhouse gas emission is a direct consequence, and not a contingent.
Accounting with emission units should not be confused with provisions that refer
to penalties or clean-up costs for unlawful environmental damage (as referred to in
Paragraph 19 of the standard as an example). The emission of greenhouse gasses is
not unlawful at present; it is only restricted through limit values.
Reasonable estimations which may be used during the preparation of financial
statements have already been touched upon, in connection with the IAS 8
Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors standard.
Reliable measuring of emissions is guaranteed by the several years experience of
the economic entity and the cooperation of registered validators, thus it can be
assured with due reliability, both for the reporting of provisions or accruals.
Operators may require that the date of preparation of the financial statement be
later than the validation procedure so the financial statement can contain both
validated and realistic data concerning the reference year.
If the company reports its liabilities as provisions, then their actual use must be
specified. Concerning provisions, the operator must disclose book values at the
beginning and at the end of the period as well as further provisions created during
the period, and used amounts (i.e. amounts emerged and accounted for against the
provision).
In relation to the accounting of emission allowances, an examination of practicebased methods was undertaken. The following section describes experiences
gained from international surveys as well as the results of empirical research
conducted by the author in Hungary.
2.4.

Branching accountancy practice

Fornaro (in Fornaro, Winkelman and Glodstein, 2009, p.40) refers to a 2007 survey
in which the International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) examined the
existing accounting practises of 26 large enterprises in the European Union. The
study revealed that those companies follow wholly differing reporting practises in
areas of great importance. 76% of companies assign zero value to emission quotas
because they do not admit that they should account for related incomes on the basis
of IAS 20. On the day they receive the quotas, 24% of the examined companies
record them at fair value in their books, and they account for revenue in the given
period. 58% classified emission units as being intangible assets, 22% as investment
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and 20% as some kind of current assets (inventory, liability, securities).
Amortization was applied for half of the units which were classified as intangible
assets.
There were significant differences in utilizing quotas. According to the study, 79%
of companies measure units at their historic cost, 47% calculate them under FIFO
and about the same percentage of companies used weighted average market value.
However, one company revaluated units kept for covering emission liabilities at
fair value.
On the basis of the study, the IETA analysis emphasized that the comparability of
reports could not be ensured and therefore it is questionable whether financial
information is relevant to users. The ACCA 2010 Survey (Association of

Chartered Certified Accountants) came to the same conclusions (Lovell et
al. 2010).
2.5.

Results of empirical research in Hungary

The aim of the research was to collect data and information on the emissionreduction methods of Hungarian enterprises, to become familiar with their opinion
on the related regulations and to be able to analyse the tax book and value
conformity differences concerning emission units. The survey provided evidence
that gaps in the system for accountancy regulators confuses enterprises and that the
reliability of financial reports produced is insufficient. The research also revealed
that, in the Central Eastern European region, as a result of specifying the base year
mistakenly, regulations concerning emission reduction cannot fully accomplish
their intended task.
To confirm this, 81% of the respondents stated that the quotas obtained during
under the emission system were enough for them to continue their previous activity
in an unchanged manner. Those operators who did not have a large enough quota,
lacked for 9% of their emissions on average. An analysis by Homeyer (2001) is
here referred to, according to which, at the time of the Kyoto agreements, Central
and East European countries did not have a market economy suitable for the
implementaion and enforcement of a market-based environment protection
instrument, so that they obtained generous allowances on the basis that restricting
CO2 emissions would destroy their competitiveness or restrict their economic
development. The main objective was to give the region time for convergence.
Thus the CEE countries obtained a plethora of allowances, the effect of which can
be seen even today. The unsuitable base year that was chosen for the region not
only failed to restrict emissions but on the contrary, it even facilitated an increase
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in emissions. With their quota reserves, operators could meet requirements without
making any additional efforts.
Figure 5. shows the strategy that the companies follow or would follow to cover
their quota deficits. The data this figure is based on was collected through answers
to a multiple choice question. A decisive two-thirds of all choices were for quota
purchases and another nearly 20% were for redistribution between establishments,
whereas opting for the more costly and more difficult changes in technology and
participation in JI projects was not a typical strategy for Hungarian operators.
Figure 5. Coverage of quota shortage at the inspected operators

Coverage of quota shortage at the
inspected operators
purchas of quotas
18%

technological change

5%
3%
8%

reduction of production
66%

project based mechanism
redistribution of quotas
between establishments

Evidently, this can partly be explained by the fact that 84% of respondents reported
a quota surplus in the inspected period, and 70% of these operators did not even
reserve their quotas, but simply sold the surplus.
The survey also covered the investment strategies of the operators. Although we
are now at the end of the second performance period, a statement by Fazekas in an
earlier paper (Fazekas 2009) is still valid today: in his study based on an analysis of
the trial period of the EU ETS he states that Hungarian operators only focus on
compliance with regulations, not recognizing the business possibilities behind
reducing emissions, thereby neglecting the fact that freely acquired emission units
might generate income. 79% of respondents do not engage in any kind of
investment transactions and hold the units only for netting. They do not count the
cost of the sacrificed benefit and, even in the present survey, only mentioned
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validation and administrative costs (the average volume of which approached HUF
3 million a year for the sample respondents). Ellerman‘s (2005) findings are worth
mentioning here as he proves through his research that the costs of compliance
requirements compared to validation exceed the yield obtainable from trading.
The survey also investigated the results of the validation procedure. The Hungarian
operators were – with one exception – fully satisfied with the activity of the
validator in the past periods. This might derive from the fact that the procedure has
became more effective and faster due to privatization of the auditing process,
which was formerly done by the state. All respondents indicated less than 5%
registered difference in the validated data. Comparing this with the trial period
data, where significant differences were registered, this is more than revealing
(McGready 2008). The validator verifies the tracing system used, the emission
authorization of the operator and then also checks the quantitative analysis and the
conformity of data. Prior to checking the reporting, the validators also pursue
strategic analysis, procedure analysis and risk analysis. Burritt, Schaltegger,
Zvezdov (2011) raise attention to the fact that only due provision and verification
of physical data is suitable for providing reliable information in financial reports.
During the survey, questions were raised about the data reported on financial
statements and information collected on the accounting principles used, and
auditing liability.
As can be seen in Figure 6., 75% of all respondents prepare their financial
statements only on the basis of the Accounting Act; 19% of them also make use of
the IFRS's. The US GAAP and the national rules of Austria are also utilised.
Figure 6. Applied regulation system

Applied regulation system
Accounting Act

AA and IFRS

AA and other system

6%
19%

75%

The next two figures (7 and 8) are designed to direct attention to the deficiencies of
the Hungarian legal environment and the resulting uncertainties which arise for
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operators. About two thirds of respondents register emission units in inventories
and do not differentiate between units held for covering emissions, for reserve
creation or for investment purposes. It is also a fact to be taken seriously that 14%
of the respondents do not include the units in their financial statements at all.
The uncertainty is further justified when we inspect responses about evaluation, in
addition to those about classification. 33% of respondents use the acquisition cost
model for evaluation, and similar figures use fair value evaluation or revaluation.
Previous versions of the international standards and Hungarian accounting
regulations are evidently being applied in the financial statements of the operators,
leading to a very mixed picture. If we note that all responding operators are
engaging licensed auditors, the picture obtained is even more muddy.
Figure 7. Classifications on the basis of the Accounting Act

Classifications on the basis of the
Accounting Act
intangible assets

14%

inventory

not accounted

14%

72%
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Figure 8. Applied evaluation models on the basis of the Accounting Act

Applied evaluation models on the
basis of the Accounting Act
33%

36%

Acquisition value
model
Acquisition value
model with revaluation
Fair value model

31%

The IFRS classification system (see Figure 9.) is evidently affected by Hungarian
regulation. It was hypothesized that the withdrawn interpretation (IFRIC 3) would
have a more significant effect on the classification practices of Hungarian
operators; this was, however, unfounded. On the contrary, the majority of operators
who also prepare financial statements in accord with the IFRS regulations, classify
the units as inventories. The applied evaluation model (see Figure 10.) is also
erroneous because Hungarian operators obtain emission units practically for free
and therefore the fair value model should be used.
Figure 9. Classification on the basis of the IFRS

Classification on the basis of the
IFRS
15%

23%
intangible
inventory
not accounted

62%
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Figure 10. Applied evaluation model on the basis of the IFRS

Applied evaluation model on the basis
of the IFRS
Acquisition value model

Fair value model

44%
56%

I also inspected (through a statistical regression procedure) the connection between
classification and reporting data. Concerning the data on the financial statement,
previous statements are justified by the fact that the tax book and the value
conformity variables of the accounting policy have no connection with the choice
of regulation system used in making the financial statement, nor with the question
of whether the operator makes a consolidated financial statement at all (in which
case the regulation system of another company must also be a determinant).
Furthermore, the tax book and the value conformity variables are also independent
of each other. The r² determination coefficient did not reach 0,5 in any of the cases
– thus there is no clear connection between any of these factors.
In the last part of the questionnaire, representatives of the operator and the
distributor companies were asked to evaluate the regulation system using a five
item scale. I concentrated on three areas: on emission reductions and on
preparation of financial statements in accord with the Hungarian and with
International rules. An evaluation was required from respondents of a variety of
aspects of all three areas. According to the results, operators are not satisfied with
the clarity of legal regulations, the information available to them or the various
authorization procedures. All three areas received an average evaluation of around
3/5 (Figure 11.).
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Figure 11. Evaluation of the Hungarian regulation system
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After this analysis of accounting standards we can state that the presently valid
international accounting regulations do not facilitate the unanimous classification
and evaluation of emission allowances.
The curent lack of clarity in regulation and the obstacles to accounting are
increasing transaction costs and decreasing the effectiveness of regulatory
implementation. The increased costs deflect the regulation from its intended design
and influence negatively its preventative effects. They also decrease the total social
benefit deriving from this market tool.
On the basis of the performed analysis it can be stated that, according to the book
and value conformity criteria of the International Financial Reporting Standards,
the operator shall present emission units held as coverage for its liabilities as
intangible assets, for the evaluation of which it is reasonable to apply the
acquisition cost model.
The evaluation of units obtained by means of project-based mechanisms must
commence with an evaluation of the investment, after which the units gained for
the verified emission-reduction measures must be indicated in the balance at their
market price. According to the existing standards, the operator must indicate the
units obtained for the investment as inventory.
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The problem of evaluating validated emissions can be overcome if the real value of
emissions stated during the validation procedure is covered by the book value of
the existing units. If the units are insufficient to cover the validated emissions, only
the difference must be calculated at a market value. This way it is possible to avoid
the mixing up of different values during accounting of units, and thus the distortion
of financial statements. In the present situation it is a basic requirement that the
requirements and correspondences which concern emissions must be handled
separately in the supplementary notes of the financial statement.
From the point of view of protecting the climate it is indispensable that society is
informed about those projects and procedures that the operators implement in order
to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.
It can be stated that, with the development of inspected and accepted standards, the
unanimity of reporting can be facilitated. It is recommended that the Standards
Committee must continue to advocate the publication of a new interpretation of the
presently used standards that gives clear guidance to all participants on the market
– both operators and investors - while also providing details about the various
kinds of emission allowances.
The Emission Trading System of the European Union points in the right direction.
By gradual reduction of the number of units distributed free of charge this
environmental/economic regulatory tool should be embedded in the everyday lives
of organizations and executive officers of the enterprise should recognize that
unsustainable processes not only require the restructuring of the whole of the
business organization, but they should also make necessary changes in the
behaviours of individuals and later, that of groups. It is important that the
organization reduces emissions of greenhouse gases; this must be continuously
communicated to individuals – both to employees and purchasers. Over and above
a description of tools and techniques which can be used to reach this goal, it is also
important to show their effects. As a consequence of this, the protection of the
natural environment can become an everyday activity in the life of individuals, i.e.
company employees.
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Abstract:
Higher education expenditures are related to the results which need to be delivered
as performant as possible. Public higher education institutions are under a lot of
financial pressure to use their allocated resources in the most optimal way in order
to reduce expenditures. There are numerous techniques to assess performance in
public sector entities and especially in higher education institutions. Ratio analysis
is the commonly used method to ascertain the institutions‟ performance. During the
last decade the non-parametric techniques like Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
has largely contributed to increase the interest in the measurement of higher
education institutions efficiency. DEA is a methodological framework is used when
the information about the factor or product price is lacking. DEA is considered to
be especially effective to evaluate the institutions efficiency where the production
function (e.g. input-output relation) is not known, as in the case of public sector.
This paper aims at enhancing the ratio analysis by adding DEA into the process.
Hence, the study investigates the relation between the results of the financial
analysis and DEA by focusing on the Romanian public universities for the year
2011. The data were processed using econometric instruments. The main results
confirm the fact that the bigger the classification index of public university, the
higher the DEA efficiency. Also, between the DEA efficiency scores and debt to
equity ratio (DER), respectively return on equity (ROE) there are statistical
significant correlations.
Key words: financial statements, positive accounting theory, efficiency,
performance.
JEL Classification: M41, M14
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1. Introduction
There are numerous techniques to assess performance in public sector entities and
especially in higher education institutions. Also the ratio analysis is the most
common used way to measure the performance, but it has disadvantages as: it
ignores qualitative points of view, being generally distorted by inflation; it give
false results, if they are calculated from incorrect accounting data; is calculated on
the basis of past data and may be misleading, if it is based on false or windowdressed accounting information.
During the last decade the non-parametric techniques like Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) has largely contributed to increase the interest in the measurement
of higher education institutions efficiency. DEA is a methodological framework
characterised by multiple input and output and is used when the information about
the factor or product price is lacking. DEA is considered to be especially effective
to evaluate the institutions efficiency where the production function (e.g. inputoutput relation) is not known, as in the case of public sector.
Higher education expenditures are related to the results which need to be delivered
as efficiently as possible. Public higher education institutions are under a lot of
financial pressure to use their allocated resources in the most optimal way in order
to reduce expenditures. The purpose of this paper is to examine the possibility of
measuring efficiency in the context of Romanian higher education, on the three
performance-level universities.
The paper adds value for the research of Romanian public higher education sector
performance by using DEA efficiency measurement compared with the classical
ratio analysis. In order to achieve the paper‘s objectives, a statistical and
descriptive analysis is performed, based both on quantitative and qualitative
research methods. The data were collected during June-September 2012 from
information available on the higher education institutions websites as well as from
qualitative studies performed by the author, referring to the information disclosed
for the year 2011.
The paper focuses on DEA methodology as a mean to evaluate the performance in
the public sector and the measurement of productive efficiency in public higher
education institutions. It starts with an overview of non-parametric methods
applied in public sector to measure the efficiency, providing a survey of the
literature in paper‘s topic. The paper debates the performance-efficiency concepts
used in private sector and transposed it for the public sector. The next section
provides the methodology and study results, being completed by the concluding
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section where we present the summary of findings, the limits of the research and
the suggestions and next steps to follow by the higher education institutions.
2. Literature review
The private sector is characterized by the interest of the stakeholders in financial
information in order to control how effectively their interests are protected and rely
on financial statements to provide necessary information about performance and
profitability of the firm. Also the financial performance analysis is required for the
management in realization of the planning function. Performance is used mostly to
determine the efficiency level. In literature the efficiency is seen as a narrower
concept than performance. It is an expression of the relation between the resources
used and the outputs achieved. Performance is wider than efficiency, but it includes
the latter. Performance implies a level of accountability as regards the results
achieved. It covers the concepts of economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The
most used method in financial performance measurement is ratio analysis,
representing the application of analytical tools and techniques to financial
statements and data (Wild et al., 2007). Ratio analysis is useful to summarize the
financial information and compare the financial performance of the firms (Gümüs
and Çelikkol, 2011).
The employment of the Positive Accounting Theory, assuming certain social
characteristics, as an economic theory in essence, brings on the first stage the
involvement of the corporate social disclosure. Besides the financial accounting
research paradigms there are also social disclosure research paradigms.
Belkaoui and Karpik (1989), in their research, developed and tested a positive
model regarding the corporate decision making on social disclosures, linked with
social and economic performance. Also ratio analysis is a commonly used method
for verifying the firm‘s performance, Gümüs and Çelikkol (2011) consider the
DEA as a data oriented approach alternative method to evaluate the performance.
Their results indicate that the deviation of DEA efficiency scores and deviation of
Quick Ratio, Net-income-to-Sales, Return on assets (ROA), and Return on equity
(ROE) are statistically significantly correlated which proves that DEA and ratio
analysis are complementary in terms of liquidity and profitability.
Feroz et al. (2003) in their research study point out that also ratio analysis is an
easy to compute and a commonly used research tool for verifying the performance
of a firm, it is often criticized on the grounds of subjectivity. They demonstrate that
DEA can argument the traditional ratio analysis, providing a consistent and reliable
measure of managerial or operational efficiency of an entity. Also they indicate
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that DEA can provide to analysts information that is additional to that provided by
the traditional ratio analysis. Since Watts and Zimmerman (1978) presented the
positive accounting theory, the issues about management behaviour and managers
incentives increased.
While previous studies on this topic have mostly employed financial performance
measures, this study, based on the overall measure of firm efficiency score, uses
data envelopment analysis (DEA) technique combining several input and output
variables. DEA is a strong and flexible methodology for financial performance
measure because it can measure multiple variables simultaneously and take
possible interactions between input and output variables (Bowlin, 1995; Lam,
2010). Moreover, DEA offers more information than a financial ratio analysis
(Feroz et al. 2003).
The efficiency measurement has been studied extensively since the 1980s (Chen et
al., 2009; Yang, 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Lam, 2010; Santos et al., 2011).
There are numerous studies analyzing ratio analysis, DEA and firm performance.
Hansen and Wernerfelt (1989) show that the organizational factors are better than
the economic ones in terms of explaining changes in the company‘s profitability,
arguing that the findings have important managerial implications.
Athanassopoulos and Ballantine (1995) assert that traditional ratio analysis is
insufficient to evaluate firm performance, using the DEA model, a more developed
tool, to complete the traditional ratio analysis. They use comparatively the DEA
approach and traditional ratio analysis to show the assessment of sales‘ efficiency,
the effects of economies of scale, benchmarking of a firm‘s performance and the
association between industry groups and performance as well.
Yeh‘s (1996) empirical study shows how DEA approach applied with financial
ratios, indicating that banks with higher DEA scores also have high capital
adequacy, good asset utilization, high profitability and low financial leverage and
low liquidity ratios compare with banks with lower DEA scores. Ratio analysis has
been a tool for analysts as long as financial statements have been prepared, but the
literature points out its usefulness limit (Smith, 1990). The traditional ratio
analysis was extended to permit the incorporation of any number of performance
characteristics, using data envelopment analysis, measuring the entity‘s efficiency,
together with a wealth of supporting information.
Zohdi et al. (2012) used the DEA as a nonparametric method to evaluate the
performance of Iranian investment companies using financial statement analysis.
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Thore et al. (1994) provided information regarding the DEA of Financial
Statements Data with exemplification on the US computer industry.
Rodriguez-Perez et al. (2011) shed some light by restating the financial
investments and tangible fixed assets of a sample of 85 Spanish insurance
companies, applying fair value instead of historical-cost-based valuations and by
simulating analyst perception of these companies‘ efficiency and profitability for
both sets of data using data envelopment analysis (DEA). They found that the
numbers on the face of the financial statements change considerably and observed
that the magnitude of these changes varies between companies and classes of
assets. Their findings indicated that a change from historical-cost to fair-value
accounting could alter analyst perceptions of a limited number of companies but
likely will not have a major impact on the appraisal of the majority of them.
Halkos and Salamouris (2004) apply the DEA to evaluate the performance of
Greek banking sector, using a series of financial efficiency ratios to examine the
efficiency of the banks. They demonstrated that the DEA is an alternative or
complementary approach to traditional ratio analysis, finding out a positive
relationship between firm size and firm performance.
The international research literature developed studies regarding the performance,
DEA and ratio analysis especially in the private sector.
During the last decade the rationalization of the public sector resources makes the
public institutions to straight on the market-oriented techniques. Besides, the public
sector has unique characteristics, most especially the absence (or near absence) of
any market in the conventional sense. When calculating the efficiency of a set of
public units, we have to consider the special characteristics of public sector supply,
shedding light on some of the measurement and conceptual issues we are faced
with.
Performance indicators have become ubiquitous in the public sector (Smith, 1990).
An important feature of the Romanian reforms is that financial reporting has not
been approached on its own as an issue of accounting theory. Also at the
international level it has been seen as a consequential element in a comprehensive
programme of public sector management reform (McCulloch and Ball, 1992).
Dealing with the DEA versus traditional ratio analysis application in the public
sector, Ozcan and McCue (1996) indicate that traditional ratio analysis subjectively
combines or weights various financial ratios into one overall performance
indicator. In order to deal with the weakness of traditional ratio analysis, they use
DEA in public hospitals in their study. The findings indicate that hospitals with
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DEA scores of 1.00 are in an efficient position and consistently, the lowperforming hospitals have low DEA scores.
Both simple ratio analysis and DEA are non-parametric (mathematical) techniques
that measure efficiency through benchmarking analysis. Also the efficiency of
Romanian public sector represents a heated debate at the level of public officials,
there are no empirical research papers as regards the ratio analysis and DEA
technique tested at the public institutions level.
This study uses the DEA model which integrates the accounting characteristic,
compared to the ratio analysis in Romanian public higher education. Also the DEA
is used to measure the efficiency of public universities at international level, in the
national context there is no evidence of such a research. In Romania, the various
reforms implemented in the public sector left their marks also on higher education;
these institutions are considered the promoters of high standard of performance.
Thus, depending on the performance of higher education institutions, according to
the National Education Law 1/2011, the Romanian universities are classified into
three categories, as following:
- Level 1: Universities focused on advanced research and education;
- Level 2: Universities focused on education and scientific research, namely
education
and artistic creation universities;
- Level 3: Universities focused on education.
Based on theoretical and empirical literature contributions identified, the authors
adapt the variables that define and measure efficiency in Romanian higher
education institutions and compare to the national classification established by law.
Also the paper wants to demonstrate the relationship between the DEA efficiency
scores and those of financial ratios.
3. Methodology and results
The paper points out the DEA efficiency measurement compared to the ratio
analysis in Romanian public higher education sector. In order to achieve the
paper‘s objectives, a statistical and descriptive analysis is performed, based both on
quantitative and qualitative research methods. The data were collected during JuneSeptember 2012 from information available on the higher education institutions
websites as well as from qualitative studies performed by the authors, referring to
the information disclosed for the year 2011.
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The paper outlines the DEA model used in this research study, based on the primaldual mathematical programming model originally developed by Charnes et al.
(1986). The efficiency measure of a Decision Making Unit (DMU) is determined
as a maximum of a ratio of weighted outputs to weighted inputs subject to the
condition that similar ratios for every DMU in the sample to be less than or equal
to 1. Technical efficiency of DMUs is found by solving a linear programming issue
for each DMUk.
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where:
Hk represents the efficiency score for kth DMU;
Yik>0 represents the measurement of the ith value of output n for the higher
education institution k;
upk >0 represents the measurement of the pth value of input m for the higher
education institution k;
xi, vp >=0 represents the input and output weights.
The efficiency score of DMUk is determined by the ratio of the sum of weighted
outputs to the sum corresponding weighted inputs. The linear programming issue
finds the vectors of weights xi and vp that maximise the efficiency score of DMUk,
subject to the constraint that no unit has an efficiency score higher than 1. The first
envelopment model can be set for each higher education institution k (k=1...j), as
following:
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Where vpk are the p=1...m inputs and the yik are the i=1...n outputs for k=1...j higher
education institutions,  and k (k=1...j) are real scalar-valued mathematical
variables and si and s p are inputs and outputs of the primal slack variables.
The optimal value  of 0 is the radial efficiency of the higher education institution
0. The value of  could be 1 or less than 1, a public higher education institution is
DEA-efficient if  =1 and no optimal solution has positive primal slacks. In
accordance to these models the data were processed using the equations 1 and 2.
To process the data we used the Data Envelopment Analysis of Wagner
Kamakura‘s application. The sample data are presented in table 1. Out of 49 public
universities, the sample has 40 DMUs, structured according to the 3 levels
performance classification of higher education institutions, established by the
National Education Law 1/2011:
Table 1 Caption of the Romanian public higher education processed
Sample: public higher education institutions tested
Level 1 - universities focused on advanced research and education: (DMU=9)
ASE Bucureşti
USAMV Cluj Napoca
Univ. Politehnica
Timişoara
Universitatea Babeş Bolyai
Universitatea Tehnică Cluj
UMF Gr. T. Popa Iaşi
Cluj
Napoca
UMF Iulia Hatieganu Cluj
Universitatea Tehnică
Universitatea Al. Ioan Cuza
Gheorghe Asachi Iaşi
Iaşi
Level 2 - universities focused on education and scientific research, namely education and
artistic creation universities: (DMU=20)
Institutul de Arhitectură
Universitatea Ovidius
Academia de Artă şi
Ion Mincu
Constanţa
Design din Cluj Napoca
USAMV Bucureşti
UMF Tg. Mureş
SNSPA Bucureşti
Universitatea Transilvania
Universitatea Dunărea de Jos
Academia Navală "Mircea
Braşov
Galaţi
cel Bătrân" din Constanţa
Universitatea de Artă
Academia de Arte George
USAMV a Banatului
Teatrală Tg. Mureş
Enescu Iaşi
Timişoara
UMF Craiova
Universitatea Lucian Blaga
Universitatea Bucureşti
Sibiu
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USAMV I. I. de la Brad Iaşi
Universitatea de Vest
Timişoara
Level 3 - universities focused on education: (DMU=11)
Universitatea Tehnică
Universitatea 1 Decembrie
Petroşani
1918 Alba Iulia
Universitatea Petrol şi
Universitatea Eftimie Murgu
Gaze Ploieşti
Reşiţa
Universitatea Valachia
Universitatea Constantin
Târgovişte
Brâncuşi Târgu Jiu
UNEFS Bucureşti
Universitatea Pitesti
Universitatea Craiova
Universitatea Oradea
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Universitatea Aurel Vlaicu
Arad
Universitatea Ştefan cel
Mare Suceava
Universitatea Tehnică Petru
Maior Târgu Mureş

Starting from the existent literature review, we want to demonstrate the
following hypotheses, adapted after the previously performed research:
H1. The DEA efficiency score does not fit to the performance category
established by the National Education Law 1/2011 in the Romanian public
universities tested.
H2. There is no correlation between DEA index and traditional financial ratios
in the Romanian public universities tested.
In order to process the information, we applied quantitative and qualitative research
methods, using content analysis and interview instruments in order to gather the
data from the Romanian public universities. There were processed data from 40
universities out of 49 Romanian public universities, the other ones providing
insufficient information for being processed. The database was constructed using
the data from financial statements, rector‘s annual reports on 2011 and other public
information provided by phone, e-mail or gathered through the medium of
universities websites.
In the DEA model the following variables were considered as outputs:
- graduate students number;
- net surplus.
The following variables were considered inputs:
- share of teaching staff in total staff;
- share of Professors PhD and Associate professors PhD in total staff number;
- share of teaching staff under 35 years in total staff number;
- share of PhD teaching staff in total teaching staff number;
- share of postgraduate, master and doctoral school students in total students;
- share of students funded in total students number
- assets size;
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-liabilities size;
- governmental subsidies in a % of total university revenues;
- average cost per equivalent student;
- teaching staff number;
- equity size.
The data processing took into account also the slack analysis of inputs and outputs,
revealing that some universities appeared inefficient relative to their reference sets.
The results of the Data Envelopment Analysis are presented in the table 2:
Table 2 DEA results per DMU’s levels

DMU‘s level
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

No. of DMUs
11
20
9

Average DEA Efficiency
0.57268
0.71658
0.91987

Table 2 shows that all the level 3 universities have the highest average DEA
efficiency value. The efficiency level decrease in the same time with the level of
university‘s performance.
In order to have a view on the DEA efficiency disparities of the analysed public
universities, we processed the data on a plan scatterplot, as seen in Fig. 1. The first
cluster reveals the highest average of DEA efficiency, its value is nearly 1. The
second cluster represents the public universities from Level 2, considered to be less
performance by the Government Ordinance, they have also a smaller average
score, a little bit far from 1. In the third cluster Level 3 universities had obtained a
DEA average nearly 0.5.
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Fig.1 DEA Efficiency Disparity Clusters
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The main findings of the DEA model proposed in this paper applied to the selected
Romanian public universities demonstrate the relationship between the institutional
performance setted by the Romanian legislation and the non-parametric test: DEA.
Therefore the Hypothesis 1 is not confirmed, the DEA results confirming the fact that
the bigger the classification index of public university, the higher the DEA efficiency.
However, there are universities with high DEA efficiency in the second and third
category, but the general category is dragged down by the inefficient universities.
Moreover, in order to test the second hypothesis, we took into account the simple
ratio analysis in relationship with the DEA score. The individual parameters tested
are presented in Table 3:
Table 3 Performance Indicators
Indicator
Ratio
Formula
Liquidity ratios
CRTR
Current Ratio
Current Assets/Current Liabilities
ACID
Acid-Test Ratio
(Current Assets-Inventory)/Current Liabilities
Performance ratios
DER
Debt-to-Equity Ratio
Total Liabilities/Total Equity
ROA
Return on Assets
Net Surplus/Total Assets
ROE
Return on Equity
Net Surplus/Total Equity

Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics of the tested parameters, pointing out that
the DEA, CRTR and ACID does not present a statistical significance.
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Table 4 Descriptive statistics
Elements
(Obs=40)

DEA

CRTR

ACID

Mean

0.945795

0.395231

0.375661

Median
Maximum

0.994370
1.000000

0.331534
0.955134

0.318117
0.887723

Minimum
Std. Dev.
Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.807594
0.063462
4.663167
0.097142

0.092790
0.259126
4.413746
0.110044

0.092398
0.253102
4.891070
0.086680

Sum

37.83180

15.80924

15.02643

DER
0.910753
1.001863
1.262990
1.891511
0.552934
148.9687
0.000000
36.43010

ROA

ROE

108.6907

12.01853

1.319138
1360.842
0.023707
351.0087
184.7111
0.000000

-0.219468
307.9570

4347.628

480.7410

-121.1107
73.83695
163.3098
0.000000

Performing the Pairwise Correlation Matrix (Table 5), we observe that DER and
ROE have a significant level in relationship with DEA.

DEA
CRTR
ACID
DER
ROA
ROE

DEA
1.000000
0.197088
0.181427
0.030139
0.085408
0.039448

Table 5 Pairwise Correlation Matrix
CRTR
ACID
DER
0.197088
0.181427
0.030139
1.000000
0.990062
-0.207732
0.990062
1.000000
-0.237897
-0.207732 -0.237897
1.000000
-0.176360 -0.232580
0.911350
-0.207260 -0.237831
0.999380

ROA
0.085408
-0.176360
-0.232580
0.911350
1.000000
0.908258

ROE
0.039448
-0.207260
-0.237831
0.999380
0.908258
1.000000

In order to find out a model for the DEA-Independent variables we performed the
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance, seen in Table
6.
The DEA-ratio analysis model could take the following form:
(3) DEA=c +β*CRTR+γ*ACID+δ*DER+λ*ROA+μ*ROE
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Table 6 Regression model
Dependent Variable: AADEA
Method: Least Squares
Sample: 1 40
Included observations: 40
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance
Elements
Model 1
Model 2
c
-0.118839
0.084613
(0.3429)
(0.0486)
CRTR
-0.042503
(0.8844)
ACID
0.095880
(0.7465)
DER
-1.038373
-0.860174
(0.0000)
(0.0000)
ROA
9.400005
(0.0502)
ROE
0.007446
0.006471
(0.0000)
(0.0000)
R-squared
0.748685
0.671143
F-statistic
1.187639
1.416961
Prob(F-statistic)
0.035747
0.025530

The regression models presented in Table 5 emphasize that there is a significant
level between DEA and DER, on the one side and DEA and ROE, on the other
side, according to the second model (F-stat=1.416961, prob=0.025530 and
R2=67%). Therefore, our final model is the following:
(4) DEA = 0.084613 + 0.006471*DER + 0.006471*ROE
From the research performed we can state that the H2 (null hypothesis) is not
totally confirmed, only DER and ROE having statistical significance.
4. Conclusions
In the context of numerous public reforms that enhance higher education
institutions to be more performance-oriented, the paper studied the efficiency
measurement of 40 Romanian higher education institutions using the DEA analysis
and the traditional ratio analysis.
More and more, the public sector‘s stakeholders deeply require for information
about performance of the institutions. Ratio analysis is a commonly applied method
for performance measurement. DEA provides noteworthy results as well.
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This study investigates the relation between these two performance measurement
tools for the public higher education institutions from Romania for the 2011 year.
The results show that the DEA efficiency scores and DER, on the one side and
DEA and ROE, on the other side are statistically significantly correlated. It is
inferred that DEA and ratio analysis are complementary and these methods do not
give contradictory results. The results are compatible with findings of the studies of
Ozcan and McCue (1996), Yeh (1996), Feroz et al. (2003) and Gümüs and
Çelikkol (2011) which state that firms in a profitable position have higher DEA
efficiency scores.
Traditionally, in most of the DEA literature, flexibility has been considered to be
one of the major advantages of DEA when comparing it with other techniques to
measure efficiency. This is why the authors choosed this technique, compared with
the ratio analysis technique. Also, DEA generates useful information for a variety
of decision-making settings and provides data to locate the source of inefficiencies
and to focus on the remediation.
The paper demonstrates through the DEA technique the efficiency of each higher
education, in accordance with the performance category in which each institution
falls.
The limits of the research are that the paper focuses only on public universities
during one year. The findings offer insights on the inputs and outputs that
significantly contribute to efficiency in Romanian public higher education
institutions.
Prior studies have been developed only in the international context, no other DEA
study was performed at Romanian public higher education level.
Our future research directions are channelled to a wider sample. We intend to study
DEA efficiency for public universities taking into consideration several
consecutive years, once the students‘ number decreased in Romanian higher
education system.
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Abstract
Management practices focused primarily on shareholder value and financial
optimization prove their limits in the context of current economic crisis. An
integrated approach to management control aims at integration of strategy,
knowledge and finance in running a business.
With this paper we propose to discuss the integrated management control, as a
complementary model of management control subordinated to a financial
perspective. This model reconsiders the overall performance and value based
management issues, providing broader strategic and managerial perspectives:
taking into consideration the resources and distinctive competencies, skill-based
management, development of innovation and intangible capital, researching value
creation sources, establishing sustainable relationships with partners. This model
allows a synthesis of strategic value and financial value searching for integration
of the value perceived by the market and the value built by all stakeholders.
This paper is primarily a conceptual one. It tries to discuss the management
control issues in the current context, when becomes necessary to attach the
strategic-functional logic to the financial one. Our approach is based on theory
and descriptive methods, which involves an analysis of the literature, previous
works, as well as integrating concepts from different theories.
Translating and validating these concepts into economic entities would probably
give more weight to the study, a fact which we consider to be a limit of our
research. We believe that this work may represent a starting point for awareness
among managers that the long-term success of an organization is ensured by
appropriate management of all elements that have impact on companies‟
performance.
Key words: economic crisis, shareholder value, stakeholder value, management
control, balanced scorecard, strategy
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1. INTRODUCTION
The changes that confuse today‘s globalized economies, like recent financial crisis,
require the update of the managerial practices, which are ―altered‖ by the strong
orientation toward shareholder value and prevalent financial optimization.
On the other hand, the awareness of limited resources and the impact of global
competition on the planet equilibriums involve the reconsideration of strategic
stakes, with an approach that better integrates different parties involved. Moreover,
the knowledge economy development and the ―explosion‖ of Internet-related
resources recall the issue of organizational strategies, with strong impact on
companies‘ structure and organization. Such a context profoundly affects
managerial approaches, as well as the management control system that has to be
adapted in order to become an interface between strategic planning and more
rigorous demands of financial constrains and operational budgets.
In the context of economic crisis, managerial practices that mainly aim at creating
shareholder value prove their limits and the debates on companies‘ orientation
toward shareholders or stakeholders were reborn. The debates were strongly
influenced by academic works, in this respect, Martin (2012) identifying two major
periods: managerial capitalism and shareholder value capitalism.
Managerial capitalism, which emerged after the interwar crisis (1932), was
dominated by the idea that the management should be separated from ownership,
the companies gaining from a professional management. The two periods
mentioned by Martin (2012) were marked by the Jensen and Meckling (1976)
paper - Theory of the firm: managerial behavior, agency costs and ownership
structure – which become the most-cited academic business work of all time. They
ignored the Peter Drucker‘s statement regarding the fact that the only one valid
business purpose of a company is creating a customer. Then arose the so-called
shareholder value capitalism, during which maximizing shareholder value became
―the new corporate mantra‖ (Martin, 2012).
In such context, this paper represent the beginning of a broad research that aim at
identifying organizations‘ availability to satisfy the interest of all stakeholders, not
just of its shareholders. This issue requires a change of managerial view and,
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hence, adjusting management control system, in order to ensure value creation for
all stakeholders.
This paper is purely theoretical, structured in four sections, as follows: the next
section presents a short comparison between the shareholder and stakeholder value,
underlining the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. The third section
describes the oscillation of management control between a shareholder model and a
stakeholder one, advocating for an integration of financial-based and strategicfunctional-based approach of management control system. However, this section
briefly discusses both behavioral aspects and the issue of ―resetting‖ management
control tools in an integrated approach. Following our demarche, we can draw
some conclusions, but also directions for future research, outlined in the last
section.
2. SHAREHOLDER THEORY VS STAKEHOLDER THEORY
Maximizing shareholder value involves aligning the interests of managers with
those of shareholders and the generally accepted method for achieving this
alignment is assessing managerial performance through share prices (Tse, 2011).
But the ―bubbles‖ that have marked the stock markets during the last decades have
encouraged managers to act for quickly increase of share prices, influencing those
measures that maximize short-term value and ignoring the long-term consequences.
Ironically, shareholders themselves have helped these actions, because they were
use to react to short-term increase in a company‘s share price.
Tse (2011) believes that the problem does not consist in a shareholder-oriented
managerial perspective, but rather in its implementation. The financial crisis has
revealed its shortcomings, especially the fact that the management incentives urged
them to turn their attention to stock markets and, less, to the proper management of
their organization activities. The way that bonuses paid to managers were
calculated encouraged an opportunist behavior from them (Denning, 2011), aiming
at manipulating numbers.
Under these circumstances, the question is ―what has to be done?‖ Obviously,
managers‘ behavior has to change, the way businesses are run needs to be
rethought, as well as the values of an entire society (Denning, 2011).
Although the widely accepted opinion is that the organizations should pursue
economic profitability, not less true is that they have certain social responsibilities.
On the one hand, in order to survive, the organizations have to generate profits and
a certain return on investment. But, on the other hand, companies are parts of a
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network, having their own interests, which have to be harmonized in order to
ensure benefits for the entire network.
Focusing the attention to maximizing shareholder value is likely to damage the
organizations relationships with partners, relationships that ensure its long-term
success. Jake Welch himself, exponent of shareholder value maximization as the
CEO of General Electric, has recently become one of the fiercest critics of this
idea: ―On the face of it, shareholder value is the dumbest idea in the world.
Shareholder value is a result, not a strategy … your main constituencies are your
employees, your customers and your products. Managers and investors should not
set share price increases as their overarching goal. … Short-term profits should be
allied with an increase in the long-term value of a company.‖ (Financial Times,
March 12th, 2009)
Superior performances and value creation are not the result of traditional
techniques or of some new technologies, but of a model that enables a synthesis of
strategic and financial value, integrating the value perceived by the real market
with the one built by all actors. Adopting a stakeholder-oriented perspective may
allow the organization to ―capture‖ those elements that represent important sources
of value, but are difficult to be observed and quantified in a shareholder-oriented
approach. Capitalizing their relationships with customers, employees, and other
partners, the organizations may be able to create long-term value and, ultimately,
shareholder value.
Freeman (1994) and DesJardins and McCall (2004) argue that the organizations
should be managed in a manner that serves the interests of all ―players‖ within and
around the company. Good relationships with stakeholders can be a source of
competitive advantage or, as Jake Welch said: ―An organization‟s ability to learn,
and translate that learning into action rapidly, is the ultimate competitive
advantage‖.
Often, when it comes to value creation, managers become overly concerned with
measures. Value creation is a continuous and difficult action, alike, and the most
important elements that generate value are not measurable. The management must
recognize that strategy is not a destination, but a conscious choice of a path and the
measures allows it to establish if it moves in the right direction.
The success of an organization is possible only though a holistic understanding of
its partners‘ desires and a collaborative approach. As ways for increasing the
stakeholder value can be identified:
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Stakeholder satisfaction

Performance strategies
Performance measurement

Aligning processes with
strategies
Required skills and capabilities

Stakeholder contribution and
collaboration
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Who are the most influencial stakeholders and what do
they desire? During an economic crisis, creditors
represent, for sure, one of the most important
stakeholder category (Pajunen, 2006)
What strategies should the organization adopt in order
to ensure that the desires of stakeholders are satisfied?
Measures are useful to track if the strategies are
implemented, to communicate the strategies
throughout the organization; the measures and
incentives help to speed up implementation; when
measures are consistent with strategies, they encourage
behaviors that are consistent with the mission and
vision of the organization.
What processes should be developed in order to allow
the implementation of strategy?
What skills are required in order to run these
processes? How can we keep this skills and
capabilities?
What does the company expects from its stakeholders
in order to succeed?

Organizations dominated by the idea of shareholder value creation aims
profitability over responsibility and they are seen, in the first place, as instruments
for its shareholders. In a perspective dominated by stakeholder value creation,
responsibility prevail profitability and the organizations are considered coalitions
that serve all involved parties. Stakeholder theory is complicated by the fact that
most of the tools are developed to create shareholder value, through direct and
indirect control of those drivers affecting share price (Grant, 2009). Therefore, it is
necessary to design and develop some tools to support the implementation and
monitoring of a managerial style that allows maximizing stakeholder value.
3. MANAGEMENT CONTROL: BETWEEN SHAREHOLDER ANS
STAKEHOLDER VALUE CREATION
For an organization, creating value represents a strategic challenge, for whose
success it is necessary to capitalize all opportunities, in order to generate long-term
benefits. Generally, organizations are oriented toward short-term goals, turning
their attention to the current situation of the company and less to performing
activities that will generate future benefits. In a stakeholder approach, shareholder
value creation is not excluded; by the contrary, it is seen as a consequence of
focusing on all aspects of the organization enabling it to build the stakeholder
value.
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Shareholder value (such as economic value added or market value added) is based
on the traditional assumption that all contributors of factors of production,
excepting shareholders, are paid at their opportunity cost, assumed to be equal to
the price determined on a competitive market. Shareholder, exclusive residual
beneficiary, are the only resource contributors that receive the ―rent‖ (advantage)
created by the organization, the value created being just the value of the ―rent‖ they
receive.
Stakeholder value is based on a global measure of ―rent‖ created by the
organization, in relationship with different partners, not only with its shareholders.
It relies on logic of measuring the advantage, based on the value chain analysis
proposed by Porter.
Generalizing this approach to all clients and various partners, resource contributors
(employees, managers, shareholders etc.) leads to measurement of created value by
the difference between the sales evaluated at opportunity price and the total
opportunity costs for different contributors. Charreaux (2007) proposed an
operational measurement of stakeholder value. Abandoning traditional hypothesis
by which shareholders would be the only residual beneficiary, the author includes
in his model all parties involved: commercial partners (customers, suppliers),
employees, financial institutions, in order to get a better understanding of how is
the value created and shared, from a stakeholder perspective.
The value created is calculated starting from the concepts of opportunity price and
opportunity cost:
the opportunity price is the price from which the customer interest for
transaction disappears;
the opportunity cost represents the minimum price that a supplier is willing
to accept in order to make the transaction.
The value created is the difference between opportunity price and opportunity cost.
Stakeholder value is the value created for all value chain actors, taking into account
what customers are willing to pay and the minimum remuneration that resource
contributors are willing to accept. Therefore, for the organization it is a potentially
adaptive value ―through‖ the improvement of its negotiation power with partners.
The concept of management control oscillates between two poles: a control system
based on a financial approach, on the one hand, and a control system based on a
strategic-functional approach, on the other hand.
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Management control based on a financial approach (shareholder model) favors the
idea that any asset is a financial one, whose value is measured by the present value
of expected cash-flows, taking into account the risk to which they exposed.
Generalization of the ―financial logic‖ comes to believe that the products or
activities portfolio is assimilated to the financial assets portfolio.
Management control based on an integrated approach is design to link the financial
and strategic value, based on a stakeholder model. This model recognizes the
importance of value creation, but it is analyzed as result of integration between
financial, competitive and organizational perspective.
Competitive perspective
The value perceived by
the market

Competitive advantage
(External) value chain
Resources
Basic competences
Competitiveness
Intangible assets

Organizational
perspective
The value created and
shared by members of the
organization
Dominant concepts
Organizational ―savoirfaire‖
Internal structure
Chain of activities
Processes
Return
Human resources


Control based on a strategic-functional approach
Strategic value
The portfolio of assets and projects
Focus on expected performances of projects
Focus on income statement

Financial perspective
Juridical and economic
legitimacy leads to
optimization of its
financial value
Financial market
Governance relationships
Creating financial value
Market capitalization
Financial strategy
Value of existing assets
Value of growth
opportunities

Control based on
financial approach
Financial value
Market value of equity
and debts
Focus on balance sheet
The created ―wealth‖
resulting from net
variance in capitals


VALUE OF THE ORGANIZATION
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Progressive transformation of financial capitalism changed the distribution of
power between the two approaches of management control. It is recognized,
however, that the value of the organization depends either on internal decisions
relevance or financial market appreciation.
The control based on financial approach requires prior definition on a global
financial goal (from strategic planning), which is then ―spread‖ (declined) in the
organizational structure, responsibility centers, though budgetary procedure. The
prevalent criterion is the individual responsibility which allows the decentralizedbased structure and autonomy of all agents.
Control logic is prevalent to the piloting concept, because it means a ―posteriori‖
control, based on financial results. Managers are being held responsible based on
financial criteria, like return on investment, return on equity, and economic value
added. Thus, the value based management concept relies on the idea that an
organization needs to succeed both on real market and financial market.
Financial approach of management control has, as Hoaran (1996, p:320) remarked,
the following limits:
requires managers to set a goal for maximizing the shareholder wealth,
without taking into account the complexity of motivations that stays at the origin of
investment and financing decisions; this raises a conflict of interests between
managers and shareholders;
relies on the assumptions of investors rationality and financial market
efficiency, leaving the role played by the group psychology in shaping market
prices in the second place.
Management control based on financial approach postulates that the convergence
of actors‘ behavior is possible, given only financial implications. This view is
consistent with management control definition as a process by which managers
ensure that the resources are efficiently and effectively achieved and used. If it is
seen as the process by which managers influence other members of the
organization for declining the strategy, it highlights the managerial and psychosocial dimension of management control, focusing on behavioral, socio-political
and organizational aspects; so, the issue of human resources management becomes
a part of the control system.
The integrated approach of management control concerns the link between
financial and global strategy of the organization, focusing on global and multicriteria view of the organizational performance. This approach seeks to reconcile
the financial logic with a piloting logic of declining strategy. Emphasis placed on
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decentralization and autonomy of actors in charge of exploiting the potential of
fundamental skills and are being held responsible based on overall performance
(financial and non-financial performance: quality, deadlines, customer value etc.)
Overall performance is at the heart of strategic value which ensures the financial
value, and hence shareholder value. The performance is what keeps the ―distance‖
from the competitors, over a long-term development logic, maintained by a strong
motivation (the very basis of incentives system) of all members.
The concept of integrated management control does not have a well defined and
delimited ―perimeter‖. It can be considered an alternative manner, complementary
to management control based on a financial approach.
Integration logic recognizes the importance of value creation, but analysis it as a
result of financial and strategic value integration, the last one depending tight on
the organizational and competitive value.
The main tasks identified in an integrated management control approach (Mignon
& Teller, 2009, p:161) can be summarized as follows:
to be an integration vector within the decentralized units and in relation
with general management;
to identify instruments that allow displaying a value discipline in
decentralized units, consistent with all involved parties;
to contribute to the creation of an integrated information system that
supports processes;
to enrich the processes through the integration of financial and managerial
accounting.
Basic principles of integration rely on the way that strategic and financial
―ingredients‖ are balanced, in order to guide and direct the ―value strategy‖.
Although the integrated management perimeter can not be clearly defined, it
conceptual framework is based on a process approach (ABC / ABM), having as
foundation the resource theory. To the extent that the organization has scarce
resources, difficult to imitate and not substitutable (the economic basis of resource
theory enunciated by Ricardo) it has the possibility to ensure a long-term
sustainable competitive advantage.
From this point of view, the organization no longer defines itself under the
―product/market‖ angle, but it is perceived as a ―portfolio of resources and
competences that have to be capitalized, a articulated chain of competencies, in
order to achieve strategic goals‖ (Guilhon & Gianfaldoni, 1990).
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The organization is discussed more in terms of what it can do and not only in terms
of the assets that it holds, which corresponds with the concept of organizational
competence. In time, the organization makes unique resource combinations of
individual and group competencies that, when are specific, will be the source of a
sustainable competitive advantage, becoming strategic factors.
Thus, the strategy is perceived more as ―an opportunity to capitalize internal
resources and competencies acquired by the enterprise‖ (Solle & Rouby, 2002)
rather than as a mean of adapting the organization to a relevant environment. If in a
financial sense, the managers are considered, at best, a necessary evil, the integrated
approach gives them the responsibility to make strategic decisions that reconcile the
interests, sometimes different, of various stakeholders (Vilanova, 2007).
In this context, the following question arises: are management control tools still
relevant? The answer to this question isn‘t a simple one. Certainly, traditional
techniques developed during the managerial capitalism or shareholder value
capitalism do not answer to the managers‘ needs to manage the stakeholder value.
Several authors (Ekholm & Wallin, 2003; Otley, 1999; Atkinson et al., 1997)
consider that, from all management control tool, the balanced scorecard best fits to
stakeholder-oriented managerial view. This tool was developed as an instrument
that reflects and communicates more than financial measures.
Indeed, through its four perspectives, the balanced scorecard represents a useful
tool in monitoring the satisfaction degree among stakeholders engaged in the value
creation process. In order to assess the stakeholders‘ satisfaction, the value chain
administrator places sensors in the entire chain – both in its perimeter and
stakeholders‘ perimeter (Ekholm & Wallin, 2003). This allows managers to
articulate elements that can ensure the long-term success of the organization,
creating ―health‖ by achieving internal efficiency and external effectiveness.
Organization relationships with stakeholder are complex, and the balanced
scorecard provides managers a broader perspective of the organization, including
elements that help them to referee this relations. However, this tool does not ignore
the financial performance, and therefore, shareholder value, but it is considered to
be a goal, not an end in itself.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The interest in a stakeholder approach is that it allows making a diagnostic over the
differences in profitability of organizations, depending on their relative position in
relation with its partners and competitors. Therefore, the differences in
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performance can be explained by the differences in power of negotiation with
customers, suppliers, banks, but also by the interactions with their competitors.
Certainly, companies have to generate enough profit to exceed the cost of capital,
but this does not mean that they have to ignore all other responsibilities. The
organizations have responsibilities for multiple partners – shareholders, customers,
employees, creditors, communities. It would be ideal if the companies could define
objectives for each of these groups and develop a set of tools that allows them to
measure the performance. Management control is oriented toward the design and
development of these tools, able to guide the managers in monitoring the strategies
and in assessing the organizational performances.
The management control is considered a helpful decision-making process, ensuring
the involvement ―before‖, ―during‖ and ―after‖ the action. This is a global internal
information system of the enterprise, which allows the centralization, synthesis and
interpretation of all data regarding the performances of each activity or functions of
the organization. The fact that it contributes to organization ―reconfiguration‖,
management control fulfills an interface role, providing elements of arbitrage
between internal referential (performances, products, resources) and external
referential (portfolio of products, markets).
The management control objective is to design and implement a performance
measurement system, as well as to ensure the piloting of operational levels,
according with managerial and strategic interests. Thus, management control
represents ―a system of economic adjustment‖ (Fabre et al, 2007, p:252), putting
into practice piloting tools (help in diagnostic and analysis), coordination tools
(ensuring the consistency with overall goals and individual actions), motivation,
activities assessment and performance tools, at all levels of the organization.
The balanced scorecard is a privileged tool of management control, that is intended
to ensure a strategic and operation view in the entire organization. The four
perspective articulation is very important; it starts from training and motivating the
employees in order to achieve the strategic objectives (i.e., acquisition of
knowledge – ―savoirs‖), the excellence trough continuous improvement of internal
processes (development of some skills – ―savoir-faire‖), the customer orientation
(adopting some attitudes – ―savoir-etre‖), ending with the achievement of financial
strategic objectives. Therefore, shareholder value is only ―the tip of an iceberg‖
that requires excellence in all processes involved in the mechanism of stakeholder
value creation.
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Joining value-oriented management and balanced scorecard enables a process
permanently oriented toward the formulation and implementation of the strategy.
Balanced scorecard makes the strategy more palpable and accessible to all, while
the value-oriented approach clearly shows the effect of strategic decision on
company value. In this respect, strongly financial approach creates the strategic
basis on which balanced scorecard relies.
Although the long-term benefits of adopting a strategic-functional logic are well
known, the managerial practices oriented toward the financial optimization are
―encouraged‖ even by the accounting regulations regarding the financial reporting.
By the way they – residual claim or interest of the investors in assets, after all
liabilities are paid – both international and Romanian accounting regulations, give
the priority to investors, so they are primarily oriented toward the shareholder
value creation. Peter Horvath (2007, p:34) offers of possible solution to this issue;
he call for the harmonization of financial and managerial accounting, converting
the dualist into a monist accounting system. Taking into account the Commercial
Code stipulations and, thus aiming the creditors‘ protection, the recording and
valuation procedures of international accounting regulation are based more on
theoretical concepts of business and may represent more realistic the economic
value of the firm.
Clearly, this work does not provide a complete analysis of the integrated model of
management control. Regarding the future research, we consider that behavioral
issues could be developed in an extensive research that may include a study
involving several organizations.
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Abstract
The decision making process regarding an investment is a complex, long process
usually translated into a series of budgetary calculations, costs and revenues
analysis, all based on projections of the investment project development.
Transposing this data in one or more sustainable scenarios involves collecting the
quantitative and qualitative information necessary within the majority of the
operational departments of a company (production, sales, financial and
management), so that the stages and funds afferent to the pursued objective can be
determined.
This work proposes a comparative presentation of two financing methods used on
the Romanian financial market – the loan and bonds issuance – a detailed analysis
of their characteristics and their translation into measurable elements that can be
considered components of a projected Business plan. In this respect the paper
includes an exercise of modeling the financing cost for each of the two financing
methods, under two different hypotheses. The first hypothesis is considering only
direct measurable financing costs while the second takes into accounts the indirect
measurable / hidden costs. Thus, the goal is to identify the replacement or
opportunity costs for those items with significant impact in the decision making
process, but that aren‟t immediately translated into figures, though of significant
importance for decision making process.
Keywords: cost, forecasts, financing, investment, loan, bond issuance.
JEL Classification: G32; M21; G17
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Introduction

From the multitude of potential financing sources, the selection decision has
always considered the two classic categories: internal and external. Although selffinancing (internal) is the most readily available source, it should be taken into
account that it`s not free of charge (Ion Stancu, 2007:909). ―Self-financing
(amortizations, provisions, reinvested profit, fixed assets transfers, etc.) is not free
of charge:
Amortization as gradual recovery of own and borrowed equity has a cost
equal to the weighted average cost of capital, net of income tax;
The reinvested profit remains a free source until the incorporation of
reserves into the share capital, when it will be accompanied by the remuneration
cost of equity;
The transfer of fixed assets is taxable at the level of the profit equal to
capital gains achieved over the unamortized accounting value.
As a result of tax savings from amortization and temporary gratuity of the
reinvested profit, self-financing has an opportunity cost lower than the weighted
average cost of the enterprise. Unfortunately, this cheap financing source is limited,
the enterprise being forced to resort to external, onerous capital sources‖.
The choice between the two types of financing is based on the capital cost, the
internal profitability rate, the interest rate and risk factors. If, for example, the
profitability rate of the equity invested (ROE) is significantly higher than the
interest rate, the self-financing proves to be a resource more ―expensive‖ than the
external financing. On the other hand, the facilities and disadvantages afferent to
external resources must be cautiously analyzed and a complete cost of indebtedness
must be prepared.
Through the afferent tax incentives (the deductibility of interest and bank fees), the
external financing creates an added market value for the indebted company,
because it records economies at level of income tax owed to the state (Ion Stancu).
Although it`s an obvious advantage, it is advisable to also take into account other
costs that aren‘t always immediately or easily quantifiable in financial terms. From
the analyzes carried out it was observed that usually, the cost of external financing
is composed not only of interest, bank fees and other financial items presented in
the loan agreement.
If the notion of ―complete cost of indebtedness‖ would be defined, it will include
classic cost items mentioned in the loan agreement (interest, fees, etc.), as well as
those costs more difficult to quantify as value or considered indirect costs.
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In concordance with the conception expressed by the authors, Bukley, Ross,
Westerfield & Jaffe (1998) this complete cost of financing could include the
following items:
a. The risk/cost of bankruptcy. Although the main advantage of indebtedness is
represented by tax incentives, the debt still represents a firm obligation of
reimbursing certain amounts at specific due dates, otherwise additional financial
obligations or even the transfer of ownership are to be applied. Examples of such
costs:
- The tariffs of attorneys at law or consultants in the liquidation/bankruptcy area;
- Administrative costs of liquidation or reorganization;
b. Agent costs related to the conflict of interest between the shareholders and
creditors;
c. The cost of the restrictions imposed by contractual terms, such as:
- Dividends` reduction;
- The closure of certain activity segments;
- The restructuring of the management or of the key staff.
In addition to these costs presented by the authors, based on the practical
experience concerning the credit facility agreements provisions and requirements
as concluded with Romanian entities, as well as in concordance with the
researches/studies undertaken, we have identified the following items that could be
added:
- The cost of technical consultants appointed by the creditor for approving the
stages of completion of the projects;
- The cost of auditors or controllers appointed by the creditor for certifying the
compliance with all contractual requirements;
- The cost of delays in using the loan due to the practical impossibility to fulfill a
part of the contractual terms (for example, the suspension of granting a tranche of
the loan, because one of the customers of the beneficiary company hasn‘t sent a
standard notification to the bank);
- Restrictions on the reimbursement of the existing loans to associates before
reimbursing the bank loan;
- The taking over by the bank, to a significant extent, of the decisional power.
The present paper is presenting detailed analyses of the complete cost of financing
presenting the particularities of the two financing methods available on the
Romanian financial market – credit facility and bonds issuance - as well as a
method of transposing this information in a financing cost model for each of them
evidencing the direct and indirect measurable costs.
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Particularities of the bank loans

In order to obtain a financing from credit institutions, a company has to go through
various stages of analysis and obtaining of information by both parties:
The identification of the investment objective;
Conducting the required feasibility studies;
The identification of potential risks of failure due to legal, technical,
commercial or financing barriers;
Obtaining permits and technical documentations required for the initiation
of works;
Preparing forecasts of the turnover and of the costs afferent to this goal;
The identification of possible guarantees and additional funds necessary to
sustain the external financing;
Obtaining financing offers from various financial institutions based on the
prepared Business plan.
For crediting transactions performed for significant amounts (for example, over
1.000.000), the drafted documentation provides in addition to the usual information
(granting fees, interest rate, payment schedules and reimbursement terms,
mortgages, etc.) a series of special clauses that are actually insurance conditions for
the bank institution regarding the recoverability of the funds advanced.
In the attempt to establish a complete cost of financing, these insurance clauses can
be assigned with opportunity costs or replacement costs determined in terms of the
beneficiary company:
Insurance mortgages on goods. In financial terms, the assessment of the
cost of this condition can be considered as the difference between the market value
and the liquidation value of that asset.
The transfer of commercial agreements. In this case it`s difficult to
estimate an opportunity cost, because it depends on the possibility to renegotiate
contractual clauses with customers;
The restrictive use of the funds collected from the customer, the clause
which translates into an opportunity cost equal to the interest rate obtainable for
bank deposits or even to the interest rate applicable for the credit if these
restrictions involve the contribution with additional funds from associates in order
to ensure the necessary operational cash flow. The limited use of the funds
collected from customer in order to support the operational cash flow is the bank
institution`s way of ensuring the recoverability of interest rates and principal
reimbursements.
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The request for additional cash guarantees in case the credited company
fails to pay the financial rates set forth in the agreement. Similarly, the opportunity
cost of these funds can be the interest rate on deposits or the interest rate on loans;
The undertaking by the bank of the role of main ―investor‖ and thus taking
over the management of the credited company. In this case, the opportunity cost is
analyzed depending on the opportunities wasted by the credited company in the
activity of renegotiating certain agreements, of making decisions of new
investments and it can be evaluated at the level of the rate of return for the lost
projects;
The restriction of full or partial distribution of profits as dividends, case in
which the cost can be estimated to be the cost of capital or the interest rate on
deposits;
The bankruptcy risk in case of inability to pay whose cost can be estimated
to be the cost of capital invested in the business up to that point and any additional
penalties.
Within financing costs there are items that can be directly determined based on the
contractual terms (interest rates, commissions, etc.), but there are costs, equally
important, that even if they aren‘t directly measurable, they can be estimated using
the opportunity/replacement cost or which would have been ―the cost of money‖
for those resources given up in order to develop a significant investment project.
Paul Halpern, J. Fred Weston and Eugene Brigham (1998) define the term of
―Cost of money‖ as being influenced mainly by four fundamental factors:
production opportunities, the time chosen for consumption, risk and inflation. The
capital circulating in a free economy is allocated according to a pricing system:
The interest rate is the price paid for the borrowed capital;
The shareholders of a company, the investors expect to be compensated
through dividends or capital gains;
An analysis of the directly determinable costs and of those estimated as stated
above is presented in this paper in a comparative manner, for the credit obtained
from the bank versus the costs of the issuance of bonds as alternative scenario for
obtaining the necessary financing.
3. Particularities of the issuance of bonds
A series of statistics, reports and information related to the capital market in
Romania and the instruments available for potential investors are presented on the
Romanian specialty sites.
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This information shows that most entities with access to the capital market through
bonds` issuance represent financial-banking institutions, municipalities or very
large companies that hold a significant share on the commercial or financial market
where they operate.
Financing through the capital market is an alternative to bank loans, less known
and used option in our country. This type of financing is achieved through public
issuances of shares and bonds sale. The mechanism can be presented in the
following steps:
- A company that needs money to develop the activity or to finance an
investment project sells shares and/or bonds;
- This sale is done through specialized companies on the capital market –
financial investments services companies (FISC). The buyers of shares
and/or bonds pay for their purchase and the money goes to the issuing
company, which uses it for investments and development. At their turn,
the buyers of shares and bonds receive various benefits from the
company: dividends for shares and interest rates for bonds.
Financing through the capital market is an alternative that could be taken into
account, given that the overwhelming majority of the Romanian companies are
forced to seek the primary financing source represented by banks, which requires
strict compliance with their regulations in order to obtain the necessary funds for
developing the business.
Unlike the bank loan that can be granted for relatively small amounts, the issuance
of bonds is a tool used to obtain significant funds. It`s the only way to record scale
economies compared with the classical method of financing.
The issuance of bonds is also seen as an alternative to the bank loan for large
companies listed on the stock exchange by Aswath Damodaran (2001). He says
that usually, more favorable conditions can be obtained for the issuance of bonds
due to the takeover of the risk by more investors and especially due to the specific
characteristics that allow their transformation into shares or to attach other features,
elements that cannot be discussed in the case of a bank loan.
For public issuances of securities (shares or bonds), the issuing company may
negotiate with investors the terms of this sale so that the transaction to be
successful. The negotiable terms of the issuance that can be transformed into
advantageous elements are:
Choosing the maturity;
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-

-

Establishing fixed interest payments initially, to be further updated later
depending on the financial indicators of the capital market, but also of
the issuing company;
The guaranteed character of the bonds;
Choices on the principal maturity.

The capital market offers the possibility to list dynamic companies on the
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE), the only trading market of securities in our
country. The listing on BSE also brings major benefits for companies:
Increased visibility among business partners and current and potential
customers;
Large scale advertising;
The possibility to estimate a ―market‖ value of the company, value that
can be much higher than the value in documents;
The increased confidence of the Romanian and foreign business
partners;
Attracting new partners;
Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the exchange of shares
between shareholders;
Attracting capital by issuing shares and bonds.
The public offer of bonds` sale is developed similarly to the one of shares` sale.
The same as for shares, bonds are issued through the public offer only through a
specialized intermediation companies called financial investments services
company (FISC).
No prospect/document of public offer of securities is made available to the public
before its approval by NSC.
The approval decision is without effect if the public offer of purchase/takeover or
the public offer of sale is not initiated within ten working days from the date of
approval by NSC of the offer document, namely of the offer prospect.
The mention ―Approval visa‖ applied on the public offer prospect or, as the case
may be, on the offer document has no guarantee value and doesn‘t represent
another form of assessment of NSC regarding the opportunity, advantages or
disadvantages, profits or risks that could arise from the transactions to be conclude
by accepting the public offer, object of the approval decision. The approval
decision certifies only the regularity of the offer prospect/document in terms of
legal requirements and of the norms adopted in its implementation, shall be written
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on the cover of the public offer prospect/document and will be included in any
other notification and advertising forms related to that public offer.
The FISC coordinates all operations related to financing through bonds:
The elaboration of the issuance prospect based on the parameters agreed
with the issuing company and based on the data received from it;
The relation with the capital market authorities;
The coordination of the operations of bonds` sale, drafting the offer
closing report;
Bonds` listing.
The company issuing bonds establishes the parameters of the issuance by
consulting the intermediation company and based on its own financing needs: the
total value of the bond credit, the nominal value and number of bonds, the interest
related to bonds, lifetime and payment frequency, the period of sale of bonds, their
type (convertible or non-convertible), guarantee method, listing on an organized
market. The intermediation company can advise the issuer regarding the
parameters of the previous bond issuances in our country, the demand for such
tools on the market, etc.
Based on these parameters and on the information received from the issuer, FISC
prepares an official document of presentation of the issuing company and of the
bonds on sale called issuing prospect. Among the items included in the bonds sale
prospect, we present the following:
The presentation of the companies and persons who participated in
drafting the prospect;
Information on the bonds for sale and the rights conferred by them
(number of bonds, nominal value, issue price, interest rate,
reimbursement, payments, type of bonds, guarantee method, listing, the
carry out of the offer, the destination of the attracted funds);
Information about the issuer (identification data, the nature of activity,
share capital, other issued bonds);
The activity of the issuer (operations, economic-financial operations,
headquarters, research and development, legal proceedings, employees,
investments, financing sources);
Accounting situations (financial reports, indicators); information on
management, future prospects, risk factors.
The prospect must be approved by the National Securities Commission (NSC) –
procedure conducted by FISC. As for shares, bonds cannot be put for sale before
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this procedure. According to the current regulations, guaranteeing the bonds is
recommended, especially for new issuances (with assets, financial risk policy, etc.).
The official advertising of the offer takes place after the approval – its presentation
in national newspapers and through other means. During the offer, bonds are
offered for sale at the distributors` headquarters – financial investments services
companies and banks with which the issuer has concluded distribution agreements.
The distribution to the public of the securities that are subject to the public offer is
made through an intermediary and/or a group of distribution. If the offer is issued
through the agency of more intermediaries, the agreements concluded between the
bidder, intermediary and the distribution group, if necessary, are submitted to NSC.
The intermediation method through which the public offer of sale is achieved, as
well as the possibility of an early closure is explicitly stated in the offer prospect.
The offer ends successfully if the following condition is fulfilled: the value of the
loan is of minimum the equivalent of EUR 100.000. After fulfilling the above
conditions, NSC approves the successful closure of the offer. If the above
mentioned conditions aren‘t fulfilled, the bonds are canceled and the amounts paid
are returned to investors.
After the successful closure of the offer, the bonds are registered with the
Securities Record Office (SRO) within NSC and they can be further listed on the
BSE. A company issuing bonds through public offer will have to fulfill a series of
reporting obligations to the capital market institutions and to the investors:
financial reports, events affecting the bondholders, payment of interests and
principal, etc. The company will have to comply with the potential additional
information criteria when listing on the Stock Exchange.
After issuing bonds, the company will regularly pay interest rates, as assumed in
the issuance prospect. At the loan maturity (or, in some cases, over time), the
nominal value of the purchased bonds will be reimbursed to investors.
Companies whose bonds are admitted to trading on a regulated market have the
following obligations:
To prepare the reports required by the NSC regulation;
The company must ensure equal treatment for all holders of bonds afferent
to the same loan, on all rights conferred by these;
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An issuer whose bonds are admitted for trading on a Romanian regulated
market and on one or more regulated markets within the member states is required
to provide the markets with equivalent information.
The company must provide all facilities and information necessary, in order to
allow the bondholders to exercise their rights, especially:
a) To publish notifications regarding the organization of shareholders` meetings,
payment of interest, the exercise any rights of conversion, exchange, subscription
or reimbursement of the loan;
b) To assign as payment agent a financial institution through which bondholders to
exercise their financial rights, except for the case where the issuer himself provides
these services.
The legislation applicable to public offers is Law 297/2004 on capital market, the
NSC Regulation no. 1/2006 and Regulation (EC) no. 809/2004.
The issuance of bonds apparently has the advantage of being a financing method more
flexible than the bank loan. Apparently, because a company that wants to resort to this
method must comply with the conditions specified by the NSC regulations, firstly in
order to move on to the preparation of the issuance prospect. In this case, the initial
costs for obtaining the credit are significant and may consist of:
The commission paid to NSC;
Intermediation commission;
Commission to the Stock Exchange for settling the transaction;
The cost of the insurance policy on the liquidity risk of the issuing
company;
Law firm fees;
Expenses for obtaining a rating;
Internal costs of processing, advertising and distribution of bonds.
The major risk of the issuance of bonds as financing method consists of the low
liquidity of the Romanian capital market that can be translated into the failure of
the issuance, namely the impossibility to attract the desired funds. In this case, the
opportunity cost is represented by the appealing to the classical credit from bank
institutions.
The structure of pre and post financing costs are apparently similar in the two
financing methods. Both involve costs with:
Auditing financial statement;
Legal and financial specialized consultancy;
Technical consultancy services;
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Unlike the loan agreement, the bond issuance prospect doesn‘t involve those
restrictive clauses that can be translated into significant costs for the credited
company. Instead, a disadvantage of the bonds issuance is that the funds from the
Romanian capital market can be obtained only in RON, unlike the credit version
that allows borrowing in different currencies.
4. The financing cost model under two assumptions: in case of credit facility
and in case of bond issuance
This case study aims to analyze the impact of the funding costs implied by the two
methods. The common assumptions used consist of:
The company expects an increase in turnover of 15% per year;
The required rate of return is of 12% per year;
50% of the profit is distributed as dividends;
Operational costs represent 70% of the turnover;
The borrowed amount is reimbursed in full, as one payment, at the end of
the term;
Hypotheses used for indirectly determinable costs:
The cost of the necessary guarantees is the interest rate on loan or deposits;
The cost of the non-used funds is the interest rate on loans or deposits;
The low liquidity on the bonds market may involve a cost similar to the
credit estimated as share of the credit value, in addition to the already paid cost of
the bonds issuance.
Based on this data, the forecast model used was the ―sales percentage method‖,
developed by Paul Halpern, J. Fred Weston and Eugene F. Brigham (1998).
The principles of the model proposed by the authors consist in identifying the items
in the balance sheet that vary depending on the turnover (all assets and short term
debts), determining the afferent percentages, predicting the turnover desired to
achieve in a certain period of time and determining the new amounts in the balance
depending on this last.
Since debts don‘t vary depending on the turnover, the projected balance sheet will
present a deficit to be financed either from own funds or from external funds. The
projected profit and loss account is prepared based on turnover, the share of
operational costs plus financing costs. At this point, with the profit and loss
account prepared, there can be established a final amount of the funds necessary for
financing the turnover growth.
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The model presented by authors is translated into equation as follows:
∆ FN = As / S x ∆S + Af / S x ∆S - Ls / S x ∆S – Mb (S1)
∆ FN = additional funds required;
S = sales figure;
As/S = short term assets that grow spontaneously with the increase in sales figure,
being expressed as percentage thereof; generally, all current assets fall into this
category.
Af/S = fixed assets that grow in leaps, such as the production capacity, and which
consequently can exist as capacity excess at any time, compared to the sales figure.
Ls/S = short term liabilities that increase spontaneously with the increase in sales,
being expressed as percentage thereof;
S1 = the total of the sales figure projected for the next year;
S0 = defines the sales figure for the previous year;
∆S = the difference between the two sales figures from consecutive years = S1 –
S1;
M = profit margin related to sales (profit rate);
b = rate of profit accumulation = 1 - % of the profit distributed to shareholders;
M*b*S1 = the amount to be retained from one year profits and used to finance the
sales growth.
The amounts used to estimate financial costs are based on average rates or
reference commissions, as practiced by banks, NSC or intermediaries, as they
appear in the information on the banks` sites, on NBR`s site, BSE`s site, as well as
the issuance prospects available on these sites.
For calculations, the following information was used related to the financing costs:
Bank loan scenario:
- Granting commission (arrangement fee) payable on first use: 1%;
- Interest rate applicable during the loan: 7.75%;
- Interest rate for deposit: 5%.
Issuance of bonds scenario:
- Distribution commission applicable to the subscribed nominal value: 0.75%;
- Bonds Fund administration commission applicable to the value of the fund`s net
assets, including the distribution commission: 1.50%;
- NSC commission for the settlement of transactions: 0.05%;
- Interest rate applicable during the loan: 10.75%;
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The cost of the insurance policy for the low liquidity risk, therefore the
inability to reimburse the principal and the outstanding installments; the insured
sum is the value of the principal loan and of the afferent interest rates. The
premium rate is calculated by applying the premium to the full value of the
principal: 1%.
This case study aimed to estimate the funds necessary to be attracted in both
scenarios (loan/bonds` issuance). Also, the amounts were calculated in the initial
version, taking into account only the impact of the directly measurable financial
costs and in the final version with the addition of the indirectly measurable factors,
through the opportunity/replacement cost.
Aswath Damodaran (2001) says that the opportunity cost for a resource is the
easiest to estimate when there is a current use of this resource and the lost cash
flows can be determined by including it in the project. Instead, it becomes
complicated when the resource has a future and not current possible use. A.
Damodaran presents few examples of such opportunity costs for resources that
already have a current use:
The resource could be rented, in which case the lost opportunity cost is the
income from rent that could have been obtained;
The resource could have been sold and the opportunity cost becomes the
selling price net of depreciation and the sales related taxes;
The transfer of a team from one department to be allocated to the project
involves replacement costs to be estimated;
If the involvement in a project requires the allocation of a resource that
attracts many types of costs (example: rent income and the sale price and personnel
costs), the higher cost will be chosen.
For the preparation of calculations in the second version, there was added to the
―sales percentage method‖ developed by Paul Halpern, J. Fred Weston and Eugene
F. Brigham the amount of the opportunity/replacement costs for the restrictive
clauses.
The mentioned example shows not only that the sales high levels must be financed,
but also that a greater increase in sales leads to the need for the company to resort
to the capital market for financing, while small increases in sales enable the
company to meet the financing needs using only the accumulated profits. In other
words, up to a certain level, the sales growth can be financed from internal
resources, but then the financing from external resources becomes necessary.
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Table 1: Financing costs, direct and indirect measurable, under the credit facility
and bonds issuance hypothesis
Bank loan

Issuance of bonds

Differences

The hypotheses expect:
Turnover increase by 15% per year, from EUR 2,000,000 to 3,500,000 in 5 years, with a demanded
profitability rate of 12% and a distribution of 50% of the profits as dividends.

Directly measurable
financial costs
Funds necessary to be
attracted in order to
finance growth

EUR 1,230,226 of which:
1,200,000
external sources (98%);
30,226
associates` funds (2%).
477,000 EUR

EUR 1,364,181 of which:
1,300,000
external sources (95%);
64,181
associates` funds (5%)
907,400 EUR

The share of financing
costs in the total loan

477,000 / 1,200,000 =
40%

907,400/1,300,000 = 70%

The share of financing
costs in the total
cumulated turnover

477,000 / 13,484,762 =
3.5%

907,400 / 13,484,762 = 7%

EUR 1,367,566 of which:
1,300,000
external sources (95%);
67,566
associates` funds (5%).
885,500 EUR

EUR 1,584,307 of which:
1,500,000
external sources (95%);
84,307
associates` funds (5%)
1,049,700 EUR

The share of financing
costs in the total loan

885,500 / 1,300,000 =
68%

1,049,700/1,500,000 = 70%

The share of financing
costs in the total
cumulated turnover

885,500 / 13,484,762 =
6.6%

1,049,700/13,484,762 =
7.8%

The amount of financing
costs, cumulated at the
end of the 5 years

Indirectly measurable
financial costs
Funds necessary to be
attracted for financing
growth

The amount of financing
costs cumulated at the
end of the 5 years, direct
and indirect.

The issuance of
bonds involves
additional external
funds of EUR
100,000.
The issuance of
bonds involves
additional financial
costs of EUR
264,650.
It is observed an
increase by 30
percentages of the
financing cost.
As share in the
turnover, financing
costs for the issuance
of bonds are
increased by 3.5%.

The issuance of
bonds requires
additional external
funds of EUR
200,000
The issuance of
bonds involves
additional financial
costs of EUR
164,200.
There is observed an
increase by 2% of the
financing cost.
As share in the
turnover, financing
costs for the issuance
of bonds are
increased by 1.2%.
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By introducing indirectly measurable financing costs, whose equivalent could be
identified, it is observed the increase in funds necessary to be borrowed or at least
considered as reserve funds available for the company. Although the share of
financing costs in the total of the external funds remains at the same level in both
cases (direct costs and indirect costs), the share in the turnover is changed as they
grow.
The calculations and models presented above can be considered as an incipient
model regarding the financing costs for developing a company or a project with
significant impact. The model can provide guidance regarding:
The estimated level of sales intended to be achieved;
The internal and external financing sources available;
The level of cash reserves available for the company for covering any
indirectly measurable financial costs;
The determination of the full global cost of indebtedness versus return rate;
The impact on the level of distributed dividends.
The analysis of the best financing choice presented above is similar to the analysis
performed for the cost-volume-profit relation (breakeven point) of management
accounting. The CVP is one of the most powerful tools available for managers.
CVP examines the behavior of total revenues, total costs and operational income
depending on the changes in production volume, selling price, variable or fixed
costs.
In order to prepare the forecasting balance sheet and to determine the necessary
financing, in the sales percentage method developed by Paul Halpern, J. Fred
Weston and Eugene F. Brigham, all items in the balance sheet are analyzed to
determine their dependence on the sales` level.
5. Conclusions:
Assessing the best method for financing a business it should consider also the
impact of the accounting and tax treatment as this will be transposed in financial
terms in the end.
From accounting and tax point of view, the two methods of financing – loans and
issuance of bonds – have a different impact due to the currency in which they are
provided:
Loans can be offered in various currencies and thus will generate
exchange rate differences. They can result in deductible tax loss (there
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were considered bank loans), thus generating tax savings or taxable
fiscal profit, which involves a cost for the company.
The issuance of bonds performed on the Romanian market can be made
only in RON and hence doesn‘t involve exchange rate difference risks.
However, in financial terms, this aspect can turn into insufficiency of
funds when most payments are payable in foreign currency.

Considering the financial perspective, under the bank loan scenario direct financing
cost reaches 40% while in the bonds issue scenario these amount to 70% of the
borrowed amount. However, when considering the complete cost of financing,
including indirect costs, it can be observed that the percentages are quite similar:
68% for the bank loan and 70% for the bonds issue. When establishing the mark up
to be applied on sales, the management should consider, among other information,
the share of the financing costs from turnover. In our model, these percentages are:
6.6% for the bank loans and 7.8% in case of bonds issue.
The calculations have shown that financing through issuance of bonds involves
financing costs higher than the loan financing, although in the latter case there is a
large number of limitative clauses and restrictions. This is owed especially to the
lack of liquidity of the Romanian capital market, which means that at this point
there are no real alternatives to loan financing.
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Annex 1
Effective Profit & loss account 2011 and balance sheet forecasted until 2015
Bank loan scenario - directly measurable financial costs

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

P&L
Annual growth rate

15%

Turnover

2,000,000.00

2,300,000.00 2,645,000.00 3,041,750.00

3,498,012.50

Operational costs

-1,400,000.00

-1,610,000.00 -1,851,500.00 -2,129,225.00

-2,448,608.75

Financial costs relative to the loan am.
1,200,000.00
Financial costs directly measurable
- Granting commission 1%
- interest rate 7.75%
- other financial costs

-12,000.00
-93,000.00

-93,000.00

-93,000.00

-93,000.00

-93,000.00

Net income before taxation

495,000.00

597,000.00

700,500.00

819,525.00

956,403.75

Tax 16%

-79,200.00

-95,520.00

-112,080.00

-131,124.00

-153,024.60

Net income after taxation

415,800.00

501,480.00

588,420.00

688,401.00

803,379.15

50% dividends of the net profit

-207,900.00

-250,740.00

-294,210.00

-344,200.50

-401,689.58

Accumulated plus profit

207,900.00 Suma ce se duce
250,740.00
in BS

294,210.00

344,200.50

401,689.58

26%

27%

27%

Indirectly measureable financial costs

Requested return rate
Achieved return rate
Cumulated turnover
Cumulated direct costs
Share of direct costs in the turnover
Additional costs compared to the
issuance of bonds scenario
Direct costs share in the value of the
loan

12%
25%
13,484,762.50
477,000.00
3.5%
-430,400.00
40%

26%
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Annex 2
Effective Profit & loss account 2011 and balance sheet forecasted until 2015
Issuance of bonds scenario - directly measurable financial costs

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

P&L
Annual growth rate
Turnover
Operational costs

15%
2,000,000.00

2,300,000.00

-1,400,000.00

2,645,000.00 3,041,750.00 3,498,012.50

-1,610,000.00 -1,851,500.00 -2,129,225.00 -2,448,608.75

Financial costs relative to the issuance of bonds
1,300,000.00
Directly measurable financial costs
- Distribution commission applicable
to the subscribed nominal value:
0.75%;
- NSC commission for the settlement
of transactions 0.05%
- Commission for the administration
of the bonds fund 1.5%
- The insurance cost for low liquidity
1%
- Interest rate 10.75%
- Custody commission 0.03%

-9,750.00
-650.00

-650.00

-650.00

-650.00

-650.00

-650.00

-19,500.00 -19,500.00

-19,500.00

-19,500.00

-19,500.00

-19,500.00

-13,000.00 -13,000.00
-139,750.00
-390.00
-390.00

-13,000.00
-139,750.00
-390.00

-13,000.00
-139,750.00
-390.00

-13,000.00
-139,750.00
-390.00

-13,000.00
-139,750.00
-390.00

Indirectly measurable financial costs
- liquidity risk - the subscription fails,
so it is resorted to the version of
obtaining a loan with the aferent
direct costs: 40% for loan
Net income before taxation

416,960.00

516,710.00

620,210.00

739,235.00

876,113.75

Tax 16%

-66,713.60

-82,673.60

-99,233.60

-118,277.60

-140,178.20

Net income after taxation

350,246.40

434,036.40

520,976.40

620,957.40

735,935.55

-175,123.20

-217,018.20

-260,488.20

-310,478.70

-367,967.78

175,123.20 Suma ce se duce
217,018.20
in BS

260,488.20

310,478.70

367,967.78

23%

24%

25%

50% dividends of the net profit
Accumulated plus profit
Requested return rate
Achieved return rate

12%
21%

Cumulated turnover
13,484,762.50
Cumulated direct costs
907,400.00
Share of direct costs in the turnover
7%
Additional costs compared to the
loan scenario
430,400.00
Direct costs share in the value of the
loan
70%

22%
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Annex 3
Effective Profit & loss account 2011 and balance sheet forecasted until 2015
Bank loan scenario - directly and indirectly measurable financial costs

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

P&L
Annual growth rate
Turnover
Operational costs

15%
2,000,000.00
-1,400,000.00

2,300,000.00

2,645,000.00 3,041,750.00 3,498,012.50

-1,610,000.00 -1,851,500.00 -2,129,225.00 -2,448,608.75

Financial costs relative to the loan amount
1,300,000.00
Direclty measurable financial costs
- Granting commission 1%
- interest rate 7.75%
- other financial costs

-13,000.00
-100,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

Constituting mortgages or guarantees
in cash for aprox. 75% of the loan
value - opportunity cost is
represented by the interest rate in
deposits

-48,750.00

-48,750.00

-48,750.00

-48,750.00

-48,750.00

The risk of bank ruptcy - tak eover of
the business in case of payment
incapacity - the opportunity cost is
the interest rate applicable to the
capitals invested by shareholders

-25,000.00

-25,000.00

-25,000.00

-25,000.00

-25,000.00

Net income before taxation

412,500.00

515,500.00

619,000.00

738,025.00

874,903.75

Tax 16%

-66,000.00

-82,480.00

-99,040.00

-118,084.00

-139,984.60

Net income after taxation

346,500.00

433,020.00

519,960.00

619,941.00

734,919.15

-173,250.00

-216,510.00

-259,980.00

-309,970.50

-367,459.58

173,250.00 Suma ce se duce
216,510.00
in BS

259,980.00

309,970.50

367,459.58

23%

24%

25%

Indirectly measurable financial costs

50% dividends of the net profit
Accumulated plus profit
Requested return rate
Achieved return rate
Cumulated turnover
Cumulated direct costs
Share of direct costs in the turnover
Additional costs compared to the
issuance of bonds scenario
Direct costs share in the value of the
loan

12%
21%
13,484,762.50
885,500.00
6.6%
-164,200.00
68%

22%
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Annex 4
Effective Profit & loss account 2011 and balance sheet forecasted until 2015
Issuance of bonds scenario - directly and indirectly measurable financial costs

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

P&L
Annual growth rate
Turnover
Operational costs

15%
2,000,000.00

2,300,000.00

-1,400,000.00

2,645,000.00 3,041,750.00 3,498,012.50

-1,610,000.00 -1,851,500.00 -2,129,225.00 -2,448,608.75

Financial costs related to the value of the issuance of bonds
1,500,000.00
Directly measurable financial costs
- Distribution commission applicable to
the subscribed nominal value: 0.75%;
- NSC commission for the settlement of
transactions 0.05%
- Commission for the administration of the
bonds fund 1.5%
- The insurance cost for low liquidity 1%
- Interest rate 10.75%
- Custody commission 0.03%

-11,250.00
-750.00

-750.00

-750.00

-750.00

-750.00

-750.00

-22,500.00 -22,500.00
-15,000.00 -15,000.00
-161,250.00
-450.00
-450.00

-22,500.00
-15,000.00
-161,250.00
-450.00

-22,500.00
-15,000.00
-161,250.00
-450.00

-22,500.00
-15,000.00
-161,250.00
-450.00

-22,500.00
-15,000.00
-161,250.00
-450.00

-113,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

-100,750.00

Net income before taxation

275,050.00

389,300.00

492,800.00

611,825.00

748,703.75

Tax 16%

-44,008.00

-62,288.00

-78,848.00

-97,892.00

-119,792.60

Net income after taxation

231,042.00

327,012.00

413,952.00

513,933.00

628,911.15

-115,521.00

-163,506.00

-206,976.00

-256,966.50

-314,455.58

115,521.00 Suma ce se duce
163,506.00
in BS

206,976.00

256,966.50

314,455.58

19%

20%

21%

Indirectly measurable financial costs
- liquidity risk - the subscription fails, so it
is resorted to the version of obtaining a
loan with the aferent costs: 40% for loan

50% dividends of the net profit
Accumulated plus profit
Requested return rate
Achieved return rate

12%
14%

Cumulated turnover
Cumulated direct and indirect costs
Share of direct and indirect costs in the T
Additional costs compared to the loan
scenario

13,484,762.50
1,049,700.00
7.8%

Direct costs share in the value of the loan

70%

164,200.00

17%
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN ROMANIAN
SME's (A MODEL)
Dorin COSMA
West University of Timişoara, Romania
Doina Camelia AMZA
West University of Timişoara, Romania
Emilia Suzana SCHNEIDER
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Abstract:
The interest in Corporate Governance, whose name itself reflects the spirit of
organizing and promoting economic and financial performance, has become the
realm of feverish theoretical and practical searches meant to identify the keys to
the future for the entities operating in an increasingly complex and globalized
environment.
The case study has been performed by analysing 35 companies in Western
Romania and aims to design a model that can be applied to small and mediumsized enterprises in Romania.
Keywords: corporate governance, governance model, global or world governance,
local or regional governance.
JEL Classification:G34
1. Introduction
The interest in Corporate Governance, whose name itself reflects the spirit of
organizing and promoting economic and financial performance, has become the
realm of feverish theoretical and practical searches meant to identify the keys to the
future for the entities operating in an increasingly complex and globalized
environment.
For that reason, the very concept of corporate governance is considered to be as
controversial and sometimes contradictory a notion as it is difficult to define and
generalize, even though it does acquire a common meaning expressed by the
phrase "to govern well", meaning "to lead well". There are sufficient and valuable
models for this bold endeavour, sometimes even specific to highly civilized
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countries or to countries or entities on their way to achieving full recognition, but
all these models can be improved and illustrate the road and continuous evolution
towards progress. The natural development of the entities has not led, at least until
now, to a universal model, even though such illusions are constantly reborn, but
rather to a system of corporate governance.
The term refers to issues connected with:
- a decentralized approach;
- decision-making mechanisms;
- ways of piloting and regulating;
- partnership systems;
- the ethical and institutional framework of occurrence;
- forms of supervision and control;
- ways of evaluating performance;
- promoting accounting information and services;
- investor relations policies.
2. A Brief history
Long absent from the managerial landscape, the term "governance" replaced that of
government and became established as "corporate governance" (gouvernance
d'entreprise) for the private sector, where it used to designate a model of company
management based on a link between the power of shareholders and the
management, which raised the issue of the categories of actors involved in
enterprise decision-making and of the way they interact. A decisive step is marked
by the approach from the trilateral commission report (1975), which, under the
name Governability of Democracies, incorporates the term of governance,
replacing that of governability.
Actually, enterprise management borrows the idea of governance from the
political-administrative thinking, in 3 stages:
a). The liberal revolution of the 80's, which highlights the role of the state in
Anglo-Saxon countries based of a functional logic of New Public Management.
The logic is that of a minimalistic vision of the state, which leads to a
decentralization regarding the actors of functions and activities viewed as nonstrategic.
b). The second stage, after 1990, where the state is seen as having a regulatory role,
contrary to the previous viewpoint. The state goes through an internal crisis not
only in terms of functions and structure, but especially in terms of its capacity to
establish its legitimacy and design appropriate public policies. Some detractors of
good governance certainly see in this stage a disengagement of the providence-
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state and even a theory of state dissolution. This leads to a different relation
between government and governance and therefore a separation between the
decisional power of the state and the participatory democracy.
c). The current stage: Governance provides the link (interaction) between the
political body and the society, between the public and private actors. Good
governance aims to increase the effectiveness of public action and to bring the
public good closer to the general interest.
There is also another approach:
1. A public governance system, in which we can distinguish:
a) the UN system (regarding governance at world level)
b) the World Bank approach
c) the EU approach
d) the regional approach (the case of France 2007 – the Grenelle de
l'Environnement system)
2. A private governance system:
a) corporate governance
b) strategic governance
c) family governance
d) internet governance
e) university governance
f) information system governance
We therefore note that the first aim of governance is that we should learn to live
together and administer our common home (the planet) peacefully, to ensure the
conditions for survival, peace, flourishing, and balance between humanity and the
biosphere (Pierre Calame).
In order to manage the corporate governance application mechanisms as precisely
as possible, let us review some of the interpretations and theories at its foundation.
Thus, corporate governance is the system by which a company is led and
controlled. According to other interpretations:

Corporate governance covers the means by which a company's financial
resource providers make sure they will receive the benefits they expect out of this
investment. ["The Journal of Finance", Shleifer and Vishny, 1997, pag. 737]

Corporate governance can be defined as the set of a company's relations
with its shareholders and, to a broader extent, with the society as a whole.
[Financial Times, 1997]

Corporate governance defines the distribution of rights and
responsibilities among the various categories of people involved in the company,
such as: the board of directors, the managers, the shareholders, and other
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categories, and establishes the rules and procedures for making decisions regarding
a company's activity. [OECD April 1999, in Cadbury Cod, 1992, page 15]

Corporate governance is a set of rules by which companies are led and
controlled, it is the result of norms, traditions, and behavioural models developed
by each legal system. [Preda Report, Italia, 1999]

Corporate governance refers to promoting fairness, transparency, and
responsibility at company level. [J. Wolfensohn, President of the World Bank,
quoted in a Financial Times article, 21 June, 1999].

Corporate governance is the branch of economics studying the way in
which companies can become more efficient by using an institutional structure
such as articles of incorporation, organizational charts, and the legal framework. In
most cases, this branch is limited to studies regarding the way in which
shareholders can assure and motivate company managers so as to receive the
benefits they expect from their investments (www.encycogov.com,
Mathiesen, 2002).
The theoretical sources of corporate governance are supported by:
1. The Agency Theory;
2. The Stewardship Theory;
3. The Stakeholder Theory;
4. The company policy;
5. Theorie de la régulation (regulation theory);
6. Theory of public choice;
7. The theory of interested parties;
8. The transaction cost theory;
9. The entity theory.
Seeing this route, we fully agree that "good governance is the safest road to ending
poverty and supporting development" (Kofi Annan).
3. Market vs. Governance
We would like to point out that two main types of governance are distinguished:
1. Corporate (enterprise) governance for the private sector and
2. Political and administrative governance for the political and administrative field,
which, in its turn, is either global or world governance or local or regional
governance.
Synthetically, the interrelations among these types of governance are:
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Figure 1 Corporate governance

GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE
(ENTERPRISE)

POLITICAL
AND
ADMINISTRATIVE

WORLD

PRIVATE SECTOR

REGIONAL

PUBLIC SECTOR

Source: made by the author

Having an ideological resonance, the term of governance suggests the proliferation,
to various extents, of many conceptual interrelated conceptual categories:
- functional governance;
- political governance;
- public governance;
- private governance;
- local governance;
- urban governance;
- territorial governance;
- European governance;
- UN governance;
- corporate governance;
- strategic governance;
- university governance;
- information technology governance;
- Internet governance;
- the governance of good governance
which places it on the coordinates of human values closely linked with the idea of
government (hence an institutional framework), management, transparency,
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performance, partnership, democratization, etc., but also with the intrinsic
aspirations of the economic and social environment: access to information, fighting
corruption, accountability, better resource management, improved professional
culture, environment protection, sustainable development, and other values and
categories of social life.
Therefore, "governance is associated to the public sphere, while the market is
viewed as a feature of the private sphere. The association is never perfect, as both
market and governance stretch into both spheres, so that, in the private sector, we
speak of corporate governance, while in the public sector we speak of improving
the initial common market-specific mechanisms" (idea taken from Public
Management in Romania – Mihai Păunescu, p. 32).
4. A corporate governance model of small and medium-sized enterprises in
Romania
Although corporate governance begins with Berle and Means (1932), the debates
concerning the object of corporate governance have intensified, as stated earlier,
since the 1990's, first in the Anglo-Saxon countries, then in the rest of continental
Europe, and later extended worldwide in the context of globalization.
There are generally two main lines of discussion, namely regarding the managers'
power and its limits. Corporate governance is the managerial structure with
economic, political, social, financial, and accounting elements, all influenced by
the typology of companies and the development perspectives. Although systems
differ from one country to another, criteria were identified that later led to the
crystallization of some models to be validated through empirical research. Our
proposition is based on an insider-outsider classification (a model suggested by
Julian Franks and Colin Mayer, 1998, and Helen Short, 1998), according to Alin
Ionescu (Corporate Governance in Developed Economies, p. 9).
We are actually dealing with two perspectives, two limit-systems, because, in
practice, corporate governance works by intermediate models. The literature
distinguishes among the following models of corporate governance:
a. American: based on the domination of the independent person and the individual
shareholders that are not linked to the corporation by way of business, whence the
term outsiders, where the social capital is dissipated among shareholders and where
dividends remunerate their interest, shareholders are dynamic, willing to move away
from "stiff" forms of activity into new directions likely to bring immediate profits.
The consequence is a dynamic, risky investment policy.
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b. German: what stands out is the common interest of the majority shareholders,
engaged in leading and controlling enterprises (insiders), a tighter concentration of
the capital in their hands, a long-term strategy, and thus the need for financial and
economic stability and for constantly optimizing certain fields of activity.
c. Japanese: the domination of holdings, with the active involvement of the state in
the act of strategic planning.
The prevalent elements encountered in Romania are those of the American and
German models. They can be found especially in the Companies Law 31/1990,
with its amendments and additions, especially with the additions (actually the
harmonizations of the new Civil Code and the new Civil Procedure Code (February
1, 2013)). In order to apply an ideal model of corporate governance in the case of
small and medium-sized enterprises, we will need to take into account their
particular (specific) features, which can be synthesized as follows:
1. broad diversity (see their distribution anywhere in the world or even in the Timiş
county, chosen for our empirical research, where the ratio of large to small and
medium-sized enterprises is 1 to 700);
2. a strongly personalized leadership (government) style, which determines the
advantage of increased independence from other entity categories;
3. low or modest specialization of the management team, a close relationship of the
management with the rest of the enterprise, the absence of power relations in the
negotiation act;
4. many uncertainties in terms of innovation and development as a whole;
5. mainly quantitative managerial approaches (based on indicators such as:
turnover, number of employees), without regard for qualitative aspects. Hence the
different classifications concerning the qualification of small and medium-sized
enterprises from a regulatory perspective.
A. The EU definition of small and medium-sized enterprises
E.g., the one in 1992 of the European Commission, which differentiated among:
very small enterprises
0-9 employees
small enterprises

10-99 employees

medium-sized enterprises

100-499 employees

The definition was later changed as follows:
"The category of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is made up of
enterprises which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual
turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million, and/or an annual balance sheet total not
exceeding EUR 43 million" (excerpt from Article 2 of the Annex to
Recommendation 361/2003/EC).
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Category
mediumsized
small
micro

Employees Turnover

or

Total assets

< 250

≤ € 50 m

≤ € 43 m

< 50
< 10

≤ € 10 m
≤€2m

≤ € 10 m
≤€2m

B. The Romanian definition of SME's (Law 364/2004, with the subsequent
amendments and additions, art. 3 and 4)
Small and medium-sized enterprises are those enterprises which meet all the
following conditions:
a) their average annual number of employees is below 250;
b) they have a net annual turnover of up to 50 million euros (calculated in lei), or
hold shares whose total value does not exceed the equivalent in lei of 43 million
euros, according to the latest approved financial report. The total assets refer to
fixed assets plus floating assets, plus advance costs.
Depending on their average annual number of employees and their net annual
turnover, small and medium-sized enterprises are classified into the following
categories:
a) microenterprises – with up to 9 employees and a net annual turnover or total
assets of up to 2 million euros, calculated in lei;
b) small enterprises – with 10 to 49 employees and a net annual turnover or total
assets of up to 10 million euros, calculated in lei;
c) medium-sized enterprises – with 50 to 249 employees and a net annual
turnover of up to 50 million euros, calculated in lei, or with total assets not
exceeding the equivalent in lei of 43 million euros.
1. Romanian SME's – key indicators

Micro
Small
Mediumsized
SME's
Large
Total

Number of enterprises
Romania
EU27
Number
%
%
464,659
88.5
92.1
49,173
9.4
6.6
9,669
1.8
1.1

Employment
Romania
Number
1,075,822
961,952
964,607

%
24.4
21.8
21.9

EU27
%
29.8
20.4
16.8

523,501
1,741
525,242

3,002,381
1,403,223
4,405,604

68.1
31.9
100.0

66.9
33.1
100.0

99.7
0.3
100.0

99.8
0.2
100.0

Value added
Romania
Billion €
7
8
10

%
12.7
14.8
18.2

EU27
%
21.6
18.9
17.9

26
31
57

45.7
54.3
100.0

58.4
41.6
100.0

The figures in the able are forecasts for 2010, based on statistics from 2002-2007
taken from the enterprise structural statistics database (Eurostat). The forecasts
were provided by Cambridge Econometrics. The data refers to the "business
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sector", which includes industry, constructions, trade, and services (NACE Rev.
1.1, sections C-I, K). The data does not include enterprises operating in the fields
of agriculture, forestry, fisheries or enterprises providing – largely – noncommercial services, such as education and healthcare. Eurostat's statistical data
have the advantage of being harmonized and comparable among different
countries. Their disadvantage resides in the fact that, for certain countries, these
data are different from the ones published by the national authorities.
Let us focus on the situation in Romania. Such an approach takes into account the
evolution of the current Romanian regulations regarding the situation of small and
medium-sized enterprises (especially laws no 346/2004 and 359/2004, with their
subsequent amendments and additions) and especially the evolution of those in
Timiş County, where we have the following figures (July 2012):
Total number of enterprises – 52,507, of which :
small - 50487
medium-sized - 1945
large - 75
Our arguments regarding the need to apply corporate governance in SME's are
supported by statistical realities such as:

over 99% of European business is carried out in the 23 million small and
medium-sized enterprises.

SME's provide 2 out of 3 jobs in the private sector, contributing to more
than half of the total value added in EU business, representing the true "backbone"
in the European economy and thus accounting for most of the economic growth
and social welfare, hence playing a key part in terms of innovation, research, and
development.

According to the latest European statistics, 85% of new jobs between 2002
and 2010 in the EU were created in small and medium-sized enterprises. During
this period, the net employment figure rose by an average of 1,1 million jobs per
year. (16/01/2012 - Study on the SMEs' impact on the EU labour market).

The SBA Small Business Act communication (SBA is the main EU
political initiative in support of small and medium-sized enterprises – SME's). The
purpose of these communications, which are updated each year, is to facilitate the
understanding of recent trends and public policy measures for SME's. In the case of
Romania, they show that:
- The Romanian SME sector has managed, between 2008-2010, to maintain their
workforce, while large enterprises were forced to lay off about 6% of their
employees.
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- Romania's performance was below or equal to the EU average for most SBA
principles, but six of these fields show progress over time.
- In 2010/2011, Romania adopted measures of public policies in seven of the ten
SBA fields, focusing mainly on promoting the enterprising spirit and facilitating
access to funding.
- The Romanian SME sector was forecasted to return to the pre-crisis levels by the
end of 2011.
Our analysis took into account the typology of Romanian companies (according to
companies' law 31/1990):
a) general partnerships;
b) limited partnerships;
c) joint stock companies;
d) partnerships limited by shares;
e) limited liability companies.
Case study: A View of Corporate Governance in Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises
Currently, the government typology is chosen, in most cases, by the leader.
We have identified the following specific features of governance in small and
medium-sized enterprises:
1. the legal form of the company;
2. the legal nature of the main shareholder;
3. the duties of the board of directors;
4. the specialization of the management team.
The working method
a)
Studying the existing normative framework.
The OECD principles concern:
ensuring a transparent framework in accordance with the legislation in
effect;
clearly specifying the shareholders' rights (corporate governance
ultimately has to defend the shareholders' rights);
information transparency;
stabilizing the role of the board of directors so that it can take into account
the interests of the different groups of shareholders.
The OECD principles are one of the pillars of the legal development of the
international framework concerning corporate governance.
The advanced programme for regulating accounting and audit promoted by
the World Bank supports its own point of view regarding corporate governance,
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arguing that its purpose is to bring the interests of individuals, corporations, and the
society as close together as possible. These principles have been transposed in the
Romanian legislation.
The legal framework for SME corporate governance in Romania is mainly
created by CECCAR, a full member of IFAC and the creator of professional
standards appropriate for the implementation of corporate governance in small and
medium-sized enterprises. We believe that a special contribution in meeting this
aim is brought by Government Ordinance 65/1994 regarding the organization of
the accounting audit and chartered accountants' activity, approved by Law n o
42/1995, as amended, of which we would like to mention especially Art. 6, listing
the activities connected with corporate governance in a legal phrasing which can
easily be personalized through internal regulations. Here are the duties and
competences of the chartered accountant, as phrased by the law:
- maintains or supervises the accounting records and draws up or checks and signs
the financial statements;
- provides assistance regarding the organization and maintenance of the accounting
records;
- performs economic-financial analyses and asset evaluations;
- performs accounting audits requested by the legal bodies or by natural or legal
persons according to the law;
- performs other activities connected with finance, accounting, administrative
organization and information organization;
- carries out, according to the legal provisions, the duties of the auditing position in
companies;
- provides the specialized assistance needed for setting up and reorganizing
companies;
- provides professional services involving accounting knowledge to natural and
legal persons.
b) The empirical part
The study took into account 35 enterprises that filled in a questionnaire of 20
questions. 200 enterprises were approached, which means the response rate was
17,5% (efforts are currently being made to expand the study to 500 SME's). The
profile of the companies in the sample was: industry 50%, services 32%, of which
tourism 10%, other 18%.
The questions concerned the following categories of topics:
1.
the actual management (government) method;
2.
the financial and accounting strategy applied;
3.
the impact on the minority shareholder;
4.
the financial marketing policies;
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5.

the chartered accountant's relation to the board of directors from
the managerial point of view.

identified
1. Short-term increase of the shareholders' wealth
2. Attempts to control the management in order to avoid discretionary attitudes
3. Duties to report in an informal (financial and accounting) framework on the
companies' operation and evolution
4. Greater stress placed on internal regulations regarding managerial liability and
staff discipline
5. Regulation of the integrity and equality relations among employees
6. More transparency concerning decision-making and for the investors
7. A closer preoccupation with the good governance culture (including on some
concrete working instruments)
Therefore, in working out the SME corporate governance model, it is useful to
include minimal elements regarding:
1.
proof of the competence of the board of directors;
2.
ensuring the system of internal control of accounts management;
3.
regular adaptation of the leadership structure;
4.
the creation of a code of ethics;
5.
the introduction of controlling (management control)
All these aims can be met for certain only by including a key character, namely the
chartered accountant, in building and capitalizing on the corporate governance of
SME's, where this character thus represents a creator of value.
Conclusions:
As we have shown, these are the expression of the answers received from three
categories of people: administrators, chartered accountants, main shareholders.
There was the opinion that general guidelines with a limited application need to be
created, which should involve the following answers to the issues under
investigation:
1. Bringing into the board of directors people with skills in financial
decisions and the main activity of the company, as well as a chartered accountant
authorized to decide on the accounting records and the financial strategy. We
should point out the need to set up integrated controlling procedures within the
companies for the main issues representing prioritized risks.
2. Establishing the control methodology regarding accounting records and
their reporting, with a difference concerning the members of the board of directors
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involved in strategic financial decisions. This activity is to be performed by one or
several representatives of the internal administration through the method of fair
task resizing.
3. This is done by dividing the members of the board of directors into two
categories: those with decision duties and those with control duties (the latter
category with fewer members, having particularly a right of control over the
functional system of the enterprise).
4. The ethical code concerns the adaptation of the ethical and deontological
norms promoted by CECCAR to the specific situation of the enterprise, and the
proof of knowledge and adoption shall be made by annually testing the whole staff.
5. Determining the job description for all the staff of the entity, updated at
the beginning of each financial-accounting year, implementing the control,
supervision, and reporting procedures, as well as testing the involvement and
enterprise culture for the whole staff; creating, within the same framework, the
individual professional training programme.
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Abstract
The current research brings new insights upon the CSR concept and best practice
evolved from it. After performing a trespassing through the most relevant and
recent studies from international literature in the field of corporate reporting and
social responsibility, we conduct an analysis on corporate social responsibility
practices that organizations disclose. The study could become a starting point for
future research debates on enhancing corporate social responsibility. The paper
also enrolls in presenting the advantages of developing CSR practices for the
sample companies. The seven organizations from the sample were chosen on behalf
of their best practice reputation, being role models for other corporations willing
to adopt CSR. Therefore, the current study is meant to contribute to an increase of
the number of companies that apply corporate social responsibility accounting on
a voluntary basis. The main purpose of this research is to set the coordinates of
CSR practices and ultimately to perform an investigation of the extent of
corporations‟ practice, determining both drivers and benefits for social responsible
behavior. Employing the content analysis, we present a case study of seven
corporations that illustrate best practice of corporate social responsibility. In
addition, we gathered all the relevant CSR information disclosed by our sample
companies in annual reports, CSR reports, sustainability reports, or on their
websites. The importance of the current study lies in presenting the opportunities
and implications of a corporate responsible behavior in correlation with prior
examinations performed by academics and scholars.
Key words: corporate social responsibility, best practice, CSR determinants and
benefits, disclosure analysis.
JEL Classification: M14, F23.
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1. Introduction
Without engaging in a broader definition, we can connect the CSR concept to the
organization efforts for achieving sustainable results by employing best practice
and standards. The affiliated CSR practices and policies are always discussed
within the context of the corporation, the society and the environment.
Nowadays, the competitive advantage should not be seen any more as a matter of
price, quality or service competition, but a mixture of efficiency, service value and
societal benefit. Thus, the corporations have to understand the supplemental
advantages, of economic, environmental, and social nature, that encompass
stakeholder engagement. In addition, through initiatives such as community
support, better trademark identity, reduced costs for eliminating wastes or
improved working conditions, companies can become better off in the eyes of their
stakeholders.
In view of the 21st century challenges of globalization, climate change, resource
scarcity, poverty, inequality, organizations become more interested in fulfilling the
needs and expectations of customers, investors, governments, employees, and other
stakeholders and they employ a corporate social responsible behavior. Operating in
a competitive business environment, corporations have come to the understanding
that a good reputation is preceded by best CSR practice.
Corporate social responsibility contributes to the company progress and long-term
development, leading to sustainable results. Thereof, represents an essential part of
the companies‘ primary operations and strengths reputation and stakeholders‘ trust.
2. Background on CSR
Benabou & Tirole (2010) set the three main coordinates of corporate social
responsibility, namely: CSR behavior that leads to profit increases; sustainability at
the cost of profit; social and environmental focus.
From the classification above, we can subtract the meaning attributed to corporate
social responsibility as a responsible behavior that fosters future financial
performance and sustainable development and addresses the needs of stakeholders.
Many CSR studies focus on organizational impact upon stakeholders and
sustainability (Hopkins, 2003; Marsden, 2001; Andersen, 2003; Lea, 2002; Van
Marrewijk, 2003). In addition, the social perspective of corporate social
responsibility has been very much debated in the latter years (Hopkins, 2003;
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Pinney, 2001; Lea, 2002; Van Marrewijk, 2003). While Hopkins (2003) connects
the social pillar of sustainability with the economic one, two other emergent studies
(Lea, 2002; Van Marrewijk, 2003) employ the environmental aspect along with the
social element. What the two mentioned research types have in common is the
focus on stakeholder engagement (Hopkins, 2003; Pinney, 2001; Lea, 2002; Van
Marrewijk, 2003). On behalf of the continuos pressure for demonstrating
stakeholders accountability and sustainable development (Andersen, 2003), as well
as generating societal benefits (Pinney, 2001), organizations are more interested in
the voluntary adoption of corporate social responsibility practices (Piacentini et al.,
2000).
Corporate social responsibility is meant to promote sustainability and withhold
seven basic principles, namely (ISO 26000, 2010): organizational governance,
human rights, labor practices, environment, fair operating practices, consumer
issues, community involvement and development. The concept of human rights
refers to risk situations regarding human rights, complicity avoidance, solving
complaints, discrimination and vulnerable groups, civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights, fundamental principles and labor rights. The element of labor
practice includes working conditions, working environment, health and security at
workplace, social dialogue, training and development, remuneration system. The
environmental aspect concerns pollution, scarce resources, climate change,
environmental protection, biodiversity. Actually, it assumes the incorporation of
environmental factors within the activities of a company. he fair operating
practices include fighting against corruption, responsible political involvement, fair
competence, promoting social responsibility and respect for property rights.
Community involvement refers to the organization impact upon local communities,
education and culture, job creation, training, technology development, welfare and
revenues, social investments. Corporate governance consists of a council of
administration, audit and internal controls, attitude towards shareholders and
remuneration.
2.1. Determinants of CSR reporting
Yongqiang (2011) states the main drivers for corporate social responsibility
reporting: stakeholders‘ pressure, understanding the benefits derived from
disclosing a CSR behavior, enhancing a good reputation, enforcement through
regulation – EU legislation, stock exchange requirements, investment decisions,
and the implication of non-governmental organizations. The research developed by
Jamali & Mirshak (2007) shows that organizations apply CSR as a result of certain
incentives, in the form of providing local community support, core operations
alignment, recognition of CSR as a core value, and generating societal benefits, as
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a correlation to legitimacy, public responsibility, and managerial discretion
principles.
CSR literature provides evidence on the fact that corporations can be motivated to
follow on corporate social responsibility because of employee attraction and
retention (Cochran, 2007; Montgomery & Ramus, 2003; Dragu, 2012). Achieving
innovation through CSR by engaging with stakeholders is claimed in a study
performed by Holmes & Moir (2007) who even develop a framework for
demonstrating the connection between the elements.
2.2. Empirical evidence on CSR
Research in the field of corporate social responsibility demonstrate the organization
preference for including the CSR information in their annual report (Idowu &
Towler, 2004) and that SME- small and medium enterprises seem to consider
corporate social responsibility information in their reports (Parsa & Kouhy, 2008).
Specific studies on disclosure (Mirfazli, 2008; Thompson & Zakaria, 2004) show
that there is high interest for presenting non-financial information representing
certain elements of environment, community involvement, products, customers,
and employees. A more specific research upon human resource (Vuontisjarvi,
2006) indicates a certain focus on employee related items. Perrini (2006) has
performed an insight into the corporate responsibility practice adopted by
organizations and developed his analysis from the perspectives of various
stakeholders.
Critical disclosure analysis has been conducted by Nielsen & Thomsen (2007). The
academics study the information presented in the reports of 6 companies in
Denmark by assessing the future plans, stakeholder view, and information context
with regard to each one of the sample corporations. The comparative research
performed by Paul et al. (2006) on a sample of 10 organizations reveals that
although the CSR engagement level is not high, corporations tend to disclose
information regarding stakeholders, environment, community initiatives, and other
non-financial elements.
2.3. Analysis on CSR Practice - opportunities and implications
Corporations that integrate best reporting practices for enhancing corporate social
responsibility enhance a series of benefits. This section of our chapter illustrates
case studies of organizations that have understood the risks of not engaging with
their stakeholders and the advantages gained by implementing CSR behavior.
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We performed a disclosure analysis upon seven multinationals that develop
activities in various fields: Monsanto, IBM, Nike, Telefonica, Orange, Norsk
Hydro, and Suez.
Table 1. CSR Practice

Improvement in
risk analysis and
control

Knowledge about
products and
processes

Organizations
gain credibility in
front of their
stakeholders

Better
recruitment and
selection
processes

With high experience on the agricultural market, Monsanto
failed to engage stakeholders, ignoring the several opinions
against the genetic change of cultures. This attitude had
negative effects upon its reputation, as clients and investors
distrusted the corporation. As a consequence, they decided to
react and to adopt corporate responsibility politics, enhancing
transparency, stakeholder dialogue and informing about the
used technology.
The research and developments department from the IBM
American Company creates new products in line with the
community needs and benefits. The organization intends to
test the products on the community before entering on the
market. The derived benefits imply rapid access for cheaper
products- for the community, while IBM receives valuable
feedback before introducing the new products on the market.
In 2005, Nike was setting up the Revision Committee for
social responsibility. This Committee covered all
stakeholders that should provide consultancy to the company.
The discussions and negotiations with stakeholders conducted
to an extended set of information related to suppliers,
workforce and human rights abuses. Therefore, they
improved reporting transparence and social dialogue by
becoming more corporate social responsible.
Telefonica, the Spanish communication company, has always
been interested in contributing to society development. They
provided support for disabled, communication access for
discriminated groups and had other similar initiatives. Their
statistics show that the employees highly appreciated these
types of actions. In 2004, 77% from the 174.000 employees
have agreed that they are glad to work for Telefonica. The
corporate social responsibility culture is expressed and
symbolized by ATAM- an association that ensures assistance
and support for disabled. This association was funded
through employee engagement in 1973. The employees have
agreed on paying 1% out of their salary to contribute in this
programme, while Telefonica doubles the alocated sum.
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The implication
of obtaining the
license to
function from the
state, regulation
organisms and
communities
From traditional
to non-traditional

Approaching
threats and
opportunities
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Orange, the UK Company, consults both communities and
local authorities in indentifying the best locations for
installing the communication device for mobile phone signal.
As the number of communication devices, determines the
network capacity and the business potential, the
communities‘ implication for networks extension remains the
main strategy.
The IBM community relation department has initiated a
partnership between IBM research laboratories and the
SeniorNet non profit organization. This meant to bring better
understanding upon the needs of computer users with sight,
walking or memory difficulties, for developing and testing
the agreed upon solutions.
The Norway corporation Norsk Hydro performing in the
petrol and aluminum sector, is permanently focused on the
standards for corporate responsibility, and discusses these
standards with other organizations from the same industry.
The main objective represents the exclusion of social and
environmental problems from the business competition, as
the pressures of competition can lead to improvements in
corporate responsibility practices. Within IPECA- The World
Association of environmental conservation for petrol
industry- competitors agree upon the social standards to be
promoted by this organization and the countries it represents.
Suez, the French water supplier, joined effort with various
states, NGO‘s and citizens for reducing the costs with water
supply and sewerage system services for poor communities.
In Bolivia, Argentina, and Filipine, local communities have
been involved in projecting, implementing and installment of
a water supply pipe.
(Source: developed by the authors)

3. Conclusions
This paper is meant to bring new insight upon corporate social responsibility
practice. The evidence from CSR literature provides the proper background for a
deeper analysis into both corporate behavior and corporate reporting. We agree that
there is a clear tendency for corporate social responsibility adoption and
implementation within most of the worldwide organizations. We also note that the
CSR behavior has spread across the business environment, being considered a real
competitive advantage, an essential element for a prosperous company. Therefore,
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theoretical and empirical studies represent a platform that demonstrates both
necessity and benefit regarding CSR practice. As a completion to prior studies
from literature, the current paper presents examples of best practice along with the
incentives and the positive implications.
This research contributes to future CSR studies that could involve further content
analysis for identifying the limitations of the corporate social responsibility
adoption and how can organizations overpass these barriers.
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Abstract
Audit, corporate governance and social responsibility are issues that can not be
seen separately, they are intertwined in the organization. Economic instability from
recent years has caused a number of difficulties relating to issues of social
responsibility. In our country, began to be recognized the importance of corporate
governance and corporate social responsibility. The Government issued last year
the National Strategy for Social Responsibility (GEO 109/december 2011).
Since these concepts are relatively new for Romania, in this research we intended
to paint a portrait of the companies who published information about the corporate
governance and social responsibility. Also, in this study, we wish to note how
many, what types of committees the major companies in Romania from our sample
have and the directions in which are developing activities of corporate social
responsibility.
Companies that are part of our sample are some of the largest companies in our
country. We choosed from the top 50 companies with the highest turnover
(classification is taken from the website http://www.doingbusiness.ro/
financiar/top/cifradeafaceri ) the companies that, by their activity, are oxymoronic
with CSR. Year for which the research was conducted is 2011.
Key Words: Corporate social responsibility, corporate governance, committees,
transparency
JEL Classification G 30, G 39
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1. Introduction
Companies producing dangerous or toxic products like tobacco, alcohol, weapons,
chemical agents are legal, profits generators and they carry social responsibility,
even if their field of activity is oxymoronic in relation to social responsibility.
These are the companies that we choose to be part of our sample.
Our research question is are implemented corporate governance and corporate
social responsibility in these oxymoronic companies? Primarly the answer may be
no, seeing that the organizations‘ main objective is to earn profit. But if we go
deeper, we certainly come to the conclusion that the answer is yes, in an
organization consists of a group of people which get together and contribute to the
well being of the society on the long run.
The importance of the addressed topic is that there are concerns, on existing
literature, as well as some events happened in recent years, among which we can
mention the economic crisis, bankruptcy etc.

2. The Methodology
The added value of this article is the qualitative research on corporate governance
and corporate social responsibility practices. Since it is an unstructured field, there
are not many studies. The sample chosen for analysis consists of 27 companies
from top 50 companies classified ascending by their turnover. For greater relevance
were used companies from different sectors, choosing only the ones oxymoronic
with corporate social responsibility aspects. The Corporate Governance Codes and
the Corporate Social Responsibility Reports were analyzed for the year 2011. The
information gathered was structured according to data published on the websites of
companies and other external sources (monthly publications). The contribution of
this article is useful both for business managers and for researchers. Regarding the
research methodology, we conducted a study, in which we noted some aspects
regarding corporate governance and corporate social responsibility. We noted
aspects like: how many, what types of committees the major companies in
Romania from our sample have and the directions in which are developing
activities of corporate social responsibility. The aspects we grouped in a table. In
our demarche, we saw that a series of columns from our table remain unfilled. This
fact we can argument by the lack of responsibility and transparency of these
companies.
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The social responsibility can be divided into three major categories: economic,
social and environmental (ecological), known as triple bottom line (Elkington
1997, 2006), each with several overtones:
Social dimension (human capital, the social aspect) refers at the fact that an
organization applying Triple Bottom Line will not use child labor, will provide
motivating salaries, will maintain a safe working space, will respect an optimally
working program, without exploitation or forced labor. Social responsibility is the
newest of the three dimensions. Many organizations are becoming increasingly
active in social aspects, becoming more accountable.
Ecological dimension (natural capital, ecological aspect): an organization that
applies Triple Bottom Line will not produce dangerous or toxic products.
Reduction of emissions, reduce energy consumption, water management strategy,
reduction in carbon emissions, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, office buildings
certified as frienly environmental.
Economic dimension (economic aspect): an organization that applies Triple
Bottom Line will not see the profit limited to economic, but will see it as a benefit
to society. The economic responsibility deals with the ideea that an organisation
must ensure that is profitable and in the same time trying to provide a good return
to shareholders. It interacts also with social and ecological responsibility, this
beeing the basis of the ability to contribute to the sustainable development of
society, in general. Companies are engaging in dialogue with stakeholders,
development of human capital. They saw economic performance in areas such as
risk management, market strategies.
3. The Study and the Literature Review
Audit, corporate governance and social responsibility issues encompasses many
aspects of business. An exhaustive approach is not the goal of our reasearch.
Instead, the study addresses corporate governance and corporate social reposibility
practicies in top companies by turnover which by their field of activity are
oxymoronic in relation to social responsibility (Cai et al., 2012, Banerjee and
Bonnefous, 2011, Byrne, 2010, Yoon et al., 2006, Palazzo and Richter, 2005,
Frynas 2005). The reason behind our choice of this sample is the fact that the
turnover indicator is one that is taken into account by companies in this regard.
The Corporate Governance Code should be seen in a symbiosis with other
regulations in Romania, among which we can mention the Companies Law no.
31/1990, republished, with subsequent amendments, the Accounting Law no.
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82/1991, amended and supplemented, the Capital Market Law no. 297/2004, as
amended and supplemented, Law no. 302/2005, Law no. 441/2006, Law 516/2006,
GEO No. 52/2008, Law 284/2008, Law 88/2009 and so on). This code was
developed for the first time in 2001 and will be improved in 2003 and 2009,
prepared by the Bucharest Stock Exchange and Institute of Corporate Governance.
This is accompanied by the Implementation Guide of Bucharest Stock Exchange
and Institute of Corporate Governance issued in March 2010.
Companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) must adopt and comply
voluntarily with Corporate Governance Code regulations. But this aspect does not
prevent other companies to adopt these principles.
As mentioned in Article 1 of this Code, the corporate governance structures must
be clear and transparent, in this regard companies must issue a Status / Regulation /
Code of Corporate Governance and must provide a specific chapter on corporate
governance in the Annual Report of the company.
The Supervisory Board is responsible for the effectiveness of internal control.
The Audit Committee (like stipulates the principle XII, Article 7 of the Code of
Corporate Governance of Bucharest Stock Exchange) must have a composition
made exclusively of non-executive and independent directors for companies that
have a unitary model of corporate governance. Companies listed on the Bucharest
Stock Exchange use the dual corporate governance model, as required by law and
they are also required a majority of independent and non-executive directors
(principle VI, Article 4 of the Code of Corporate Governance of the Bucharest
Stock Exchange), something found in Law No. 31/1990, which refers to the
Supervisory Board, from which the Audit Committee is formed. Audit Committee
members are appointed by the Board of Directors and shareholders of the company
(Law 31/1990) and by the Board (according to the Guidelines for the
Implementation of the Code of Corporate Governance of the Bucharest Stock
Exchange), instead of the Nomination Committee, which has the task of appointing
members of the Board (Article 5, the principle IX of the Code of Corporate
Governance of Bucharest Stock Exchange). The members‘ mandate can be spread
over a maximum period of 20 years (5 mandates). This aspect, in our opinion,
affects the independence. The Audit Committee must be present in all companies
audited externally (Law no. 31/1990) and is Board‘s decision (according to the
Implementation Guide of Corporate Governance Code). In our study we observed
that 22% of companies does not have an Audit Committee.
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Figure 1 Audit Committee in our sample

A udit C ommittee
No
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79%

The Nomination Committee consists of members of the Board, a majority of
independent ones. Its role is to manage the appointment of members of the Board,
or to propose candidates (using the X principle of the Code of Corporate
Governance). In our study we observed that 63% of companies does not have a
Nomination Committee.
Figure 2 Nomination Committee in our sample
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The Remuneration Committee (the principle XI of the Code of Corporate
Governance) ensures the convergence of the remuneration politic with the longterm strategy of the company. It is composed by exclusive independent members.
In our study we observed that 48% of companies does not have a Remuneration
Committee.
Figure 3 Remuneration Committee in our sample
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For companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange is mentioned the
recommendation regarding the financial reporting under IFRS (International
Financial Reporting Standards) and ESG (Environment, Social and Governance)
(Principle XII of the Code of Corporate Governance).
Like Principle 18, Article 10 of the Code of Corporate Governance of Bucharest
Stock Exchange say, the companies must know the interests of all stakeholders to
encourage social responsibility activities.
Like we observed below, the committees differ from company to company
(different numbers of committees, different names for committees and so on) and
its role is to support the Board of Directors. A company can set up any committee
for specific duties.
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4. Conclusions
We observed a positive trend in terms of corporate governance regulation in our
country, yet there are many aspects to be improved, especially harmonization with
related regulations and increase intelligibility by eliminating the confusion that
may arise in the legislative text. Another aspect which we observed in our study is
that for a percentage of 37% companies from our sample the Chairman of Board of
Directors is also CEO, which can affect the independency.
The results of the study present the existing situation in our country, in terms of
social responsibility, results, which allow us to draw some preliminary
conclusions. In the study we undertook, we found that most of the companies that
are part of our sample are not transparent and does not accord to much importance
to corporate governance and corporate social responsibility issues. Only for 44 %
of them we found the Corporate Governance Code published on their websites and
for a percentage of 19% of companies we are not informed about their corporate
social responsibility activities.
Figure 4 CG Code in our sample published on the website
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Figure 5 CSR activities in the companies from our sample published on the website
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No
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In our demarche, by studying the companies which by their field of activity are
oxymoronic in relation to social responsibility, we noted aspects like: how many,
what types of committees the major companies in Romania from our sample have
and the directions in which are developing activities of corporate social
responsibility. We grouped all these aspects in a table and we observed that a series
of columns from our table remain unfilled. So, 22% of companies from our sample
don‘t have an Audit Committee, 48% of them are without a Remuneration
Committee and a percentage of 63% of companies from our sample don‘t have a
Nomination Committee. We can argument this results, obtained by studying their
public disclosure, by the lack of responsibility or transparency of these companies.
CSR actions and activities that were involved organizations in the sample studied were
the recycling and waste collection, the encourage of the environmental behavior, the
encourage of the rational use of resources and energy and reduce pollution levels.
Taking responsibility for its impact on society means primarily that an organization
accounts for its actions. Many companies now produce externally audited annual
reports, covering social accountability issues, but reports vary widely in format,
style and evaluation methodology (even in the same industry). Increasingly,
corporations are motivated to become more socially responsible because
stakeholders expect them to understand and address social and community issues
that are relevant to them.
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Positioning of social responsibility in business center shows that the company's
interaction with stakeholders is central to its strategy line.
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No
1

Company
OMV PETROM S.A.

No
14

2

OMV PETROM
MARKETING S.R.L.

15

3

AUTOMOBILE DACIA
S.A.
ROMPETROL
RAFINARIE S.A.
ROMPETROL
DOWNSTREAM S.R.L.
PETROTEL LUKOIL
S.A.
BAT S.R.L.

16

LUKOIL ROMANIA
S.R.L.
ARCELORMITAL
GALATI S.A.
EON ENERGIE
ROMANIA S.A.
SNGN ROMGAZ S.A.

21

GDF SUEZ ENERGY
ROMANIA S.A

25

RENAULT INDUSTRIE
ROUMANIE S.R.L.

26

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13

17
18
19
20

22
23
24

27

Company
MOL ROMANIA
PETROLEUM
PROUCTS S.R.L.
CNTEE
TRANSELECTRICA
S.A.
OMV PETROM GAS
S.R.L.
SCPEEH
HIROELECTRICA SA
PHILIP MORRIS
TRAING S.R.L.
ALRO S.A.
CONTINENTAL
AUTOMOTIVE
PROUCTS S.R.L.
ELECTROCENTRALE
BUCURESTI S.A.
MICHELIN ROMANIA
S.A.
ENEL ENERGIE S.A.
ENEL ENERGIE
MUNTENIA S.A.
PORSCHE ROMANIA
S.R.L.
AEWOO MANGALIA
HEAVY INUSTRIES SA
ARABESQUE S.R.L.
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Abstract:
At the beginning of this study I have determined the way in which have been taken
the European Directive2006/43/CE concerning the International Standards of
Audit in the national legislation in Romania and Spain. Next we have realised a
comparative analyses between the International Standards of audit which refer to
using the services of other professionals, which is applied in Romania and the
Technical Audit Norms in Spain, analyses in which we have identified a series of
differences.
At the end of research we found out that the identified differences are not
significant and therefore it has been demonstrated the research hypothesis,
according to which in Romania and Spain have been made important steps in
harmonising the financial audit process, so that the juridical and professional
frame in the two countries presents several similitude.
Key words: services of other professionals, auditor of the group components,
expert from the management, expert from the auditor, ISA, Technical Audit Norms
JEL Classification: M42

1. Introduction
‖The financial communication unites the members of the society, including the
organisations, into a dialogue of knowledge and efficient action in the economic
activity domain.‖ (Domnisoru et.al., 2010).
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The hypothesis from which this research goes is the fact that in Romania and Spain
have been important steps in harmonising the financial audit process, so that the
juridical and professional frame presents several similitudes, the differences being
less significant.
In order to demonstrate this hypothesis, we propose to demonstrate the way in
which have been adopted the regulations of the European Directives in the
Romanian and Spanish legislation and realise a comparative analyses between the
International Standards of Audit which refer to using the services of other
professionals in the financial audit which is applied in Romania and the Technical
Audit Norms which are applied in Spain. Also we will try to discover the
differences between these norms and establish if they are significant or not.
We have used qualitative research methods, such as describing, analyses and
comparison. As a result of a serious documented research we have realised a
description of the critical actual situation and analyses the discovered differences
between the norms that are applied in the two countries. The comparison has been
used all along the research, and we tried to draw some conclusions and propose
improvements of the reporting system.
The research brings novelty as a result of the fact that in present, in the Romanian
specialty literature we have not identified any comparative study to analyse the
differences between the International Standards of Audit used in our country and
the audit norms applied in other European countries. This way we could evaluate
the degree in which have been transposed in the national legislation the European
Directives and the position regarding implementing the International Standards of
Audit. Their adopting will ensure the level of transparency and comparison
necessary at the international level concerning the usage of the audited accounting
information.
In the Spanish specialty literature we have identified multiple preoccupations,
because of the fact that the International Standards of Audit have not been adopted
in this country. Names such as: Uyarra Encalado Esteban, prof.univ.dr. Maria
Antonia García Benau from University in Valencia, Herreros Escamilla Jorge and
personalities from the Accounting and Audit Institute in Spain and from
Professional Corporations in this country publish continuously normative
comments referring the International Standards of Audit and the impact that
adopting or non -adopting of these in Spain.
The starting point of our analyses was represented by the fact that in Romania,
though it is a country with a fewer tradition than Spain are applied the International
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Standards of Audit, and in Spain they still apply the Technical Norms elaborated in
1991. We have chosen as a study base those Standards and Norms which refer to
using the services of other professionals, due to the fact that inside them we noticed
the existence of several differences, though the old Technical Norm in Spain was
replaced with the Resolution from June 27th 2011 on the ―Relation between
auditors‖.
2. The legal basis
In the member states of the European Community all the legal audits had to be
made based on the International Standards of Audit. The Directive 2006/43/CE by
art. 26, imposes to the member states and therefore to the ―legal auditors and audit
firms to do legal audits according to the International Standards of Audit approved
by the Commission‖. They add that ―the member states can apply a National
Standard of Audit as long as the Commission does not adopt an International
Standards of Audit referring to the same problem― and the fact that the member
states ‖can impose procedures or extra tasks....or can eliminate some parts, but only
in the case they come as a result of an internal specific need‖.
In Romania the regulation is transposed exactly by the chapter V, art. 28 of O.U.
90/2008, where it is mentioned the fact that the International Standards of Audit
will be taken as translated in their totality. Also it was emitted the Council CAFR
nr. 152/23 from September 2009 by which the Chamber has adopted clarified
which entered into vigour in December 15th 2009 ISA.
In Spain the situation is different. Before adopting the International Standards of
Audit used to work very well the Technical Norms of Audit, elaborated by the
Professional Corporations and approved by ICAC in 1991. Real Decretory nr.
1/2011 by which is approved the Revised text of the Financial Audit Law
(TRLAC) art. 6(2) states that the audit norms, which had to be respected in Spain
are the same to those comprised in TRLAC, in the Regulation that develops
TRLAC, ‖in the International Standards of Audit adopted by the EU and the
Technical Audit Norms(in Spain) for those non-ruled aspects of the international
norms‖.
From our point of view, from this paragraph, it clearly results that from the
moment of publishing the new Financial Audit Law, the International Audit
Standards (ISA) have priority to the Technical Norms emitted by ICAC in Spain.
We notice the continuous presence of ‖The International Standards of Audit
adopted by EU‖. The problem is the term ―adopted‖. The ICAC official
communication or the other organisms from Spain and specialty magazines
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interpret the ones in art. 6(2) from TRLAC: Directive 2006/43/CE introduces the
International Standards of Audit which EU will ―adopt‖; The National Technical
Audit Norms remain available until the International Standards of Audit will be
―adopted‖; The Directive establishes the possibility that the Technical Norms of
Audit and those that will be emitted continuously to introduce additional audit
tasks which will not apply some aspects from ISA which will contradict the
national legislation.
For a detailed statement ‖ISA adopted by EU‖ we go to the Directive text
2006/43/CE, which states in the 13th paragraph that the ‖applying measures of
applying the Standards in the Community which had to be adopted according to the
Council‘s Decision 1999/468/CE from June 28th 1999, of establishing the
executing competences given to the Commission‖.
Also the Directive 2006/43/CE states that ―a Technical Committee or an audit
group must assist the Commission in evaluating the ISA technical quality and also
to involve the organs public surveillance system of the member states‖.
‖To adopt by the Commission of ISA which should be applied at the Community
level‖ this group will analyse the following conditions: ‖this has to be generally
accepted at the international level and to have been elaborated with the full
participation of the interested parts by an opened and transparent procedure‖ and
moreover ‖to the general European interest‖.
Next, the art. 26 from the Directive 2006/43/CE states that ‖the adopted
International Standards of Audit are published in all the official languages of the
Community in the Official Journal of the European‖.
If we study what the Directive 2006/43/CE states and what the Spanish
publications say it results that ISA still have not been adopted at the community
level, so they do not have a compulsory character for the member states. Still some
states such as Romania have adopted them completely, and Spain tries to adjust the
existing Technical Norms to the International Standards of Audit or at least not to
come in conflict with these.
Art. 6 from TRLAC states that ―The Technical Audit Norms...will be elaborated,
adapted and revised, so that to agree to International Standards of Audit adopted by
EU.‖ There can be added additional tasks, or there can be declared inapplicable
those ISA parts which come into contradiction to the national legislation,
respecting the legal procedures. The additional can be introduced by ICAC
Resolution or emitting new Technical Norms.
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The position of the Spanish officials concerning the audit is favourable to ISA. The
way of expressing this position in the Spanish legislation is still not clear enough,
generating confusion among the financial auditors, which in present do not know
exactly what have to apply- International Standards of Audit or the Technical
Norms in Spain.
While the new Law of the Financial Audit (TRLAC 2011) in article 6(2) states that
the audit norms which had to be respected in Spain are those comprised in ―the
International Standards of Audit adopted by the EU and the Technical Norms in
Spain for those aspects non reglemented by the international norms‖, still ICAC
and the specialty literature from Spain considers that ISA haven‘t been ―adopted‖
officially in EU and wait for this before applying them. That is why they continue
to apply The Technical Audit Norms emitted in 1991.
Concretely, the actual situation in Spain is presented this way: ICAC has
introduced in 2010 and 2011 the following modifications to the Technical Norms
so that they do not enter in contradiction to ISA: The Resolution from October 7th
2010 on the ―Reasonable value‖; The Resolution from December 21st on ―Figures
and comparative financial situations‖; The Resolution from December 21st 2010
on ―T he audit report‖; The Resolution from June 27th 2011 on the ―Relation
between auditors‖; The Resolution from October 26th 2011 regarding ―The internal
quality norm for auditors and audit firms‖.
This last Resolution is the only one which has effectively translated after ISQC1
(International Standard on Quality Control), and the rest of the resolutions
reminded here have been ―adapted‖ not ―adopted‖. All the other technical norms
emitted in Spain starting the year 1991 are still into vigour.
We notice therefore a significant difference in the way of applying the European
Directives concerning the juridical and professional frame in the two countries.
Next we will realise analyses and effective comparison of the International
Standards of Audit with the Spanish Technical Norms regarding the using of other
specialists in the financial audit.
3. Using the services of other professionals
According to the International Audit Standards this stage has three components:
using the works of an auditor of the group component, using the works of an
internal works and using the experts‘ work.
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3.1. Using the works of an auditor of the group component
This part of the audit activity is reglemented in Romania by ISA 600 „Special
considerations - the audit of the financial situation of the group (including the
activity of the auditors components)‖ and ISA 510 „Initial audit missions - initial
counts‖ which apply only then when the main auditor of the group involves another
auditor to express an opinion on the financial situations of a component of the
group.
In this situation the main auditor takes the risk for the component‘s auditor not to
detect the falsification of the financial situations of the component and in this
situation to cause a significant falsification of the financial situation at the group
level.
To avoid dropping the risk level, the main auditor will follow the next steps:
understanding the group and its components; will establish if the participation at
the mission‘s works are enough to act as a main auditor and will take into
consideration his knowledge on the group activity, the risk of significant mistakes
and if can apply complementary audit procedures to allow him participate
significantly at the audit mission; understanding the components of the audit
activity; will evaluate the competence and professional independence of the
components ‗auditor; will communicate the components‘ auditor elements
connected to coordinating the papers to found a better cooperation; will obtain a
written statement from it about respecting his accounting obligations, of control
and reporting and a written summary of the applied procedures; evaluating the
sufficiency and the degree of sufficiency and accuracy of evidence; answers at the
evaluated risks; consolidation process.
According to ISA 600 the main auditor principal has the duty to „communicate
clearly with the component‘s auditor‖ and „to obtain sufficient adequate audit
evidence‖ to be able to express an opinion on the clear image of the financial
situations of the component. All the named stages are very important as in the
Audit Report the main auditor „mustn‘t refer to the component‘s audit‖ but to
express his opinion on the group assembly for which he has made the audit.
The final responsibility is for the mission‘s partner at the group level, from which
the management is responsible for, supervising and the way of making the audit
mission at the group level according to the professional standards and legal
requests.
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In Spain by the ICAC Resolution from June27th 2011 it was published a new
„Technical Norm regarding the relations between the auditors‖ which replaces the
Technical Norm of ICAC from February 25th 2003. This is one of the fourth
technical norms which ICAC has changed in Spain. The reasons for changing the
old technical norms are:
- TRLAC does not allow the delimitation of the auditor‘s responsibility inside the
Audit Report, as the old technical norm said, in the case some financial situations
of the group have been made by another auditor;
- TRLAC states that in case an auditor is replaced, the former auditor must allow
the successor the access to all information, including the work documents, without
any special authorisation from the audited firm, as the old technical norm stated.
This way, the Technical Norm from 2011 replaces the one from 2003 and includes
the new norms connected to the way of action of the auditors in the case of the
group components auditors and at the same time adapts to ISA 600. It has a
compulsory character starting July 31st 2011, except for the audit of the
consolidated accounts to the financial exercises which start after July 2nd 2010,
therefore for the financial exercise 2011, which is audited in 2012.
Regarding the responsibility of the main auditor at the group level the two norms
state that the mission‘s partner „is responsible for the management, supervising and
the way of making the audit missions at the group level‖ he must not refer to the
components‘ audit.
The main auditor will try to obtain: an understanding on the group and its
components; an understanding on the consolidation process; evaluating the risks of
a significant falsification; it will make the difference between the significant and
non-significant components; will elaborate and implement adequate answers for
treating the identified risk; will evaluate the possibility of participating in the
components‘ audit in case it will be necessary to obtain sufficient and adequate
evidence; it will establish the global audit strategy and the audit plan of the
consolidated accounts.
In order to trust the results of the components audit made by another auditor, the main
auditor: will evaluate the professional competence of the other auditor, will check if he
is a member of the same professional organism, and will pick information regarding his
name, will look for information about respecting the independence, asking even a
written statement from it; and will establish the way of cooperation, coordination of
works, the type of report and the terms which have to be respected.
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ISA 600 in the paragraph 21 and Spanish N.T. in paragraph 12 agree on the fact that
the significance threshold of the component, which had to be inferior to the
significance threshold of the group, to make sure that together with the detected errors
and the non detected ones will not overcome the global significance threshold.
This way the mission‘s team will take into consideration: deficiencies of the
internal control at the group level; deficiencies of the internal control at the
components level; the discovery of a fraud or the possibility of producing a fraud
will be communicated to the governance‘s responsible and to the group
management to prevent and solve all the possible problems.
ISA 600 also specifies that the mission‘s team will adequately research the activity
referring the components audit made by another auditor.
ISA 510 defines the preceding auditor as being: „the auditor from a different firm,
who has audited the financial situations of an entity during the preceding period
and who was replaced by the current auditor‖. In case of using the work of the
preceding auditor, the successor has to inform on the reasons of changing the
preceding auditor, the possible disagreements between him and the audited firm,
will revise the anterior operations, initial balances including the work documents of
the preceding auditor and will contact him directly to find out the possible events
or facts that might endanger the ethical tasks, respecting the uniformity and
continuity in applying the norms and accounting principles.
Paragraph 5 from ISA 510 and paragraph 46 from N.T.A. state that successor
auditor must obtain adequate audit evidence, that the initial balances do not contain
falsifications that might affect significantly the current financial situations. Also,
paragraph A8 from ISA 510 and paragraph 49 from N.T.A. state that in case the
auditor cannot obtain enough and adequate evidence regarding the initial balance
or notices that the professional competence or the independence of the preceding
auditor are compromised, the current auditor might have a modified opinion or the
impossibility of expressing an opinion.
3.2. Using the works of an internal auditor
In Romania using the works of an internal auditor is reglemented by ISA 610
„Using the activity of the internal auditors‖, which establishes the procedures by
which the auditor examines the woks made by the internal auditor and the possible
influences on his own audit procedures. The financial auditor can rely on the
internal auditor work, but it is important the fact that the only responsible for the
expressed audit opinion is the financial auditor, as the internal audit it is not
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absolutely independent to the audited entity, the objectives being established by the
firm‘s management.
Therefore, according to paragraph 9 from ISA 610 the financial auditor will
establish if the internal auditor‘s activity is adequate for his purposes. Next he will:
 evaluate the objectivity of the internal audit, the technical competence,
the attention and if the communication between them is efficient;
 evaluate the activity, if it has been revised and researched properly and
if the obtained audit evidence are adequate with the conclusions;
 will establish if the conclusions from the Report are identical to the
activity results and if the exceptions have been reasonably resolved;
 will examine if the already examined elements of the internal control,
the similar elements and will notice based on the documents the
procedures of the internal audit. The activities of the internal auditor
which can be used by the financial auditor are: checking the accounting
systems; checking the internal control systems; checking the financial
situations; respecting the legislation; evaluating the costs; evaluating the
profitability and efficacy of some transactions.
In Spain we have the Technical Audit Norm regarding „Considering the work
realised by the internal audit‖, approved by the ICAC Resolution from September
26th 2002 and compulsory starting November 15th 2002.
The Technical Norm from 2002 proposes itself to establish rules and criteria which
the external auditor has to respect when taking into consideration the realised
papers by the internal auditor. The activity domain and the objectives of the
internal control differ from an entity to another. Therefore the financial auditor will
check firstly if the activities realised by the internal audit is useful. Then will
evaluate the degree of independence of it, its autonomy and objectivity level. And
N.T.A. Spanish from 2002 specifies that the only responsible person for the audit
opinion expressed inside the audit report is the financial auditor. [N.T.A. paragraph
9].
In the planning phases of the activity of an internal audit well realised can reduce
significantly the length of the external auditor procedures, but he cannot eliminate
them [N.T.A. paragraph. 9].
Both the Technical Norm in Spain in paragraph 15 and ISA 610 foresee that in case
the external auditor decides he can rely on the internal auditor activity it can be
settled a certain coordination between the internal auditor work and the external
audit ones. It can be established the datum for realising the evidence, their length,
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the way of choosing the samples, revising procedures or the way in which will be
researched the papers.
The external auditor has the right to ask the internal auditor as much information as
considers necessary to be able to express an opinion.
Both ISA 610 and Technical Norm in Spain in 2002 in paragraph 20 foresee that in
case of using activities made by the internal auditor, the external auditor will have
to tie his conclusions referring „to evaluating the adequate degree of the internal
auditors activity and the used audit procedures‖ regarding his activity.
3.3. Using the experts works
Using the experts works is being made by the financial auditor when it is needed
by the opinion „of a man or organisation‖ in an expertise area, a different one than
from accounting or audit‖, to help obtaining sufficient adequate evidence for
emitting an audit opinion.
This activity is ruled in Romania by ISA 620 ―Using the activity of an expert from
the auditor‖ and refers to organisations and external specialists, independent from
the audit firm. The Standard establishes that the only responsible for the expressed
audit opinion is the financial auditor. To complete ISA 620 we have ISA 500
„Audit evidence‖.
In Spain this activity is ruled by the Technical Norm of audit regarding „Using the
independent experts services by the financial auditors‖, approved by the ICAC
Resolution from December 20th 1996 and compulsory starting May 19th 1997.
Technical Norm of Audit Norma defines the expert as being „ a person or a firm
which owns special knowledge in a professional foreign area to the accounting of
the financial audit‖. ISA 620 defines the term of expert similarly, but it specifies
two categories of experts: expert from the auditor, who can „be an internal expert
from the auditor (who can be partner or come from the staff, including the
temporary staff from the auditor‘s firm or from a firm inside the net), or an external
expert from the auditor‖; expert from the management, who is a „man or an
organisation which owns the expertise from a different area than accounting or
audit, whose activity is used by the entity as to assist the entity in making the
financial situations‖.
According to ISA 620 the auditor ―will establish the nature, applying domain and
the objectives of the expert‘s activity and will evaluate the adequate degree of the
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respective activity to the purpose of the audit‖ . He will have into consideration
―the risks of significant deterioration of the aspect connected with the expert‘s
activity‘‘ and will evaluate ‖ the significance of the expert‘s activity‘‘. The Spanish
Technical Norm from 1996 adds that the auditor will take into consideration „the
relative importance of the account balance, transaction, evaluation or what is to be
examined in relation to the financial situations on the whole‖.
When referring to risks, ISA 620 states that it will be identified and evaluate the
significant falsifications and will establish and implement general answers to the
evaluated risks. Moreover, the auditor will make „following audit
procedures....include the control tests or fond procedures‖.
Regarding the expert, in both norms there are about the same procedures. The
auditor will make sure that the expert owns that professional competence and
necessary experience, that it is enlisted in a professional Organism and that owns
the objectivity and independence towards the audited firm.
The Spanish Technical Norm states that in case the auditor determines the
necessity of using the works of an expert, he must communicate in writing to the
audited firm the objectives and the characteristics of the necessary works. ISA 620
in paragraph 5.2. states that the terms of the contract will be the responsibility „of
the audited firm and the expert‖. The same ISA, states in paragraph 11 that the
auditor will agree with the auditor expert „in writing there where it is adequate‖,
regarding the objectives of the expert‘s activity, the communication between them,
the form of the report and the confidentiality conditions.
At the end of the activity, the financial auditor will evaluate: the adequate degree of
the expert‘s activity; the relevance and reasonability of the used methods and
information sources; the relevance and reasonability of the conclusions.
If establishes that the activity of the expert is not adequate to his purposes will
establish new tasks for the expe-rt and will make extra audit procedures adequate
to the circumstances (ISA 620 paragraph 13 and N.T.A. paragraph 6.4).
Inside the audit report the auditor must not refer to the expert‘s activity, or even if
he makes it he must specify that this fact does not reduce his responsibility
regarding the expressed opinion (ISA paragraphs 14 and N.T.A. paragraphs 7.1).
ISA 500 in the paragraph 8 states that if the auditor has used as audit evidence
information made by the expert from the management, he will have to „evaluate
the competence, abilities and objectivity of that expert‖, to obtain understanding of
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its activity and evaluate the activating degree of the expert‘s activity. The auditor
accepted these services in case the audited firm has as an expertise in a certain area
and there are not similar firms on the market. The audited firm will use in its
financial situations, its own estimations. The auditor will take into consideration:
availability of the alternative resources; experience and the knowledge of the
expert; influence or the management control on entity on the experts activity; if this
works based on professional standards, used methods; the auditor‘s knowledge in
the expertise, evaluating the significant falsification of the information and acting
to avoid them.
4. Differences between the International Audit Standards and The Spanish
Technical Norm
If we refer to the final phase of the financial audit mission and precisely to the
stages of using the services of other professional we can notice the differences
between the International Standards and the Technical Norms.
If we refer to ISA 600 and ISA 510 which applies in Romania, compared to
‖Technical Norm regarding the relations between the auditors‖ from 2011which is
applied in Spain, the differences might be synthesised by the following table:
Table nr.1 The differences between the International Standards and the Technical Norms regarding
the using of the works of another auditor of the group component
ROMANIA
SPAIN
- ISA 600 „Special considerations - the audit of
the financial situations of the group including the
Technical Audit Norm regarding „The relations
activity of the components auditors‖ and
between auditors‖, approved by the Resolution
ISA 510 „Initial audit missions-initial balances‖
ICAC from June27th 2011
The entering into vigour datum: December 15th
The entering into vigour datum: July 31st 2011
2009
ISA 600 refers to the situation in which the group
It is divided in four parts and refers to:
auditor ‚‘‘involves other auditors in the financial
-using the services of another auditor in the case
situations which are not at the group‘‘ but of other of consolidated financial situations;
components of the group. It does not refer to the
-using the services of another auditor in the case
situation in which two persons are considered coof individual financial situations;;
authors neither to the situation when they
-using the services of another auditor in the case
exchange auditors.
of exchanging auditors;
- the audit with two or more co- authors
ISA 600 objectives are:
The objectives of the Technical Norm from
- to decide if will act as an auditor of the group
2011 refer to the all four parts of the norm
financial situation;
namely: the criteria a group auditor has to
- to communicate with the components auditors;
accomplish, of the individual financial
- to get sufficient audit evidence for the financial
situations, as co-author in an audit of the
situations of the components so that can emit an
financial situations or the cooperation with the
opinion on the group as a whole.
precedent auditor in case of changing the
auditor.
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ROMANIA
In the paragraph 46, ISA 600 comprises
regulations regarding communication with the
group management and the persons designed to
the group governance
ISA 600 specifies that the mission‘s team will
research adequately the activity referring the
components audit.
ISA 510 which refer to the initial missions, when
the financial situations have not been audited
previously, but also in the case when they have
been audited by the previous auditor.
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SPAIN
The technical norm does not contain aspects in
this respect

The technical norm does not contain aspects in
this respect
Refers to the situation when the auditor
exchange is produced (for example in the
compulsory rotation).In this case, the successor
auditor can be based on a part of the
information offered by the preceding auditor
Refers to the audit with two or several coauthors

International audit standards state that one
mission partner which takes responsibility for the
audit of the individual financial situations or of
the group
Source: own processing

The main difference between these norms is the fact that ISA has only one mission
partner who takes the responsibility for the audit of the individual financial
situations or of the group while the Technical Norm in Spain refers to the audit
with two or several co-authors.
Also, ISA 600 refers to the situation in which the main auditor of the group
„implies that other auditors in the audit of the financial situations who are not
financial situations of the group‖, but of the other components of the group (to one
or more subgroups included in the financial situations of that entity).
ISA 600 does not refer to the situation in which two or more auditors are
considered co-authors and not even when it is produced an exchange of auditors,
which implies the relations of the successor auditor with the preceding auditor. In
exchange the Technical Norm from 2011 is divided in four parts and refers to:
using the services of another auditor in the case of consolidated financial situations;
using the services of another auditor in the case of individual financial situations;
using the services of another auditor in the case of exchanging auditors; the audit
with two or more co- authors.
Another difference refers to the fact that ISA 600 in the first part defines more
terms than the Technical Norm. It is identical in defining the next terms: the
component auditor, the missions‘ partner at the group level, the main auditor, the
significant threshold of the component, the significant component. ISA 600 defines
the group terms, the group audit, the component management, the financial
situations at the group level, the mission team at the group level, etc.
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Regarding the objectives of the group auditor, ISA 600 states that this: will decide
if will act as an auditor of the group financial situation; will communicate with the
components auditors; will get sufficient audit evidence for the financial situations
of the components so that can emit an opinion on the group as a whole.
The specified objectives in the Technical Norm refer to the all four parts of the
norm meaning: the criteria a group auditor has to accomplish, of the individual
financial situations, as co-author in an audit of the financial situations or the
cooperation with the precedent auditor in case of changing the auditor.
As we have already specified, Technical Norm also refers to the situation when it is
produced the exchange between the auditors ( for example the compulsory rotation). In
this case the successor auditor can rely on the information got from the precedent
auditor. This aspect is stated in ISA 510 „Audit initial missions – initial balances‖,
which refer to the initial missions, when the financial situations have not been audited
previously, but also in the case when they have been audited by the previous auditor.
Another difference is the fact that ISA 600 comprises regulations regarding the
communication with the group management and the persons designed with the
group governance and the mission team will research adequately the activity
referring to the components audit. The Technical Norm does not comprise tasks
referring to this aspect.
Between ISA 610 „Using the activity of the internal auditors‖ and the Technical
Norm concerning „Considering the papers realised by the internal audit‖, approved
by the Resolution ICAC September 26th2002 we noticed that there are not
significant differences which worth to be reminded.
Next in the following table, are presented the differences between ISA 620, ISA
500 and ‖The Technical Audit Norm regarding the using the experts works‖, from
Spain, 1996.
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Table nr.2 The differences between the International Audit Standards and the Technical Audit Norms
from Spain regarding the using of the experts works
ISA 620 „Using the activity of an expert from
The Technical Audit Norm regarding „Using
the auditor‖
the services from the independent experts by
ISA 500 „ audit evidence‖
the financial auditors‖7, approved by the
Resolution ICAC 20th December 20th 1996
The entering into vigour datum: Decembrie15th
The entering into vigour datum: May19th 1997
2009
ISA 620 specifies two expert categories:
N.T.A. specifies only one expert category. It is
- expert from the auditor;
not accepted the expert from the management.
- expert from the management.
The Technical Norm specifies that it is not
respected the independence if the expert is an
employee of the audited firm
ISA 620 present a series of examples where can N.T.A.is poorer in examples and does not
be realised the expertise.
contain references to the actual terms such as
complex financial instruments or obligations
regarding the environment
The terms of the contract will be the Does not specify
responsibility of the „audited firm and the
expert‖.
ISA 500 „ audit evidence‖ completes ISA 620 The Spanish Technical Norm does not accept
and offers information referring the „credibility using a specialist who has contractual
of the information emitted by an expert from the relations- meaning is an employee of the
management‖.
audited firm.
Source: own processing

As a basic difference that we can take from this table we remember the fact that
ISA 620 specifies that there are two categories of experts-the expert from the
auditor‘s side and the expert from the management. The Standard explains that in
this case will have to evaluate a higher falsification risk and will check that in this
case the auditor will have to check a higher falsification risk and will check „the
measure in which the management will influence it and will control the expert‘s
activity‖ and ISA 500 includes extra tasks for these cases. ISA 500, the „audit
evidence‖ offers in the paragraphs nr. 8 and A34 – A47 information referring the
„credibility of the information emitted by an expert from the management‖.
The Spanish Technical Norm does not accept the expert from the management, as
this has contractual relation with the management, it is an employee of the audited
firm and consider that in this way it is not respected the independence.

7

The technical Audit Norm regarding „Using the services of the independent experts by the
financial auditors‖, approved by the Resolution ICAC from December 20th 1996 and
compulsory starting May 19th1997, published in BOICAC nr. 28
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ISA 620 in paragraph A1 shows that the expertise refers to: evaluations of the
financial instruments, fields, buildings, corporal immobilisations, jewellery, non corporal immobilisations, debts, etc.; actuarial debts calculations or assurance
contracts; petrol and gases reserves; evaluating the obligations regarding the
environment; analysing the contracts; litigations, etc.
The Technical Spanish Norm in the in Paragraph 31 refers about the same cases,
but with fewer examples. It does not remind of the jewellery, antiquities, financial
complex instruments, the obligations regarding protecting the environment, etc.
Therefore the Standard 620 is more actual, refers to the problems of today‘s
economy, while the Technical Norm gives more suitable examples for the period
closer to 1996.
5. Conclusions
In the conditions of the actual international economic crises I think that it is good
to introduce some uniform work mechanisms to obtain accounting financial
information comparable and transparent. Important international organisms
(IOSCO, INTOSAI, OECD, and ONU) defends and sustains the idea that using the
International Audit Standards must be generalised. In this respect, IFAC has
revised and actualised ISA, representing in this moment the most important
reference at the world level concerning the principles and conditions that have to
follow the auditors.
Though Romania has entered in the member states in EU twenty years later than
Spain, we could underline the more alert factor of adapting of the Financial
Auditors Chamber in Romania to the European Directives and International
Standards, than the Accounting and Audit Institute in Spain. The adapting process
is not an easy one, but this rhythm comes probably from Romania‘s wish of
integrating, of progress.
The hypothesis from which this research has started is that in Romania and Spain
have been made important steps in harmonising the financial audit process so that
the juridical and professional frame of the two countries presents several
similitude, the differences being less significant.
To demonstrate this hypothesis we have established the first objective of the
research the way in which the European directives were adopted in the Romanian
and Spanish legislation. The result of the research was the discovery of a
significant difference in the way of applying the European directives in what the
juridical and professional frame is concerned in the two countries.
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In Romania was realised an ADOPTING of ISA, a complete taking over in the way
of the full translation of it, while in Spain it was realised a partial ADAPTING of
the Technical Norms at ISA. From here comes a series of differences, of
particularities, in the two countries, which have been discovered because of
establishing the second objective of the research which refers to realising
comparative analyses between the International Standards of Audit which refer to
the audit Report which applies in Romania and the Technical Audit Norms applied
in Spain.
The discovered differences come from the way of understanding and different
applying of the European Directives above explained. If in Romania starting
December 15th 2009 at the basis of realising a financial audit missions the
clarified, in Spain are still applied the Technical Audit Norms emitted in 1991.
Table nr.3 Equivalence table between the International Standards of Audit and Technical Spanish
Norms concerning using the services of other professionals
ISA 510 ‖Initial missions- initial balances ‖
‖N.T. regarding the relations between
ISA 600 ‖Special considerations - the audit of
auditors‖ from 2011
the financial situations of the group(including
the activity of the components auditors)‖
ISA 610 ‖Using the activity of the internal
‖N.T .regarding the papers realised by the
auditor‖
internal audit‖ from 2002
ISA 620 ‖Using the activity of an expert from
‖N.T. regarding using the services of the
auditor‘s side‖
independent experts by the financial auditors‖
from 1996
ISA 500 ―Audit evidence‖
Source: self processing

From this table it results that the majority of the Technical Norms have not been
revised. We notice that for example: ‖N.T. regarding using the independent expert
services by the financial auditors‖ from 1996 contains statements which appear in
two International Audit Standards namely ISA 620 ‖Using the activity of an expert
from auditor‘s side‖ and ISA 500‖ Audit evidence‖.
‖N.T. regarding the relation between the auditors‖ from Spain has been revised in
2011 so that not to contradict ISA. It contains in a comprised form the statements
of ISA 600 ‖ Special considerations - the audit of the financial situations of the
group(including the activity of the components auditors)‖ and 510 ―Initial missions
- initial balances It is obvious the fact that the International Audit Standards give
several definitions, conceptual clarifications and contain references to actual terms
(financial instruments, actuarial calculations of debts, assurance contracts,
evaluation of the obligations regarding the environment etc.), connected to the
today economic problems. The Technical Norms from Spain referring to the
relations between auditors is applied starting 1996, but the economic environment
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has changed very much lately. Adopting ISA at the level of Spain would ensure the
existence of a common conceptual basis regarding organising the audit missions.
Also the International Standards of Audit contain a lot of elements which do not
appear in the Technical Spanish Norms. We will give some examples: new
responsibilities for the auditor regarding the firm administration or the
Administration Board of the audited firm; several details referring the
documentation way of the audit missions; the existence of a single mission partner;
the existence of the expert from the audited firm, etc.
We still consider that the found differences do not have a significant character, as
they do not enter in a direct contradiction with ISA statements, being more of form
than found. We consider that it is important the orientation of the two countries,
towards accepting the International Audit Standards as an international model
which stands at the basis of the uniformity of the financial audit process.
As a result of analysing the actual situation in the two countries, in Spain‘s case we
make the recommendation for ICAC to accelerate the harmonising process of the
Technical Norms with the International Standards of Audit, or to pass to adopting
them completely to raise uniformity, transparency, and credibility of the audited
accounting information, which is needed by the society and economic environment.
The European Commission underlines the fact that the unjustified delay of
approving the International Audit Standards (ISA) could have a bad effect on
reglementing frame, enriching the fragmentation, which comes against the general
objective of the Directive.
It is extremely necessary the existence of a conceptual common basis at the
European and international level, concerning the organisation and functioning of
the audit firms. This could be realised at Spain level by adopting the International
Audit Standards. This condition is necessary to ensure the uniformity regarding the
understanding and using the concepts from the audit domain - uniformity that will
ensure the comparison of the accounting data at the international level,
transparency and viability of the accounting information- essential things in the
context of globalisation and economic internationalisation.
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ASSISTING TO THE STOCK COUNT –
A PROCEDURE OF THE AUDIT ASSIGNMENT
Ioana BUFAN
West University of Timişoara, Romania
Dumitru COTLEŢ
West University of Timişoara, Romania

Abstract
Within the current activity there may be changes of quantity and values of the
patrimony, which cannot be mentioned in documents. Due to that it is necessary a
periodical check so that the accounting can be revised according to the actual
situation of the patrimonial elements, using the stock count as a procedure of the
accounting method.
The main goal of the auditors‟ activity is to reestablish a reasonable trust among
the producers and users of the accounting information. In this way, the auditors
are contributing to the protection of the interests of various categories benefitting
from the accounting information, when they are taking economical decisions.
Worldwide, the authors are giving different definitions but in the end, all agree that
the main goal of the audit is to express a reasonable, motivated, true opinion on
the annual accounts and the faithfulness of the annual financial statements.
As a conclusion, the assistance to the stock count procedures by the auditor is
essential during the audit assignment. It has a direct impact on the opinion
expressed by the auditor due to the assertion regarding the existence related to the
financial situations. Also, the information related to the stock count can carry
significant risks and in order to avoid them the auditor‟s assistance to the stock
count is mandatory.
Key Words: stock count, audit assigment, opinion, assertion, procedures, financial
statements
JEL Classification: M40, M41, M42

1. Introduction
The Accounting Reform in our country has begun with the adoption of the
Accounting Law no. 82/1991. Its rules regarding the accounting procedures were
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applied at the level of all economic operators through the General Accounts Plan,
approved by the G.O. no. 704/1993 and used since 01.01.1994, respectively the
order 2388/1995 for the approval of the Norms concerning the organization and
stock count of the patrimony.
This Order of the Ministry of Public Finances in force till 2004 made the
reglementation of the modality in which the stock count was performed. The order
needed several updates but there have been no major changes.
Starting with 1999, begun a new stage of the development of the Romanian
Accounting system, based on a program reglemented by O.M.F. 403/1999, changed
and completed by O.M.F.P. 94/29.01.2001 for the approval of Accounting
Reglementations harmonized with the CEE 4th Directive and the International
Accounting Standards, published in the Official Monitor 85/20.02.2001 part I, date
when was cancelled the O.M.F. 403/1999. In this Order was stated that the
development program of the Romanian Accounting System will be gradually
implemented till 31.12.2005.
In view of that, in 2004 it has been issued the Ministry of Public Finances Order
no. 1753/2004 for the approval of the Norms regarding the organization and
performance of stock counts.
This Order will be later on replaced by Order no. 2861/October 9th, 2009 for the
approval of the Norms regarding the organization and performance of stock counts
related to assets, debts and own capital.
2. Attendance at Stock Counting
2.1. Accounting Approaches
This new reglementation was meant to reflect in the accounts, continuously and
fully, the existance and the changes of the patrimonial elements occured due to
economical operations taking place in the patrimonial units. The existance and the
movements of the material and financial values are recorded in documents and than
registred in the accounts.
Within the current activity there may be changes of quantity and values of the
patrimony, which cannot be mentioned in documents. The factors which may
produce various situations without correlation between the facts registred in the
accounts and the reality may be some of the following :
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changes produced in the substance of material goods due to the
influence of natural factors (evaporation, alteration, draught, etc);
manipulation errors which can influence the quality of the goods;
robberies, insufficient supervision, etc.

Due to that it is necessary a periodical check so that the accounting can be revised
according to the actual situation of the patrimonial elements, using the stock count
as a procedure of the accounting method.
The stock count represents a series of operations throughout which it is certified
the existance of the elements enclosed in the economic operators‘ patrimony at a
specified date, from various points of view : quality, quantity and value.
A stock count is appreciated as well performed if it has been made within the
circumstances foreseen by the law, solving all issues, if it took place at the right
time and did not request long time, high expenses and did not affected the normal
development of the activity.
The necessity of a stock count is obviously requested in two moments :
during the financial year for budget controlling;
at the year closing for establishing the real situation of the patrimony
and in view of drawing up the balance sheet.
The Accounting Law no. 82/1991 republished, mentions that the juridical and
physical persons who are organizing and performing accounting operations have
the duty to organize at least once a year a general inventory of its patrimony.
This must also be done in the case of a merger, division of activity, closing down,
or in the following situations: at the requests of controlling authorities, whenever
there are losses or additions; when overtaking a unit of job, during company‘s reorganization or as a consequent of natural disasters.
2.2. Audit Approaches
Audit is known since the beginning of the XVIII-th century, without a specific date
and geographical location. The economic history mentions several stages in the
development of the audit, different because of the social cathegory requesting the
audit, the auditors and the audit‘s objectives.
By the end of the XIX-th century there was already a specific relationship between
the enterprises being audited and the auditors, who were chosen among
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professional accountants or lawyers. Their target was to confirm that the financial
situations were correct and free of errors and frauds.
In the first decades of the XX century, the audit is made by professional staff
specialized in audit who worked in collaboration with the accountants.
The audit was ordered or requested usually by the State, the third parties, banks,
shareholders, etc. and the auditors were professional, qualified in accounting and
consulting, organized in various professional associations, experts in audit, etc.
Today, the social-economical conditions are different, impressive and very complex.
The facts, the operations and the documents can be analysed from multiple points of
view only by the specialist of high class, with a moral and professional expertise.
The main goal of the auditors‘ activity is to reestablish a reasonable trust among
the producers and users of the accounting information. In this way, the auditors are
contributing to the protection of the interests of various cathegories benefitting
from the accounting information, when they are taking business decisions.
Worldwide, the authors are giving different definitions but in the end, all agree that
the main goal of the audit is to express a reasonable, motivated, true opinion on the
annual accounts and the faithfulness of the annual financial statements.
2.3. Case Study Regarding the Assistance to a Stock Count During an Audit
Assignment
The Commercial Enterprise Auto Vest S.A. has decided on 04.12.2010 to perform
an overall stock count of all elements enclosed in the assets, debts and own social
equity for the year 2010. The stock count will take place between 15.12.2010 –
31.12.2010, the reference date being the closing date of 29.12.2010.
Description of the stock count process at S.C. Auto Vest S.A.:
Point 1 – The planning of the stock count is sended by e-mail 11 days in
advance to the following departments: Supply, Marketing, Selling, Services,
Finance-Accounting;
Point 2 – The team supervising the stock count process is nominated, as
well as the responsibilities of each member;
Point 3 – The list, made in Excel, including all the codes of the products
and materials is being printed. It encloses all the departments: Warehouse of car
parts and service, Warehouse of car spare parts, Warehouse of the cars owned by
SC Auto Vest S.A., Warehouse of second hand cars, Warehouse of cars in custody,
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Warehouse of accessories‘ for delivery, Warehouse of paintings and painting
consumables, Warehouse of Fixed Assets - cars, Fuel Warehouse, Offices,
Cashiers, Investments;
Point 4 – Elaboration of the stock count list by the Finance-Accounting
Department and distribution of the list by electronic means, to all departments.
Distribution of colored labels to each warehouse;
Point 5 – Nomination of the team members for each department as well as
nomination of the persons in charge with each department counting the stocks;
Point 6 – Training of all the persons in charge with the stock count,
distribution of the ―List with codes of products and materials‖ and colored labels,
to all team members;
Point 7 – In order to facilitate the stock count process, staff will make sure
that all materials and products are being arranged according to the relevant codes
(types) and placed in special, adequate boxes or shelves. This operation should be
done prior to start the stock count.
Point 8 – Physical stock count – including the weighting of the materials;
the colored labels are filled with the relevant number and the quantity is check out.
In order to facilitate the filling in of the stock count list, the labels are stacked on the
box containing the products or various materials.
Point 9 – Filling in the list containing the products‘ codes with the
information written on the labels (codes and quantity); thicking the labels and
counting, twice if necessary to avoid any doubt; signing the list including the codes
of products and materials;
Point 10 – Checking out the accuracy of the stock count by random
counting samples of some 15-20% out of all materials and products. That should be
done after the team has already filled in the stock count lists.
Point 11 – Approvment of the stock count when there are no differences
higher than +,- 5% . In the case of higher differences, the counting is made again;
Point 12 – All lists are gathered in one final electronic list for each
department; those lists are forwarded to the supervisors;
Point 13 – When the final general list from supervisors are enclosed in the
overall list, adjustments are made in the system;
Point 14 – All the lists with codes of products and materials are collected
and submitted to the Stock Count Commission;
Point 15 – Drawing up and archiving of the list enclosing all the persons
involved in the stock count process.
The auditor of S.C. Auto Vest S.A. has been informed by e-mail and fax about the
overall stock count planning in order to be able to make its own planning and to
send the audit team to assist at the stock count procedure.
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At the departments „Car Spare Parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting
consumables Warehouse‖ the stock count has begun on 23.12.2010 and finished by
28.12.2010, well before 31.12.2010. Due to that, the Finance-Accounting
Department will update the stock count results so that the in inventory book and the
Financial Situations will enclose the correct values of the goods counted and
registred in the lists, including all the inward and outward movements of the goods
operated between 23.12.2010 - 31.12.2010.
For the entire company it was nominated one central comission and 7 subordinated
comissions which have performed the stock count of fixed assets, fuel, inventory,
packages, merchandise, cash, cheques with limited amounts, special documents ,
expenses, all related to the activity of S.C. AUTO VEST S.A.
The auditor must perform its activity according to specific rules and follows the
stock count of all elements within all departments; by assisting to this process, the
auditor has to find out answers to a list of questions (see Table 1 and Table 2).
Those answers will enable him to draw up his audit report.
The first question of the auditor should be related to the fact that the company has
or not written instructions regarding the stock count and if those have been sent
(using signed confirmation of the receipt) to all persons in charge with the stock
count. In order to be able to anwer this question, the auditor should receive the
Stock Count Decision, a document usually including the necessary instructions.
This is also the case of S.C. Auto Vest S.A., the Decision dated 04.12.2010
presenting in details all the atributions of the Stock Count Commissions.
Another essential problem represents the stock count of all locations including the
company‘s various types of stocks (stocks located at clients‘ premises/ stocks
owned by third parties). As far as the departments „Car Spare Parts Warehouse‖
and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ are concerned, the auditor
has not been provided with information regarding the existance of items belonging
to third parties. There are no items located at clients.
It is also very important that prior to the stock count, stocks and fixed assets are
organized and arranged in such a manner that allows the counting and facilitate the
entire process. Identification of stock should be made using labels of different
types. For the departments ―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and
Painting consumables Warehouse‖ the fixed asstes and inventory are arranged
according to the instructions but there are no labels and due to that it is impossible
to exactly identify each item. Also, the counted stocks have not been marked or
moved to a different location.
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The auditor must check out if there are no double countings. For the departments
―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables
Warehouse‖ such a procedure has not been used by the stock count commission.
A different aspect equally important is that at least one person, who is not
employed within the department where the stock count is performed should be a
member of the commission, and on the other hand, within every team there should
be at least one person with technical knowledge, able to identify the specific items.
As far as these two departments - ―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and
Painting consumables Warehouse‖ - are concerned, this requirement has been
fulfilled accordingly.
The auditor should also check if there has been a correct understanding of the
problem or the case related to the depreciation, damaged items or missing items
(those which can diminish the value of the counted articles). For the departments
―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables
Warehouse‖ there are legally allowed percentages for certain amounts of loss.
However, there are some objects of inventory presenting a higher risk of loss, over
the limits allowed by the Law and according to the internal norms.
One of the most important documents the auditor has to check is the Statement
made prior to the stock count, in which every responsible person in charge is
declaring the current situation before the stock count. For the departments ―Car
spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ the
persons in charge were Mr. Borca Ionel and Mr. Dobra Ioan, and their Statements
have been submitted to the auditor.
The advancement/movement of the stock count procedure is another important
aspect of this process. It is highly recommended to be done using a geographical
advancing way. For the departments ―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings
and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ the stock count has been made using this
approach (geographical).
The auditor must check up as well if the stock count files are filled in with ink, are
free of errors, there are no missing lines or figures and the documents are showing
clearly which is the procedure when the team has made errors when reporting the
relevant numbers used for the stock count. For the departments ―Car spare parts
Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ the lists have
been initially filled in by using pencils so that it was a draft and figures could be
easily modified when necessary.
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The auditor must make notes and record if:
there have been movements of some items during the stock count;
there were deliveries made by suppliers during the stock count;
merchandise have been sent outwards and delivered to clients during the
stock count;
the inwards and outwards stock movements are made based on relevant
documents (receipts);
there have been arranged some special zones, areas where the deliveries
can be made during the stock count and those areas were supervised.
Within the departments ―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting
consumables Warehouse‖ there were no such movements during the stock counts.
A major aspect is represented by confirmation of stocks with clients and suppliers
based on the statements of accounts. In the case of S.C. AUTO VEST S.A. this
procedure has been respected.
When there are stocks of the same item kept in several locations, the auditor must
identify all the locations in order to perform an exhaustive stock count to compare
it by the end of the stock count with the final figure found on the stock list. Should
it not be possible, the auditors must make a note of the specific product/item and
make sure that it shows up on the list of each location. For the departments ―Car
spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ this
was easily done for all stocks and fixed assets counted.
The auditor must check on various samples the content of the boxes and packages
closed, verify the quantity and make notes if there ar some items damaged or
already warn out. This procedure has been applyed for the departments ―Car spare
parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖. The
auditor must follow up if there is also a checking of the quality (the content of the
packages, boxes, samples of liquid or chemical products) and if there are
instructions regarding the damaged goods.
By the end of the stock count the auditor must make few photocopies of the stock
count lists (or of all lists when it is a controlling procedure of the accounts in order
to show that no changes were made). If photocopies cannot be made, the auditor
has to mention some of the elements enclosed in these lists and follow up their
correct reporting on the final situations at the closing date of that year (period).
The auditor must verify the way in which the valuation of the stock count has been
made:
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the modality of all tests made between the physical stock and the one
from the documents (if there were made changes during the stock
count);
the way of calculating the differences found during the stock count;
how the missing amounts revealed during the stock counts are going to
be registred, respectively the additional items found; how all these
differences are going to be justified and recorded;

The stock count of objects of inventory, merchandise, other consummables,
packages and other fixed assets within the two departments ―Car spare parts
Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting consumables Warehouse‖ had taken place
in one location only, inside the buildings.The stock count was performed by the
employees of the client, using the counting. The employees of the audit firm have
assisted to the stock count of the fixed assets and stocks within the two
departments: ―Car spare parts Warehouse‖ and „Paintings and Painting
consumables Warehouse‖.
Audit team members have supervised the stock counting, have selected few items
and made tests to verify the accuracy of the previous counting made by client‘s
employees; they made another counting in parallel, have choosen various types of
products and actively took part into the stock count process.
In the meantime, the audit team members have selected some items out of the stock
count lists and checked the quantities found in the department, identifying the
physical existence of the stocks. This procedure is called ―list to floor‖. The
opposite of this procedure, called ―floor to list‖ means to start from a selection of
few items and make the stock count, followed by a counting that is compared with
the evidence enclosed in the list of the stock count. These procedures are applied
for the stocks where the auditor did not have the possibility to participate, the
counting being made simultaneously in different locations or departments.
Assisting to the tests and counting have revealed the following weak points of the
procedures:
the stock count commissions included as well the persons in charge
with the management of these departments;
the stock count has not been marked in a suitable way.
There are requests to identify the slow moving stocks, those out of the fashion or
damaged and need to check the expiring date for some merchandise. All these
should be marked on the stock count list. Some objects of inventory cannot be
physically identified due to their very old age and should be written off the list.
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The physical quantity that was counted has been introduced into the system. The
quantity for each product and its value are both compared to the written one found
already into the system.
The stock count has been made both in writting and by counting and for some
items, stocks were identified differences. Each has been seriously investigated and
the whole stock of that item (cathegory) has been counted again. A member of the
audit team has participated to this activity while the client‘s team was counting
again and checking the difference already noted.
The documents used by the auditor are the Evaluation of Physical Inventory
Questionare (Table 1 and Table 2) and the Working Memorandum, which
represents the conclusion, the final work of the auditor after participation to a stock
count process.
Enterprise: S.C. AUTO VEST S.A.
Unit: CAR PARTS WAREHOUSE– fixed assets, inventory items, merchandise and
packages
Year: 2010
Sta
ge
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

Table 1 Check List
Checkings to be performed
Ref.
Workin
g sheet
Checking if there are written instructions
related to the stock count and if those have
been given (under personal signature):
- to the person in charge with the stock
count
- to the persons performing the stock count
Were these instructions subject of
comments or explanations made by the
supervisors during a kick-off meeting?
Are there included all locations of stocks
and all types of stocks?
- stocks from third parties
- stocks belonging to third parties?
Does the current placement allow an easy
performance of the stock count?
Was it made an identification of the stocks?
How? (labels etc.)
Is there a double check? Which is the
procedure if there are differences?
Is there a permanent stock count?
Does the stock count team include at least a
person who is not employee of the

YES

NO
or
N/A

Notes

Yes

The company has
issued written
instructions on
04.12.2010 Those
have been given
to the staff
involved in the
stock count.

Yes

There are no
stocks
at/belonging to a
third party.

Yes
No
No
N/A
Yes
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Sta
ge

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Checkings to be performed

warehouse or team member of the stock
count group?
Have the team members performing the
stock count received clear instructions
about the work they will perform?
Is there at least one person with technical
skills and knowledge within every team
able to identify the stocks?
Are the stock count techniques well defined
(counting, checking the weight,
measuring)?
Was it made clear and understood the
procedure for depreciation, missing items,
etc (factors which can reduce the value of
the counted pieces)?
Initial statement of each warehouse
responsible have been obtained before
starting the stock count?
Has the warehouse responsible given a
written statement in case he was aware of
differences existent in the stocks?
Will it be made a stock count of the items‘
quality? (packages‘ content, analysis of the
liquids or chemical products). Will the used
or damaged goods will be mentioned?
Will it be made a stock count based on
geographical performance of the stocks?
(not starting from the permanent stock
count level)?
Are the persons performing the stock count
ignoring the theoretical quantity of the
stocks?
In the case of double stock counts is the
second team ignoring the results obtained
by the first stock count?
Which are the agreed mentions made on the
stocks in order to confirm that the first and
then the second counting have been
performed?
Tare the stock count files filled in using ink
without corrections and missing
information? Which procedure will be used
when the stock count team makes errors on
the reported figures?

Were there organized few zone from where

Ref.
Workin
g sheet

YES

NO
or
N/A

Yes
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See point 1 of the
Check List.

Yes

Yes

Counting

Yes

There is a legaly
allowed
percentage for
various losses.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

In most cases.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Initially, all files
will be filled in
with pencils so
that correction
could be made
latter on when the
case.
N/A
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21
22

23
24

25

26

27

28
29
30
31

32
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Checkings to be performed

deliveries can be made during the stock
count process (allowing the flow of
deliveries to the clients while the stock
count is in progress)? Is this area
supervised?
Where there items movements during the
stock count process?
If at point no. 20 the answer is ―YES‖
which was the procedure to avoid the
double stock count or the omission of the
items?
All entries or deliveries are made based on
such a specific document?
If at point 23 the answer is YES, mention
few numbers of the specific documents
showing entries or deliveries before and
after the stock count operations in order to
check their correct accounting when the
accounts checking will be made.
If the answer at point no. 23 is NOT, what
has been made in order to decide the right
owner of the goods included in the stock
count?
Were there made deliveries from suppliers
during the stock count? If YES, which were
the measures taken to identify those
deliveries?
Were there goods delivered to clients during
the stock count? If YES, which were the
means agreed in order to identify these
deliveries?
How were treated the items placed in
custody?
How were the goods placed at third parties
treated?
Were there been made confirmation
requests?
Which was the result of the compared
documents related to the entry and the
delivery documents (see question no. 18)
and the stock files?
Are the results of the counting procedure
compared against the stock files by different
persons other than the stock count team or
the warehouse responsibles?
Do mention the main reasons for the
differences between the counted quantity

Ref.
Workin
g sheet

YES

NO
or
N/A

Notes

N/A
N/A

Yes
N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A
N/A
Yes
N/A

Yes

See the audit file.
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33

34
35

36

37

38

Checkings to be performed

and the stock files.
Is there made a previous check up before
each substantial correction of the stock
files?
Is the list with all differences being
communicated to the Management?
When there are several stocks of the same
item in different places, identify those
places and make an exhaustive stock count
which can be eventually compared to the
final amount mentioned on the stock list or
if this is not possible, carefully note the
item‘s position recorded and make sure that
it can be identified on the final sock list.
Check :
- content of the closed packages
- quantity of products
and note the damaged items or those
looking already used.
After finishing the stock count, make copies
of few inventory files or of all, in order to
make sure that no changes are made before
the accounts were checked.
If copies cannot be made, make at least
mentions of few elements or items included
in those lists so that they can allow you to
follow up the correct reporting of the items
on the year end situations.
Do check the way in which the stock count
has made the evaluation of:
- the differences between the counted items
and the existent written statement (have the
written information been changed while the
stock count was performed
- the way of calculating the differences
noted during the stock count
- the way decided to be used for
recuperation of the differences noted for the
missing items or the items found in a bigger
quantity than expected (including the way
in which those differences have been
justified)

Ref.
Workin
g sheet

YES

NO
or
N/A

371
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N/A

Yes

See audit file.

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A
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Enterprise: S.C. AUTO VEST S.A.
Unit: PAINTINGS AND PAINTINGS CONSUMABLES WAREHOUSE – fixed
assets, inventory objects, other consumables and packages
Year: 2010
Table 2 Check List
Stage

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

Controls perfomed

Checking if there are written
instructions related to the stock
count and if those have been given
(under personal signature):
- to the person in charge with the
stock count
- to the persons performing the
stock count
Were these instructions subject of
comments or explanations made by
the supervisors during a kick-off
meeting?
Are there included all locations of
stocks and all types of stocks?
- stocks from third parties
- stocks belonging to third parties?
Does the current placement allow
an easy performance of the stock
count?
Was it made an identification of
the stocks? How? (labels etc.)
Is there a double check? Which is
the procedure if there are
differences?
Is there a permanent stock count?
Does the stock count team include
at least a person who is not
employee of the warehouse or team
member of the stock count group?
Have the team members
performing the stock count
received clear instructions about
the work they will perform?
Is there at least one person with
technical skills & knowledge
within every team able to identify
the stocks?
Are the stock count techniques
well defined (counting, checking
the weight, measuring)?

Ref.
Working
sheet

YES

NO
or
N/A

Notes

Yes

The company has
issued written
instructions on
04.12.2010 Those
have been given
to the staff
involved in the
stock count.

Yes

There are no
stocks
at/belonging to a
third party.

Yes

Nu
Nu

N/A
Yes

Yes

See point 1 of the
Check List

Yes

Yes

Counting
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Was it made clear & understood
the procedure for depreciation,
missing items, etc (factors which
can reduce the value of the counted
pieces)?
Initial statement of each warehouse
responsible have been obtained
before starting the stock count?
Has the warehouse responsible
given a written statement in case he
was aware of differences existent
in the stocks?
Will it be made a stock count of the
items‘ quality? (packages‘ content,
analysis of the liquids or chemical
products). Will the used or
damaged goods will be mentioned?
Will it be made a stock count based
on geographical performance of the
stocks? (not starting from the
permanent stock count level)?
Are the persons performing the
stock count ignoring the theoretical
quantity of the stocks?
In the case of double stock counts
is the second team ignoring the
results obtained by the first stock
count?
Which are the agreed mentions
made on the stocks in order to
confirm that the first and then the
second counting have been
performed?
Tare the stock count files filled in
using ink without corrections and
missing information? Which
procedure will be used when the
stock count team makes errors on
the reported figures?
Were there organized few zone
from where deliveries can be made
during the stock count process
(allowing the flow of deliveries to
the clients while the stock count is
in progress)? Is this area
supervised?
Where there items movements
during the stock count process?

Yes

373
There is a legaly
allowed
percentage for
various losses.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

In most cases.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Initially, all files
will be filled in
with pencils so
that correction
could be made
latter on when the
case..
N/A

N/A
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28
29
30
31

32

33

If at point no. 20 the answer is
―YES‖ which was the procedure to
avoid the double stock count or the
omission of the items?
All entries or deliveries are made
based on such a specific
document?
If at point 23 the answer is YES,
mention few numbers of the
specific documents showing entries
or deliveries before and after the
stock count operations in order to
check their correct accounting
when the accounts checking will be
made.
If the answer at point no. 23 is
NOT, what has been made in order
to decide the right owner of the
goods included in the stock count?
Were there made deliveries from
suppliers during the stock count? If
YES, which were the measures
taken to identify those deliveries?
Were there goods delivered to
clients during the stock count? If
YES, which were the means agreed
in order to identify these
deliveries?
How were treated the items placed
in custody?
How were the goods placed at third
parties treated?
Were there been made
confirmation requests?
Which was the result of the compared documents related to the entry
and the delivery documents (see
question no. 18) and the stock files?
Are the results of the counting
procedure compared against the
stock files by different persons
other than the stock count team or
the warehouse responsibles?
Do mention the main reasons for
the differences between the
counted quantity and the stock
files.
Is there made a previous check up
before each substantial correction
of the stock files?

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A
N/A
Yes
N/A

Yes

See the audit
folder.

N/A
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35

36

37

38

Is the list with all differences being
communicated to the
Management?
When there are several stocks of
the same item in different places,
identify those places and make an
exhaustive stock count which can
be eventually compared to the final
amount mentioned on the stock list
or if this is not possible, carefully
note the item‘s position recorded
and make sure that it can be
identified on the final sock list.
Check :
- content of the closed packages
- quantity of products
and note the damaged items or
those looking already used.
After finishing the stock count,
make copies of few inventory files
or of all, in order to make sure that
no changes are made before the
accounts were checked.
If copies cannot be made, make at
least mentions of few elements or
items included in those lists so that
they can allow you to follow up the
correct reporting of the items on
the year end situations.
Do check the way in which the
stock count has made the
evaluation of:
- the differences between the
counted items and the existent
written statement (have the written
information been changed while
the stock count was performed
- the way of calculating the
differences noted during the stock
count
- the way decided to be used for
recuperation of the differences
noted for the missing items or the
items found in a bigger quantity
than expected (including the way
in which those differences have
been justified)

Yes
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See the audit file.

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A
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Memo of Physical Stock Count
Date of the stock count: December 23rd, 2010
Date of count: December 23rd, 2010 – no inward or outward movements were
made during the stock count
Stock count of: Object of inventory, Fixed Assets, Merchandise and Packages –
CAR PARTS WAREHOUSE
Team members – staff of X Audit : Ionescu Raluca; Lupescu Anca.
Contact person: Iosif Marta
A)

Planning phase
1. Location – stock counting is performed only inside the buildings
2. Stocks at third parties or taken in custody – no information regarding
existence of goods from third parties was provided to us. There are no
goods placed at third parties as well.
3. Identified risks:
The stocks which have been counted were not marked or moved to a
different location;
The fixed assets and inventory objects are not labelled and that does
not allow an exact identification of the every item;
The stock count have not been performed based on geographical
advancement;
There are goods owning a high risk of being registred with losses,
over the legally allowed calculated reserve according to internal
norms; this is due to their very old age, difficulty to be sold or low
movement.
4. Anaysis of the instructions regarding the stock count – the company has
issued oral & written instructions related to the stock count.

Conclusion:
The stock count procedure of the company is suitable.
B)
Stock counting
The client staff have performed the inventory by counting all items.
Staff of X Audit has assisted to the stock count of the fixed assets, inventory
objects, other consumables and packages located in the same WAREHOUSE
WITH CAR PARTS.
We have followed up the modality of performing the stock count, have selected
few articoles for being counted and to be object of the tests performed by the
client‘s teams.
Consequently, the tests have revealed the following weaknesses of the procedures:
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- the stock count teams included among their staff the persons usually in
charge with the stock counts;
- the stock count has not been noted in a suitable manner.
Conclusion:
The physical stock count was performed in accordance with the current legal
procedures and relgementations.
C)
After stock count
For some goods, the stock count was simultaneously made (physical and written
lists checking) and this procedure has allowed us to immediately identify the
differences between the written lists and the real stocks. There are some very old
objects of inventory, which should be written off.
Memo of Physical Stock Count
Date of the stock count: December 23rd, 2010
Date of count: December 23rd, 2010 – no inward or outward movements were
made during the stock count;
Stock count of: Object of inventory, Fixed Assets, Other consumables and
Packages – PAINTINGS AND PAINTING CONSUMABLES WAREHOUSE
Team members – staff of X Audit : Ionescu Raluca; Lupescu Anca.
Contact person: Iosif Marta
A)

Planning phase
1. Location – stock counting is performed only inside the buildings
2. Stocks at third parties or taken in custody – no information regarding
existence of goods from third parties was provided to us. There are no
goods placed at third parties as well.
3. Identified risks:
The stocks which have been counted were not marked or moved to a
different location;
The fixed assets and inventory objects are not labelled and that does
not allow an exact identification of every item;
The stock count have not been performed based on geographical
advancement;
There are goods owning a high risk of being registred with losses,
over the legally allowed calculated reserve according to internal
norms; this is due to their very old age, difficulty to be sold or low
movement.
4. Anaysis of the instructions regarding the stock count – the company has
issued oral and written instructions related to the stock count.
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Conclusion:
The stock count procedure of the company is suitable.
B)
Stock counting
The client staff have performed the inventory by counting all items.
Staff of X Audit has assisted to the stock count of the fixed assets, inventory
objects, other consumables and packages located in the same PAINTINGS AND
PAINTING CONSUMABLES WAREHOUSE
We have followed up the modality of performing the stock count, have selected
few articoles for being counted and to be object of the tests performed by the
client‘s teams.
Consequently, the tests have revealed the following weak points of the procedures:
- the stock count teams included among their staff the persons usually in charge
with the stock counts;
- the stock count has not been noted in a suitable manner.
Conclusion:
The physical stock count was performed in accordance with the current legal
procedures and relgementations.
C)
After stock count
For some goods, the stock count was simultaneously made (physical and written
lists checking) and this procedure has allowed us to immediately identify the
differences between the written lists and the real stocks.
3. Conclusions
The financial-accounting audit consists of checking and certifying the annual
financial statements by a qualified and independent professional in view of
expressing an opinion regarding the true and correct evidence presented in the
annual financial statements of a company.
The objective of an audit assignment of the financial statements is to ensure a
reasonable level that certify the accuracy and expresses a positive opinion
according to which those financial statements are drawn up correctly in all aspects,
according to the relevant accounting instructions and rules in force.
In order to express this opinion, the auditors are using one of the following
expressions or an equivalent of that:
The financial statements offer an accurate view of...;
The financial statements present faithfully all the significant aspects of
…;
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If during the audit assignment the auditor‘s activity is limited due to various
circumstances or some differences with the company‘s management are occurring
regarding the content of the financial statements, the auditor cannot express an
opinion without reserves (unqualified) and the opinion will change into one with
reserves (qualified), or according to each case, impossibility of expressing an
opinion or a contrary opinion.
Throughout his opinion, the auditor is supplying a highly certification of the fact
that the financial situations are free of errors and do not contain significant errors.
This certification is expressed in view of the audit requirements related to the
credibility of an assertion made by one party with the purpouse of it being used by
a third party.
The assertion is an expression given as true, but it cannot be proved. The
management of the economic entities are expressing several assertions throughout
the financial statements. These are a set of criteria, clearly explained or not, based
on which the management of the entity issue the financial statements (annual
accounts) and all these can be found in the following cathergories:
Existence: an asset or a debt existent at a certain moment;
Rights or debts: an asset or a debt reffering to the company at a certain
moment;
Appartenance: a transaction or an event regarding the company and
which took place during the period audited (financial year, annual
event);
Exhaustivity: all assets, debts, transactions or events registred in the
accounts and all important accounting movements have been correctly
recorded;
Evaluation: registration of an assets using its inventory value;
Measuring: operation or event registred at its transaction value and a
revenue or expense referring to the relevant annual date or period;
Presentation and information given: an information is presented,
classified and has a description according to a accounting note
applicable.
The auditor checks if all stocks have been identified and enclosed into the balance
sheet assets (exahaustivity), if there is correct evidence of all stocks recorded
(accuracy), if the cost of stocks have been correctly calculated using the evaluation
method accepted by the internal accounting procedures of the firm.
The auditor checks if all the amounts are included in the financial statements and
are according to the accounting. These stocks recorded in the balance sheet should
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be real and have a physical evidence (existence). There should be checked out if all
stocks have been correctly recorded during the accounting year (period
independence) and for the stocks with low movement or with no movement it is
requested a net valuation (evaluation).
The physical stock count, balance reconciliation of the accounting with the lists
from the warehouses, allow the auditor that based on the tests performed within the
internal controls, to express his conclusions regarding the level of reasonability
regarding the fair and correct registration in the Balance Sheet.
Throughout his opinion, the auditor expresses a reasonable or high level of
certification but in the meantime he does not express an absolute guarantee that the
financial statements in their whole are free of significant errors or anomalies.
The participation of the auditor to a stock count during the audit assignment is an
essential aspect, condition of soustaining the assertion regarding the existance.
However, sometimes this is not possible and it could influence significantly the
opinion expressed by the auditor.
Should the auditor not take part to a stock count, the consequence will be
mentioned in the audit report by expressing an opinion with reserves.
Consequently, before the paragraph containing the opinion, these reserves will be
presented. An example of this type of limited extension of the works due to not
assisting to the stock count would be the following:
„ We could not assist to the physical stock count on the December 31, … due to the
fact that we have been nominated auditors of the company after the above
mentioned date…Taking into account the nature of the accounting documents of
the company, we managed to check the quantity using other various procedures.
In our opinion, excepting the incidence of the adjustments which would have been
necessary, should we have performed the physical stock count of the quantity, the
financial statements as of December 31, …. As well as the profit and loss account
for the year closed at the same date are in accordance with the legal and statutory
requirements.‖
As a conclusion, the assistance to the stock count procedures by the auditor is
essential during the audit assignment. It has a direct impact on the opinion
expressed by the auditor due to the assertion regarding the existance related to the
financial situations. Also, the information related to the stock count can carry
significant risks and in order to avoid them the auditor‘s assisstance to the stock
count is mandatory.
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THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT,
A PRODUCT OF THE AUDIT ENGAGEMENT
Ovidiu-Constantin BUNGET
West University of Timisoara, Romania
Dumitru-Horia CRISTEA
West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract:
All engagements – financial audits included – have the purpose to issue a report.
The audit report is the final product of the financial audit engagement. The report
contains grouped information paragraphs in respect to the contents of the financial
statements of entities, making reference to the quality of the information provided
in the financial statements. The conclusion the auditor reaches, expressed in the
audit report, represents the corollary of the auditor‟s activities, which are based on
the applicable professional and ethics norms and standards.
From the norms analysis it can be seen that there is a high level of audit report‟s
standardization, especially to facilitate the understanding of the message by its
reasonable user. But, the audit report has to serve the manner in which the
financial statements give / do not give a fair view in accordance with a reporting
framework. This objective could be achieved only to the extent that the auditor‟s
efforts are oriented toward a quality report. We point out here not only quantitative
components (collection of audit‟s evidence, documentation and so on) but also
qualitative components, rationality that must take into account the perception that
will have not only the report‟s recipients, but any interested party. In fact, the
currently under discussion reporting proposals highlight the added value
requirement, especially for shareholders and financiers, regarding the opinion
contained in the auditor's report.
Key words: audit, audit report, opinion, professional judgement, skepticism,
suspicion, prudence, diligence.
JEL Classification: M40, M41, M42
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1. Introduction
The independent auditor‘s report is his intellectual product. Concerning the audit
report, viewed as a result of the auditor‘s professional judgement, we have presented
(Ovidiu Bunget, Violeta State, Horia Cristea) the communication titled „The audit
report – a result of professional judgement‖, during the International AFECA
Conference, which took place in Budapest, on 19 October 2007. The aspects outlined
and presented in this paper have been taken from the above mentioned work.
The contents of the audit report is under continuous improvement. The report
represents the intelligible expression of the auditor‘s objectives, which have suffered
structural modifications in time, from identification of fraud and the repression of the
perpetrators of fraud, to preventing fraud and attesting the fiability of financial
reporting.
The objectives also continue to evolve, in pace with global economies, reaching a
scope nowadays oriented towards the reality of financial reporting and the
effectiveness of internal control systems. The evolution of the objectives of an audit
strongly connected to the evolution of economies.
The present times are part of the age of economic globalisation, in which there is a
general will to use global audit standards and also for congruence regarding the
structure of the audit report. The structure of the audit report is subordinated to the
demands of the users of the information.
In the finalisation stage of an audit, the auditor is constructing the contents of the audit
report in such a way, as to provide a clear an easy understanding of the components of
financial reporting and the information provided in the financial statements. The
information in the financial statements has to be filtered and analysed by means of
comparison with the reporting requirements present in the applicable reporting
frameworks. This analysis has to be neutral and be performed with competence, by a
professional – the financial auditor (Figure 1).
Figure 1 Audit report workflow
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processed
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(4)
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audit

information
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(9)

(8)

A
Source: own processing

outputs
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)
Opinion
(11
)
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In point (6) on the figure, the independent auditor analyses the financial statements
information, based on the requirements of the reporting framework. The results of
the analysis, if necesary, are inputs in the adjustment process (8, 9), as per ISA 260
Communication with those charged with governance, ISA 265 Communicating
deficiencies in internal control to those charged with governance and management,
ISA 706 Emphasis on matter paragraphs in the independent auditor‟s report and
ISA 720 The auditor‟s responsibilities relating to other information in documents
containging audited financial statements.
The adjustment process influences the quality of the entity‘s outputs (financial
statements information regarding financial position, financial performance and
cash flows), which are, in turn, inputs in the process of expressing an opinion on
the financial statements.
The opinion in the audit report is a result of the audit engagement. It is expressed
on the basis of applicable principles and standards, and it gives a reasonable
assurance for the intended users regarding the fair view of the financial statements.
2. The environment of the audit engagement
The independent auditor operates in an environment in which risks are of
substantial interest and importance. It is the management‘s responsibility to
produce the information which will subsequently be audited and, from our
perspective, the auditor is acting as an assurance filter, regarding the quality of the
information contained in the financial statements, which are prepared for their
intended users for various purposes. The level of assurance the auditor gives
depends on a series of factors, risks and circumstances.
The information to be compiled in the financial statements, viewed as inputs in the
audit engagement should be in accordance with the applicable reporting
framework, rules, regulations and laws. There is, however a risk that this
information could be the subject of a misstatement due to fraud or error.
Whenever the accounting standards offer enough flexibility in respect of
accounting treatments, there is a greater risk of misstatement due to fraudulent
manipulation of information. This is the case when referring to accounting
standards which allow alternative treatments such valuation or recognition (for
example, IAS 1 paragraphs 91, 92, 94, 116, 118 and 119).
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Given the possibility to manipulate information by means of alternative accounting
treatments, the contents of the International Accounting Standards have been
updated. For example, paragraph IN10 of IAS 2 forbids the capitalisation of
foreign exchange losses in the cost of inventories purchased in foreign currencies.
Paragraph IN13 of the same Standard states that the LIFO method of inventory
valuation is not permitted under the scope of the Standards.
Professional judgement is an important factor with respect to the quality of
information regarding financial position, financial performance and cash flows.
Estimations and discounted rates also have significant impact on the financial
reporting.
Management‘s choice of accounting policies and other reporting-related choices
can lead to the manipulation of financial information favourable to some users (for
example, management) and unfavourable or unreliable to other users (for example,
investors). If this were the case, the financial statement‘s qualitative characteristics
would be affected (relevance and reliability).
IAS 37 Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets is a good example
where a standard sets the recognition and valuation criteria when estimates are
involved, and where the accountant professional judgement is decisive.
The auditor‘s mission is to identify, to the extent possible, the anomalies,
deviations and departures from the financial reporting framework, wether they are
intentional or not.
Misstatements in the financial statements can occur not only due to the accounting
standards‘ flexibility, but also due to the level of competence of the entities‘
management. A lack of competence on the management‘s behalf would lead to a
decline of the business, and this decline could be attempted to be covered up by
means of creative accounting.
The accounting scandals in the past years are an indicator of what information
manipulation looks like, the more so when the auditors are accomplices. If such
facts are not discovered or are not disclosed, the consequences are all but negative
on the users of the financial statements.
The creative imagination of the management, regarding its approach concerning
financial reporting, can be balanced by the auditor with the prudence-diligenceskepticism trio.
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3. The audit report – a result of professional judgement
The audit engagement is complex and difficult. It implies an evaluation of
informations from the perspective of the qualitative characteristics of the financial
statements and also an assessement of their adequacy and fair veiw, in order to give
an assurance to the intended users that the respective informations can or can‘t be
used for material decision making.
The assurance given in the audit report is a result of applying the International
Standards for Auditing and the IFAC Code of Ethics, thus the contents of the audit
report gives way for a better understanding of the complexity of the financial
statements.
An audit of the financial statements has to be of use to all, not only to the owners
or the management (as part of acting in the public interest), by means of better
transparency and improved contents of the audit report.
4. The audit report, an instrument of communication
The auditor doesn‘t communicate only with the management and those charged
with governance, but indirectly, with all the other users interested in the company‘s
affairs. It is important to not consider as outside of the users‘ group, the regulators
of the capital markets, the lenders and the audit regulators.
With this approach, the audit report becomes a support instrument in visualising
and navigating with improved ease through the auditor‘s point of view, expressed
in the audit opinion.
The audit opinion is the foundation of the audit report, and it can be unmodified
(the positive exprimation for reasonable assurance engagements), or it can be
modified if the audit evidence points to this action. In such a case, the report will
contain a basis for the audit opinion, in which all aspects that led to the
modification of the opinion are explained.
Judging from a premise that the opinion and the supporting paragraphs are
fundamental for the users‘ decision making process, the audit opinion is a result of
professional judgement applied within the boundaries of the Code of Ethics. Any
departure from the Code of Ethics leads to biased or flawed reasoning, which will
affect in turn, continuing the informational flow, the decisional process (Figure 2):
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Figure 2 Users’ decision process
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The information to be audited (1) are prepared in accordance with the International
Accounting Standards (IAS). The auditing process (2) is fundamented on the
International Standards for Auditing (ISA). Any discrepancies in the outputs (3) is
an indicator of misstatement (4), and represents an imput for the adjustment
process (5), for the auditing process (6) whenever is the case of improper use of
audit procedures or of not following the Code of Ethics, or for the preparation
process (7) if the inputs in the audit process were not appropriate.
Based on his findings, the auditor expresses an opinion on the fair view of the
financial statements, in the audit report (8). The audit report is the input in the
users‘ processing of information stage, and based on this they will make decisions
(11).
Based on the figure above, the users are shown to trust in the information given by
the auditor and the opinion he expresses, but if the users percieve a lack of
transparence on the matters they consider to be significant in the financial
statements.
The audit report is the pillar on which the users base their decisions, and it should
offer, even in the case of an unmodified opinion, a clear, open presentation of the
financial statements, instead of an ermetic, opaque approach.
The report should show that the audit constitutes an informational filter, and the
opinion is fair and impartial.
5. The contents of the auditor’s report
The audit report, as an output of the auditiong process, is standardised in ISA 700
Forming an opinion and reporting on financial statements:

Title;

Adresee;
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Introductory paragraph;
Management‘s responsibility for the financial statements;
Auditor‘s responsibility;
Opinion;
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements;
Auditor‘s signature;
Date of the auditor‘s report;
Auditor‘s adress.

ISA 210 Agreeing the terms of audit engagements reveals the various situations in
which an auditor professes within the boundaries of a statutory reporting
framework. This standard is in relation with the following standards: ISA 705
Modifications to the opinion in the independent auditor‟s report, ISA 706
Emphasis on matter paragraphs and other matter paragraphs in the independent
auditor‟s report and ISA 720 The auditor‟s responsibilities relation to other
information in documents containing audited financial statements.
By means of the audit report, the auditor is supporting, in a clear, transparent and
accesible manner, the fulfilling of the information needs of a large group of users,
without neglecting the needs of other specific users (in accordance with ISA 800
Special considerations – audits of financial statements prepared in accordance
with special purpose frameworks).
Altough the report has a standardised outline, the specific form of some
expressions are left to be chosen by the auditor. For example, the paragraph
referring to the Administrators‘ Report can vary in title. Form variations are also
allowed by ISA 700 in terms of expressing the opinion (the auditor can choose
between „The financial statements present fairly, in all material respects‖ and „The
financial statements give a true and fair view‖.
The main characteristics are that if a descriptive paragraph involves conclusions of
the auditor, it will contain indications of possible exceptions or other possible
effects, and there will even be allowed a limited choice of phrasing. Otherwise, the
paragraphs are clear and consise, especially the disclaimers, the standard giving
indications with the word „shall‖.
The phrasing used by the auditor in his report has to be clear, intelligible, and
transparent, in order to enable a good interpretation by the intended users.
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6. The improvement of the auditor’s report
The audit report is the end result of the audit on the financial statements. In the
information flow of the financial statements, the auditor acts as a filter in respect of
the quality of information that is finally forwarded to the users.
The report can also be seen as a means of communication with the entity‘s
stakeholders, given the fact that they base their decisions on the opinion in trust.
The entity is responsible for the financial statements and anybody involved in the
financial reporting process has to be professionally competent in order to ensure
that qualitative and complete information reaches the users. In this respect, the
auditor is a safeguard put in place in order to give assurance on this matter. The
fact is, that both the reporting staff and management, on one hand, and the auditor,
on the other hand, have to behave in accordance with the Code of Ethics, otherwise
situations like the big accounting scandals are bound to appear again.
The users of the financial statements require a certification from the auditor, that
the financial statemetns have the quality of being able to fulfil the users‘ need of
information (ie, to be pertinent).
If there is to be a better understanding of the report, there has bo be an improved
approach regarding the material aspects of the financial statements, in a way that
there have to be clearer, more transparent and broader explanations, enabling the
users to have a better understanding of the complexity of the financial reporting.
The auditor‘s objective is to protect the users interest i respect of the quality of the
financial statements. Transparency is a corporate governance principle, but it sould
be extended to the auditor‘s report by means on at least national legislation, if not
international standardisation. The improvement of the auditor‘s report has to be
based on the harmonisation between corporate governance, financial reporting and
audit, in respect of clarity and transparence.
The users‘ understanging and assessement of the financial statements for decision
making purposes are influenced by the audit report. The auditor shouldn‘t be
limited to only being a filter, or certifier, but he should have his role expand more
in the area of supporting this decision making process with helpful explanations
regarding his work and conclusions.
The report should include other specific responsibilities imposed by national laws
and it should not contain abiguous phrasing. It could also contain comments
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regarding value added, based on pertinent information. The content of the report
should be substantial, but relevant.
The auditor‘s responsibility ought to be reestablished in order for it to be in
accordance with the corporate governance and the users‘ requirements. These
responsibilities should be oriented towards long term requirements, instead of the
short term objectives (the opinion).
The auditor‘s comments increase the usefulness of the information in the report,
thus the aduitor should include comments on other issues such as the quality in the
entity‘ financial reporting process or the adequacy of the policies in place,
especially regarding management‘s estimates.
The report is the auditor‘s image as a professional operating under an international
framework of quality professional and ethics standards.
7. Conclusions
In a world of information, in which decisions are fundamented on information
processing, or „number crunching‖, there is a growing need, for the purpose of
acting in the public interest, to protect the respective decision makers. In this
respect, the informational filters have a significant role to play in ensuring that the
information is qualitative.
The lack of such filters, or their improper functioning maintain the risk of unreal
and unreliable financial reporting, because only the supplier of information is
aware of its quality. Any economy is dependent on sound decision making of all
parties, and the audit report is the appropriate tool to ensure a proper understanding
for decision making.
Considering this, it is important to understand that the audit report has to be
extended in scope, in a way in which is would not only be a simple trust or don‟t
trust the financial reporting, but a real support for the users‘ decisions.
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Abstract
Currently there is a high concern that auditors and the public interest hold
different beliefs about the auditors‟ duties and responsibilities. A key feature of the
audit market in Romania is that many people believe they are (or should be)
getting much more from an audit than is intended by the auditors. In recent years,
some financial reporting scandals and corporate collapses have highlighted the
Audit Expectation Gap. This gap between what the public expects from the auditor
and what the auditor perceives his role to be has exacerbated crises within the
accounting profession.
The research outcomes indicate that in spite of the intensified efforts undertaken by
professional bodies, academia and profession members, the "elasticity" of users‟
expectations toward external auditing role is increasingly negative. Out of the
multiple explanations that justify such dynamics, the implication of the current
global financial crisis is by far a leading generating factor. Therefore, the GFC
brings again under debates among both producers and users of accounting
information the traditional questionings on the role of audit.
Under such circumstances, the paper seeks to identify and examine the dynamics of
AEG during the GFC since its inception. Are auditors to blame for the GFC? Not
solely. We would rather say that thanks to auditors, the GFC was first disclosed in
2007. Auditors are being unfairly targeted in the wake of the GFC due to a
misunderstanding of their role.
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the issues and challenges of AEG by
reviewing the literature on this subject, along the following lines: definition, nature
and structure; and ways to reduce it. It is hoped that such an attempt can provide
more in-depth insights into the AEG.
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Introduction
Financial audit, along with concepts such as public oversight and corporate
governance, should be key factors to contribute to financial stability, by
guaranteeing the truthfulness of the company‘s financial statements in general,
respectively by checking the accuracy, correctness and eligibility of expenditure
and by confirming the refund amounts in case of projects with European funding,
in particular.
Moreover, in a prolonged economic crisis, a thorough audit is essential for
restoring market safety and confidence. The global economic crisis, which lasts for
some time already without clear leaving signs, arouse acute concern feelings not
only related to the causes – that were discussed in all possible way – but especially
to the real chances for recovery and revival. We search especially for the most
appropriate mechanism for restoring trust in business, for the instauration of a fair
and predictable commercial and financial climate.
Inevitably, when seeking appropriate solutions, many hopes link to the potential
offered by the information obtained from financial audits, which are increasingly
recognised for their prominent social role in insuring healthy businesses. And it
is not just about opinions on what is expected from auditors, but also actual actions,
which took the form of discussion papers in view of preparing the measures to be
adopted in respect of the more complex responsibilities they should have and also
develop.
The fact is that now financial audit is on the verge of a reform in order to better
meet the challenges of the period we are going through. Currently audit is a global
service, whose effects are felt in all sectors and with cross-border impact.
However, a greater public awareness in respect of audit objectives, responsibilities
and scope would be required, considering that public awareness deficiencies can
cause deficiencies in respect of expectations that the public has for auditors.
There is consensus that the social role of the auditor and the audit profession
should work together for protecting the public interest. Thus, the public must gain
proper understanding of the audit profession, not to bring it to absolute, to believe
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that the auditor is a factotum, a god, an omniscient who can make very long-term
predictions.
In recent decades, the business world has been shaken by numerous financial
scandals, including the well-known cases of Enron, WorldCom and Xerox in the
United States, but also fraudulent financial reporting cases in Europe, such as
Vivendi, Parmalat or Rozal Ahold. Regarded by the public as the main responsible
for the great economic crises and financial imbalances (South Sea Bubble 17171720, Charles Ponzi and U.S. Postal Service 1920, Samuell Insull – Kreuger &
Troll 1920-1929, Watergate 1970, Enron – WorldCom – Arthur Andersen 2002
and Bernard Madoff – Lehman Brothers 2008 (Singleton & Singleton, 2010)),
financial fraud has attracted and continues to attract the interest of theorists and
practitioners to identify the key factors that may lead to its prevention or detection.
Beyond morality, currently fraud has become a constant concern especially due to
its impact on the global economic stability and the effects on investors. „Fraud‖
refers to an intentional action done by one or more individuals among
management, those charged with governance, employees or third parties, which
involves the use of deception to obtain an unjust or illegal advantage.
Fraud reduces confidence in the financial statements and affects business
continuity. In this context, it is the auditor‘s responsibility to undertake reasonable
efforts for detecting fraud risk factors and thus, any possible fraud in the financial
statements.
In difficult economic times, like the one we are now going through, the risk of
fraud increases. Equally, there is a high potential risk of fraudulent reporting. In
this context, the auditor must plan and perform audits more carefully, with greater
thoroughness and rigour.
Financing contracts may include a requirement for the Beneficiaries to submit
together with the expenditure declaration a certificate issued by an auditor. These
certificates vary according to the auditor‘s work, but generally they cover basic
requirements such as: expenditure relates to the eligibility period, expenditure
items were approved in the financing agreements and they comply with it, and
there are proper accounting records, including supporting documents. It is
important to note that if the Beneficiary‘s financial statements are audited, the audit
report prepared in this respect cannot replace the auditor‘s certificate that must
accompany each expenditure statement prepared by the Beneficiary.
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In our opinion, a good initiative, which we hope will bring important progress, is
the existence of two working committees at the level of the Chamber of Financial
Auditors of Romania, which aim to analyse and highlight certain aspects that
are inconsistent with the audit activity, for programmes and projects financed
from European funds, as well as the risks that could affect the parties involved in
European funding. These issues should be discussed together with the authorities
appointed with implementation of EU funds, in order to ensure unitary rules and
requirements in the auditing these funds.
Research methodology. This paper explores the extent to which the audit
profession and practices promote public trust in audits. Although trust is a complex
concept and real world practicalities prohibit ‗perfect‘ audits, the characteristics of
the relationship between auditors and financial report users predispose the public to
‗over trust‘ audits. Threats to the public‘s trust in auditors will only decrease when
the profession undertakes a major culture change that operationalises the public
interest objective and accountability in day-to-day audit practices and behaviour.
The literature review that we have conducted favouring a broad approach, aims to
identify various researches and analysis on the theme of ―expectation gap‖. One
could distinguish studies that investigate AEG from the perspective when the
society‗s expectations of auditors exceed the duties reasonably expected of
auditors. This group is known as ignorance/ feasibility/ reasonableness gap.
The objective of the present research is to address the main factors that influence in
the dissatisfaction of the users of financial information and the main causes of the
differences in the audit expectation gap.
This literature review will critically analyse the various theories put forward from
previous researchers regarding reasons for the emergence of the ‗expectation gap‘
and the professions response in trying to reduce the gap. The methods suggested to
reduce the gap will also be discussed considering their effectiveness.
The articles written on AEG reveal a continuous diversification of research in this
field: from a simple literature review, to empirical studies with valuable scientific
outcomes. In addition, there are papers that seek to test various theories and
hypothesis on AEG at national/regional levels. In spite of the impressive volume of
published research, one could notice that there are a limited number of studies
exploring the psychological, cultural or political factors that could explain certain
attitudes, behaviors or perceptions toward auditing (Sikka, 1998; Al-Duneibat,
2003). The research methodologies employed by these studies are basically those
belonging to social sciences. Thus, there is a heavy use of empirical research based
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on structured or semi-structured interviews and questionnaires, particularly in cases
of examining the performance gap.
1. Audit Expectation Gap
1.1
Gaps of the current reporting system and limitations of the audit
approach
The management of the audited companies is primarily responsible for the
disclosure of sound financial information. Auditors can contribute through queries
addressed to the management from a user‘s perspective and through their
―professional scepticism‖ related to the audited entity.
Current practice indicates that by means of the audit report ―reasonable assurance‖
is less directed towards guaranteeing that the financial statements offer a true and
fair image, but rather towards guaranteeing that the financial statements are
prepared in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework.
The banking crisis has shown that in the audit report content should prevail over
form, a premise supported also by the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS). In their audit reports, EU auditors repeatedly refer to compliance with
IFRS or the national reporting framework, without emphasizing the analysis in
terms of accounting or auditing.
There is an exaggerated trend to standardise the text of the audit report, which we
can say hides the content of the audit from the users. Almost identical audit reports
were observed at very different entities. All audit reports say that appropriate audit
procedures have been performed, but there is no customization or evidence of the
depth of the work performed.
But users of audited accounting information want additional information and
financial and non-financial clarifications. Audit should bring added value to the
business by providing transparent information, which is absolutely necessary for
taking decisions.
The preliminary project of the study group ―Audit Policy‖, which refers to the
Green Book “Audit Policy: Lessons from the Crisis”, states that ―the European
Commission intends to consider a return to simplicity, an approach based mainly
on the review of the balance sheet and less on conformity and functioning of
systems, which tasks should be mainly the clients‘ responsibility and subject to
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internal audit. In order to present a true and fair image auditors should make sure
that content prevails over form‖ (The European Economic and Social Committee).
At international level, the role of audit is of great interest and it has been
extensively discussed. The focus of these discussions have been the cases where
―clean‖ Audit Reports were issued, and afterwards the audited companies went
bankrupt. Hence, the distrust on the true meaning and utility of an audit. Did the
existence of important unreported misstatements lead to the question on the actual
role of an audit?
The answer is not so simple and therefore at international level there is a growing
distance between the position of auditors and information users.
Some users of audited accounting information expressed their distrust on the
adequacy of audits in the current business environment. They cannot understand
how the financial statements of a company may reflect the idea of ―reasonableness‖
and ―strength‖, although the same company is actually in financial difficulty. It has
been shown many times that users do not know the limitations of an audit – we
refer here to materiality, sampling techniques, management responsibility, etc.
From the users‘ perspective, auditors should provide stakeholders with a very high
level of assurance in relation to the balance sheet elements and their valuation at
the balance sheet date.
We should clarify the difficulties in understanding the social effectiveness of an
audit, due either to the lack of understanding of its objectives or limits. In this
context, one should know the legislative regulations of this activity and three
aspects should be clarified:

the audit is a technique that helps obtaining a professional opinion on the
financial statements, by means of specific procedures; it is not an exact science
with a indisputable final product;

the audit checks if the financial statements are prepared in accordance with
the applicable law and if they reflect the true image;

the audit is performed on available accounting documents presented by the
audited company; it is important to realize that audit does not mean reconstruction
of all accounting operations; it uses sampling techniques and materiality thresholds
for reviewing transactions and analyzing indicators, in order to form a professional
opinion;

the audit aims to obtain reasonable assurance that there are no material
misstatements and it does not represent an advice for improving the company‘s
performances;
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Thus, the audit can express an opinion of ―reasonableness‖, ―strength‖ or ―true
image‖ even if the company is actually in financial difficulty.
Due to the existing limitations, certain misstatements in the financial statements
cannot be detected. Subsequent discovery of a material misstatement does not
automatically mean that the auditor did not act with sufficient professionalism, but
the conformity of the used procedures under the given circumstances must be
considered.
The role of the auditor is to plan the work so that it would be practically impossible
to omit relevant information. This is actually the ―art‖ of this profession. The
auditor should be a well-informed and well-trained person, combining intelligence
with professional expertise in order to obtain a correct result. In terms of assurance
in respect to the company‘s future in front of bankruptcy, i.e. the going concern
principle – this is an objective pertaining more to the financial analysts. There are a
number of uncontrollable external factors that may affect the company‘s activity,
such as: the national and international economic stage, fragility of accounting
principles or rules applied at the bankruptcy date, management fraud, lack of
management to adapt to change, the presence of a dominant general manager and
an ignorant board of directors, the lack of own funds or external financing, etc.
We are talking here about what is called in the Anglo-Saxon literature ―AUDIT
EXPECTATION GAP‖ (Garcia Benau et.al., 1993) or the difference between
audit nature and what users of accounting information expect from auditors. It is
necessary to bring closer the expectations of the professionals and clients.
Generally, there are three groups interested in auditors‘ activity:

clients of audit companies (auditable companies);

users of accounting information – co-workers, rating companies, banks,
financial analysts, mass media, state authorities, etc.;

corporate governance.
The role of auditor versus fraud is the topic that has created the greatest opinion
difference between the three groups.
From here we should deduce the great social importance given to audit and the
public‘s trust in the fact that the auditor represents its interests. Therefore, we
believe that audit companies should not overlook these aspects and enlarge their
responsibilities areas, look for new methods or procedures to support their work.
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As already said, the auditor‘s opinion is expressed in the Audit Report. Whenever
the auditor issues a report, other than an unqualified report, he/she must include in
the report a clear description of all reasons supporting the decision.
The standard dealing with the auditor‘s responsibility for the preparation of a
Report with a modified opinion is ISA 705 ―Changes to the Opinion of the
Independent Auditor‘s Report‖. According to the standard, ―when the auditor
changes his opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should include a
paragraph that offers a description of the aspect that caused the change. The auditor
must place this paragraph immediately before the opinion paragraph (International
Federation of Accountants, 2009).
An audit environment problem is the negative perception generated by a
qualified audit report. This has perpetuated the paradigm ―all or nothing‖, where
the ―qualifications‖ in the audit report are taboo for both clients and auditors. The
question is if this perception should be revised or should stakeholders really be
concerned about this aspect.
Thus, no audit can provide absolute assurance that the financial statements do
not contain material misstatements or fraud. Errors may exist – either as a
result of incorrect accounting data processing, or as a result of a wrong
judgement in the selection and application of accounting standards. There is a
risk that the auditor cannot detect them, regardless of the rigour in applying
auditing standards.
According to literature, synthesis financial statements cannot be perfectly
accurate due to some ambiguous concepts in accounting.
Also, many of the results calculated based on estimates cannot be more
accurate than allowed by the methods used for their sizing. For example, nobody
can accurately predict the results of an event to occur – for instance the exchange
rate on the payment date or the market price for fuel. For this reason, whenever
accounting estimates depend on uncertain results of future events, these
estimates will be inaccurate by nature. Therefore, audited annual accounts
cannot provide a higher degree of accuracy duet o inherent limitations of the
accounting system.
Moreover, often accounting standards offer several distinct accounting
treatments for the same transaction. Selection of a certain accounting treatment
will by default cause other results in terms of financial statements disclosures.
Perhaps the most famous cases of alternative accounting treatments are those
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related to depreciation of fixed assets or the valuation of inventories at exit. By
applying one or another method of the permitted accounting policies , the
company‘s results and the value of its assets may seriously be affected, without the
possibility to demonstrate breach of the true image principle or of the accounting
standards.
Moreover, besides the limitations of the accounting system adopted in one
country or another, the company‘s management also sets some limitations to the
accounting and internal control systems. Management takes decisions based
mainly on the cost-benefit ratio in respect to the structure of the accounting and
internal control systems.
On the other hand, even if the accounting system would work fine, due to its
specifics and techniques, the audit process cannot guarantee that the data in the
financial statements are real for 100%. Ideally, an auditor has sufficient technical
means to exhaustively check each transaction, but in practice such a process can no
longer take place. Costs would be very high and the time required to fulfil such a
task would make the audit report to be irrelevant when issued.
Literature and auditing standards recognise these inherent limitations of the
audit process. Therefore, the auditor should make sure that he/she obtains
sufficient audit evidence to have a solid basis for issuing a reasonable audit
opinion.
However, there is problem in terms of public expectations. Normal users do not
know the limitation of an audit engagement or even the limitations of accounting
reporting. Thus, in most cases the public perceives the quality of the work
performed by auditors to be much lower than in reality. It seems that this comes
from the fact that whenever there has been a dramatic bankruptcy or a company
collapse, the general perception (even if wrong) is that the situation must have
been triggered by fraudulent financial reporting (which also implies failure of an
audit that gave „green light‖ to the financial statements). The situation is
comparable with the analysis of air transportation safety: although it has been
shown that it presents the fewest risks in terms of total number of passengers, the
impact of an airplane accident on the public is very high.
Even in Romania, almost every time bankruptcy is associated with fraudulent
management. The problem is created by the fact that worldwide, particularly in
former communist countries, where there is a natural trend to ostracize in massmedia the capitalist businesses, the most publicised bankruptcy cases are those
based on fraudulent management, and bankruptcy cases caused by lower demand
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or structural changes in the economy are generally presented as minor economic
events, which retain very little attention.
Consequently, public‘s expectations are very high in terms of performance that
must be reached by audit services in comparison to its actual and normal
performances, which phenomenon gives rise to the so-called „Audit Expectation
Gap” – differences generated by false public expectations.
The studies in this field show that unrealistic expectations of the users of audited
information have the same disastrous effect on the audit process as a set of
incorrectly designed or applied accounting or auditing standards. The auditor
must increase the public‘s confidence in the audited financial statements . If
his professionalism is questioned, thus his work is compromised even before the
actual start.
In order for the audit to be perceived at its actual size, the accounting profession
must play a decisive role both in terms of public awareness and in improving
service quality. If the users of accounting information can be determined to have
reasonable expectations from an audit engagement, also auditors should meet
the users‘ expectations in order to avoid the other extreme (when users have
reasonable expectations, but auditors are not at their highest level).
Basically, this can be achieved especially by those working in audit through two
directions:
(i) accurate information of users regarding the role and limitations of an audit;
and
(ii) continuous improvement of audit quality, especially by improving auditing
standards and raising the level of auditors‘ professional training.
1.2

Definition of Audit Expectation Gap – a review of literature

Audit Expectation Gap (AEG) or the expectation difference in audit has a long
history. There is a general concern about the existence of differences between
expectations of audit profession and public.
The term "expectation gap" was first applied in audit by Liggio (1974). Since then
there is increasing evidence of expectation differences (Godsell, 1992). The
difference between expectations appears when auditors and the public have
different opinions on auditors‘ duties and responsibilities and on the messages sent
out by the audit reports. Apparently, there is a gap between what the public expects
and what it receives.
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In recent years, audit has been involuntarily placed in the spotlight, mainly due to
some spectacular and well-publicised corporate collapses and subsequent
involvement of auditors. As mentioned by Godsell (1992), there is a widespread
opinion that a person who has an interest in a company (shareholders, potential
investors, creditors, etc.) should be able to rely on the audited financial statements,
as a guarantee of the company‘s solvency, its viability. Therefore, if a company is
in serious financial difficulty, generally it is considered that someone should be
responsible for these financial disasters, and this someone is always perceived to be
the auditor.
These misperceptions of the public increase the crisis faced by the accounting
profession (Maccarrone, 1993). However, any „accounting gap‖ is not something
that can be put solely on the shoulders of auditors, because audit nature and
objectives are perceived differently by different parties (Lim, 1993).
Research on expectations is substantial and essential. This is not surprising because
the expectation gap between auditors and users of financial statements has existed
for the past 100 years, although the term was only introduced in audit during the
last 20 years (Humphrey, 1992).
AEG definition (expectation gap) varies among researchers. Liggio (1974) was the
first who applied the concept „expectation gap" in audit. He defined AEG as the
difference between the expected performance levels, according to the independent
accountant and according to the users of financial statements. Cohen Commission
(Commission on Auditors‘ Responsibilities, 1978) extended this definition by
considering that there can be a difference between what the public expects (or
needs) and what auditors can reasonably achieve.
Monroe and Woodliff (1993) have defined the audit expectation gap in audit as the
difference between auditors‘ and public‘s opinions in relation to duties and
responsibilities of auditors and of the messages transmitted by the audit reports.
Jennings (1993) believes that the expectation gap in audit refers to what the public
expects for the audit profession and what the profession actually provides. This
definition is also supported by Lowe (1994) in his research work on expectation
gaps in the legal system.
Porter (1993) conducted an empirical study on the expectation and performance
gap in audit, and he defined AEG as the difference between the public‘s
expectations from auditors and auditors‘ performance, as perceived by the public.
The difference can be of two types:
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 reasonableness difference (the difference between what the public expects
from auditors to do and what can be reasonably expected from auditors to do); and
 performance difference (the difference between what the public reasonably
expects from auditors to do and what auditors can achieve).
Performance difference is further divided in „poor standards” (the difference
between duties that may reasonably be expected from auditors and their already
existing duties, as defined by law and professional standards) and „poor
performance” (the difference between auditors‘ performance standards and their
performance, as perceived by the public).
Like for the expectation gap definition, there are different explanations for the
continuous presence of expectations problem. Tricker (1982) saw the expectation
gap as a natural delay of the audit profession, which identifies and answers to the
continuous evolution and increasing public expectations.
Other authors have argued that this is the result of inconsistencies in audit, which
works with minimum intervention from the government (see Hopwood, 1990;
Humphrey, 1991; Humphrey, 1992; Sikka, 1992). This opinion is based on the
large number of studies that have found that financial statements users generally
have reasonable expectations about the auditors‘ abilities.
Audit Expectation Gap suggests that the public expects auditors to act in ways that
are different from the ones in which auditors would expect themselves to act. In the
studies mentioned above, generally users have higher expectations from audit and
auditors in comparison to what most auditors would consider reasonable (for
example, Epstein and Geiger, 1994). The auditor is perceived by non-auditors more
like a cop than a person who reports on a company‘s status.
This has contributed to an increased frequency in litigation against auditors. The
persistence of a harmful confidence seems to grow at the expense of the
profession‘s relationship with the public (Chandler, 1993). Answers to a potential
widening of the gap came from both researchers and the accounting profession.
Researchers are concerned to investigate the factors that contribute to the
expectation gap and propose solutions for reducing the gap (for example,
Humphrey, 1993). Some researchers also examined the efficacy of certain solutions
in reducing this gap (for example, Jennings, 1993;. Monroe and Woodliff, 1993).
Accounting profession in different countries tried to address expectation gaps and
public criticism and to increase audit quality through different approaches.
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For example, in the United States of America, the profession tried to narrow the
gap by adopting nine new auditing standards on AEG in 1988. In the United
Kingdom, the Auditing Practices Board (APB) answered to the expectation gap by
promoting debates about the role and scope of audit, considering to change
expectations (APB, 1992), extend the standard audit report (APB, 1993) and
discuss the differences between the various services provided by auditors (APB,
1993). In Australia, the Auditing Standards Board (AuSB) improved and clarified
the status of the audit concept (AUPs) by reissuing all AUPS as standards. In New
Zeeland, in 1994, a new standard AS-10 was issued, as a step towards narrowing
the expectation gap.
In conclusion, researchers and accounting profession answered in one way or
another to the problem related to expectation gap. However, it should be noted that
expectation gap arises from a combination of excessive expectations and poor
performance (Knutson, 1994).
Measures should be taken to reduce public‘s expectations, and to improve auditors‘
performance. Misconceptions and expectation gaps will persist unless effective
solutions are implemented and put in practice in due time.
Given the current situation, it is likely for expectation gap in audit to continue and
be a major concern for many years to come.
2. Auditor’s responsibility for fraud prevention and detection
Basically, the responsibility for the prevention and detection of fraud rests with
both those charged with corporate governance and management. Under the
supervision of those charged with governance, it is important for management to
emphasise both fraud prevention and its fighting, which could persuade individuals
not to commit fraud due to the likelihood of being caught and punished. This
means a commitment to create a culture based on honesty and ethical behaviour,
which can be enhanced by active surveillance from those charged with governance.
Oversight by those charged with governance includes analysing the possibilities for
avoiding controls or improper influence on the financial reporting process, as well
management efforts towards manipulation of earnings for influencing the
perception of analysts on the company‘s performance and profitability (ISA 240).
There were important changes in standards in respect to delimitation of auditor‘s
responsibilities. Thus, if the initial form of standard ISA 240 „The Auditor‟s
Responsibility to Consider Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements” published
in Romania by the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania (CAFR, 2000),
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called „Fraud and Error‖, stated clearly that „The auditor is not and cannot be held
responsible for the existence of fraud and errors, but through the developed activity
he/she can play a positive role in preventing fraud and errors, by discouraging their
occurrence‖, the standard‘s latest version applicable as of 15 December 2009 (ISA
240) show a radical transformation related to auditor‘s responsibility, stating that
„an auditor performing an audit in accordance with ISA is responsible for
obtaining reasonable assurance that the financial statements taken as a whole are
free of material misstatements, either due to fraud or error‖.
2.1 Responsibilities regarding fraud
Auditor‟s responsibility to consider fraud and errors in an audit engagement
presumes compliance with rules, guidelines and recommendations provided by the
International Standards on Auditing. These may relate to maintaining an attitude of
professional scepticism, considering that a material misstatement could exist even
if the auditor‘s previous experience with the company and management integrity or
of those charged with governance should show the opposite, to perform procedures
for obtaining information to be used for identifying the risk of material
misstatements due to fraud.
An audit is designed to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements
as a whole are free of material misstatement due to fraud or errors. An audit may
be a way to prevent such distortions, but it is not a guarantee in this respect, as the
auditor is not held responsible for preventing fraud or errors.
2.2 Auditor’s interest on fraud prevention and detection
The need for transparency and business ethics, for reducing information asymmetry
(bias), but also the principles of corporate governance cause the appearance of
specialists to prevent and fight against financial fraud. To meet the new challenges,
in the United States of America there has developed a new profession, fraud
auditor (Certified Fraud Examiner), whose main role is to prevent and detect
financial fraud in order to reduce the incidence of financial irregularities. During
his engagement, the fraud auditor has an own working methodology (standards,
methods, instruments and principles), so that in the end he can issue an opinion on
the existence of fraud, associated risks and damage that they could cause.
In planning the audit, auditors must question the management in order to determine
if material misstatements are duet o fraud or errors. The auditor is interested in
both management assessments on the risk of fraud and the existing prevention and
detection systems, as well as in the accounting and internal control systems in place
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for error prevention and detection. Aspects that can be discussed as part of these
inquiries include:

if there are certain subsidiaries, business segments, transaction types,
balances or financial statements with a greater error occurrence possibility, or with
fraud occurrence factors, as well as how these problems are addressed by
management;

the activity of a company‘s internal audit function and if the internal
audit has identified fraud or material weaknesses in the internal control system;

how management communicates to employees its views on responsible
business practice and ethical behaviour, for example through ethics policies or
codes of conduct.
2.3 Recession and fraud. Fraud audit – a new panacea
Financial crisis and its global expansion, but – above all – the persistence of its
effects, have led to extensive discussions on the causes and optimal policies to
overcome difficulties. Inevitably, these debates have called again into question
something that is already a cyclical phenomenon, namely the role of external audit
and corporate governance structures in companies‘ financial reporting credibility.
Thus, the global financial crisis raised a series of questions for the accounting and
audit profession, which require rapid solutions. One of these problems is that
auditors have confirmed that the financial statements contain material
misstatements due to management, and consequently, interested users take their
decisions based on inadequate information.
This problem is not new, and there are individual cases observed worldwide over
the years,
but economic consequences become clear only after the economic recession
(collapse of banks and large private or public entities).
The results of investigations on financial „crimes‖ in Europe show that during the
crisis fraud in financial reporting and assets has not increased, but their structure
has changes. Thus, there are three levels of fraud:
1.
fraud done by employees;
2.
fraud done by powerful managers – chief accountants, financial managers
and their deputies;
3.
fraud done by top management and those charged with governance
(stakeholders, general managers).
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Figure no. 1– Fraud levels within an economic entity

Considering that there is a risk for fraud by employees, an auditor would expect to
be supported by stakeholders and top management. But this does not happen.
Currently, the number of level one „crimes‖ was reduced due to increased level 3
fraud, and they became significantly dangerous.
Currently, fraud obviously became a continuous concern duet o its impact on
global economic stability and its effects on investors. In difficult economic periods
like the one we are now going through, the risk of fraud increases. Equally, there is
a potentially high risk for fraudulent reporting. In this context, auditors must plan
and perform audits with much more attention.
3. Perception dynamics on external audit under the impact of economic crisis
In one of his studies, republished about seven years ago, C. Humphrey (2005, p.
24) noted an observation that is still valid today: public debates generated by audit
expectations gap follow a cyclical path.
Times of crisis seem to intensify investigations on public perceptions and
expectations on audit role, generating justified reactions from those involved –
from regulatory bodies to professional bodies and academia – followed by periods
of calm, when one expects the first signs of the effects of various measures adopted
based on these debates, to then re-emerge at a different scale, with the next wave of
a new crisis. Thus, the effects of the global crisis, the revival of the image and
credibility faced by the audit profession, should not surprise us.
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And yet, there is always something new. The wide range of scientific research
published so far in this direction reveals original investigations, results and
controversial conclusions that still leave place for new researches. In this context, it
should be noted that currently domestic literature is not abundant in studies
dedicated to this issue, and especially to investigation of perception gaps on
external audit in the circumstances specific to the Romanian environment. Our
study – with all its strengths and weaknesses – opens this way. Therefore,
exploring the domestic specifics is both an intellectual challenge and a further
difficulty given by the impossibility to literally translate into Romanian language
the term audit expectations gap, due to the complex meanings that the English
phrase captures.
Audit expectations gap (AEG) could be the equivalent of gaps between what the
external auditor does and he is expected to do; or the gaps between what would be
the role of external audit and how it is perceived or understood by the users; or...
and the definition list could go on. Differences between definitions are not easily
noticeable at first glance, but only by considering the completely different meaning
of the words ―perceptions – expectations‖, the nuances start to glimpse and we can
already infer the concept‘s complexity.
Porter (1993) structures AEG in two parts: performance gap, respectively
unreasonable expectations gap. In turn, performance gap is divided into two:
deficient performance gap – when auditors fail to comply with the audit standards
in carrying out the engagement or are perceived like this, respectively deficient
standards gap – when audit standards are not adapted to the needs of the users of
the audit results, thus causing a perception gap. The second component –
unreasonable expectations – explains users‘ unreasonable expectations versus
auditors‘ possible performances.
Thus, in our opinion, in this binomial, which generates perception, expectation and
performance gaps, we may note that the first component refers to the present
moment – current perceptions on auditors, and the second component refers to
future expectations. Consequently, in the opinion of users, AEG is essentially
characterised by two temporal coordinates: present (perceptions), respectively
future (expectations). We have to add here the knowledge of users that build such
current perceptions and future expectations on external audit. Moreover, a review
of researches published in international magazines show numerous studies that
reach out to students groups for analysing various aspects of AEG. According to
some researchers (Darnill, 1991, p. 72), the educational process in audit plays a
fundamental role in eliminating misperceptions on the role and responsibilities of
auditors. Others argue than an obvious way to reduce AEG – addressed through the
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perception gaps between understanding their responsibilities by professionals and
the expectations of users – is to better educate the public/users on audit inherent
limitations (Fowzia (2010), Porter (2009) and others.). A different view is given by
the CICA Commission Report (1988), which argues that it is highly unlikely for
the educational process to be an effective mechanism for reducing AEG. Although
the commission considers that the public is ignorant of the role and responsibilities
of external auditors, it concludes that still the public‘s expectations are reasonable
and achievable by the auditors. Thus, the profession should continuously seek to
meet their expectations by adopting appropriate measures to ensure independence
and strengthen professionalism.
According to Sikka et al. (1992, p. 27) “education and information of the public
about the scope and inherent limitations of audits reflects the professions desire to
rather reduce AEG than accepting the conditions of the other parties involved”.
This view is shared by Gloeck and Jager (1993), who argued that public education
reflects on one hand the profession‘s desire to maintain the status-quo regarding the
auditors‘ role and responsibilities and on the other hand it represents justification
for the public‘s accusations and unrealistic expectations. Although the arguments
of the two incorporate a certain amount of truth, yet they seem to ignore the users‘
unrealistic expectations (Porter, 1993) and the fact that the educational process and
a better communication offers opportunities for reducing unrealistic expectations
(Pierce and Kilcommins, 1997). Humphrey et al. (1993) concludes the persistence
of AEG reveals a deeper imbalance than the one related to ignorance. In their view,
the profession must be motivated to respond more actively to the opinions and
needs of those who rely on audit. The implication of this conclusion is that the
educational process might not represent an effective mechanism to counteract all
factors that generate AEG, but it plays an important role in improving the
component ―misunderstanding‖ of AEG. Monroe and Woodliff (1993) investigated
how perceptions on the message communicated by the audit report are affected by
going through an audit module and they concluded that „certainly, the educational
process is an effective mechanism for reducing AEG”. Pierce and Kilcommins
(1997) empirically examined the extent to which audit courses taught at university
contribute to reducing AEG, from the perspective of poor understanding of audit
regulations. In other words, their research focused on aspects related to
communication and understanding.
Their findings indicate that „there is a significant decrease of misperceptions for
subjects who attended an audit course”, which is not applicable to subjects who
did not attend any such courses. Hughes et al. (1998) emphasises the usefulness of
cases relating to audit scandals as an extremely beneficial instrument in teaching,
aimed at reducing misperceptions and students‘ unrealistic expectations.
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Moreover, Porter and Gowthorpe (2004) suggest that financial scandals that have
had an impact on the accounting profession and therefore on the auditors, could be
incorporated in the audit curricula, so that students have the opportunity to be
exposed real life in audit, which would contribute significantly to reducing
subsequent unrealistic expectations on audit.
4. Responsibility of the independent financial auditor in case of European
projects
According to Standard ISRS 4400 „Engagements to Perform Agreed Upon
Procedures Regarding Financial Information”, the auditor is not required to
provide absolute assurance on the procedures agreed with the beneficiary, but only
a reasonable one. If we analyse the requests of Management Authorities and
Intermediary Bodies, in case of an audit of projects funded out of European funds,
the assurance must be absolute in respect to eligibility, reality and conformity with
amounts included in the budgets expenditure projects or amounts used for
acquisition of certain equipment.
From these presentations, we can assimilate the audit of European funds with an
exhaustive financial control. Basically, it is a clear example where expectations of
the beneficiaries of an audit report have been stretched at maximum – meaning that
absolute assurance required from an auditor automatically implies maximum
responsibility, as per the international auditing standards, which were taken over as
such by the Romanian law, but also as per the Romanian and EU regulations
applicable to the use of European funds.
Under the shared management system for structural funds, Member States have the
primary responsibility in the creation of management and control systems that
comply with EU requirements, in checking the efficiency of such systems, through
audits performed by designated bodies in order to prevent, detect and correct
irregularities and fraud.
Since the primary responsibility for fraud preventing rests with management,
successful discouraging may depend on a combination of the efforts of
management and auditors (Cendrowski et. al., 2007: 29 ). The aim should be to
reduce opportunity in the well-known fraud triangle8.
8

The concept of fraud triangle was initiated by fraud researcher Dr. Donald R. Cressey.
―Breaking the fraud triangle‖ is the key in preventing fraud. Of the three elements
underlying fraud (opportunity – justification – financial pressure), opportunity is most
directly affected by strong internal control systems and therefore it is the most manageable
element.
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The main mechanism for reducing opportunity is a sound internal control, which
implies especially appropriate monitoring and review, as well as separation of
functions (or segregation of responsibilities).
Moreover, management should have sufficient knowledge for identifying fraud
indicators and to know the obligation to report irregularities and fraud suspicions in
accordance with the valid regulations.
Member States should pay attention to proper implementation and dissemination of
internal guidelines on reporting irregularities and fraud suspicions, according to the
applicable rules (EC Regulation 1083/2006). According to Standard IIA 1210.A29,
both the internal auditor and the external one (independent) must have sufficient
knowledge to identify fraud indicators, but he/she is not required to have the
expertise of a person whose primary responsibility if fraud detection and
investigation.
By exercising an appropriate professional scepticism10, auditors should be very
careful to fraud opportunities, such as control deficiencies in the control and
management systems. When relevant, especially when the management and control
environment can be considered of high risk, it is recommended that auditors
consult with management regarding their points of view on fraud risk in order to
test the implemented antifraud measures.
As part of the audit of management and control systems as well as of operations
audit, the authorities check if mechanisms used for fraud prevention are adequate
and effective.
It might be necessary for audit authorities to be vigilant in respect to fraud,
especially in connection with the procedures for awarding grants and contracts, as
well as fraud related to public procurement (when discussing, planning and
performing the audit, the auditor can consider that the area of procurement is
highly exposed to fraud risks)11.
9

Institute of Internal Auditors (Institutul Auditorilor Interni) – International Standards for
the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standardele Internaţionale pentru practica
profesională a auditului intern)
10
International Standard on Auditing – ISA 240: „The Auditor‟s Responsibility to
Consider Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements”. The same standard also states that
―the risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than the
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from errors, because fraud may
involve sophisticated and well-organised systems designed to hide it, such as forged
documents, deliberate failure to record transactions or intentional false statements (…)‖.
11
See the exposure draft for good practice approval for the International Standard on
Auditing ISA 240, which provides further guidance on public sector issues, point 3.
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In conclusion, audit engagement is equally important for both the Beneficiary and
Managing Authority. For the Beneficiary it is important to know that the auditor
certifies the expenses as being eligible and offers more assurance for the correct
implementation of the project.
The Managing Authority receives through the auditor‘s report an additional
assurance the project‘s implementation is performed according to the law or that
he/she discovers irregularities that the Beneficiary wishes to hide and that the
Authority would have found in a more difficult way or at all.
Having said this, we consider that the independent financial auditor has rather a
social responsibility than an economic one, for two reasons:
1.
the very nature of the audit engagement (agreed procedures)
2.
the auditor, through his engagement, offers trust and plays a role in
protecting his interests and the money received from the European Community.
In our opinion, it is clear that auditors are in the position to improve their
mechanisms, methods, procedures and style in which they should work in order to
become those auditors from whom the civil society and generally the „public‖
expects a lot. The price they pay or will pay if they do not meet these expectations
is very high and the famous scandal examples (Enron, Worldcom, Parmalat, etc.)
which gave rise to the famous Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as well as the other „measures‖
related to corporate governance have as main „actor‖ the financial auditor.
CONCLUSIONS
Fraud risk creates an extraordinary professional „pressure‖, and the responsibility
of financial auditors has increased especially in the unfavourable economic context
of the financial crisis.
In many cases, fraud increased in complexity, and their stake became extremely
high. In this context, the financial auditor is required to increase the professional
scepticism, together with a deeper understanding of the control environment
mechanisms. Moreover, in our opinion, practice should develop audit analytical
procedures to address the audited entity at the level of the IT databases.
Although training does not always provide financial auditors with the necessary
experience for addressing complex fraud cases, we believe that good information
on the specific fraud risks can significantly increase their chances to identify such
situations.
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Moreover, there is an interesting development on auditors‘ liability and
responsibilities and – meanwhile – for increasing transparency of audit
engagements it is advisable to publish the management letter by mentioning the
materiality threshold in the audit opinion.
We also believe that it would be useful to use a reporting form according to ISAE
3000 „Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or Reviews of Historical
Financial Information‖, ISA 805 „Special Considerations - Audits of Single
Financial Statements‖ for the future budget period of the European Union 20142020, rather than to use ISRS 4400 „Engagements to Perform Agreed Upon
Procedures Regarding Financial Information‖ in the modified form (as used in
Romania) for auditing European funds. From the point of view of auditors, audits
of projects to be implemented during this period would lend better to such an
approach as compared with the exhaustive control, which departs greatly from
what a financial audit represents today.
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Abstract
This paper, based on a positive approach, tries to identify key aspects of corporate
governance (definitions, opinions, principles and standards), in order to discover
the ways and possibilities to transfer and adapt specific management know-how
and practices from the private to public sector. After the literature review in the
fields of corporate governance and of convergence theories on existing models, we
address the views of its effectiveness in the public sector, especially in the public
health. The healthcare domain presents specific features, due primarily to
information asymmetry, and for not respecting the classical rules of markets
functioning. The paper includes aspects of functioning health systems in France
and Great Britain, countries that have implemented the corporate governance in
healthcare for a significant period of time. From the point of view of
organizational power, the two countries are based on different models, and present
different methods of financing the health system and medical services.
Nevertheless, the corporate governance of the healthcare systems of both countries
is based on the same principles of transparency, independence, accountability, and
efficiency. The ultimate goal is to ensure better organization of work, using
resources efficiently, to maintain or increase the quality of care, as the patient, the
first player in the market for health services, to be satisfied. The results recorded in
these benchmark countries may constitute into a good support of an initiative to
implement, within the ongoing reform, the corporate governance in Romanian
healthcare system, as it continues to present severe failures.
Key Words: corporate governance, public healthcare system, internal control,
performance, stakeholders
JEL Classification: I18, M48
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1. Introduction
The term of corporate governance is originated in English and it refers to all
procedures and processes according to which an organization is directed and
controlled (Ionaşcu et al., 2011: 12). Formed in the context of classical industrial
environment, the concept of corporate governance, as well as all the innovations in
the field of management and accounting, occurred amid globalization, have as
main aim to inform the investors (shareholders, stakeholders and creditors) in a
precisely and in real time manner.
The representatives of business environment and the international organizations
consider being safer to invest in a well-governed economic entity, that is better
protected against multiple risks (OECD 2001, 2003). The corporate governance
ensures a better respect of minority shareholder rights in comparison with the
classic system, where the majority of shareholders and boards are always in
accordance and with the management‘s decisions.
The expert reports on corporate governance in Romania, expresses the existence of
many issues facing our country in this regard (OECD 2001). In that sense, one of
the reasons expressed is related to multitude of owners of small and medium-sized
enterprises. At the time, these represented the majority of total registered firms on
the market.
In order to avoid the risks of failures, besides the Code of Leadership and
Management (2001), issued at the initiative of Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE)
and reformulated in 2008, in November 2011, the Romanian Government issued
the Emergency Decree no. 109 regarding the corporate governance of public
companies, published in Official Journal no. 883 on December 14th, 2011. Under
this bill, ―the corporate governance of public enterprises is the body of rules
governing the administration and control system in some public enterprises,
relations between public authorities and guardianship bodies of public company,
(the relations) between the board of directors/supervisory, directors/directorate,
shareholders and other stakeholders.‖
The principles of corporate governance developed by OECD aimed at improving
the legal and institutional framework of each member country, for financial
markets, to guide investors and companies (OECD, 2004: 11). These principles act
as a true guide for implementing corporate governance in each country. In short,
the principles target the following aspects:
Provide the framework for an efficient implementation of corporate
governance;
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-

-

Corporate governance should protect and facilitate the exercise of
shareholders' rights;
Equitable treatment of shareholders;
Corporate Governance recognizes the rights of all stakeholders (not just
shareholders or partners, but to all persons with interests in the
company);
Dissemination and transparency of information.

The aim of implementing the corporate governance is to support the existence of
transparent and efficient markets, where responsibilities are delineated between
supervisory, regulatory and implementation bodies, that leads to protect of the
public interest. This means that all information on company activities are published
on time (financial statements, performance, ownership structure and governance
type of the company). By the corporate governance, there are recognized the rights
established by law or contracts of all stakeholders, and is encouraged the
cooperation between stakeholders, with the purpose of create added value,
employment, financial stability, etc.
2. Theoretical marks in corporate governance of the healthcare system
The main goal of this paper is to identify the ways and possibilities corporate
governance to transfer and adapt specific management know-how and practices
from the private to public sector. Based on literature review, we will try to observe
the process of its‘ implementation in France and in Great Britain, countries with an
important historical background in economic theory and practice.
The implementation process is based on qualitative methods. First, there are
studied the system specific documents and the non-participative observation of the
phenomenon, in order to ensure a better understanding; the observer has to adopt a
positive approach.
2.1. Literature Review
The literature refers to the existence of three types of approach in the field of
corporate governance (Anglo-American, European and Asia-Pacific) and calls into
question their robustness hierarchy, as well as the possibility that one of them
might become the universal system model (Clarke, 2011). There is considered that
the main cause of the differences is cultural diversity. The author presents the pros
and cons of achieving a convergence of these systems. Clarke quotes Arjoon
(2005), arguing that corporate governance is more than just transparency and
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accountability, more than legal or compliance issues, more than risk management.
It is about human relationships, trust, values, culture, norms.
There is a tendency to define the corporate governance in various ways and to
study in multiple disciplines related to social sciences. (Mäntysaari Petri, 2012:75).
The corporate governance might be seen as a spontaneous phenomenon
(organizational, economic, social, etc) or, by contrary, something that has to be
managed and organized.
Debates about convergence in approaches of corporate governance towards one
system are highlighted by Mäntysaari (2012), citing other academics: Coffee
(1999) argues that it is likely that in the future to have a single successful system
for corporate governance, likely to the American one, while Branson (2000),
argues that a hybrid system would work. It remains to be seen whether cultural
differences and the related legal systems will blur the convergence of corporate
governance.
Cadbury's code was the basis for the London Stock Exchange Corporate
Governance Code. It contained principles and basic rules for organizational
management. The purpose of elaborating that code was to help the deployment of
an efficient activity and to prevent discrimination among shareholders. In
Cadbury's conception, the key elements of corporate governance are: trust, honesty,
performance orientation, responsibility, mutual respect, commitment to the
organization (Cadbury, 1992: 14-16).
Called by Onofrei (2009: 9) as the ―management of management‖, the corporate
governance confers prominence to factors that may influence the corporate rating,
namely: the ethics in deployment of management contracts, avoiding fraud and
conflicts of interest. The author advocates the separation in attributions of manager
and administrators in order to encourage performance and maintain control in
organizations.
Although the experts consider that corporate governance is closely related to the
management of an organization, the literature consider also the tangencies that may
occur between this concept, on the one hand, and issues related to social
responsibility and ethical business practices, on the other hand (Bunget et al., 2009,
Ionescu, 2012:2). Moreover, the corporate governance includes on a broad range of
elements, including transparency in internal and external audit, tight deadlines for
financial reporting, responsibility of management for the veracity of these reports.
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Jean-Guy Degos and Didier Leclere (2011: 215) discuss two fields traditionally
separated, but having, paradoxically, the same approach: governance and
management control (Figure 1).
Other authors consider that the governance articulates with management. Increased
demand for ―good governance‖ may be interpreted as a sign of civilization,
capitalist economy under market jungle (Claveranne et al., 2011: 279).
Chandler (1990) considers governance from a legal perspective, as the relationship
between shareholders and managers, deployed with the aim to achieve the
convergence of objectives. On the other hand, Pigé (2008: 41) defines governance
as ―a set of mechanisms that contribute to alignment with the reality of an
organization operations, to achieve the assumed objectives.‖
Figure 1.
Chain of integration the delegation of powers

Shareholders
Delegation requires a
governance system
Managers

Employees

Delegation requires a
system of management
control
Source: Leclere, 2011: 219

From the point of view of power within organizations, there are known two
models:
The British/German model, whereas the chairman power balances the
power of the executive director;
The French/American model, whereas the power is concentrated in
hands of one person, under the control of the Administration Board.
2.2. Corporate governance in the public sector
The literature regarding generally the corporate governance on the public sector,
the healthcare system, especially, is less developed than in the business area.
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The management reaction to socio-economic and politic developments, amid
European integration and globalization, must be consistent with the new challenges
that are bound to respond with maturity, accordingly to the operating environment.
Everyone expect that the organization function in accordance with ethical
principles, social responsibility, effective control activities, and best practices.
Corporate governance promotes accountability, integrity, openness and
competence. Therefore, we believe that these principles have universal character
and may be applied successfully in the public as well as private sectors. In the
healthcare sector, this concept should work especially, as health represents a
―good‖ for all, of which depends our very existence, on which relies the
development of society as a whole.
All these aspects contribute to deployment of a performance management, through
effective management of material, human and financial resources, under
improvement the quality of care.
The institutional stream in literature measure the effectiveness by analyzing the
degree of legitimacy (Modell 2001, 2003; Chang 2007), while other approaches
measure effectiveness by analyzing the improvements which have been reached
over time or by comparing results of organizations adopting performance
evaluation tools against control organizations (Davis and Albricht 2004) or by
measuring performance effectiveness trough qualitative surveys (Braam and
Nijssen 2004).(Nuti, C. et al. 2012: 3)
The financial crisis of the late twentieth century, public deficit and high debt
prompted economists to borrow classroom management methods from the private
sector and apply them also in the public one. Initial concerns in terms of resources
rationalization and cost reduction were followed by a desire to be more careful and
to meet citizens' expectations. The public sector was seen as a rigid, centralized,
bureaucratic, expensive and ineffective. New public management has emerged in
the UK in 1983, and in France, more recently (2000) by passing the Public Finance
Act (LOLF) (Claveranne et al., 2011: 279).
Specificity of healthcare services market is done by information asymmetry and
increasing number of actors with different positions, the dual medical and
economical health care organization, and these are the reasons for the governance
to find its place in public health.
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Two World Bank economists, concerned about better governance of public
hospitals, propose their transformation in three phases:
Increased managerial autonomy of hospitals;
Hospitals‘ corporatization through application of the principles, rules
and specific rules of governance of enterprises;
Progressive transfer and complete organization of the public in a private
management. (Mordelet, 2007)
The underlying keywords of system upgrade are: flexibility, recognition and
responsibility (Claveranne et al., 2011: 279).
Lewis and Pettersson (2009) have compiled a list of the specific indicators for
governance in the health system, grouped in: budget management; human
resources; informal payments; healthcare providers and institutions.
Many states, in an effort to streamline the health care sector were inspired from the
manual issued by WHO (2010): Good Governance for Medicines, whose original
purpose was to evaluate the transparency of the activities of the pharmaceutical
sector.
The recommendations by WHO (2007) are:
improving accountability system in health sector;
strengthening the capacity of ministries of health in health policy
formulation and strategic planning;
managing ministry of health relations with other parts of government;
changing donor behavior and improving aid effectiveness;
assessing health system governance.
Corporate governance on hospitals must to have solutions for the objectives of the
mix between the managers and the stakeholders. Generally, the public
stakeholders‘ needs are unknown, but their interests are linked to well being and
high quality of healthcare services. By the other side, the manager would to have to
perform under adjustments of resources, institutional autonomy and a better
infrastructure. Next we present some aspects of the implementation of the
corporate governing health both in France and in the UK and the implications of
such demarche.
2.3. French corporate governance in the health system
For a long period of time, the public hospitals in France represent a major concern
within the health policy. The reforms were implemented with purpose of creation
an efficient, rational and well organized system. Public Health Act of August 9th,
2004 created the premise of organizational changes, while Hospitals Act of 21 July
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2009, inspired by the Commercial Code, re-founded the hierarchical relationships
between structures, in order to ensure increase medical responsibility.
The establishment of the new governance in the French hospital consists of
introduction of several measures:
the Board of Directors will act as a supervisory board;
the manager of the hospital has powers of general policy and play the
role of executive advisor to the Board of Directors;
the Chairman of the medical commission coordinates the medical policy
and is subordinated to the Director:
all health institutions will be organized as work poles;
the tools of internal management are consistent with the contracts and
with results of poles accounts.
The general director of the emergency hospital in Montpellier, Philippe Domy,
affirmed in a conference: ―within the current of overall transparency and
continuous quality improvement, new governance information system should
require to IT services and to other support services, performance measures similar
to those applied in healthcare services‖ (Claveranne et al., 2011: 288).
The dramatic changes imposed through the governance within the health system
imply also changes in the relationship between the public administration and the
hospital. Thus, appear a decentralization of responsibilities from the regional or
municipal level, as the medical institutions going autonomous, the resource
allocation is based on activity and quality of service, which leads to a development
of management tools for decision and control services.
In conclusion, the new governance of hospitals is based on three principles:
increased hospital autonomy, increasing the responsibility of all care and
administration stakeholders, development of contracts between internal and
external actors. Therefore, the management systems articulated with the new
government specific to public health system, may be ranked as follows:
management done by managers;
governance made by the specific administration of each organization
(Board of Directors, shareholders);
governance management with specific bodies (professional
organizations, judicial courts, administrative authority);
harmonization of regulatory bodies with the high governance through
political will (law) or legal (court of appeal);
meta-governance: fundamental principles of collective life within the
state (constitutional) and international (international treaties).
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2.4. Corporate governance in UK healthcare
According to Department of Health (DH) in the UK, the NHS (National Health
System) provides health services to all who need, unconditional by their payment
resources.
In 2003, in this country, there were developed a guide (Corporate governance
framework manual for Strategic Health Authorities) which addresses two issues:
one, related to executive accountability and, secondly, related to internal control,
particularly the liability for fraud. Corporate governance, particularly the clinical
governance are essential for Strategic Health Authority to achieve its objectives.
National health authority has stipulated three values to be fulfilled by any
employee in the system: accountability, probity and openness.
Strategic Health Authority is Responsible for:
creating a coherent strategic framework;
agreeing annual performance agreements and performance
management;
building capacity and supporting performance improvement.(DH, 2003)
Primary Care Trusts are responsible for:
improving the healthcare community;
securing the delivery of high quality services either directly or via other
providers;
integrating health and social care locally. (DH, 2003)
The main areas of interest in controlling activity are: objectives, communication,
consultation and stakeholders. In every area of activity, the result may be achieved
by: accountability, processes, capability, outcomes. There is a convergence
between risk management, organizational control and clinical governance. The
Code of Conduct covers in the three elements of the NHS: financial, organizational
and clinical control.
The governing body in NHS organizations is the NHS Board, which includes both
executive and non-executive directors. The responsibilities of the Board is to
ensure that the health organizations can achieve all their objectives set out in its
strategy, plans the standards of high quality and the overall activities are performed
for creating ―public value‖ for the community. By the corporative governance, the
Board bears the responsibility for the public money. Out of the Board there are
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Chairs, Chief Executives, Directors of Finance and Audit Committee for improve
the governance into the British healthcare system.
The components of clinical governance are regard to:
clear lines of responsibility and accountability for all the care activities;
clear policies in risk management;
education and training programs;
integrated procedures for all professional groups regarding the
organization performance;
a comprehensive program to improve quality system (clinical audit,
clinical standards and guidelines, planning and development of
medicines and nurses). (Sørensen- Bentham, 2007)
Clinical governance means to improve the quality of care patients receive and to
maintain that high quality of care. That led to ensuring that patients get the right
care at the right time from the right person and that it happens right first time.
The elements of control are: accountability, internal control, risk management,
roles and responsibilities, financial management and reporting. Ethical values are
set out by the Department of Health and include: integrity, transparency, ethics and
independences.
3. Conclusions
As results from the literature review and from the studies on domain-specific health
indicators, we concluded that implementing and respect of the corporate
governance principles may represent an important input for reaching performance
in the public healthcare system, as prove the above countries presented examples,
France and United Kingdom.
From the point of view of organizational power, the two countries are based on
different models, and present different methods of financing the health system and
structures for the provision of medical services. The common points of the two
countries consist of the compliance with organizational and legal framework
established and enforced by regulatory bodies and authorities. The aim of the
corporate governance functioning in the healthcare sector is to improve and to
develop the work of healthcare organizations, both from the clinic point of view, as
well as of from auxiliary support services.
By setting separate responsibilities for managers and the Board, there is created an
operating framework in compliance with ethical values, standards management,
audit, internal control and risk management.
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Respect for the independence principle leads to transparency of financial, clinical
and epidemiological information, improves business decision making, and
generally, meet the requirements of principal stakeholder, the patient.
All these findings lead to the idea that the implementation of corporate governance
in the health system in Romania may constitute a step in the deploying reform, and
maybe the convergence of views within a public-private partnership would solve
an important part of the present situation failures.
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS, VALUES, ETHICS AND
ATTITUDES IN ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION
Nicolae BOBITAN
West University of Timisoara, Romania
Diana DUMITRESCU
West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract
In the present, the business environment is an environment of significant change.
This change asks for the accountants to be not only technical experts but also to
have strong communication skills and to be able to meet the reporting and
information needs of the new kind of economy. In these circumstances, a
professional accountant needs a set of professional knowledge, professional skills,
and professional values, ethics and attitudes in order to become an excellent
professional accountant and also a business advisor, a financial analyst, an
excellent communicators, a capable negotiators, a good manager. This set of
professional knowledge, professional skills, professional values, ethics and
attitudes is provided by Accounting Education Standards (IESs). Accounting
Education Standards (IESs) are developed by the International Accounting
Education Standards Board (IAESB), an independent standard-setting body
created by International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). The education and
practical experience of professional accountants should provide a foundation that
enable them to continue to learn and adapt to change throughout their professional
lives, that enable them to identify problems, know what knowledge is required to
solve problems, know where to find this knowledge and how to apply it in an
ethical manner to achieve appropriate solutions. The balance of these elements
may vary but what is required is to develop the knowledge base and strong skills in
order to produce competent professional accountants with appropriate values and
attitudes.
The purpose of this paper is to provide an understanding on the IESs and is based
on the relevant literature review.
Key Words: Accounting Education Standards, professional
professional skills, professional values, ethics, attitudes
JEL Classification: M40, M41
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Introduction

As result of global market economies with investments and operations crossing
borders professional accountants need a broad global outlook to understand the
context in which businesses and other organizations operate.
Globalization, digitization, and the expansion of stakeholder groups, including
regulators and oversight boards require for a professional accountant to have a
constant desire to learn and apply what is new, to serve the needs not only of
investors and creditors but also the information needs of many other users of
financial and non-financial information.
The demands for the accountant`s profession are high and continue to rise as result
of facts like:
 businesses are engaging in ever more complex arrangements and
transactions;

risk management has become more important;
 information technology advance and the internet has revolutionized
global communications;
 trade and commerce have become more transnational;
 privatization has become an increasingly important trend in many
countries;
 legal action has become more usual in many societies, while in others it
is the legal framework that defines the profession‘s responsibilities;
 Concern for the environment and sustainable development has grown.
To succeed these challenges a professional accountant need to have the ability and
willingness in order to achieve an agreed level of competence, which is then
maintained, to develop and maintain competence through education and practical
experience, followed by continuing professional development.
2.

IESs Presentation

2.1.

What are IESs?

Accounting Education Standards (IESs) are standards of generally accepted
‗good practice‘ in the education and development of professional accountants. IESs
establish the essential elements of the content and process of education and
development at a level that is aimed at gaining international recognition,
acceptance and application.
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IESs prescribe the professional knowledge, skills, values, ethics and attitudes
required of professional accountants, act as benchmarks for professional
accounting education, and promote lifelong learning through continuous
professional development and education.
IESs aim to reduce international differences in the requirements to qualify and
work as a professional accountant, facilitate global mobility of professional
accountants and provide international benchmarks against which IFAC member
bodies can measure themselves.
IESs cannot legally override local laws and regulations but will provide an
authoritative reference for informing and influencing local regulators regarding
generally accepted ―good practice.‖
The goal of accounting education and experience is to produce competent
professional accountants capable of making a positive contribution over their
lifetimes to the profession and society in which they work. In the face of the
increasing changes that accountants meet, it is essential that accountants develop
and maintain an attitude of learning to learn, to maintain professional competence.
The education and practical experience of professional accountants should provide
a foundation of professional knowledge, professional skills, and professional
values, ethics and attitudes that enable them to continue to learn and adapt to
change throughout their professional lives. These capabilities will enable
professional accountants to identify problems, know what knowledge is required to
solve problems, know where to find this knowledge and how to apply it in an
ethical manner to achieve appropriate solutions. The balance of these elements may
vary but what is required is to develop the knowledge base and strong skills in
order to produce competent professional accountants with appropriate values and
attitudes.
These standards are influencing accounting education and training worldwide. Less
than a decade old, the IESs are enforced through the member bodies of the
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and professional accountancy
organizations throughout the world. The goal of the IESs is to ensure that economic
decision makers can rely on the competence of professional accountants regardless
of the country where the accountants received their education and training.
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Who issues the IESs?

Accounting Education Standards (IESs) are developed by the International
Accounting Education Standards Board (IAESB), an independent standardsetting body created by International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). The
purpose of IAESB is to develop accounting education standards, guidance and
information papers for use by IFAC member bodies.
The IAESB enhances professional accounting education by developing and
implementing International Education Standards, which aims to increase the
competence of the global accountancy profession, contributing to strengthened
public trust in the accountancy profession.
The IAESB‘s role is focused on developing the technical competence, professional
skills, and professional values, ethics, and attitudes of the accountancy profession
to serve the overall public interest. It develops and issues publications for initial
professional development, training of professional accountants, and continuing
professional education and development for members of the accountancy
profession. The IAESB also acts as a catalyst in bringing together representatives
of the developed and developing nations, and to assist in the advancement of
professional accounting education programs worldwide, particularly where this
will assist economic development.
Differing cultures, languages, and social, educational, and legal systems pose a
challenge for developing a globally applicable set of international accounting
education standards. Accounting educators can help the IAESB meet this challenge
by responding to IAESB exposure drafts, undertaking research relevant to issues
being addressed by the IAESB, becoming directly involved in the standard-setting
process, and using IAESB standards, practice statements, information papers, and
other information on the education and training of professional accountants in
developing, assessing, and evolving accounting education programs.
2.3.

Which are the IAESB pronouncements?

The International Accounting Education Standards Board (IAESB) develops
guidance to improve the standards of accountancy education around the world and
focuses on two key areas:
o The essential elements of accreditation, which are education, practical
experience and tests of professional competence(pre-qualification); and
o The nature and extent of continuing professional education needed by
accountants (Post-qualification).
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IAESB pronouncements are of three types:
 International Education Standards (IESs) express the benchmarks
that IFAC member bodies are expected to meet in the preparation and
continual development of professional accountants. They establish the
essential elements of the content and process of education and
development at a level that is aimed at gaining international recognition,
acceptance and application
 International Education Guidelines for Professional Accountants
(IEGs) interpret, illustrate, elaborate, or expand on matters related to
International Education Standards. The guidelines assist IFAC member
organizations with implementing the standards. The guidelines may also
recommend practice that is wider or deeper than the practice described
in the IESs
 International Education Papers for Professional Accountants
(IEPs) explain, examine, analyze, or otherwise critically assess
education issues and practices. The aim of these papers is to encourage
consideration and comment on the issues so they may be advanced. The
papers may also be descriptive, aiming to promote awareness of, and
transfer knowledge and information on, education and development
issues or practices relating to the accountancy profession.
2.4.

The IESs classification

The classification of IESs is:
Pre-qualification
• IES 1, Entry Requirements to a Program of Professional Accounting Education;
• IES 2, Content of Professional Accounting Education Programs;
• IES 3, Professional Skills and General Education;
• IES 4, Professional Values, Ethics and Attitudes;
• IES 5, Practical Experience Requirements;
Post-qualification
• IES 6, Assessment of Professional Capabilities and Competence;
• IES 7, Continuing Professional Development: A Program of Lifelong Learning
and Continuing Development of Professional Competence;
• IES 8, Competence Requirements for Audit Professionals.
The IESs may be grouped as shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in that Figure 1,
the IESs set an evaluation point to assess the minimum skills and a person‘s
competences in order to be considered a ―professional accountant‖.
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Figure 1 IESs classification

Before the evaluation point, the International Standards refer to professional
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and ethics that, together with experience should
translate into the relevant and appropriate competences of professional
responsibilities. To agree and achieve some level of competence maintained in
education, practical experience and continuous education, demands the setting of
standards in these areas.
Professional education and professional experience must be part of the preevaluation program.
Professional education means accounting studies are part of the pre-evaluation
program, and as fundamental basis should include Accounting, Finances and
related knowledge: Organizational and business knowledge (which provide the
context under which professional accountants work) and Information Technologies
(IT).
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Also professional education means general education who should contribute to
develop the skills needed by professional accountants, which can be grouped as
follows:
Intellectual
Skills

Technical
and
functional
skills

General Education

Personal skills

Organizational
and business
administration
skills

Interpersonal
and
communication
skills

Figure 2 General Education Components

Intellectual Skills are used to solve problems, to make decisions and to use good
judgment in complex situations in the organization.
Technical and functional skills are:
 Basic arithmetic and IT knowledge;
 Risk analysis and decision models;
 Measures;
 Reports;
 Compliance with legal and regulation requirements.
Personal Skills are related to the attitudes and behavior of professional
accountants.
Interpersonal and communication skills include:
 Work with others in a consultation process to solve problems;
 Team work;
 Work with people of different cultures and education;
 Negotiate and reach acceptable solutions in the professional world;
 Work efficiently in a cultural mix scenario;
 Present, discuss, inform and defend appropriate opinions with formal,
informal, written or verbal communication;
 Listen and read efficiently; including understanding different cultures
and languages.
Organizational and business administration skills have to become more
important for professional accountants:
 Strategic planning, project administration, human resources and
decision making;
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Organize and delegate work, motivation and personal growth and
development;
Leadership;
Professional judgment and understanding.

In addition to formal studies, professional experience must be part of the preevaluation program. The experience period must last enough so that the candidates
may prove that they have the initial professional competence and the necessary
basis to professionally continue to grow and develop in the future. A minimum
three year period is established.
Professional experience provides the right environment to develop the competences
required because:
 Increase the understanding of organizations, business operation and
relationships at work;
 Relates accounting work with other business functions and activities;
 Creates awareness of the environment in which the services are
rendered;
 Acquires the right professional values, ethics and attitudes for real life
situations.
Professional competence is developed by the combination of academic studies,
training at work, labor experience and professional education. The academic
approach covers the accounting theory, while professional education focuses more
on practice and the skills professional accountants need. Labor experience
concentrates in work training and continuous updating.
There are three approaches, academic, professional education and work experience),
which develop functional competences and skills will be more productive than trying to
develop a broad range of competences required by only one of these paths.
The academic, labor and professional education factors will determine how much
these three components can be combined to guarantee the professional accountants‘
competence. When the evaluation of the work environment is not favorable or
education has a low standard, then the professional entities will rather be backed up
by their own education programs and professional competences exams.
The approach based on competences is especially important in developed countries
has to take into consideration the economic and cultural environment, due to the
growing drive they are immersed in because they are part of the global economy.
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The IESs contains

IES 1: Entry Requirements to a Program of Professional Accounting Education
IES 1 prescribes the entry requirements for a program of professional accounting
education and practical experience. It also provides some comments on how to
assess entry level qualifications.
The aim of this IES is to ensure that students hoping to become professional
accountants have an educational background that enables them to have a
reasonable possibility of achieving success in their studies, qualifying examinations
and practical experience period.
Entry requirements are the first step in this process. Higher entry requirements may
allow professional education and practical experience requirements to be met in a
shorter period of time.
The entry requirement should be at least equivalent to that for admission into a
recognized university degree program or its equivalent.
IES 2: Content of Professional Accounting Education Programs
IES 2 prescribes the knowledge content of professional accounting education
programs that candidates need to acquire to qualify as professional accountants.
The aim of IES 2 is to ensure that candidates to be accountants have enough
advanced professional accounting knowledge to enable them to function as
competent professional accountants in an increasingly complex and changing
environment.
Professional accounting education may take place in an academic environment and
should be at least equivalent to degree level study. Candidates need to acquire the
professional knowledge, professional skills, and professional values, ethics and
attitudes, and need to be able to integrate these elements.
Professional accounting study should be a part of the pre-qualification program.
This study should be long enough and intensive enough to permit candidates to
gain the professional knowledge required for professional competence. The
professional Accounting knowledge component of pre-qualification education
should consist of at least two years of full-time study (or the part-time equivalent).
IES 3: Professional Skills and General Education
This standard prescribes the mix of skills that candidates require to qualify as
professional accountants. Part of the purpose of this IES is to show how a general
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education, which may be gained in a variety of ways and within different contexts,
can contribute to the development of these skills.
The aim of this IES is to ensure that candidates are equipped with the appropriate
mix of skills (intellectual, technical, personal, interpersonal and organizational) to
function as professional accountants. This enables them to function throughout
their careers as competent professionals in an increasingly complex and demanding
environment.
Professional Skills
The skills professional accountants require are grouped under five main headings:
• intellectual skills;
• technical and functional skills;
• personal skills;
• interpersonal and communication skills; and
• organizational and business management skills.
A good foundation of general education, although not an end in itself, is one way
of helping candidates become broad-minded individuals who think and
communicate effectively and who have the basis for conducting inquiry, carrying
out logical thinking and undertaking critical analysis. This foundation will enable
candidates to make decisions in the larger context of society, to exercise good
judgment and professional competence, to interact with diverse groups of people,
to think globally, and to begin the process of professional growth. The acquisition
of these skills is more important than the way in which they are learnt.
IES 4: Professional Values, Ethics and Attitudes
This Standard (IES) prescribes the professional values, ethics and attitudes
professional accountants should acquire during the education program leading to
qualification.
The aim of this IES is to ensure that candidates to be accountants are equipped with
the appropriate professional values, ethics and attitudes to function as professional
accountants.
Society has high expectations of the accounting profession. It is essential for
professional accountants to accept and observe ethical principles regulating all their
relationships. Professional values, ethics and attitudes identify professional
accountants as members of a profession and should shape everything they do as
professionals.
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IES 5: Practical Experience Requirements
This Standard prescribes the practical experience candidates should obtain before
qualification as professional accountants.
The aim of this IES is to ensure that candidates seeking to qualify as professional
accountants have acquired the practical experience considered appropriate at the
time of qualification to function as competent professional accountants.
Practical experience, gained by performing the work of professional accountants, in
addition to the acquisition of knowledge through professional accounting education
programs, is considered necessary before candidates can present themselves to the
public as professional accountants.
The balance between practical experience and academic study or studying for
professional qualifications may vary from one qualification to another.
IES 6: Assessment of Professional Capabilities and Competence
IES6 prescribes the requirements for a final assessment of a candidate‘s
professional capabilities and competence before qualification.
IES6 deals with the assessment of the professional capabilities (i.e. the professional
knowledge, professional skills and professional values, ethics and attitudes)
acquired through professional education programs.
Relationship between Capability and Competence:
 Capabilities are the professional knowledge; professional skills; and
professional values, ethics, and attitudes required to demonstrate
competence. Capabilities are the attributes held by individuals that
enable them to perform their roles.
 Competence is being able to perform a work role to a defined standard,
with reference to real working environments. It refers to the actions that
individuals undertake to determine whether they can actually perform to
the required standard.
IES 7: Continuing Professional Development: A Program of Lifelong Learning and
Continuing Development of Professional Competence
IES7 is based on the principle that it is the responsibility of the individual
professional accountant to develop and maintain professional competence
necessary to provide high quality services to clients, employers and other
stakeholders.
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IES7 prescribes that member bodies:
(a) foster a commitment to lifelong learning among professional
accountants;
(b) facilitate access to continuing professional development opportunities
and resources for their members;
(c) establish for members benchmarks for developing and maintaining the
professional competence necessary to protect the public interest; and
(d) monitor and enforce the continuing development and maintenance of
professional competence of professional accountants.
IES 8: Competence Requirements for Audit Professionals
IES8 prescribes competence requirements for audit professionals, including those
working in specific environments and industries.
3.

IESs – Benefits and Involvements

3.1.

How the IESs improve Benefits for the Profession?

The goal of accounting education and practical experience is to produce competent
professional accountants who are capable of making positive contributions over
their lifetimes to the profession and society in which they work. In an environment
of ongoing change, it is essential that professional accountants develop and
maintain an attitude of learning to learn. IESs are designed to cultivate and
reinforce this attitude among accountants so they effectively maintain their
professional competence throughout their careers.
The benefits of IESs for the accountant`s profession could be:
 Provide a consistent global framework necessary to prepare professional
accountants to make positive contributions to the profession and
society.
 Promote consistency and convergence in the accounting education
processes adopted throughout the world;
 Advance convergence in the application of international technical and
practice standards by ensuring a common base of education and
practical experience for all professional accountants.
 Support greater global mobility of competent professional accountants.
 Contribute to greater mutual recognition and cooperation among
professional accountancy bodies around the world.
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How could the educators and practitioners be involved?

The accounting profession is increasingly global, and the actions of professional
accountants around the world affect the reputation of this global accounting
profession. It is in the best interest of professional accountants everywhere to have
common standards of professionalism, including education and training, to
minimize the occurrence of unprofessional actions that undermine the profession‘s
reputation. The IESs are one step in creating common worldwide levels of
professionalism to protect the reputation, and therefore the returns to, professional
accountants.
Both accounting educators and practitioners can help shape the IESs, and thereby
raise the global level of the accounting profession in several ways. First, and most
important, is reading and commenting on standards, exposure drafts, consultation
papers, and other documents produced by the IAESB. The expertise of university
educators and practitioners will undoubtedly help direct the future education and
development of professional accountants globally. Second, the IAESB tries to base
its standards on a solid base of empirical evidence. Accounting education research
can provide much of the information useful in setting standards. Also useful is the
sharing of good practices from leading educators and educational institutions. One
example of research to inform the IAESB is a set of research projects administered
by the International Association for Accounting Education and Research (IAAER)
and funded by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA).
Accounting educators and practitioners can also become directly involved in
standard setting.
Accounting educators should also pay attention to the IESs and especially to the
supporting materials prepared by the IAESB to help assess and evolve accounting
education programs. Developing standards of good practice is only one goal of the
IAESB. It also develops information papers and other materials that help in the
development of education and training programs and assessment of the
competencies they produce. These materials can be useful to accounting education
and training programs at all levels and in all cultures.
Educators delivering professional accounting education programs will need to
respond to the changing needs of the international accountancy profession as well
as individual professional accountants. During pre-qualification education,
teaching methods should focus on providing students with the tools for selfdirected learning after qualification. Educators are free to adopt the methods that
work best in their particular cultures. However, educators may need to be trained
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and encouraged to use a broad range of learner-centered teaching methods that
include:
 using case studies, projects and other means to simulate work situations;
 working in groups;
 adapting instructional methods and materials to the ever-changing
environment in which the professional accountant works;
 pursuing a curriculum that encourages self learning so that students
learn to learn on their own and carry this skill with them after
qualification;
 using technology creatively and quality issues for e-learning;
 encouraging students to be active participants in the learning process;
 using measurement and evaluation methods that reflect the changing
knowledge, skills, and professional values and ethics required of
professional accountants;
 integrating knowledge, skills, professional values and ethics across
topics and disciplines to address many-sided and complex situations
typical of professional demands;
 emphasizing problem identification and problem-solving, which
encourages identifying relevant information, making logical
assessments and communicating clear conclusions;
 exploring research findings; and
 stimulating students to develop professional skepticism and professional
judgment.
Education programs need to include reflection when students are required to
consider an experience, what went well, what did not work and what approach
should be taken in future in similar circumstances.
Delivering all of these teaching methods in a purely academic environment is not
the only solution. Integration of education and practical experience can bring
benefits by drawing on work-based examples to enable students to apply
knowledge. A well-designed program of on-the-job training can deliver many of
the required experiences. Supervisors, mentors and others involved in practical
experience may need to be trained in the most effective way of planning practical
experience.
Other methods include:
 working in groups and in-office environments;
 integration of professional knowledge, professional skills, and
professional values, ethics and attitudes across topics and practice in
problem solving; and
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reflection and post-implementation work reviews as a means of
learning.

Achieving the goal of providing a foundation for lifelong learning requires
grounding in the professional knowledge, professional skills, and professional
values, ethics and attitudes essential to professional competency. Providing
students with such grounding needs to be the focus of a program of professional
accountancy education as well as practical experience. Educators and academics
are often required to work with employers to ensure that programs are both
relevant and logically sequential. Member bodies may wish to consider the
provision of professional knowledge and practical experience alongside each other.
The IAESB has a project to improve the clarity of its standards, to revise and
redraft its suite of eight International Education Standards (IESs). All eight
standards are being revised with the aim of:
 improving clarity;
 ensuring consistency with concepts of the revised Framework
document; and
 clarifying issues resulting from changes in the environment of
accounting education and the experience gained from implementation of
the Standards by IFAC member bodies.
The revision of the IESs will improve readability and ensure consistent application
of each Standard by reducing ambiguity about the requirements imposed on an
IFAC member body. The IAESB does not envision developing new IESs and will
identify areas requiring guidance to assist with adoption and implementation of the
IESs.
4.

Conclusion

International Education Standards for Professional Accountants (IESs) establish
global benchmarks for initial professional development and continuing professional
development for professional accountants. The IESs prescribe good practice in
learning and development for professional accountants throughout their careers.
The IESs aim to promote quality and consistency in accountancy education around
the globe. While they are designed to be of assistance primarily to professional
accountancy organizations, the IESs also may assist educators by setting out the
principles for designing, delivering, and assessing education for professional
accountants.
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Abstract
The companies took on the role of key actors in terms of ethics. Structural ethics
refers mainly to the legal framework and stands at government level, which is
superior to company level. Weaknesses should be covered by a corporate code of
ethics. Personal ethics is essential for a company‟s moral quality. In this context,
audit faces a confidence crisis for which it is partially responsible. The principles
for reviewing confidence, such as independence, professionalism and diligence,
should be consolidated, because moral norms also contribute significantly.
Ethics gains particular importance in accounting sciences, given the role of
guarantor of the quality of accounting and financial information, a role played by
professional accountants.
The current audit environment is over-regulated and excessively affected by the
commercial way of assigning audit engagements. Thus, it is necessary to know to
what extent we are dealing with ethical behaviours of individuals who are part of
audit teams.
The theory of cognitive development may allow perception of the moral
development level of accounting experts, auditors and their working groups, which
are often faced with ethical dilemmas during their engagements.
Therefore, there is a major problem: Could we improve the level of moral
development in order to guarantee an increasingly stronger independence on one
hand for the safety of the representatives of the financial community, and on the
other hand for consolidating the sustainability of audit engagements and
professional accountants?
Key Words: ethics, moral quality, ethical behaviours of individuals, acceptance of
audit assignment, research directions
JEL Classification: M41, M42
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1. Introduction
Business ethics provides some direction in a world without moral authorities.
Today, companies took on the role of key actors in terms of ethics. Structural ethics
refers mainly to the legal framework and stands at government level, which is
superior to company level. Weaknesses should be covered by a corporate code of
ethics. Although at first glance an ethical behaviour might seem prejudicial, on
long term it generates trust.
A behaviour that strives to provide an ethical framework represents an investment,
and its achievement requires functionality of an ethics management consisting of
several levels: code of ethics, ethical strategies, organisation, controlling and
ethical audits.
Personal ethics is essential for a company‘s moral quality. In this context, audit
faces a confidence crisis for which it is partially responsible. The principles for
reviewing confidence, such as independence, professionalism and diligence, should
be consolidated, because moral norms also contribute significantly.
The main activities of an ethics review are included in the existence of ethical
board, ethical audit, special controls, and audit report and recommendation letter,
in cases where audited companies have an unethical behaviour related to issues
identified during the annual audit. We noted that the current audit environment is
over-regulated and excessively affected by the commercial way of assigning audit
engagements. Thus, it is necessary to know to what extent we are dealing with
ethical behaviours of individuals who are part of audit teams.
2. Ethical behaviour of auditors in accepting audit engagements?
In terms of quality and reputation, in most cases, reference is given by affiliation to
large companies. However, it is strange that recent scandals involved such large
accounting consultancy companies. Is this a sign of technical incompetence? We
are not of this opinion, as we believe that recruitment and training policies are in
accordance with the professional standards and sometimes they even exceed them.
Should we consider that the way of assessing the competence of an auditor can be
associated with this kind of scandal? This contradiction reveals aspects of the nontechnical component of audit quality. Reference to certain components of quality
may decline the general lines of auditors‘ behaviour. De Angelo (1981) defines
quality audit as "the probability for an auditor to discover a deficiency in the
client‘s accounting system and that he/she should take into account and justify this
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infringement." The probability depends on the auditor‘s general competence (in his
capacity, together with the technical content, level of expertise, used procedures,
level of effort), and on the other hand, on the auditor‘s professional ethics level and
independence to the client.
Talking about ethics also involves a position related to the trinomial ethics- moraldeontology (Pesqueux Y., 2000). We can talk about morality in a transcendental
and universal way of thinking, having Platon or Kant as reference. A deeper
analysis of ethical issues in a conjuncture thinking horizon leads us to Aristotle.
Reference to moral and ethics could go to Bergson, MacIntyre, Larmore, Ricoeur,
and the term deontology is of British origin – Spencer 1850, who actually is of
French utility and which can be seen as ethics applied to a specific professional
field.
We ask ourselves if there is consensus related to the origin of ethical principles,
namely that they derive from fundamental beliefs developed in a culture with
reference to religious issues, customs, traditions, importance of family structure,
national identity, etc. Under these conditions, business ethics refers to the
application of all these principles in the economic business environment. The
success of a business is measured by its ability to achieve its objectives and most of
the times these objectives are rather financial than ethical. Thus, there is a conflict,
which situates profits and business ethics at two opposite poles. The main elements
of a non-ethical behaviour are: bribery and corruption, counterfeit goods, unfair
advertising practices, presenting information in a ‗discretionary‘ way in the
accounting policies. It is obvious that these policies are not compatible with the
sustainable development of human society (Ilcu R., 2011).
Ethics comprises a set of principle, values and beliefs that induce certain behaviour
of individuals. This represents an identity search form and aims to distinguish itself
through a personal way of thinking on how it is right or wrong to act.
In terms of moral – which is a set of rules according to a group and imposed to
everybody, ethics brings an extra dimension: by allocating a special place to the
individual, who is able to prove his words and own interests (Mercier S., 2000).
In our country, Roxana Ilcu‘s PhD thesis entitled ―Sustainability audit: conceptual
framework, empirical techniques and evidence‖ highlights the results of empirical
studies conducted in Europe, by stating that corporate value systems consist of:
Integrity, Respect and Honesty. The empirical corporate value system applied in
European companies has faced at a later stage a corporate value system based on
normative methodology, which is found in specific literature. The author concludes
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that the corporate value system applied in Europe can be attacked easily, due to
identified inconsistencies and weaknesses. The proposed code of ethics, which is based
on the codes of 14 companies in the United Kingdom and France, starts from the idea
that sustainability audit aims to find out if a company has adopted an ethical conduct
when reviewing its corporate reports, considering that a general ethical behaviour
model is a useful tool as it provides a general list of best practices and behaviours
linked to ethical values. In the current context, it is very interesting to find out which
factors influence the auditor‘s commitment for long-term client relationships.
In our opinion, it would be necessary to conduct studies and researches to examine
risks, ethics and economic issues related to audit engagements, and thus to assess
which is the influence of each of them. For sure, audit firms need stable and
reliable client relationships; this is a growing need, especially due to the fact that
the audit market has become more competitive. A long-term client relationship of
an audit firm may be an important factor in increasing long-term profitability, as it
guarantees the achievement of turnover for each year, and even the possibility of
gaining additional non-audit services.
Issues related to the duration of relationships between audit firms and clients have
been the subject of numerous studies in international literature, all focusing
especially on ethics. A problem, which could be raised, would be related to trying
to determine if a long-term client relationship of an auditor could impact the
latter‘s independence. It would be desirable for studies to focus on factors that
determine an auditor to make the decision for a long-term commitment, and on
how does this influence the auditor taking into account also the risks associated to
the client‘s business.
Also, it would be interesting for future research work to answer to the dilemma
according to which large audit firms, in comparison to medium and mediocre
significance, have a different perception related to potential acquisition of audit
services in connection with terms of ethics.
Generally, researches on audits mainly consider issues related independence,
without insisting too much on competence aspects.
By observing scandals in which auditors were sentenced, we notice that many have
concluded with the decision that the auditor has not complied with the
independence principle, but is it a pertinent explanation or is it yet about the
incompetence of the auditor in this situation? If we also consider the auditor‘s
ethical behaviour, then should we consider that the auditor‘s ultimate quality is
rather being dependent or incompetent?
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3. A grid of literature regarding ethics and audit
In relation to the issues presented above, we try to outline the efforts of authors that
are discussing ethics in audit. Richard, 2006, and Lee and Stone, 1995,
demonstrated that the quality of the audit engagement would depend on both
independence and competence.
Kohlberg (1984) states that ethical culture and organisational climate influence
directly ethical reasoning. This explains ethical decision making at three levels of
moral development, with two stages at each level. Each stage shows the process of
motivating the individual, who at various levels can use the same moral decisions.
However, they will do this based on different reasoning processes. The author
emphasises how to reach a decision, and not what is decided. It progresses from
one level to the superior one along with the individual‘s age. On pre-conventional
level 1, the individuals‘ decisions execute ethical issues without having anything to
do with the involved ethical issues. Instead, they depend on a personal advantage
or disadvantage for the individual and they will perceive ethical decisions in
connection with rewards and punishments that will result from implementing the
decisions.
On conventional level, individuals are at a higher stage when developing activities
in accordance with more important social or cultural norms, paying lower attention
to the opinion of those around them. The reasoning of many business managers is
assessed at this level. The reasoning stage also influences accountants in their
attempt to comply with financial reporting and corporate governance requirements.
The highest level, namely the post-conventional one, refers to persons who make
decisions based on what they believe to be right, and do not just accept what others
believe to be right.
At this higher stage, individuals base their decisions on universal ethical principles,
such as justice, fairness or law. Reasoning may involve additional costs, because
this means that existing social norms and regulations are not respected and that
these are considered unethical.
In organisations and at different hierarchical levels there are negotiations between
individuals or groups of individuals, and thus, it would be necessary to understand
and perceive very well and even keep under control all these negotiations and to be
able to set every time a good coordination of the objectives at stake. We can also
consider that some works emphasise cultural differences on the perception of
auditor independence and they present a real interest in the contemporary world.
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Accounting and financial ratios are the result of social constructions and they are
information support, as they carry images and meanings. The same instrument and
the same control method cannot shape the same behaviours in different
circumstances. There is a certain connection between economic activities and
social relationships, and we believe that the same phenomenon occurs at the level
of audit engagements as well. There is also some unpredictability and ethics in
addition to orientation and representation factors for activities and processes, and
especially within accounting tools.
In his works, F. de Geuser (2005) shows that accounting tools bear orientation and
have an ethical content, which is circulated in several ways. We try to address
ethics as a factor that influences the behaviour of individuals and therefore we want
to pursue these aspects also at the level of audit engagement practices. Numerous
financial scandals that have led to the recent financial information crisis have found
their origin in all sorts of deception and abuses, sometimes related to auditors‘
independence (Enron, Parmalat, Worldcom, etc.).
Destruction of auditors‘ documents and work sheet by themselves in case of Enron
shows that the main difficulty encountered by auditors was not competence, but
rather one related to saving their independence. For this reason, research on
statutory audit specifically focused on auditors‘ independence in exercising their
judgement or on their judgement capacity (Lesage et Ben Saad, 2009).
Generally speaking, motivation is perceived as having an impact on the
individual‘s reasoning (judgement) and decisions. Thus, (Bonner, 2008), Cuccia et
al. (1995) noticed that motivation can influence decisions, even those of tax
professionals related to fiscal reporting. Nelson et al. (2002) noticed that a survey
conducted on some audit teams shows that managers of a client company are
motivated to prepare aggressive reports either consciously or not, while still
striving to prepare some financial reports in accordance with certain incentives that
were promised to them, regardless of accounting standards to be applied.
Due to the fact that competition in accounting profession becomes increasingly
fierce, the personal interest of the auditor could prevail versus the public duty,
which he/she must perform.
Thus, a high ethical level of auditors is required as a guarantee of confidence
granted by third parties to the presented financial statements, as opposed to any
opportunistic behaviour that may determine them to rather favour their personal
interest (emotional, financial or reputational) at the expense of issuing a quality
opinion.
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Thus, it becomes interesting to conduct research at audit firms in order to get aware
of how auditors‘ independence is respected and of the role of their competences.
This challenge cannot be achieved without conducting a large educational site.
4. Identification of research hypotheses for future researches
We will try to issue some research hypotheses concerning the auditors‘ ethical
behaviour in circumstances of accepting or not accepting audit engagements,
hypotheses that could be considered by those who will be involved in future
research directions.
Hypothesis 1. Client business risks related to a long-term strategy may
influence the decision of not accepting the audit engagement?
There are claims that an auditor can undertake the risk for the financial statements
to contain material misstatements. It is the risk that the auditor assesses in the
planning stage of an audit engagement.
Risk is a dimension strongly related to credibility. The level of trust granted by the
auditor to a client may be a factor for determining the audit engagement, planning
and procedures. This risk relates to management integrity, the company‘s financial
situation, competence of financial and accounting personnel, as well as in relation
to the client company‘s size.
Hypothesis 2. Client’s integrity and honesty, as well as the competence of
accounting personnel are in a positive relationship with the auditor’s
commitment during the audit engagement?
Here it is interesting to analyse situations that may sometimes lead to waiving
acceptance of an audit engagement, when in the planning stage one can assess that
there is some risk related to the expertise of personnel involved in the preparation
of accounting documents, as well as related to a weak management team or with
interests that are not necessarily in line with the expectations of the major
shareholders or financers.
Hypothesis 3. Knowledge of the client’s internal and external environment is
in positive relationship with the auditor’s commitment during the audit
engagement?
It is interesting to track the possible impact of the external environment of the
company to be audited, and if this could determine the auditor to accept or to refuse
an audit engagement.
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External environment means the relationships with other companies, with banks,
with the state, and the possible commercial subordination due to the client‘s or
supplier‘s monopole position.
At the same time, the internal environment can have an impact through the way
how the company is organised and operated, the existence of an internal audit and
its functionality.
Hypothesis 4. Does the size of the client company influence the auditor’s
commitment during the audit engagement in view of a long-term strategy?
There are situations when the size of a company may determine the auditor to be
tempted to accept the audit engagement, counting on future continuous work, but
there is also the possibility for an audit engagement not to be accepted only based
on size criterion in cases where ethical behaviour can occur, so that the engagement
is not accepted for other reasons, in which case it does not impose through the
future strategy an unconditioned and guaranteed acceptance by the very existence
and functionality of a large company.
Hypothesis 5. Is it possible to differentiate the legal audit decision based on
various situations?
The audit decision may vary for the same type of audited issues according to
circumstances and the type of company. It is interesting to identify the
circumstances, which may lead to different audit decisions and how they can affect
decisions from one case to another.
Hypothesis 6. May audit decisions depend on the audited subject?
It would be necessary to pursue situations that could be capable of determining
different audit decisions for the same type of audited problems, but for different
companies.
In order to test the above-mentioned hypotheses we thought on a set of variables
that we intend to suggest to be pursued within several audit engagements.
Thus, we chose the following variables:
- actual duration of the relationship between auditor and client
- the existence of contracts to specify the future duration of the relationship related
to the audit engagement
- the intention to continue the relationship between auditor and client (estimation of
the duration period and auditor‘s intention on one hand and client‘s intention on the
other hand)
- client‘s business risk
- client‘s integrity and honesty
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- competence of the client‘s financial and accounting personnel
-client‘s financial situation
- knowledge of the client company‘s external and internal environment
- client company size
- client company‘s potential growth
- potential acquisition of management services
- competition in audit market
- client company‘s pressure in terms of fees
- perception of auditor independence from third parties
- size of the company that possibly provides accounting services for the client
company
The research hypotheses could be tested based on questionnaire surveys, which
could result in answers correlated to some of presented variables, as well as based
on qualitative interviews at audit firms in order to answer to the other variables that
can reveal more complex issues related to some of the variables.
5. Conclusions
A specific position related to the practice of audit engagements should result from
regulatory compliance of ethics in the research of universal standards or values,
which could cover the area of economic, commercial and financial relationships.
Under current circumstances, we are interested in the connection between
individual and group in terms of audit. In this context, we must analyse the
responsibility of audit firms (or more specifically, of the individual in action) based
on their activities within an economic system, and for this reason we want to try
formulating a topic related to an organisation‘s internal ethics.
Of course, ethical rules of financial accounting practice should ensure a certain
balance. Instead, in audit it is no longer required to define standards, as objectives
related to accounting and compliance with them are specific to each context.
Performance-based teleological ethics can justify an action, if it can be proven that
this action brings light in terms of objectives pursued by the organisation.
Accounting is a source of ethical problems and inquiries, and we refer here to
principles and their applicability, regardless of circumstances and thus, they are
likely to generate more disadvantages than advantages, under certain circumstances
and conditions.
The shift from deontological ethics to teleological ethics would coincide with the
evolution of control and reconsideration of cost-effectiveness ratio. In fact, a
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process is not only a simple form or a combination of activities that lead to an
output element symbolised by indicators, but it also has a certain social content, a
commitment of participants at local level, who will act based on the meanings,
which the activities have for them.
Effectiveness of an action, and thus of a process, is not based only on knowing to
do something, but also on knowing how to do that thing.
Issues that will be discussed in this context refer to the performance of audit
engagements that can consider the aspect of knowing how to do it, respectively to
figure out from the activity or business to be certified, being touched by a
teleological form of ethics to be complied with, where the post-conventional form
of ethics come between, when the individual involved in the action may exercise
his judgement with the intention to understand what is ethical for a social group,
including here the entity with its social environment, with what it represents for
society in general, for partners, shareholders, investors and creditors at the same
time, and not just being limited to checking through procedures the compliance and
conformity with certain rules according to regulations.
Thus, there appears a new issue at this level, namely: How to measure the intensity
of this route from certifying as you know to do it to certifying as you know to be or
behaving in connection with a social interest, and not an individual one.
Ethics is a course of action that should be part of an attitudinal approach, but also
of a behavioural one. Thus, we can consider that the meaning that a participant to
the economic life can give to a situation when he is in the position to interpret the
working context is influenced by ethical forms with individual character. Of
course, the collective interest will prevail, because there is a mark of social,
managerial or organisational constraints. However, the participant to the action,
who has already set his goals, will have to also achieve them, but he is able to
guide his action, and, there is no doubt that at this level we can talk about ethical
competence or competence influenced by ethics, with impact on the connection
between individual and group, respectively a kind of connection between the
activities within a process.
The word ethics is beginning to take a central place in debates on the legitimacy of
an entity, also due to the fact that we entered a globalised economy dominated by
information and communication technologies.
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Ethics gains particular importance in accounting sciences, given the role of
guarantor of the quality of accounting and financial information, a role played by
professional accountants.
The theory of cognitive development may allow perception of the moral
development level of accounting experts, auditors and their working groups, which
are often faced with ethical dilemmas during their engagements.
Therefore, there is a major problem: Could we improve the level of moral
development in order to guarantee an increasingly stronger independence on one
hand for the safety of the representatives of the financial community, and on the
other hand for consolidating the sustainability of audit engagements and
professional accountants?
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Abstract:
This paper is an accounting history work based on the biographical analysis of one
of the most important accounting professors from the Academy of High
Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj, which attempts to capture his
contribution to the accounting school of thought from Transylvania.
Professor Dumitru Voina had an important contribution to the accounting
literature in Romania, being part of those accounting personalities from the first
part of the 20th century who founded the accounting thought in Romania.
Keywords: biography, professor, accounting, history, education, accounting
thought
JEL Classification: M41, M49
“Some people do not perceive a clear connection between past and present
phenomena and, therefore, see no real relevance in studying accounting‟s past or
even the past of anything, including that of families and local communities.”
(Gomes et all, 2011, p. 394)

I. Introduction
The research topics in accounting are various and all of them are trying to see how
accounting influences the rest of the world or how accounting is influenced by the
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rest of the world. Colasse (1995, p.68) identified and described three functions of
the accounting research:
Clarification and theorizing
Accounting system engineering
Advancement of knowledge
Accounting history research is part of the fundamental research and meets the
function advancement of knowledge. Nowadays the accounting history research
field has become rich and developed. Many of the studies are made by mainly
Anglo-Saxons authors, who developed different works that have proven the
importance of accounting in its social-economical context (Burchell et al., 1980;
Miller & O‘Leary, 1987, Napier, 1989, Hopwood & Miller, 1994). In other
European countries like Spain, France, Italy, Belgium, this type of accounting
research has gained importance and the variety of the subject developed are larger.
Our paper is among the studies conducted in the accounting history field in East
Europe and is about the individuals who contributed to the advancement of
knowledge in accounting. The biographical work is important in telling the history
because it offers an image of the life, reasons and motivations of personalities who
had important influences in a research field. In our case, we analyze aspects from
the life of Dumitru Voina, professor at the Academy of High Commercial and
Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca12, trying to better understand which
characteristics of his life influenced his evolution in the accounting field.
The main objective of the paper is to present Dumitru Voina‘s contribution to the
development of accounting in Romania. Citing Parker (2002), who presented in an
article the biography of the American professor Henry Rand Hatfield saying about
him that he ―was a man of works and deeds‖, we can also assert this about
professor Voina who deserves to be subject of an accounting history biography
exactly like other accounting personalities from international level.
He had a great teaching and scientific activity and wrote numerous papers, books
and courses, not only in Romanian language, but also in Hungarian and French,
being also a pioneer of the accounting history from Romania, his PhD thesis
presents the evolution of accounting during the time for the first time in Romania.
So, possibly, he not only had contributed to the development of accounting at
national level but also at an international level, because:
―accounting
developments within academic or influenced by academics within a certain country
or region are not confined to that particular geographical location but may spread
to other countries or regions.‖ (Carnegie & Williams, 2001, p.111)
12

Academia de Înalte Studii Comerciale şi Industriale din Cluj-Napoca, the first form of
higher education in the economic field in Romanian language from Transylvania
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The socio-political and economical context in which he operated was very
complicated. Throughout his career, Dumitru Voina, has faced major historical
moments that shook the Romanian history. In 1940, after the Vienna Dictate, an
important part of Romania, including big part of Transylvania, with Cluj-Napoca,
was given to Hungary, so in only five days, all Romanian educational and cultural
institutions needed to be moved to other Romanian territories. The Academy of
High Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj, were Voina was professor, was
moved to Brasov and functioned there between 1940 and 1948. This was a period
when the professors and the students struggled a lot for reorganizing the Academy
and its institutes. Dumitru Voina witnessed also the beginning of the communist
regime in Romania continuing to work at the Institute of Economics and Planning
from Brasov (the new name given to the Academy by the communists) until 1950
when the Institute was dissolved and the professor retired on a disability reason.
The importance of his work was noticed ever since. We could find in a report from
the archives the remarks of the chief inspector in the area of Cluj from the Minister
of Education, that ―this professor has a high education level and he is very
dedicated in his work, giving a great contribution to the development of the
accounting education through his papers‖ (National archives of the Romanian
State, the fund of the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from
Cluj, personal file 112, paper 4).
In our work we want to emphasize the contributions which Dumitru Voina brought
to the development of accounting thought in Romania as part of Transylvanian
accounting school.
The paper has four parts. The first part presents the methodology and the literature
on which the article was based. The second part is devoted to professor‘s Voina
background information; the next part is synthesizing his work. We finalize with
some brief conclusions and further developments of the article.
II. Literature review and research methodology
Carnegie and Williams (2001) in their study are saying that there is an interest for
the first things in accounting but a less interest for the first important actors in
accounting, as the number of biographical studies in the accounting history
literature is low. These types of studies conducted in the accounting history about
the academic accountants are about the first professors (Carnegie & Williams,
2001; Clark, 2005) and the contribution of their work (Vlaemminck, 1956; Previts,
1972; Parker, 2005; Romeo & McKinney, 2008).
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One of the first books in the accounting history which uses biographies was written
in 1905 by the English author Richard Brown “A history of accounting and
accountants”. Another author which used biographical study in his work is the
Belgian, Vlaemminck. In his “Histoire et doctrines de la comptabilité” since 1956,
Vlaemminck presents the evolution of accounting after Pacioli‘s century describing
the work of his followers.
A representative work in the accounting history literature is Previts‘s thesis since
1972 “A Critical Evaluation of comparative financial accounting thought in
America 1900 to 1920”. In his work the author wants to prove the existence of a
school of accounting thought in the pre-classical period in America. For this he
used biographical work and he has built a model for an accounting school of
thought, using the following definition: ―A School of Thought is an observed
pattern of conceptual transformation which:
1. Arises in response to criticism of extant paradigms with regard to their
warrantability in the face of changing conditions.
2. Furnishes viable modifications to and/or unique formulations of paradigms
required
by changing conditions.
3. Provides a significant influence on the development of subsequent paradigms.
This notion, with the amendments cited, adds a sixth reference point, namely: [6]
Reference to consequences as in subsequent paradigms.‖ (Previts, 1972, p. 47)
Having as a point of departure Previts‘s definition, we will try in our thesis to proof
that in Transylvania we had a school of thought in accounting, this article being
part of our demonstration.
Another American author who was interested in the biographies of American and
Australian accountants and accounting academics is Stephen A. Zeff. (Parker,
2002, p.127). He wrote multiple studies on accounting personalities including
Hatfield, Solomons, Littleton.
In Romanian literature we could identify, in one of the first accounting history
work, “The critical history of Romanian accounting literature” written in 1972, by
Demetrescu, that the author is using the biographical work in presenting the
development of the accounting literature in Romania. We could find the
biographies of some other professors from the Academy from Cluj, including
accounting professors, in one work which is not on accounting history but on
economic history, Pop‘s thesis since 2005.1
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References to Dumitru Voina‘s work and biography were made by several authors
who wrote accounting history literature in Romania (Calu, 2005; Ionascu, 1997;
Horomnea, 2011), but the one that mentioned several times in his work Voina, was
professor Dumitru Rusu.13 In his book “Fra Luca di Borgo and the accounting
doctrines in the Romanian economic culture” Dumitru Rusu says: ―…accounting
has gained by professor‘s Voina thinking a new conception, on his own, arose from
a logical discernment…‖ (Rusu, 1991, p. 247)
Our assumption is that Professor Dumitru Voina made important contributions to
the development of the accounting thought and accounting education in Romania,
and that he contributed to the spread of international theories and practices in the
accounting field in Romania.
For our study we used mainly primary data and secondary data. For the primary
data we studied the archives were we have seen professor‘s personal file at the
Romanian National Archives and extract his personal dates. The improvements
and the new ideas that he brought into accounting field in Romania could be seen
only by studying his works. Most of the articles and communications that he made
we found in the review of the Academy (The Social-Economic Observer) dating
back to 1932-1947.
III. Background information
Dumitru Voina was a Transylvanian; he was born in Braşov on 2 nd October 1893.
After he finished the primary and secondary education in Braşov, in 1908, he
attended the classes of the Superior Commercial School also from Braşov
obtaining the certificate of maturity no. 392-1910-1911 from 15 June 1911
(National archives of the state, the fund of the Academy of High Commercial and
Industrial Studies from Cluj, personal file 112, paper 4).
Voina studied at the Normal Superior Institute of Commerce attached to the
University from Budapest, at the University of Zürich and at the University of
Paris, during 4 years, between 1911-1914 and 1916-1917, 1917-1918. He
interrupted his studies more than once because of the First World War when
everybody was enrolled into the army. So, for the first two years of study he
attended the Normal Superior Institute of Commerce attached to the University of
Budapest. For the third year of study, for the first semester, he attended the Faculty
of Political Science and Economics in Zürich, and for the second semester he
attended the University of Paris. The fourth year of study was divided into first
13

He was Voina‘s only PhD student
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semester during 1916-1917 and second semester during 1917-1918, both at the
Normal Superior Institute of Commerce attached to the University of Budapest.
Given the new conditions in Romania after 1918 he finished the studies abroad and
returned to Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania, which was now part of Romania. He got
his PhD at the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies with the
thesis: ―Stages in the evolution of accounting”, in 19th November 1932.
His teaching career started as a provisional teacher at the Commercial School for
boys from Lipova14 on 1st October 1919, continuing in 1920 at the Commercial
School from Târgu-Mureş15. In the same year he became professor of commerce
and commercial correspondence in the accounting department, from the
Commercial School for boys from Cluj-Napoca, till 31st August 1936.
In September 1936, Voina was named professor at the Commercial High School
Marele Voievod Mihai for boys from Cluj-Napoca and also adjunct assistant at the
Department of General Accounting and Banking from the Academy of High
Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj.
Dumitru Voina started his activity at the Academy of High Commercial and
Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca in 1934, where he taught commercial sciences
till 1939. After being assistant professor for almost six years at the Academy, in
1942 he was named associate professor of the Academy in the general accounting
and banking accounting department.
Apart of being an accounting professor at the Academy, Dumitru Voina,
throughout the years, had also administrative functions in this institution. Between
1942 and 1945 he was the director of the student cafeteria, between 1943 and 1945
he was the president of the Censors‘ Committee, the period between 1945 and 1947
he had the function of Adjunct rector of the Academy and between 1948 and 1949
he was the head of the accounting department of the Institute of Economics and
Planning from Brasov (the new name of the Academy). In 1950 he retired on a
disability reason.
Dumitru Voina‘s teaching activity was completed by the administrative function
that he had at the General Secretariat of Education and the Directorate General of
Education from Cluj between 1920 and 1922. For ten years (1923-1933) he was
also inspector for the commercial schools from the country at the Ministry of
14
15

A town from Romania situated in the western part of the country
A town near situated between Cluj-Napoca and Braşov
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Education, what helped him to see the lacks from the commercial education from
Romania and also give him the legitimacy of proposing reforms in this area of
education. He was also part of important commissions that decided about the
reorganization of the commercial teaching in Romania and in the commissions
which examined the applicants to the degree of Chartered Accountant.
IV. Dumitru Voina’s contributions to the development of accounting thought
The contribution of professor Voina to the development of accounting in Romania
cannot be underestimated. He wrote over 40 papers, having also studies in foreign
languages (French and Hungarian) including articles, courses, books, manuals
concerning the accounting and the commercial teaching in Romania. He was also
preoccupied by economical and cultural issues and by the organization of the
commercial education in Romania.
Dumitru Voina was influenced by the German school of Nicklisch and Schär16:
―He had the privilege of attending the courses of the German professors H.
Nicklisch and J.Fr. Schär, where besides knowledge acquired a broad intellectual
horizon‖ (Horomnea, 2011, p. 110).
Accounting history contribution
His first important work in the accounting field was his PhD thesis, ―Stages in the
evolution of accounting”, 1932. This book made him a pioneer of accounting in
Romania, because it is the first work of accounting history written in Romania in
which he structured in periods the accounting evolution during the time in the
international context.
He identified five phases in the evolution of accounting till 1932:
1. Starting with the first accounting signs until 1202
2. Between 1202 and 1494 – he made references to the accounting in Italy,
Germany, France
3. Between 1494 and 1600 – he is the first Romanian author who made an
analyze of Pacioli‘s “Summa de Arithmetica, Geometria, Proportioni et
Proportionalita”
4. Between 1600 and 1795 – he analyzed the Italian, French, German and
English accounting literature
16

The two authors who developed the materialist theories with two series of accounts, and
who tried to demonstrated the scientific character of accounting and the primacy of human
resource related with computing (Horomnea, 2006). Schär considered that accounting
object is ―individual capital movement in value and quantity, for goods of an individual, as
well as its revenue and expenditure‖. (Fărcaş et all, 2012)
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Between 1795 and 1932 (the year when the author wrote the book) –
presented the accounting theories from that period
Starting with his thesis, Voina, noted that the subject of accounting included
elements provided by different types of organizations that are not included in
economic functions, saying that Goethe recommended accounting also to be used
in one‘s household. In this first book of accounting history in our country, the
author highlights the importance of the history of accounting:
5.

―Research in accounting and knowing how it was born and how it evolved during
the time is an indispensable means for its understanding and for its study. Who
wants to know the plant entirely will not be satisfied only by studying his steams
and branches but by knowing the quality of his roots from the underground.”
(Voina, 1932, p.1)
Given the fact that the accounting literature started in Romania only in the 19 th
century, Voina presented in his work only few elements related with the beginning
of accounting in Romania and the commerce.
General accounting and legal-economic theory
All his works brought significant elements in the accounting education, but his
General accounting course, published in three volumes (1937, 1938, 1944) was his
masterpiece. The first two volumes were used as manuals in the commercial
schools. The last volume is the most complex and it is extended to all accounting
sectors.
In this book he develops the legal-economic theory with which he situated himself
in the development of the accounting thinking in Romania among the other two
conceptions that we mentioned before (economic and legal-patrimonial), and it was
seen as a step ahead in the evolution of accounting. Dumitru Rusu was saying
about Voina‘s book that: ―General accounting remains a monument to the
Romanian science. The author of this treaty is a vocational professor.‖ (Rusu,
1991, p. 247)
In his General Accounting, Voina reached all the areas of accounting and explained
from the most basic things like the differences between the meaning of the term
exploitation, the types of exploitations and also the differences between
exploitation and enterprises, what assets and liabilities are, and going to complex
accounting operations, the theories of the balance sheet and the theories of
accounts.
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Dumitru Voina was part of the first professors in Romania who founded and helped
develop accounting in our country. At that time, even at an international level,
accounting was not considered still an independent science and important
researchers and writers were trying to demonstrate the scientific character of
accounting, between them was also Voina.
Voina was the one who brought a new conception in the development of
accounting theory in Romania. At that time in Romania there were two rival
conceptions about accounting, developed in the two Academies from Romania, the
one from Cluj-Napoca with the economic conception on accounting and the one
from Bucharest with the legal-patrimonial conception on accounting.
Legal-patrimonial conception was promoted in our country by professor Iacobescu
and professor Sorescu from the Academi of High Commercial and Industrial
Studies from Bucharest, in the work “Course of general commercial accounting
vol II”, 1928. This theory was inspired by the legal conception of the German
school (FR. Hügli, r. Reisch, I.C.Kreibig).
The theory considers the object of accounting a person‘s heritage, viewed from the
legal point of view, meaning the rights and obligations of result (materials) in
connection with objects (property, value). In this view, accounting is the science of
equal exchange registration of a person's heritage. The sustainers of patrimonial
theory considered accounting as a science, part of social sciences.
The economic conception in Romania was promoted by professor Ion Evian from
the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca, in his
book ―The theory of accounts‖ written in 1940. As a common point in the
biography of both professors, Evian was also influenced by the German Professor
Nicklisch, who was actually his professor during his PhD. in Leipzig.
Evian started in his theory from the materialist theory of Nicklisch, that he admired
a lot, and explains the Active (assets) and the Passive (liabilities), of the company.
Evian is explaining the meaning of the words in order to explain why these were
chosen to express the fortune and the debt of a company. Also, he explains why the
capital of the company is considered to be a liability. For him the balance sheet
equality is: total wealth of the company = total capital of the company (Evian,
1940, p.88). This equation is the starting point for Evian‘s theory.
The theory of accounts of Evian tries to explain how an account functions. It makes the
differences between the accounts and the balance sheet (which does not represents the third
category of accounts). This theory also explains the function of the expenses accounts,
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which needs to be considered as an asset, because the expenses are made for producing and
for offering a service and can be found in the price of the products or of the services.
The explanation of the form and function of the accounts was seen by Evian, as
mandatory for a supposed theory of accounts. So, he describes the form and the
technique of the accounts, mentioning also that the name of the Debit and Credit
was not a happy choice for expressing the ―+‖ and the ―-―of an account, and that
this is one of the reasons why many scholars cannot understand the accounting.
The balance sheet is not an account, is only a table where it is shown the situation
of the enterprise at the end of a period. There are things in common with an
account but also there are many differences, so in Evian‘s opinion the balance sheet
equality is the starting point for a theory of accounts. ―Expenses are not assets
goals and they cannot be adverse results, i.e. loss, but cost elements for the
substance of the fortune‖ (Evian, 1940, p. 107).
In all his theory Evian explained why there are only two series of account, and why
the balance sheet and the amending accounts are not ―organic‖ accounts and the
same are the mixed accounts. He also explains the function of the account Profit
and Loss, which he considers a capital account.
In Evian‘s opinion in the Romanian accounting there was doing a mistake in
mixing ―the earning with values that are not earning, but costs‖ and the expanses
with the losses, this is why for the students was very hard to understand the
function of this account (Evian, 1940, p.109). He proposed that the accounts called
―mixed‖ to be erased from the Profit and Loss account and registered in the debt of
account Merchandise for the commercial and industrial enterprises, and for the
outputs of substance, the difference between the costs and the benefit, to be
registered in an account called the Result of the sales of goods, or the credit of
Profit and Loss, or even Capital.
Evian‘s theory is purely economic and categorically rejects the scientific nature of
accounting, which he thinks to be just a technique for completing the enterprise
economy.
Voina interposed in the polemics between the two views of accounting theory and
in the beginning of his book stated for the explanations and definitions that in the
end will proof that accounting is not only ―an arithmetic‖ part of the science
economy of the enterprise. Trying to evidence the difference between economy and
accounting Voina gives the definition of social economy as being the study of the
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big ―economic body‖ and the study of commercial enterprises being the study of
the economic phenomena in an enterprise.
He disapproves that accounting was included in the study of economy enterprises
and was considered only an ―arithmetic addition of the science of company‖, as his
colleague Evian claimed (Voina, 1947, p. 16). He argues that the accounting is an
independent science and discipline: ―Existing stock movements impose throughout
the intervention of accounting and constitute the very fabric that is subject to
accounting processing…‖ (Voina, 1947, p. 14)
This professor has underlined very well and with strong and logical arguments the
fact that the accounting is not part of the science of the firm and that is an
independent science (Voina, 1947, p. 23). At the same time D. Voina criticizes the
assertion of his contemporary, professor Evian, that ―accounting is an art, a
technique‖, and also the patrimonial theory defeated by Iacobescu from the
Academy from Bucharest, that the accounting is part of the juridical disciplines, or
that the accounting is being part of the mathematics only because it has equality for
the balance sheet formula.
Voina is in favor of the scientific character of accounting, he states that no theory is
everlasting, and that, at some point in time, any theory is bound to be replaced with
another. Accounting is a science discipline because it ―works for the knowledge
and representation of value movements, with objective methods‖ (Voina, 1947, p.
21), it has theories and principles, not only evidences.
Further along, Voina explains the differences between accounting and accounting
techniques, so that accounting means principles, theories, rules and accounting
techniques are ―procedures for practical application of useful principles which
governs the numerical expression of values‖ (Voina, 1947, p.18). In his vision
accounting is searching to find the correct calculation of costs, for producing more
with lower costs, trying to find the economic efficiency. This is why he speaks
about accounts sector, costs calculation, compared calculation (statistics),
preliminary calculation (budgetary).
Voina is trying to explain the important terms that were used in accounting so he
said that the term resources means the capital (equity + foreign), the assets are not
only the fortune of a company and not all that has its fortune and the liabilities are
not composed only from capital, how some of his contemporaries were sustaining,
this shows that he was a real developer and helped accounting to evolve to what we
have today.
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He explains that for starting the accounting of an economic entity we begin with
doing the inventory and after that forming the initial balance sheet. The
modifications of the assets and liabilities were shown in a snapshot (tablou
sinoptic), presented by the German R. Breuer.
In his approach to show that accounting is a science discipline he presents the
balance sheet theories and the theories of accounts. For the balance sheet there
were Walter le Coutre‘s theories, which professor Voina exposed and explained
that the role of these theories is to explain the scope of the balance sheet.
Like his colleague and contemporary, professor I.N. Evian, Voina considers to
develop the subject of the theories of accounts in his book, because he says that
these theories helps to the understanding of the accounting (Voina, 1947, p. 401).
He exposes and comments the theories of accounts, the personalistic theories and
the materialist theories.
In the prolific dialog between the two schools of accounting, the one from ClujNapoca and the one from Bucharest he situated himself in the middle, he was the
one who came with the solution. He considered that Evian‘s accounts theory is
confusing the assets with the fortune and the liabilities with the capital; he accuses
Evian that his explanations do not have a scientific fundament being based on
fiction, but also disagreed with the juridical-patrimonial theory.
In his papers Dumitru Voina used a very advanced accounting language. He
presents in one of the articles, ―Unmark operations, regulatory and corrective in
drawing up the balance sheet”, written in the Annals of the Academy from Cluj,
1941-1944, the operations which are separating the financial exercises so we are
speaking already about the accounting principle the independence of the financial
exercises. In his paper he presented four categories of accounts: formal active
accounts, amending active accounts, formal liabilities accounts and amending
liabilities accounts. Also he mentions the intangibles and the concept of
depreciation.
Voina was also concerned about how accounting was ran in institutions, the
effective process of posting into the accounting evidence, the methods that were
used. He presented in one of his work, ―Streamlined methods and new trends in
accounting”, 1937, the methods of keeping accounting and also the technologies
that were in use at those times. He previewed in his article the evolution of the
accounting methods saying: ―Is it reserved to the future the machine which will
allow to an accounting fact to be posted to his place, and the mechanical activity to
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put into the operation by itself the accounts which are asked to received the
patrimonial changes?!‖ (Voina, 1937, p.52)
Dumitru Voina was one of the accounting personalities who perceived very well
the needs of the society. This is why we think that he was the one that brought the
most important contributions with his works to Romanian accounting
Conclusions
Dumitru Voina was indeed a man of ―deeds and words‖. He was one of the most
important professors from Romania and his biography and acts can prove our
sayings. In the end the biographies are important elements that can be used in the
accounting history papers because the science, the concepts, the world is nothing
without the human being. The human composite of accounting is the main element
that we think it should be analyzed when we are speaking about history of
accounting or/and accounting history.
The Anglo-Saxon authors Carnegie and Williams (2001) suggest us to use the
CIAH (comparative international accounting history) framework and the
prosopographical studies (collective biographies) for making our studies more
evident in an international context.
We still study Dumitru Voina‘s work and activity. Some interviews will be made in
the next period with professors that have information about him. Further
development will be made to the article.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACCOUNTING
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IN TURKEY (1850-1950)
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Abstract
Accounting thought and accounting profession in Turkey emerged in state
accounting in the Ottoman Empire. The reason for this was that private sector
institutions were not big enough to require the accounting profession. When the
modernization started to show itself after the Administrative Reforms (1839), at
first Commercial Law was accepted in 1850 and an intensive changing process
was begun between the years of 1879 and 1885. In terms of the accounting
profession, training accountants who had the profit-based business understanding,
depending on double entry bookkeeping method lay behind. This approach of the
accounting profession has been seen to have continued until The Republic, though
slowly.
In modernization with the Republic (1923), the beginning of a second move grasps
attention. Within the core of the move lies the development of an accounting
profession that depends on taxation to be given with the demand method from
accounting records and financial tables. Along with this development that will last
for the whole century, it is also seen that auditing was carried out as tax auditing
with the auditing institutions of the state. This auditing did not develop as
accounting auditing-oriented, but rather as tax auditing-oriented. The emergence
of independent accounting auditing foundations was only seen after the accounting
profits started to be carried out with legal regulations in 1989.
Key words: accounting profession, accounting history, reforms, Turkey
JEL codes: M41, M49
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1.
Accounting Application and Profession in the Classical Period in the
Ottomans (Until the middle of the 19th Century)
Just as in many countries in the Middle East, the Ottoman Empire was governed
with the statism approach regarding financial subjects (N. Cagatay, 1989, 5 vss.).
For this reason private sector institutions did not develop much and therefore
accounting profession did not emerge in private sector. In the Ottomans, state
accounting is seen to have developed. This development took place within the
scope of a method born in Abbasids, developed in Ilkhanids and perfected in the
Ottomans, which is called the (Stairs) Merdiban Method. The Ottomans used this
method for five centuries according to their needs ( O. Guvemli, B. Guvemli,
Paper, 2007). Many accountants were trained in the system applied in accordance
with accrual accounting. Under aged children that were taken to the state
accounting department were trained within the relationship of master-apprentice.
That is, they learnt the profession with practice and they served the state.
Recording order in the Ottoman state accounting is as follows:
Incomes and expenses were recorded into daily books (Topkapi Palace Archive, no
3208). The records were written into a separate supplementary book that was kept
for every other big book calculations with an accounting invoice. Every
supplementary book consisted of one subject such as soldier price book. When the
year ended, supplementary book totals were written one under the other as income
and expense according to their subjects. Income and expense estimations belonging
to the next year were made based on the subject of the supplementary books in the
New Year and they were reported to the application centres. This way the
principals of accrual accounting were applied. Without a doubt, this book system
stretches far beyond the estates and accountants were performing their duties by
spreading all around the empire. However, there was a centralized administration
in accounting. It will be convenient to give short information regarding this
centralized administration.
It is seen that organizing in the Ottoman state accounting was performed as
revenue office (O. Guvemli, 1998, 374- 398). There was a head of provincial
treasury entitled as minister of finance at the helm of state accounting. He was
helped by Head of Rumeli provincial treasury and head of Anatolian provincial
treasury. The department that kept the daily books (Chief accounting) was at the
helm of head of provincial treasury. Head of provincial treasury kept the daily
developments related to him under the control in this department. Head of Rumeli
provincial treasury was the head of the departments that recognized income and
expenses of European side of the empire. Head of Anatolian provincial treasury; on
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the other hand, was that head of the departments that recognized income and
expenses of the surrounding areas of Anatolian Mesopotamia in the Empire. In the
centralized administration, it has been observed that the number of these
departments were changeable between 25 and 30. It is also known that in the
centralized accounting organization the total number of people working in the
accounting profession was around 400-500 people. The administrators of these
departments working in the helm of head of provincial treasury were head caliph
(director), caliph (chief) and secretary (accountant that is responsible for the
registrations).
Until the Administrative Reforms (1839) during which the modernization in the
Ottoman state accounting started, the accounting profession was run within the
scope of the above mentioned topics. However, along side of state accounting, the
accounting profession shows itself in two other separate places. One of them is
foundations (D. Demirhan, T. Susmus, S. Gonen, Paper, 2012). Foundations were
the organizations that foresaw the allocation of the incomes from the persons‘
assets to social services such as meeting the needs of a school, bringing water to a
town, constructing the roads. The state felt the need of supervising the fulfilment of
these needs and services that existed in the agreements of social service
organizations. The place to get supervision documents and information was quite
obviously the accountancy of the foundation. There was always an accountant
(secretary) who ran the accountancy of the foundation. These foundations were
areas where the accounting profession in the Ottomans that had thousands of
foundations was applied successfully. It is worthwhile to mention that the
foundation ran their accountancies with the help of the Merdiban Method and the
foundations‘ administration of the Merdiban Method was a different application
area than state accounting.
Another area that needed the accounting profession in the Ottomans was the area of
heritage law. It can also be called heritage accounting. According to the Ottoman
heritage law, the assets of the deceased (money, movable and immovable property,
debts…) were determined. Then, their debts and heirs were specified. These
procedures were performed with the assistants of the judge. Accountants were
among these assistants. Assets were written on one side and on the other side,
rightful owners were written. These processes were recognized by the Merdiban
Method. However, the table that was prepared had the characteristics of liquidation
balance sheet according to the double entry bookkeeping method. ( F.C. Ertas,
Bilent Sisman, H. A. Goncu, Paper 2012).
From these remarks it is understood that in the period of the middle of 19th century,
which is called the classical period in the Ottomans, accounting thought and
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profession appeared within the scope of the application of Merdiban Method and
concentrated on not the private sector but the state. It is quite noticeable that the
working areas of the accountants could be seen in the application of heritage law, in
the foundations that were under the state control and state accounting. There was no
accounting education at schools. The accountants were hired at a very young age (1015 ages) and were trained with a master-apprentice approach. It should be specified
that members of the accounting professions were honest and qualified accountants.
The most interesting part of this period in terms of accounting profession is that
state accountants made financial decisions, applied them and made accounting
records of these processes all at the same time. That is, the head provincial treasury
who was in the position of minister of finance, which was mentioned above was an
accountant, and they were chosen among the people who carried out the accounting
profession. This situation is one of the aspects that increased the respect felt
towards the accounting profession in the Ottoman Empire.
2.
The Modernization Process Starting with the Administrative Reforms
in Accounting Applications and Profession, and the Intensified Efforts During
the Years of 1879 and 1885
It is seen that the first decisions of the modernization process starting after the year
of 1839, which is the year of Administrative Reforms, were made within the state
accounting organization, and making the financial decisions and their applications
were separated from accounting. After this decision, General Accountancy
Department was established and accountants started to busy with performing their
own duties, that is, registrations and preparing accounting reports.
Just as in Turkish accounting thought, the turning point in the accounting
profession was the acceptance of Kanunname-i Ticaret (Commercial Law) in 1850
(see B.Guvemli, F.Yıldız, 2010). In this legal arrangement that emerged from the
translation of Napoleon‘s two books called Code de Commerce, dated 1807,
account systems of double entry bookkeeping were mentioned. However, during
those years, double entry bookkeeping was not known to the Ottomans. There were
neither accountants who knew about the method nor books, and this method did not
appear in the school curriculums either. Private sector institutions like Ottoman
Bank who benefited from this legal arrangement started to make a breakthrough by
applying double entry bookkeeping method and bringing contemporary business
understanding to Turkey. Everything started to change in both accounting thought
and profession (S. Apak, M. Erol, V. Yerebasmaz, Paper, 2012).
After the acceptance of Commercial Law, there was a recession period between
1850 and 1879, and the efforts of modernization were intensified between 1879
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and 1885. The efforts that provided significant changes in Turkish accounting
thought and profession are as follows:
Modernization Efforts Between the Years of 1879-1885
During this period, the subject around which modernization efforts intensified can
be listed as follows.
a.
The transition to double entry bookkeeping: There were a very few
foreign-capitalized institutions that benefited from double entry bookkeeping
method during 1875. With these foreign-capitalized institutions two important
innovations appeared in terms of accounting. The first one was to introduce double
entry bookkeeping method to Turkish accounting. The second one was by bringing
profit-based business understanding to Turkey, opening the gates to Turkish
accountants to be given the duty of business accounting. Before this, the state had
institutions that were in the characteristics of public economic enterprises. Profitbased industrialization was not successful and the Merdiban Method, which could
not meet the needs, was at partial fault. Private sector also had a few profit-based
enterprises, but they did not have features other than simple accounting registry
systems.
In an environment as such, the state was seen to have decided on the transition
from the Staircase Method to the double entry bookkeeping method at the end of
1879 and the beginning of 1880 (BO Aduit, 37/2-7). After this decision, Turkish
accountants met the contemporary accounting culture. In the decisions of
transferring into double entry bookkeeping, it was said that the state was going to
use both the old accounting system and double entry bookkeeping method.
However, it is seen that the transition process was quite short and Turkish
accountants adapted to the new method in a very short amount of time.
The transition to double entry bookkeeping method was an important turning point
that specifies the development direction of Turkish accounting profession and
thought.
b.
The publication of the books introducing double entry bookkeeping
method: The first book ever to introduce double entry bookkeeping method in the
Ottomans was published in the middle of 1870. However, in order to be able to
publish a successive book on the same subject, the acceptance of double entry
bookkeeping method was waited. Between the years of 1880 and 1885, it was
observed that there was an explosion in the publication of introducing double entry
bookkeeping method. Seven books were published during these years and these
books were arranged under the effect of French culture (B.Guvemli, M.Selçık,
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2008, 417). The publication of these kinds of books continued until the end of the
century, though not as much (O.Guvemli, 2000, 585 - 586). Turkish accountants
were able to learn about the double entry bookkeeping method not only in practice
but also from the books.
During this period, with these developments, Turkish accountants started to acquire
a profession that was learning about the double entry bookkeeping method.
However, this was not the only change since during the same years, a number of
changes and development emerged which affected Turkish accounting thought and
professions.
c.
Actualization of the contemporary financial auditing understanding
(Revenue, the establishment of board of audit): Without a doubt, there was auditing
in the state accounting applications in the Ottomans, but after the establishment of
ministry of finance, the state needed to modernize its auditing understanding. With
the establishment of Board of Audit in 1879 with the purpose of auditing all of the
financial organs of the state, the approach to contemporary auditing understanding
was sustained. However, this modern auditing method taken from the French
culture was not influential enough owing to the fact that the audited accountants
were not ready yet and the auditors did not comprehend the contemporary auditing
understandings in the strict sense. In order for the auditing system to be successful,
both the auditor and audited accountant needed to be trained and provided
opportunities to acquire sufficient amount of experience on the subject. The 20th
century was to be waited for this (O.Guvemli, E. Celebiler, 2012, Paper).
d.
The establishment of Hamidiye Trade school: There were two deficiencies
in the accounting profession that met double entry bookkeeping method in the
1880s. One of them was it was not in the school curriculum and the other one was
that the accountants who were keeping the records of the non-profit events did not
met with the method in its fullest sense in the state institutions until then. That is,
the basic problem was that accounting applications did not start to serve in the
profit-based institutions of both state and private sector. With the purpose of
overcoming the first deficiency experienced in the education, training more and
more people for the private sector was needed to be realized which means that a
school having accounting education programs needed to be founded in order to
teach business administration. The educational institution to make up for this
deficiency was Hamidiye Trace School (Today‘s Marmara University) (Osman
Ergin, 1977, 1131 vss.). Innovations were on the horizon for accounting profession.
People were not only going to learn about business administration, but also receive
intensified accounting education. That is, the profession that served in state
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accounting was also going to serve in the private sector and profit-based
institutions.
It should be specified that the curriculum that was taken from the French education
system was very difficult to understand for the students at first and the school had
to postpone the classes for a short period of time. Later on, preparatory classes
were offered to the students, which enabled them to pursue their education
effectively. It is important to say that double entry bookkeeping method was
included in the curriculum during the 1880s education quite intensely.
e.
Industrialization and starting to establish big businesses: The start of
business administration education was due to the establishments of profit-based
institution whether it is private sector or state, and many events happened
successively. The Ottomans started to keep up with the industrial revolution started
in the west at the second half of the 19th century with enterprises in the same
direction as theirs. Among the efforts in this direction are the opening of Sergi-i
Osmani in 1863, the establishment of Industry School in 1867 (A. Giz, 1969,
article) and constitution of Islahi Sanayi Komisyonu in 1868 (Adnan Giz, Kasım
1968, article). These efforts constituted the infrastructure of the establishment of
many industrial and service institutions of the state and private sector, and in
Istanbul alone, around 50 profit-based businesses were put into effect between
1875 and 1900 ( Sumeyra Yaris, 2012, Pg. 73-118). In the meantime, it is
significant to mention that the most important organization was the establishment
of Dersaadet Ticaret Odası (today‘s Istanbul Trade Chamber) in 1879. The
chamber which was established with only 14 members, showed a rapid
development.
All of these business administration enterprises opened the gates to the
development of accounting profession serving business in this direction.
f.
Developments in Taxation: Another aspect that affected the development
of business administration was the tax policy of the state. The most important
feature of this tax policy was the dividend tax that was taken over the profits of
businesses was developed at the second half of the 19th century and was kept in
practice (Z.Pakalin, volume 3, 1993). Business did not yet have an accounting
order to identify their loss and/or profit, and the application was carried out by the
financial administration to classify the businesses in accordance to their size and
then tax them. However, there was this one need that came along with a tax and
that was the fulfilment of the accounting needs of businesses immediately. This
situation, without a doubt increased the need for accounting profession.
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The dividend tax‘s making itself accepted and finding a place for itself in Turkish
taxation happened between 1879 and 1885.
Time showed how well-directed all these above summarized efforts between the
years of 1879 and 1885 because all of the enterprises started during this period
developed until the end of the 19th century and continued to show its effects in the
beginnings of the 20th century as well. In terms of accounting profession, this
period was the period that accountants met with business accounting. That is,
accounting profession that emerged as state accounting in the Ottomans started to
shape itself into business accounting during this period.
Developments emerged between the years of 1879 and 1885 enabled the
accounting profession to show improvements in the form of business accounting,
that is in the form of commercial accounting, enabling to give information aimed at
the third persons. However, the expectation from accounting will change its route
with the Republic and business accounting will turn into tax accounting.
This change is emphasized below.
3.
The Change That Came with the Republic in Accounting Thought and
Profession in Turkey and the Intensified Efforts Between the Years of 1926
and 1930
The change that started at the second half of the 19th century was the rise of
accounting profession in the business administration field. However, this business
administration accounting is within the scope of commercial business
administration. This understanding continued at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century, but at the beginnings of the 20th century, there were
many wars. At first, the Balkan War (1912) and then the First World War (19141918) which is followed by Turkish Independence War (1919-1922) all caused
people to go poor and prevented the development of commercial accounting,
capital market and the growth of businesses effectively. Briefly, all these wars
hindered economic life from flourishing.
The ones who established Republic started to follow a path that is based on
increasing state incomes in order to be able to perform infrastructure investments
that were greatly needed by adopting karma financial policies. This path
highlighted the control of road tax incomes and accounting profession started to
experience a development depending on taxation understanding. Taxation
accounting enabled the development of auditing mechanism in the shape of state
organizations, which will be mentioned below. Accounting profession‘s not having
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auditing information yet was an aspect that made the development of this
mechanism in state organizations quite easy.
During the 20th century, these developments that determined the business area of
accounting profession in turkey were provided with the intensified legal
arrangements between the years of 1926 and 1930.
Intensified Efforts Between the Years of 1926 and 1930
After the proclamation of the republic on 29 October 1923, the ones who
established Republic followed a path like this: They issued Republican
Constitution at the beginnings of 1924 and promulgate the Turkish Civil Code
which constitutes the base of the secure order in 1925. After these basic laws, in
1926, they rearranged Turkish Commercial Law by adopting it into the terms of
those times, which is followed by the rearrangements of the tax law. Below are the
changes that directed accounting profession during the 20th century. At first
Commercial Law and then tax law were addressed and reviewed.
a.

Turkish Commercial Law: Commercial Law, dated 1850, could not find
a lot of application areas since Islamic Religious Law were applied.
Foreign-capitalized organization benefited from this law mostly. The
attempt of constituting a secure order with Turkish Civil Code affected
the application environment of the new Commercial law positively. At
this date, the importance of commercial Law was that it opened the
roads for commercial businesses and paved the way for the
development of an accounting profession which is suitable for the
requirements of commercial business administration. Commercial law
failed to function as such despite having verdicts in this direction. Tax
laws and the state‘s establishing its own auditing organization caused
businesses to head towards tax accounting. Audit-based organization of
accounting profession and not being able to develop auditing
mechanism within itself opened the way for this kind of a situation.

All these developments caused Commercial Law to stay within the scope of equity
capital and the establishment and survival of commercial businesses, and excluded
it from accounting applications.
b.

Arrangements in Taxation: The developments that aimed accounting
profession at serving for the taxation during the century are the tax
policies of the Republic. The tax law that formed these policies are
mentioned briefly below.
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c.

Income Tax Law: Income tax law (Income tax law 1926) that gave its
place to corporate tax law with the tax reform in 1949 took the place of
the dividend tax which was mentioned above. With this legal
arrangement that foresees the tax acquisition with declaration method
from the profit existing in the financial tables arranged at the end of the
year (balance sheet and profit-loss tables) according to the accounting
records, identification of the tax in accordance with accrual basis in the
new year in the 19th century and its withdrawal within the year were
abolished and instead, declaration method was legislated.

According to the declaration method, collecting taxes made these changes in the
accounting thought: Accounting of businesses started to be valued. This situation
put forward the significance of accounting profession. For the examination the
accuracy of the declarations the auditing mechanism needed to be regarded.
The first two of them are important developments in terms of accounting
profession because this way, accounting profession would be recognized and
accepted. Regarding the auditing subject, by establishing income tax auditing
department, the state took the responsibility of the auditing process in the 1930s. At
this point, the accounting profession could not establish the mechanisms that would
audit the accounting by organizing. The reason fort his was that business
accounting was too new and there were not many qualified accountants. Therefore,
accounting profession had to show a development outside of auditing mechanisms
but depending on taxation.
d.
Excise Tax Law: This tax law (Excise Tax Law, 1927, Article 13,23,29,32)
which can be thought as the pioneer of today‘s Value Added Tax was another legal
arrangement that foresaw the tax collection from accounting record along with
income tax. These tax were collected from manufacturing industry, insurance
companies and importation with a percentage of 10 (later 12,5%) over the selling
price. The difference of this tax collected by depending on the monthly accounting
records from income tax was that it was monthly and collected over the selling
price. This tax which brought upon the importance of invoice application to the
agenda was collected depending on declaration. This situation also brought upon
the monthly audit in this tax in response to the need of annual declaration audit in
income tax. Accountants‘ significance was a little bit higher because each month
an accountant and his calculations were needed. Another aspect that increased the
importance of accountant was that along with the books kept in commercial Law,
in this law there were also other supplementary books that had to be kept under the
law such as manufacture book and sales book.
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Taxation Arrangements’ Formation of Auditing Between the Years of 1926
and 1930
Between the years of 1926 and 1930 intense taxation arrangements that foresee the
collection of taxes by declaration from accounting records increased the importance of
accounting profession despite being dependant upon taxation. Accounting profession
based on taxation whose effect lasted for a whole century emerged with the Republic.
However, accounting profession‘s failure of organizing prevented it from taking a role
in accounting auditing and auditing mechanism appeared as state organization. This
development occurred like this: There was an article in excise tax regarding auditing.
This article depicted that the books of industrial institutions were to be audited by
account specialists, or revenue clerks (tax department clerk) at least once a year. The
application of this article was very risky because in 1932, if the prepared draft for the
organization of accounting profession was legislated, account specialization would be
accepted with legal arrangements and independence audit would came alive. However
it did not happen this way. The draft prepared by ministry of industry and commerce
was not legislated. Upon this, the state started to establish departments that would be
responsible for the auditing in tax departments. At first in Istanbul, Excise Tax
declaration audit department and Income tax declaration audit department were
established. These departments were also established in tax departments of big cities in
accordance with the need. State‘s audit departments were very successful at the hands
of powerful administrators, and this success resulted with the establishment of account
experts law in 1945 which constituted an effective state tax audit mechanism
throughout the century.
Groups that constitute state tax audit mechanism such as Ministry of Finance Audit
Board, Account Experts Board and Income Controls were established successively
on after the other. They multiplied and dominated auditing in the strictest sense.
Pioneers that led the way of constituting independent audit mechanism were retired
specialists from these groups. After leaving state audit mechanism, they started to
give tax counseling. In time, they established their own counseling businesses. This
structure continued until the acceptance of accounting profession law in 1989 and
the constitution of independent audit mechanism. This structure left its place to the
independent audit companies that were constituted by the certified public
accountant and public accountant titles.
4.

Conclusion

Accounting profession in the Republic of Turkey rose within the state accounting
practices during the Ottoman Empire. Since the private sector did not own
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businesses that were big enough, the lack of experienced accountant in profit-based
business administration was the reason for this. After the Administrative Reforms
and the acceptance of Commercial Law in 1850, a rapid modernization effort was
seen to have started.
First intense efforts in modernization started between the years of 1879 and 1885.
During these years double entry bookkeeping method was accepted, books that
introduce this method started to be publish one after another, double entry
bookkeeping method was put into the curriculum of secondary and high education
schools, schools that give education on profit-based business administration –
schools training workers for the private sector - were established, contemporary
audit understanding was brought to the country constituting board of audit in state
financial corps, and although the accounting record were insufficient, the collection
of profit-based taxes started to be accepted. All of these were development that
paved the way for accounting profession that knows double entry bookkeeping
method and takes charge in profit-based business administration. It is understood
that the decisions made during this period were quite applicable which can be seen
in the developments that each and every one of these decisions made.
Second attempt that shaped accounting profession shows itself in the intense legal
arrangements that are made by the ones who established the Republic between the
years of 1926 and 1930. This second modernisation attempt after the efforts that
are made during 1879-1885 was mostly regarding taxation. The taxes that are
collected with the declaration method from financial tables and accounting records
such as Income Tax and Excise Tax emphasized the importance of accounting
profession in taxations and this situation lasted for the whole century. However,
taxation based on accounting profession‘s failure to organize, independent
accounting experts could not emerge in accounting audit and the audit mechanism
started to appear in state organization. This situation continued until the
constitution of independent audit organizations with the accounting profession
rejoining legal arrangements towards the end of the century (1989).
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FINANCIAL REPORTING –
CHALLENGES AND TRENDS
WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF ALIGNMENT TO
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FROM
FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE?
Carmen Lăcătuşu
West University of Timisoara, Romania

Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to draw into attention the differences on financial
terms and the impact of alignment of the current romanian regulations stipulated
by OMF 3055/2009 to IFRS. The impact will refer to how will be influenced the
decisions of the users of financial information if different regulation apply. In
order to quantify the impact of the differences between the accounting treatments, I
have made an analysis on Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss statements of the
company Alfa. I have presented only the resulted after mapping the accounts in the
Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss forms and interpreted how the decisions of the
users of financial information are influenced in both cases. After the analysis
performed I have concluded that the decisions of investors, banks and other users
of financial statements change due to different results obtained by using the
mentioned frameworks. The subject is of interest because the normalisation
process increasingly imposes that the economic judgement implemented through
national regulations to align to international standards.
Key words: globalization, financial reporting, financial statements, decisional
process
JEL Classification: F23, F36, F39

1.Introduction
The globalization process requires a more powerful information. Thomas R.
Robinson presents in the book called International Financial Statement Analysis
the constraints regarding the information supplied by financial statements:
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The need to have the desired characteristics; for example, to be relevant,
information must be provided on time. This requires considerable time
to obtain assurance that the information is free from errors;
 Cost of providing the information: benefit derived from information
should exceed the cost of providing them;
 Omissions of financial statements: the financial statements omit nonquantifiable information (creativity, innovation, workforce competence
of a company, which are not directly presented in the financial
statements). (Robinson Th., Greuning H., Henry E., Broihahn M, 2008)
These constraints are generated by a number of obstacles, among which we can
mention:
 The conflict which exist sometimes between the qualities required to
accounting information by various categories of users around the world;
 Difficulties in selecting the information considered to be significant and
relevant by various categories of users at international level;
 Difficulties in evaluating the ―benefit‖ which will be generated by the
information;
 Frequent updates in financial reporting framework, which adversely
affect the comparability of the information presented at international
level. (Cotleţ D., Megan O., Pistol I., 2007)
The accounting system of a country is the product of a complex process. During
this process rules and accounting practices are developed as a result of interaction
between makers and users of financial statements.
The different needs of various users of accounting information resulted in the
construction of two representations of the same reality about a company: a
representation to satisfy information needs of external users (investors, creditors,
statutory authorities, customers, trade unions) and a representation to satisfy
information needs of internal users (managers, who plan, organize and manage a
business, marketing managers, production supervisors, finance directors). (Kimmel
P., Kieso D., Weygandt J., 2011)
The financial information is currently dominated by globalisation, by the
techniques related to the consolidation of accounts, which are improved all the time
and also by the development of some concepts as ―eco‖ accounting, inflation
adjusted accounting. The assimilation of IFRS regulations in continental-european
countries can be considered a difficult process, which needs time. In order to align
to IFRS rules, in Romania will have to be assimilated an accounting referential
oriented to financial communication, the professional judgement playing an
important role.
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2. Overview
The general accounting framework in Romania is represented by the Accounting
Law no. 82/1991. Under the Accounting Law, Romanian companies and
permanent establishments in Romania of foreign companies are required to
organise and conduct their own accounting, including preparation of annual
financial statements (exemption is given to braches of EU countries). Romanian
companies and foreign entities doing business in Romania through permanent
establishments must apply the accounting regulations depending on the nature of
their business.
The trading companies apply the Accounting Regulations compliant with Fourth
and Seventh European Directives, approved by the Order of Ministry of Public
Finance of Romania no. 3055/2009 (―OMF 3055‖). It distinguishes the companies
that should prepare simplified financial statements from the companies that should
prepare ―complete‖ financial statements based on three size-criteria:
total assets – EUR 3,650,000,
annual net turnover – EUR 7,300,000, and
average number of employees during the financial year – 50.
If a company exceeds at its balance sheet date the limits of two of the three criteria
in two consecutive years it must prepare a full set of financial statements
comprising balance sheet, profit and loss account, statement on changes in equity,
cash flow statement, and explanatory notes to the financial statements. Otherwise,
it shall prepare simplified annual financial statements comprising simplified
balance sheet, profit and loss account and explanatory notes to the financial
statements. The company can also opt for preparing a statement on changes in
equity and/or of cash flow statement. I have summarized below the main
differences, in terms of financial accounting, between OMF 3055/2009 and IFRS
regulations.
financial statements presentation
functional currency

inventories

financial instruments
impairment

fixed assets

loan classification

OMF 3055 vs IFRS

provisions

correction of errors
deferred income tax

revenue
Source: author
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3. Differences between Romanian GAAP and International Financial
Reporting Standards
Financial statements
The Romanian Accounting Regulations prescribe the format of Balance sheet and
Income Statement (different from IAS 1)
Inventories
Methods permitted to determine cost: FIFO, weighted average cost or LIFO (LIFO
is no allowed in IFRS).
Allocation of price differences to the value of inventories can be made based on a
coefficient (different from IAS 2).
Discounts received from suppliers after the issuance of invoice for inventories do
not adjust inventories and are recorded directly in profit or loss.
Property, plant and equipment
In the first year of application of Order 3055 (or the previous Order 1752/2005),
the residual value from the beginning of the year can be treated as purchase price,
in the cases where the purchase price cannot be determined without expenses or
significant delays (concept similar to deemed cost under IFRS1).
.Capitalisation of interest is an accounting policy choice (unlike IFRS, where it is
mandatory under IAS23)
For idle fixed assets – policy choice between continue to depreciate or stop
depreciation and record a provision (under IFRS always continue to depreciate).
Revaluation reserve: treatment for tax purposes of the revaluation reserve must be
disclosed in the explanatory notes.
Impairment of property, plant and equipment
Impairment is assessed as the difference between stock-count value (determined at
the yearly stock-count) and carrying value at each balance sheet date. Stock-count
value should be determined considering the asset‘s utility, condition and market
price or by using other valuation methods (such as discounted cash-flows).
Impairment indicators may be considered when assessing if there is impairment.
(Different than IFRS - impairment test done only if there are impairment
indicators, clear guidance on how to determine impairment).
Intangible assets
Capitalization of start-up expenses is permitted (these are recognised as
expenditure in IFRS).
Customer lists cannot be recognised as assets, not even in business combinations
(IFRS – allowed in a business combination).
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Concessions received are reflected as intangible assets when the concession
contract establishes a duration and value determined for concession. Amortization
of concession is to be recorded over the period of use, established in accordance
with the contract. In case the contract provides for rent payment, instead of a
depreciable value, the accounting records of the company receiving the concession
reflect the rent expense, without recognition of an intangible asset (not consistent
with IAS 38 – legal form over economic substance).
Business combinations: no guidance on identifying additional intangible assets.
Amortization of goodwill over a period of maximum 5 years or longer, with
explanations in the notes (in IFRS 3 it is not amortised, but tested for impairment at
least annually).
Revaluation of intangible assets is not permitted.
Correction of errors
Correction of errors related to previous periods is made by adjusting retained
earnings, but it is not allowed to restate comparative (under IFRS comparatives
must be restated).
If the correction of errors results in accounting loss, this loss should be covered
before any distribution of profit.
Deferred income tax
No standard exists under Romanian GAAP.
Revenue recognition
No detailed standard on revenue recognition; revenue is generally recognised when
risks and rewards are transferred.
Construction contracts – revenue only recognised if the works are accepted by the
clients (signed reception minutes or other documents).
Loyalty programmes – impact is recognised as a provision and expense (IFRS:
deferred revenue and decrease of revenue).
Functional currency
Reporting and presentation currency is RON.
Hyperinflationary economy
No standard exists.
Romania was hyperinflationary up to 31 December 2003, therefore, under IFRS, all
non current items (e.g. property, plant and equipment, share capital etc) should be
restated in terms of purchasing power existed as at 31 December 2003. Under
Romanian GAAP revaluations could have been done that could, in certain
circumstances, result in similar results to hyperinflation accounting.
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Earnings per share
No standard exists.
Provisions
The conditions for recognising are similar to IFRS.
Long-term/short-term classification
The requirement in IAS1 that results in the classification of loans as short-term if
the borrower can demand repayment within 12 months does not exist.
Financial instruments
Valuation at fair value only allowed in the consolidated financial statements, as
follows:
In case of valuation of financial instruments at fair value, change of
value is included in the Income Statement.
However, such a modification is not included directly in the
shareholders‘ equity, in a fair value reserve, if:
a) the instrument accounted for is a hedging instrument in accordance
with an accounting hedging system which allows that certain or all
value modifications should not be recorded in the Income Statement;
or
b) the value of the modification refers to a foreign currency exchange
rate difference arising for a monetary item which is part of a net
investment of the company in a foreign entity (Net investment in a
foreign entity as per OMF 1752 means the share of the reporting entity
in the net assets of the respective foreign company).
-

Modification of the value of an available-for-sale financial asset, other
than a derivative financial instrument, may be included directly in the
shareholders‘ equity, in the fair value reserve.

For the standalone financial statements only short-term quoted instruments should
be valued at market price.
Free shares – they are recorded either in reserves for long-term investments or in
the income statement for short-term ones.
Bank deposits are short-term investments (not cash).
Disclosures
Significantly less disclosure requirements under OMF 3055/2009.
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According to the IFRS standards, assets are ranked in the balance sheet in
descending order and liabilities in ascending order. Synthetically, these differences
can be seen in table no. 1.
Table no. 1 Comparative structure of the balance-sheet assets and liabilities
In compliance with national
laws (accounting
regulations consistent with
European directives)
A. Fixed Assets
I. Intangible assets
II. Tangible assets

28.00
153.00

III. Financial assets

0.00

B. Current assets
I. Inventories
II. Receivables
III. Short-term
investments
IV. Cash and bank
accounts

41.00
19.00

In compliance with IFRS standards

Adjust
ments

Non-current assets
Property, plant and
equipment

155.00

2.00

Intangible assets

26.00

-2

Deferred income tax
assets
Available-for-sale
financial assets
Trade and other
receivables

0.02

-0.02

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other
receivables

C. Prepaid expenses

0.00

Total assets

245.20

Interest 0.5 could be
capitalized on IFRS; 1.5
difference restatement
due to revaluation
concession-rent expense
under IFRS
deferred income tax
asset only under IFRS

17.00
0.00
17 EUR are assets held
to be sold; 1 EUR
commercial discounts
from suppliers

23.00
19.00

1.00

1.00
3.30

Comment

Available-for-sale
financial assets
Financial assets at fair
value through profit or
loss
Cash and cash
equivalents (excluding
overdraft)

0.00

Total assets

244.32

3.30

-0.02
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In compliance with national
laws (accounting
regulations consistent with
European directives)
D. Debts: amounts
payable within one
year

G. Debts: amounts
payable within more
than one year

In compliance with IFRS standards

Equity
Ordinary shares
16.50Share premium
Other reserves
Foreign currency
translation reserve
Retained earnings

Adjust
ments

25.00
17.00
10.30

0.7

eliminate 2011
revaluation reserve

56.02

1.3

0.7 adjustment
depreciation due to
revaluation
interest 0.5

119.50
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
Deferred income tax
liabilities
Retirement benefit
obligations
Provisions for other
liabilities and charges

H. Provisions
I. Deferred income
J. Capital and
reserves
I. Subscribed capital
(presenting separately
the paidup
and unpaid capital)
II. Share premiums
III. Revaluation
reserves
IV. Reserves
V. Profit/loss carried
forward
VI. Profit/loss of the
financial year

2.00
0.00

Total equity and
liabilities
Check
Total assets=Total
equity+liabilities

245.20

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current income tax
liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions for other
liabilities and charges

Comment

115.50
0.00
4.00
1.00

0.00
0.50
14.00

-2.00

concession adjustment

-0.02

deferred tax asset impact

1.00

25.00
17.00
0.70
10.30

54.20

yes

Total equity and
liabilities

244.32
yes

-0.02
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There are some differences between the accounting treatments, reflected in the
Balance Sheet statement:
The company has received commercial discounts from suppliers.
As per IAS 2 ―Inventories‖ there is no difference between the various types of price
discounts, all reducing the acquisition cost. As we can see, the balance of ―Inventories‖
at year end under IFRS is EUR 23,000. OMF 3055 treatment is different depending on
the nature of the discounts (commercial or financial) and also depending on their issue
moment: when the initial invoice is provided or when the subsequent invoice is issued.
The financial discounts are not deducted from the acquisition cost, they are recognized
as ―Financial discounts‖ (account 767). The commercial discounts included on
invoices subsequently issued adjust the operational expenses (account 609). No
adjustment on Balance Sheet statement has been made on OMF figures due to the
commercial discount received. Only the Profit and Loss figures are impacted.
The company has closed a contract with the Local Authorities in respect of a
concession in amount of EUR 200,000. The contract specifies the total depreciable
value and not a monthly rent to be paid. As per OMF 3055, the concession in
amount of EUR 200,000 has to be recorded as intangible asset. The accounting
treatment under IFRS is different: the concession will be recorded as a rent expense
in Profit and Loss account.
The company is building a new plant. The As per IAS 23, the borrowing costs
directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of assets that take
a substantial period of time to be used or sold must be capitalized.
The company has revaluated the fixed assets during 2011. Under IFRS, all non
current items (e.g. property, plant and equipment, share capital etc) should be
restated in terms of purchasing power existed as at 31 December 2003. The
revaluation has been made for all fixed assets, for some generating surplus and for
other loss. We have restated the IFRS figures, eliminated the revaluation reserve
effect of EUR 700 and also the impact on the fixed assets value, including also the
impact on depreciation of EUR 1,300.
IFRS requires the capitalization of interest in amount of EUR 500. For OMF
purposes the interest has been recorded in Profit and Loss account.
OMF 3055 does not allow the recognition of deferred tax. We have computed the
adjustment by applying the rate of tax of 16% to the fixed assets value restated.
The company has financial assets held with the purpose to be sold. As per IFRS 5,
the value of these assets will be recovered by selling them rather than by using
them. These assets stops to be depreciated and are valued at the lower value than
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cost and fair value less cession costs, by affecting the Profit and Loss with the
impairment value, if the case. OMF 3055/2009 does not recognise this category of
assets, they are transferred from fixed assets to inventory, if a fixed asset is
improved in order to be sold.
In compliance with the national laws, the profit and loss account includes all
revenues and expenses of the year, grouped by their nature, arranged alternately
(revenue, then expenses within each activity, establishing the earnings per each
activity), and the profit or loss for the period. IAS 1, ‗Presentation of financial
statements‘, and other requirements that impact the income statement/statement of
comprehensive income. Entities have a choice of presenting all items of income
and expense recognized in a period either:
(a) in a single statement of comprehensive income; or
(b) in two statements (as adopted by IFRS GAAP plc) comprising:
(i) a separate income statement, which displays components of profit or loss; and
(ii) a statement of comprehensive income, which begins with profit or loss and
displays components of other comprehensive income.
The main difference between these two options is that in option (a), profit for the
year is shown as a sub-total rather than the ‗bottom line‘, and the statement
continues down to total comprehensive income for the year.
Synthetically, these differences can be seen in table no. 2.
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Table no. 2 Comparative structure of the profit and loss account
In compliance with national laws
(accounting
regulations consistent with European
directives)
1 Net turnover
300.00
2. Changes in inventories of
finished goods and work in
progress
0.00
3. Production made by the
entity for its own purposes and
capitalized
0.00
4. Other operating income
5.00
5. a) Raw materials and
consumables
170.00
b) Other external costs
Commercial discounts
received from suppliers
-1.00
6. Staff costs:
20.00
a) Salaries and grants
b) Social security costs with a
separate indication of
those relating to pensions
7. a) Value adjustments in
respect of tangible and
intangible assets
23.00
b) Value adjustments in
respect of current assets, to the
extent that they exceed the
amount of value adjustments
which are normal in the
undertaking concerned
8. Other operating expenses
41.30

Operating profit or loss
9. Income from participating
interests, with separate
indication of that derived from
affiliated undertakings
10. Income from other
investments and loans forming
part
of the fixed assets, with a
separate indication of that
derived from affiliated
undertakings

In compliance with IFRS standards
Revenue
Other income
Purchase of goods for resale
Purchase of external services
Utilities expenses
Rent expenses
Insurance
Telecommunication services
Promotion, marketing and
advertising
Travel
Repairs
Personnel costs
Purchase of materials
Depreciation and amortization
expense
Other expenses
Capitalized internal construction
costs

Comment

300.00
5.00
40.00
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
20
170
23
0.1

51.70
Operating profit before financing
costs

50.3

concessionrent

commercial
discounts
reduce the
inventory
costs on IFRS
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In compliance with national laws
(accounting
regulations consistent with European
directives)
11. Other interest receivable
30.00
and similar income, with a
separate indication of that
derived from affiliated
undertakings
12. Value adjustments of
financial assets and
investments
held as current assets
13.60
13. Interest payable and
similar charges, with a
separate
indication of that regarding
affiliated undertakings

Financial profit or loss
14. Profit or loss on ordinary
activities
15. Extraordinary income
16. Extraordinary expenses
17. Profit or loss on
extraordinary activities
18. Tax on profit
19. Other taxes not listed at
the items above
20. Net profit/loss of the
financial year

In compliance with IFRS standards

Financial income
Financial expenses

30.00
13.60

16.40

Net financing position

16.40
66.70

68.10
0.00
0.00

Profit/loss before tax

0.00
10.89

Income tax expense

10.67

57.21

Net profit for the year

56.02

Other comprehensive income
Foreign currency translation

0.00

Comprehensive income for the
period

56.02

Comment

4. Conclusions
As it can be seen above, the different approach under IFRS and OMF 3055 has
impact on the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statements figures. Only looking
at the profit, if OMF regulations are applied, the indicator is higher than using
IFRS judgements.
The decisions of the users of financial statements could be influenced, for eg. on
computation of financial indicators. Investors could decide to buy or not shares,
banks make their own analysis in order to allow or not loans, local authorities
benefit of more or less taxes encashed.
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So, the accounting treatment has impact on the perspectives and the future of the
company. The question is what accounting treatment better reflect the reality, in
order that the users of financial information take the best decisions.
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STOCK PRICE REACTION TO FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENT: EVIDENCE
FROM ROMANIA OIL INDUSTRY
Ovidiu MEGAN
West University of Timişoara, Romania
Claudiu BOŢOC
West University of Timişoara, Romania

Abstract
The issue of return-earnings relation relevance has received great attention from
both investors and managers since a firm‟s current performance as summarized in
its financial statements is an important input to the reaction from the market.
This paper proposes a framework to examine potential good and bad signals for
stock prices through relevant variables provided by financial statements. Data
were collected from Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) database, by focusing on oil
companies, i.e. mining and quarrying industry, NACE section B. The time frame
spans form 2005-2011 and the methodology used was OLS regression models.
The results highlight that stock prices for Romanian oil companies are overrated
and a positive signal is triggered by profitability and financial stability.
Surprisingly, the investors are not interested about red flags, such as ratio of
inventory to sales and ratio of accounts receivable to sales, which appear to be
insignificant in affecting stock prices. The second result confirms that for
Romanian capital market the hypotheses from efficient capital market are rejected.
Keywords: Financial statements, capital market, return, earning, manipulation
JEL Clasification: G10; G31; M41

1. Introduction
In order to communicate relevant information to investors, financial statements
information is the main and useful way that managers can use. Thus, the relation
between stock returns and accounting earnings has been an internationally popular
topic for more than three decades.
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Financial statements should provide a representative overview of a business
financial condition in short and long term. The financial statements present the
relevant information of a business company, presented in a manner or form easy to
understand. There are four basic financial statements presented by all Romanian
companies as well like European Union companies: balance sheet, income
statement, statements of cash flow, equity statement and a set of notes to the
financial statements.
The objective of financial statements is to provide information about the financial
position, performance and changes in financial position of an enterprise that is
useful to a wide range of users in making economic decisions. Reported assets,
liabilities and equity are directly related to an organization's financial position.
Reported income and expenses are directly related to an organization's financial
performance. The financial condition of a company is a measure of its ability to
satisfy its obligations, such as the payment of interest on its debt in a timely
manner.
Financial statements are intended to be understandable by readers who have "a
reasonable knowledge of business and economic activities and accounting and who
are willing to study the information diligently.
The international investments arena is large, complex, and very dynamic and
business managers, lenders and investors need to know the financial condition of a
business. These characteristics make the financial market interesting for research,
but also make it challenging to keep up. The divers‘ regulations, the diversity of
financial instruments, innovations in markets and trading, company events and a
persistently changing economy have an important influence on the valuation
process and financial statements.
There are many sources of information available to financial analysts and investors.
One source of information is the company itself, preparing documents for
regulators and distribution to shareholders. Another source is information prepared
by government agencies that compile and report information about industries and
the economy. Still another source is information prepared by financial service firms
that compile, analyze, and report financial and other information about the
company, the industry, and the economy.
The basic information about a company can be gleaned from publications (both
print and Internet), annual reports, and sources such as the federal government and
commercial financial information providers.
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The popularity of the Internet as a source of information has made big amounts of
information available to everyone, displacing print as a means of communication.
Each person can find annual reports, quarterly reports, press releases, and links to
the companies‘ filings with regulators on company‘s web site.
The main goal of our empirical work is to examine potential good and bad signals
for stock prices for Romanian oil industry, through relevant variables provided by
financial statements. As a second goal, we try to capture this reaction on the
announcement data of financial statement. The results suggest that stock prices for
Romanian oil companies are overrated and a positive signal is triggered by
profitability and financial stability. Surprisingly the investors are not interested
about red flag, such as ratio of inventory to sales and ratio of accounts receivable to
sales, which appear to be insignificant in affecting stock prices.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly reviews
theoretical considerations and empirical findings regarding the return-earnings
relation and the value of financial statements. The third section describes the data,
methodological framework and the variables used in model tested. Section four
presents the results for each company analyzed, whilst section five concludes.
2. Literature review
It is standard that the major of objective of financial statements is the
provision of decision-relevant information to investors. According to FASB‘s
Statements of Financial Accounting ―Financial reporting should provide
information that is useful to present and potential investors and creditors and other
users in making rational investment, credit and similar decisions…Financial
reporting should provide information to help present and potential investors and
creditors and other users in assessing the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of
prospective cash receipts from dividends or interest and the proceeds from the
sale, redemption, or maturity of securities or loans‖. Lev and Zarowin (1999)
investigated the usefulness of financial information to investors in comparison to
the total information from the market and found that there is deterioration in the
usefulness of reported earnings, cash flow and book value, due to increasing
demand for relevant information.
Companies that provide more regular interim financial reports do not face less
uncertainty among analysts. From this point of view the standard deviation among
analyst forecasts is not decreasing with reporting frequency. Voluntary financial
interim reporters face significant negative abnormal returns around earnings
announcement, when they report a profit, which fails to meet expectations. This
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underlines the importance of a good communication and earnings expectations
guidance (Wilde, 2005).
In order to examine whether earnings information is useful to investors for
valuation or to evaluate managers‘ performance, it is used implicitly the term of
earnings quality (Shaw, 2003). According to capital markets research, accounting
performance measure serves either the managerial performance measure role or the
valuation information role. A managerial performance measure indicates the value
added by the manager‘s efforts or actions in a period, whereas a measure designed
to provide information useful for valuation gives an indication of the firm‘s
earnings or the change in shareholders‘ value. The first measure has a contracting
motivation while the second one has an informational or valuation motivation.
Although it is likely that the performance measure with the contracting motivation
to be positively correlated with the performance measure designed with a valuation
motivation, it isn‘t likely the two to be the same. This is related to post-earningsannouncement drift, which reflect the predictability of abnormal returns following
earnings announcements. Since the drift is of the same sign as the earnings change,
it suggests the market under reacts to information in earnings announcements
(Kothari, 2001). Current stock return reflects the news in current earnings and news
about earnings growth that will be captured in the next period‘s earnings (Kothari
& Sloan, 1992).
Price reaction and return models, with alternative forms were examined in several
papers to depict the return-earnings relation. Gonedes and Dopuch (1974) stated
that price models are conceptually inferior to return models under the presence of
emerging theories of valuation. Other authors suggest that price models present
more econometric problems than return models (Christie 1987).
A related strand of the literature confirms the superiority of the price model on
explaining the return-earnings relation (Barth et al., 1990). In comparison with the
return and differenced models, the earnings response coefficients are less biased
and more economically sensible in the price model. As a weakness, price and
differenced models suffer from heteroscedasticity and other specification problems
relative to return model (Kothari & Zimmerman, 1995).
Martikainen et al (1997) confirm Kothari and Zimmerman results for Finland case.
They used two different measures of the earnings variable, the published earnings
numbers and the adjusted earnings numbers respectively, and estimated according
to the recommendations by the Finnish Committee for Corporate Analysis. Their
results suggested that the return model specification, under the published
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accounting data, provides more significant earning response coefficients than
differenced model specification under the adjusted accounting data.
The ability of the return model to evaluate the return-earnings relation by providing
highly significant coefficients was confirmed too for French case (Dumontier &
Labelle, 1998). Additional, Dumontier and Labelle found that a cross-sectional
data cumulating procedure could yield a large increase in the explanatory power of
the return model and the significance of the earnings response coefficient. Pritchard
(2002) analyzed the return-earnings relation in the Baltic countries (Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania) and overall found that return model perform better than
differenced model. Also she highlighted several differences between countries
selected, with Lithuania showing the weakest and Estonia the highest value
relevance.
However, the superiority of return model was infirmed for Cyprus case (Vafeas et
al., 1998). Vafeas et al stated that both specifications are important in explaining
stock returns but the differenced model provide higher earning response
coefficients compared to the return model. These results are consistent with other
previous empirical works
Dimitriopoulos, A. & Asteriou analyzed the association between stock returns and
earnings in the context of the Hellenic capital market, using four model
specifications, the price, return, differenced and deflated models. The initial results
indicated the increased ability of the price and return models to explain better
highly significant earnings response coefficients, while on the contrary, the
changes and deflated models proved to be insufficient (Dimitriopoulos & Asteriou,
2009). Next, final results indicated a high value relevancy in the Hellenic capital
market but smaller compared to US, France and UK.
Another strand of the literature have focused on discretionary and nondiscretionary accruals, since along with management‘s decisions, business
conditions influence the quality of earnings. Thus, many researchers have made
efforts to decompose overall accruals between the non-discretionary component,
which captures the impact of business conditions, and the discretionary component
which reflects managerial choices. The reason for this decomposition is that
accruals represent a discrete factor of the returns earnings relation and that earnings
management is intense prior the debt covenant‘s violation year. Evidence support
was found for US stock market and for Greece capital market. The results indicate
that the ratios of working capital to total assets and net profit to sales have a
negative impact on stock returns, while the ratios of net profit to total assets and
sales to total assets affect returns positively. Additionally, both types of accruals
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have incremental importance, with the non-discretionary appearing to be more
important compared to the discretionary one in explaining stock return movements
(Dimitriopoulos & Asteriou, 2009).
3. Data and methodology
Data were collected from Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) database, by focusing our
empirical work on mining and quarrying industry, NACE section B. Thus, our sample
consists of 3 companies listed at BSE, with full annual financial statements during period
2005-2011: OMV PETROM SA (symbol SNP), ROMPETROL WELL SERVICES SA
(symbol PTR) and DAFORA SA (symbol DAFR).
The variables in this study come from financial statements and provide different
and complementary information. This selection was done according to the goal of
our paper: to identify which variables/ratios trigger a good signal and which trigger
a bad signal for capital market trough stock price. Initially, we have taken in
account a set of 9 variables with potential impact on stock price (PRICE), such as:
net asset accounting per share (NAA/S), net income per share (NI/S), net income to
total sales (NI/SALES), return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), liquidity
ratio, debt ratio, ratio of inventories to sales (INV/SALES), ratio of accounts
receivable to sales (AR/SALES). However, some of these ratios provide similar
information and, implicitly are highly correlated.
In order to avoid multicolinearity problems, it was decided to exclude some of
these variables and was retained the ones which don‘t overlap in providing
information regarding financial stability, profitability, managerial performance and
manipulation opportunities. Thus we have restricted our model to net asset
accounting per share, return on assets, ratio of inventories to sales and ratio of
accounts receivable to sales.
For Romanian accounting setting financial stability is best reflected by net assets
accounting or net assets value (NAA), computed by deducting the book value of the
liabilities from the book value of the assets. NAA is an expression of reflecting value
of the company, not dictated by market capitalization or by the supply and demand.
Since our independent variable is PRICE per share, we divided NAA by number of
shares (NAA/S). Thus, NAA/S is expected to have a positive effect over PRICE.
One of the most common and traditional measure for firm performance is return on
assets (ROA). Unlike return on equity (ROE), ROE provide a different view on
management's effectiveness and reveals how much profit a company earns for every
dollar of its assets. It can be computed in different ways, by taking in account net
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income or earnings before interest and taxation for numerator. In order to ignore the
financing decisions, we used the pure measure of efficiency and compute ROA as ratio
of earnings before interest and taxation to total assets. Higher profitability means
higher interest for investors and, implicitly higher stock price.
Management also can manipulate financial statements through several accounts,
such as sales, accounts receivable or inventory. The fraudulent activity of recording
sales before they are received is reflected by accounts receivable (Spathis, 2002).
Another type of fraud involves inventory account, by determining their value
bellow their cost or market value. Thus we use ratio of accounts receivable to sales
(AC/S) and ratio of inventory to sales (INV/S) as proxy for manipulation
opportunity. Except the frauds, these two ratios also are very meaningful in terms
of efficiency, suggesting a negative correlation with stock price.
By restricting our model to these four independent variables, we focused our work
in two areas, broadly classified as green flags or good signals (represented by
NAA/S and ROA) and red flags or bad signals (AR/SALES and INV/SALES).
Table 1 depicts some descriptive statistics for the variables aforementioned. As we
can see, except DAFORA SA, for the other two companies analyzed, the average
price is higher than average NAA/S, suggesting that stocks are overrated. In terms
of profitability, all companies have a ROA higher than 5%, which is critical
threshold for investors to consider that company as an investment opportunity.
Ineffective level of activity is revealed for ROMPETROL, with an average AR/S
around 40%, INV/S indicate an effective level of activity.

Mean
Median
Std. Dev.
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.
Observations

Table 1 Descriptive statistics
PRICE NAA/S ROA AR/SALES INV/SALES
SNP
0.420
0.357 0.098
0.137
0.135
0.437
0.352 0.099
0.154
0.137
0.131
0.067 0.040
0.031
0.022
PTR
0.694
0.478 0.156
0.405
0.057
0.369
0.471 0.139
0.351
0.057
0.604
0.087 0.052
0.230
0.010
DAFR
0.344
0.361 0.057
0.317
0.184
0.150
0.171 0.058
0.296
0.189
0.367
0.358 0.014
0.168
0.106
7
7
7
7
7
Source: author‘s calculation
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In statistics terms, for all three companies PRICE and NAA/S record a mean higher
than median, indicating that the data are positively skewed. Furthermore, only
PRICE and only for DAFORA case present some volatility, while for remaining
variables volatility is not pronounced.
Table 2 highlights correlation matrix for al pairs of variables. However, the
coefficient confirms our hypotheses of green flags and red flags for ROMPETROL
and DAFORA. For PETROM, NAA/S rejects our hypothesis and suggests a bad
signal for market. This result is inexplicable and requires additional research.
Table 2 Correlation matrix
PRICE NAA/S ROA AR/SALES INV/SALES
SNP
1
PRICE
-0.373
1
NAA/S
0.673
0.196
1
ROA
-0.028
0.687 0.063
1
AR/SALES
-0.292 -0.406 -0.875
0.075
1
INV/SALES
PTR
1
PRICE
0.858
1
NAA/S
0.464
0.233
1
ROA
-0.566 -0.633 -0.692
1
AR/SALES
-0.309 -0.045 -0.018
-0.402
1
INV/SALES
DAFR
1
PRICE
0.842
1
NAA/S
0.698
0.600
1
ROA
-0.840 -0.748 -0.912
1
AR/SALES
-0.859 -0.772 -0.939
0.991
1
INV/SALES
Source: author‘s calculation

There is also some evidence of higher correlations between regressors, which may
lead to inconsistent results. Among these, it can be noticed the high correlation
between ROA and INV/SALES for PETROM, or between ROA and red flags for
DAFORA.
In terms of methodology, our empirical work employs the OLS estimation of the
following model for each company using annual data:
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(1)
Pt 4/12  α 0  β1  NAA/S t  β 2  ROA t  β 3  AR/SALESt  β 4  INV/SALES t  ε t

where Pt+4/12 is firm stock price at the end of month four from year t+1, since there
is a gap between fiscal year and when financial statements are announced and
approved (usually on month four of next year); NAA/St is the ratio of net assets
accounting to total sales in the year t; ROAt is return on assets in the year t;
AR/SALESt is the ratio of accounts receivable to sales in year t; INV/SALESt is
the ratio of inventory to sales in year t; εt is the error term.
The first step includes the estimation of (1) for each of the companies analyzed, in
order to examine the aforementioned regressors as green or red flags for stock price
(model 1). Second, the CLRM hypotheses are tested, particularly multicolinearity
heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, in order to determine if this are violated or
not. Third, depending on post estimation tests, an adjustment equation was reestimated for each company, by dropping some variables (model 2).
4. Empirical results
Table 3 reports results for all six models estimated. As we can see, for all three
companies, all the coefficients are insignificant in the model 1. This requires an indepth analysis for each company.
Table 3 Regression results
SNP
PTR
DAFR
Model 1 Model 2
Model 1
Model 2
Model 1
Model 2
-1.215 0.394**
-2.193
3.837
-2.427**
-0.352**
Intercept
(-0.798)
(-0.957)
(2.772)
(4.828)
(-4.210)
(-3.796)
0.019
5.856*
-0.108
5.465***
0.678**
NAA/S
0.716**
(0.011)
(3.353)
(-0.359)
(4.700)
(4.024)
(-5.674)
6.380 2.856**
4.089
3.226
-37.577
7.931**
ROA
(1.910)
(1.278)
(1.650)
(-2.429)
(5.677)
(3.042)
-1.104
0.346
5.033
AR/SALES
(-0.357)
(1.278)
(1.830)
8.520
-12.052
-15.765
INV/SALES
(1.114)
(-0.943)
(-2.472)
R2-Adj
0.678
0.806
0.884
0.811
0.901
0.767
Source: author‘s calculation
t statistics are shown in parentheses.
***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level of significance respectively.
Independent
Variables
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First, for PETROM, the suspicious multicollinearity suggested by correlation
matrix is confirmed by variance-inflation-factor (VIF) test. VIF test confirmed that
both red flag ratios exhibit severe multicollinearity. White test show that residuals
have constant variance, i.e. no heteroskedasticity, while Durbin Watson test
suggest positive serial correlation. Thus, we re-estimate the model (2) by dropping
out AR/SALES and INV/SALES and using AR(1) method.
For ROMPETROL and DAFORA postestimation tests revealed only
multicollinearity for AR/SALES and INV/SALES, and were re-estimated in the
model (2) by omitting them. Additional regressions were employed from the model
(1) by omitting NAA/S and ROA and for all companies the results confirmed that
AR/SALES and INV/SALES are insignificant in explaining stock prices, i.e. the
investors aren‘t influenced by these ratios.
Results from model 2 confirm the expected sign from correlation matrix. Thus, one
can observe a positive correlation between ROA and PRICE for all companies and,
except PETROM a positive correlation between NAA/S and PRICE.
To sum up, financial stability and profitability reflected by NAA/S and ROA
respectively, affect the stock prices positively which is quite logical if we consider
that for stockholders Equity and EBIT are the most comprehensive figures of a
firm‘s productive ability. On the other hand, variables such as INV/SALES and
AR/SALES do not affect stock prices, which is quite unexpected if we consider
that investors rely on financial statements. The second result, consistent with the
findings from other empirical work (Dimitropoulos & Asteriou, 2009) confirms
that for Romanian capital market the hypotheses from efficient capital market are
not valid.
5. Conclusions
The main goal of our empirical work was to examine if in Romanian oil industry
investors rely on information provided by financial statements and thus to identify
good and bad signals that could affect stock prices. However, historical data
confirm that by comparing ante and post period of announcement the financial
statements, the stock prices are affected either in decreasing sense or increasing.
Our study examines the impact of financial stability, profitability and manipulation
opportunities, as reflected by four ratios on the stock prices. The results revealed
NAA/S and ROA as green flags (or a good signal) while the other two variables
seems to be insignificant in affecting stock prices. Also, from descriptive statistics
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we have depicted different patterns for the three companies analyzed, in terms of
overrating the stocks, or in terms of profitability and manipulation opportunities.
Nevertheless, there are some limitations of our papers, which worth to be noticed
and also could represent issues that require further investigation. First, in terms of
sample, we have restricted our sample to three companies for seven years. Second,
in terms of variables included, we have ignored the depreciation and inventory
assessing methods. Third, in terms of methodology, we have employed a simple
OLS method. For an improvement empirical work, it could be considered a higher
sample, period and frequency (semester) for data, other financial and non-financial
variables, accrual models or logistic regression method.
Despite the limitations described above, our empirical work proves valuable results
for Romanian oil industry and represents a start in further investigation of stock
prices reaction to financial statements announcement for Romanian capital market.
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Abstract: The historical cost is the evaluated origin cost, measured and registered
at the entrance of actives and creation of debts. Fair value, is the amount
formwhich an asset could be exchanged in a balanced transaction between parties
informed and determined otherwise than in a forced liquidation sale. The study
contains an analysis of the selected sample of 57 entities that responded to the
questionnaire sent, with regard to: assets recognition, evaluation bases,
accounting depreciation, revaluation, about the staff who made tangible fixed
assets revaluation in 2010, fair value, reason for choice between independent
assessor and commission and revalued tangible assets in 2010.
Key words: historical cost, fair value, revaluation, appraiser, depreciation
JEL classification: M41, C20

1. Introduction
Aristotle nuanced difference between the two properties that make a product to
became commodity: use value and exchange value. William Petty, Dudley North
and John Locke defined the work as a source of value. Among the most important
representatives of classical political economy, Adam Smith and David Ricardo
made a series of explanations about the term value. Smith points out two senses of
the
term
of
value –
respectively
use
value
(ability to
meet
specific needs) and exchange value (the ability to obtain a specified quantity of
other goods). A second guideline drawn from the classical school of political
economy theory is the marginal theory. Unlike the classical theorists,
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who explained the value origins throught the work materialized in goods,
marginalists see value origins in human, in their wishes and needs.
Such as defined the term value, to which have influenced a number of factors is
determined by evaluation, that is a complex process, by which is determined the
property value at the measurement date.
Evaluation is a necessary first order and consists in expression by monetary units
the assets, processes and resources of the entities. Evaluation is the process by
which is determinate the structure of the financial statements which will be
recognized in the balance sheet and profit and loss account. So, the assessment
consist in quantify and specify the value in monetary units, the existence,
movement and transformation of patrimony, to be reflected in the accounting.
The historical cost is the evaluated origin cost, measured and registered at the
entrance of actives and creation of debts. Fair value, called by some authors and
venal value represents the price at which an asset could be exchanged in a
transaction (Tournier, 2000 cited by Deaconu, 2009). Another variant of
the previous definition is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged in a
balanced transaction between parties informed and determined otherwise than in a
forced liquidation sale (Holmes et al., 2002 cited by Deaconu, 2009).
The IASC first used the term ―fair value‖ in IAS 16 Accounting for Property, Plant
and Equipment where it was defined as: ―The amount for which an asset could be
exchanged between knowledgeable, willing buyer and a knowledgeable seller in an
arm‘s length transaction‖ (IAS 16). FASB has defined for the first time the notion
of fair value, since 1976, in FAS 13 ―the price at which the propriety can be sold in
a transaction between parties between which there is no relation‖.
2. Objectives
The main objective of this empirical study, is to receive answer to the question:
Revalued amount of tangible fixed assets, which represents the fair value at the
measurement date or historical cost is used predominantly in the sample selected to
present tangible assets in the annual financial statements.
3. Research methodology
For this empirical study we use the questionnaire – as research technique that
includes a predetermined set of questions, so constructed as to ensure posibility to
analyze the respondents opinions. We want to analize through the questionnaire,
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the evaluation bases of the entities in the sample to present tangible assets in the
annual financial statements.
4. Literature review
The fair value of an asset can be defined as the price which would result from a
normal transaction between equal partners, that is equally informed, price which
corresponds to the actual value of the flows expected to be obtained by the
company during its use, or by selling it (Matiş & Mustaţă, 2004).
In the following part of the study we present the advantages and disadvantages of
fair value and historical cost based on analysis by several experts in the field:
Supporters of fair value argue the usefulness of this evaluation system - not
necessarily generalize - such as Deaconu (2009):
1.
allows for more reliable financial statements;
2.
provides more objectivity and neutrality accounting;
3.
allows a better comparability of fungible assets, especially financial
instruments;
4.
allows for a ―more economical‖ vision of assets and capital attracted by the
entity;
5.
provides better information and comparison of current and future
performance of the entity;
6.
reduces the
difference
between book
value and stock value (for
listed entities);
7.
improves control of managers over the assets of the entity;
8.
provides a consistent risk management of financial assets;
9.
it has a ―more universal‖ character than historical cost.
Critics of fair value indicates that the concept of fair value was introduced
in accounting practice without theoretical reflection and without a previous
consequences‘ analysis of a general assessment of assets, equity and debt through
this principle (Castle et al., 2001 cited by Deaconu, 2009).
The shortcomings of fair value, found in the literature are presented/listed below:
1.
does not always provide reliable information;
2.
its concrete determination causes serious technical and financial problems;
3.
it creates difficulties in determining distributable income;
4.
does not allow for the reflection of the value of intangible assets;
5.
provides a short term vision on entity's financial position;
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6.
affects the way of reporting and analysis of elements or operations subject
to assessments based on fair value – especially in loans domain;
7.
favors one of the categories of users of accounting information, namely
investors (Deaconu, 2009).
He & Zhang (2010) mentioned the followings: proponents argue that fair values for
assets or liabilities reflect current market conditions and hence provide timely
information, thereby increasing transparency and encouraging prompt corrective
actions. Opponents claim that fair value is not relevant and potentially misleading
for assets that are held for a long period and, in particular, to maturity; that prices
could be distorted by market inefficiencies, investor irrationality or liquidity
problems; that fair values based on models are not reliable; and that fair value
accountant contributes to the procyclicality of the financial system.
Using the fair value as an evaluation basis leads to the following advantages, as
reported by Matiş & Mustaţă, (2004):
1.
improves the comparability of the accounting information;
2.
is oriented to the future, in comparison to the historical cost, which is
towards the past;
3.
allows the financial analysts to realize better estimations of future cash
flows;
4.
influences the firm‘s/company‘s performances;
5.
includes the benefits and losses resulted from the price changing;
6.
represents a simple way to evaluate in case of direct bargaining tools on an
active market;
7.
it is a neutral evaluation, because the price of a balance element is
determined on an efficient market or through the usage of evaluation models based
on external parameters.
The main disadvantage generated by the use of the fair value as an evaluation basis
originates from the correction applied to the operational result, obtained from the
effective transactions, with ―virtual‖ elements generated by the evolution of the
market. This represents ―potential‖ benefits or losses (Matiş & Mustaţă, 2004).
Chebac & Onica (2009) note the undesirable effect of using fair value, that of
having high volatility, which can not be managed effectively (having negative
consequences on financial and economic stability), and which represents a
potential obstacle to reflect actual events, negatively affecting the image fidelity,
respectively noted like Bernheim & Escaffre (1999) in these traits negative fair
value plus its cost of production at all negligible for many entities, especially when
assessing non-transactional elements active in a market. In this case, in determining
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fair value requires specialized persons who possess adequate education, including
the standards of evaluation, but this presumes higher fees. They may be employees
of the entity (which situation is preferable if the fair value determination is made
for the purpose of preparation of financial statements) or external (for evaluation
purposes in listing companies, carrying out certain transactions or defining the
value of the entity in relation to the competitors).
Oncioiu (2009) in ―The utilization of fair values in the presetation of accounting
information‖, describes fair value and historical cost, and the relationship between
them. The adherents of the real value consider the historical cost as the cause of the
degradation of confidence on financial measurements. Their arguments start from
the practice implications of the historical cost principle, which consists in
conservation of the entrance values, at the level of the balancing structures, so that
these become historical values. These values are corrected, when the case is, with
the amount of the amortizations or of the provisions for degradation. Based on the
hypothesis of stable money unity, the historical cost principle consists in respecting
the nominal currency value, without taking in consideration the fluctuation of its
buying power.
Among the advantages of the real value Oncioiu (2009) mentions the followings:
utility, relevance, transparency and superior accuracy of the results and cash-flow
of the company, it brings more clearance to the financial statements, it does a total
accounting of the comparable value and it gives more liability to the manager. The
credibility as regards to a reasonable evaluation, the using of market information in
all possible situations for evaluating and justifying the subjective arguments. The
neutrality presumes that evaluations were done in an adequate context and without
a selective presentation.
Chebac & Onica (2009) mentioned that, controversy between followers of the two
models of assessment has not started from the point that has questioned the
relevance of information based on market prices. Bone of contention was and
continues to be the time (the moment) when prices start to belong to users in the
evaluation of accounting. While historical cost uses market prices of assets when
obtaining or contracting debts, fair value uses current market prices.
Barlev & Haddad, (2003 cited by Ristea & Jianu, 2010) belives that, the evaluation
in fair value offers more complete information regarding the actual value of the
elements and meets the qualitative characteristic of the accountancy information
regarding transparency. Thus ―the result shows the real economic value of the
businesses and the balance sheet mirrors the assets, liabilities and own capitals at
their fair value‖.
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Deaconu & Nistor, (2009) agree with the idea that fair value assures relevant,
reliable and useful information, that support specialists in accounting but one
should not consider it to be a universal panacea. By influencing financial reporting,
fair value must be considered/interpreted in the context of the cost-benefit rate and
its utility to stakeholders.
The national conceptual framework defines historical cost and fair value as
follows:
- Historical cost is the value of property assessed at entry into the entity that is
established as follows: the cost of acquisition – for goods purchased for
valuable consideration, the cost of production – for goods produced in the
entity,
the
input
value,
established
after
evaluation –
for
goods representing contribution to own capital, at fair value – for
goods obtained free or addition to the inventory fund.
- The revaluation value of the tangible assets represents their fair value at the
date/moment of revaluation. The fair value means the amount for which the
asset could be exchanged voluntary between knowledgeable parties in a
transaction with objectively determined price. The fair value of assets is
determined, in general, as evidenced by market data, through an evaluation
process, usually made by qualified professionals.
5. Results and discusions
To accomplish / realize the empirical study we developed a questionnaire with 8
questions that we sent to entities in Covasna county. The questionnaire had
questions related to the recognition of the assets of the entities, evaluation bases
used, adjustments recognized at tangible assets, the depreciation method used and
question about revaluation and depreciation of fixed assets. This questionnaire was
designed for financial managers and accountants, who are responsible for the
organization of the accounting of the entities. The sample consists of
60 entities, the number of responses was 57.
Analysis of answers given by respondents is presented below:
1.
Tangible
recognition:

fixed

assets

a) Economic criteria
b) Value and useful life prescribed by tax legislation
Total

The recognition value of fixed assets
life prescribed by tax legislation.

used by each entity

0
57
57

and useful
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2. Evaluation bases used to present
tangible assets in anual financial
statements:

a) Historical cost – basic rule
b) Revaluated value – alternative rule
c) Historical cost and revaluated value
Total
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9
0
48
57

Analysing the evaluation bases used to present assets in annual financial statements
of the studied entities the largest share is represented bythe joint evaluation system
(historical cost and revaluated value) in number: 48, representing 84.21% of the
total, historical cost is evaluation base for nine entities representing 15.79% and
the alternative rule is not used by any entity as single evaluation basis.
3. There are cases
accounting depreciation
from tax depreciation:

where
differs

a) Yes
b) No
Total

33
24
57

Entities that answered affirmatively to the above question, had to describe in the
following cases whether there is difference between fiscal and accounting
depreciation:
 If the entity owns assets outside of operating activities
 If the entities who have invested in depreciable fixed assets or
depreciable invetion patents and where was deducted amortization
expenses 20% of the input value as required by law, at the date
of operation of the asset or patent invention
 In case of revaluation of assets, depreciation from 1 May 2009 of
revaluation reserves are not deductible. Mentioned in connection with
this response as follows: From 1 May 2009, depreciation expense
related to the revaluation reserves are still considered deductible
expenses,
but
depreciation
expenses
related
to the
revaluation reserves which were established after 1 January 2004
are considered taxable incomes, that the share of depreciation
expenses related to revaluations and are taxed on the extent of
registration, so the depreciation does not reduce the taxable base of
entity, increasing the income tax owed by them. For this reason in
accounting practice financial managers and accountants consider as not
tax deductible expenses.
 If the asset is used only for a period in fiscal year (for seasonal
activities)
 If the asset is not used, the asset is preserved for a period time
Entities in 2010 did not recognize adjustments to tangible assets, the depreciation
method used was the linear depreciation method. Any entity has not used
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degressive or accelerated depreciation method to reflect how the economic benefits
are consumed of the tangible assets, respectively did not change any method of
depreciation over the assets utility period. In the sample of entities was not
recognized any entity residual value of fixed assets, as depreciable value in all
cases was equal to the input value.
4. Use revaluation for preparing financial statements 2010:

a) Partially
b) Integrate
c) Without revaluation
Total

22
1
34
57

Of the 57 entities who answered the above mentioned question, 22 entities made
tangible fixed assets partial revaluation, meaning that only some groups have been
revaluated to be presented at this value in the financial statements issued for 2010,
respectively one entity revaluated all tangible assets in 2010 and 34 entities haven‘t
made tangible fixed assets revaluation in 2010.
5. The staff who made tangible fixed
assets revaluation in 2010:

a) Revaluation were made by authorized person
b) Revaluation were made by authorized entities
c) Comnission
Total

20
2
1
23

It can be noted that most of the entities analyzed, has used the services of an
independent evaluator. In 2010 only one entity revaluated the tangible assets with
commission made by the entity, the other in number of 22 were made by
independent evaluators (authorized person 86.96% and authorized entities 8.7% of
total revaluation). To test the staff in 2010 who made revaluation within the
analyzed entities we applied the binomial test method.
Binomial test
Independent
assessor or
commission

Group 1
Group 2

Total

Category

N

Revaluation
were
made by commission
Revaluation
were
made by independent
assessoer

1

Observed
Prop.
.04

22

.96

23

1.00

Test
Prop.
.50

Exact Sig.
(2-tailed)
.000

As the limit of signification is below 0.05 (Sig. = 0,000) that means independent
assessors predominate in a significantly greater extent compared to the commission
made by the entity of the tested sample.
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6. Fair value
After revaluation, consider that the fair values were established?
After revaluation, consider that tehe fair value of the buildings were
established?
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Yes
16
16

No
7
7

Total
23
23

Most respondents felt that the fair value of the revalued assets have been
determined, the percentage of affirmative responses was 69.57% of all entities that
have made revaluation in 2010. We note that the second question results could
differ from the first, if at least one entity would be not revaluated construction in
2010.
7. Reason for choice between
independent
assessor
and
commission

a) Fair evaluation
b) Transfer of responsability
c) Fair evaluation and transfer of responsability
Total

14
7
1
22

Those entities that have used the services of independence evaluators for
the revaluation of assets in 2010, motivated their choice by the fact that
independent evaluator can better determine the fair value (fair evaluation), the
percentage being 63.64% of responses, others were motivated choice by transfer of
responsibility in a number of 7 entities, representing 31.82% of all responses, an
entity that has used the services of an independent evaluator motivated both of
reasons (fair evaluation and transfer of responsibility), an entity that made
the revaluation by commission made by the entity so did not have to answer this
question.
Reason for choice between independent assessor and commission
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

Fair evaluation
Transfer of responsability
Total
System

14
7
21
36
57

Percent
24.6
12.3
36.8
63.2
100.0

Valid
Percent
66.7
33.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
66.7
100.0

To test the reasons for the choice between independent appraiser and commission
made by the entity we applied the binomial test method. The purpose of binomial
test is to compare a proportion with a specified value. In this test was not taken into
account the answers where both variants have been selected.
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Binomial test
Reasen for
choice
between
independent
assessor and
commission

Group 1
Group 2
Total

Category

N

Transfer of
responsibility
Fair
evaluation

7

Observed
Prop.
.33

14

.67

21

1.00

Test
Prop.
.50

Exact Sig.
(2-tailed)
.189

Frequencies are listed in column N of the reason fair evaluation and transfer of
responsibility from our sample: we observe that there are 7 ―Transfer of
responsibility‖ and 14 ―Fair evaluation‖. Prop. Observed column presents the
variable proportions as selection reasons of evaluators, the 7 ―Transfer of
responsibility‖ is 33.33% of the total of 21 subjects tested. In column Test Prop. is
presented the proportion of reference with which compares the proportion of ―Fair
evaluation - Transfer of responsibility‖ in the sample. How the limit of
signification is greather than 0.05 (= 0.189 Sig.) that means, the fair evaluation
reason not predominate in a significantly greater extent compared to the transfer of
responsibility reason in the tested sample.
8. Revalued tangible assets in
2010:

Land
Buildings
Land and Buildings
Land and Building, Plant and machinery,
Measurment, Motor vehicles
Total

0
21
1
1
23

In the sample 21 entities have revaluated construction in 2010, an entity has
revaluated land and buildings from the patrimony, respectively an entity has
revalued all tangible assets.
Case Processing Summary

Use revaluation in preparing
financial statements for 2010 *
Revaluated tangible assets in
2010

Valid
N
Percent
23
40.4%

Cases
Missing
N
Percent
34
59.6%

N

Total
Percent
57
100.0%

Use revaluation in preparing financial statements for 2010 * Revaluated tangible
assets in 2010
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Crosstabulation Count
Revaluated tangible assets in 2010
Buildings
Use revaluation
in preparing
financial
statements for
2010
Total

Revaluation were made
by authorized person
Revaluation were made
by authorized entities
Comnission

19

Land and
Buildings
0

All tangible
assets
1

Total
20

1

1

0

2

1
21

0
1

0
1

1
23

From the above table it can be noted that in 2010 most of the revaluations were
made by authorized persons, in number 20, of which 19 were building revaluation,
two revaluations were made by authorized entities, with revaluated building at an
entity and land and buildings at another entity, respectively a revaluation was made
by the commission formed in the entity being revaluated buildings.
Next we test if is relationship between assets revaluated in 2010 and assessors who
made the revaluation:
Model Summary b
Model
1

a.
b.

R
.097a

R Square
.009

Adjusted R Square
-.038

Std. Error of the Estimate
.046627

Predictors: (Constant), Independent apraiser or commission
Dependent Variable: Revalued tangible assets in 2010

If R is close to 1 it means that variables there is a strong correlation between two
variables. In our case R = 0.097, so the correlation is not strong, consequently
between revaluated assets and evaluators (Independence or the Commission) the
correlation is not strong. R Square is 0.009 which means that 0.9% of the variance
of the dependent variable variance can be explained by the independent variable.
Thus we can say that 0.9% of revalued assets can be explained by the evaluators; or
independent appraisers or the commission influences the proportion of 0.9% the
results of revaluation of fixed assets.
ANOVAb
Model
1

a.
b.

Regression
Residual
Total

Sun of
Squares
.043
4.566
4.609

df
1
21
22

Mean
Square
.043
.217

F

Sig.
.198

Predictors: (Constant), Independent apraiser or commission
Dependent Variable: Revalued tangible assets in 2010

.661a
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F-test checks whether the regression line is significantly different from 0, namely
if the prediction that we do is better than one based on chance. How F = 0.198 is
insignificant (Sig. = 0.661), that is very unlikely that there is a linear regression to
express the relationship between fixed assets revalued and evaluators (independent
or commission), these two elements are independent to each other.
Coefficients a
Model
1

a.

(Constant), Independent
apraiser or commission

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
2.025
.257
.090
.202

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.097

t
7.885
.445

Sig.
.000
.661

Dependent Variable: Revalued tangible assets in 2010

Effect size indicators for simple linear regression are R and R2 adjusted, in our case
R = 0.097 and according to Cohen (1988), it's a weak effect of assessors to
revalued tangible assets in 2010.
6. Conclusions
First, we conclude that the entities in the recognition of the tangible assets do not
take into account economic criteria however recognize the value and useful life
prescribed by tax legislation. No entity uses other method than the linear method
of depreciation, so in many cases there are not reflected correctly how
the economic benefits are consumed by the tangible assets, so we conclude that the
recognition and amortization of fixed assets is significantly affected by taxation.
Most entities analysed by us use the mixed evaluation bases for tangible assets
evaluation, in 2010 there were made 23 revaluations in the tested sample. Most of
revaluation (95.65%) has been made by independent evaluators, only a single
entity has revalued assets with commission formed by the entity. The main reason
to employ the services of independent evaluators was: fair evaluation,
meaning that the independent experts can determine the assets‘ value better than
the commission within the entity.
In 2010 at the 23 entities that have made revaluation, all of them have revalued
buildings, only an entity has revalued land and another has revalued all tangible
assets. The conclusion is that the buildings at the moment are the main assets
that are revalued, some assets are revalued to be presented in annual financial
statements in fair value because usually have significant value compared to value
of fixed assets or because revaluation of these assets may be imposed by the Tax
Code requirement.
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Abstract:
Balance between individual expectations, priorities at society level and resources
available in health sector are difficult to maintain, precisely because of the
unlimited needs and limited resources available to respond to them. The health
system is an important part of a whole nation. When it appears the alert of
deficiencies, it is required careful analysis of cause-effect relationships to identify
viable solutions out of the situation of "crisis". The Romanian government has tried
the establishment of reforms aimed aligning the Romanian health system at
medical models of EU Member States. Throughout the paper, we followed drawing
the radiography of the present Romanian health system, intended to be, why not the
starting point in identifying the "treatment" adequate system disease. The parallels
between French and Romanian health system, especially in terms of funding
especially, the remuneration of medical staff, is intended to provide a picture of
what could become the national health system following the adoption coherent
decisions. The main objective of this paper is to emphasize the current status of the
Romanian health system.
Key words: costs, salary practices, medical facilities, medical staff.
JEL classification: H51, I11, M12, M54, N34.

1. Introduction
In the present context, both Romania and other EU member states at the same level
of development (e.g. Bulgaria, Hungary) feel the need to reform the public health
system. For this reason derives our research motivation, so throughout the paper we
try to present the need for a careful study the allocation of resources in the
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Romanian health system, focusing our attention on important component of the
cost of medical practices: labor related costs concerned medical staff. Naturally
simply allocating funds based on imprecisely defined criteria, is not the solution to
contemporary issues. Is the impetuous to require a cost control system and system
of measuring performance in terms of efficiency (forecast and achieved),
effectiveness and economy. As such, we try to offer an image of what healthcare
partial variable costs, namely labor costs, have or not a significant importance in all
healthcare costs.
2. Research methodology
In this paper we used qualitative research; we addressed such issues in terms of
theoretical, descriptive-conceptual manner. So we followed a description of the
Romanian health system in terms of its present situation as well as in terms of
funding and allocation of funds, particularly for staff remuneration. Salaries of
medical personnel are a significant importance in all healthcare system costs.
Research methods that we used are based on research: analysis of documents
provided by a number of national and international organizations and institutions as
well as those in international databases, compared analysis method when we tried
to present: system of medical staff remuneration in France in compared with
Romania, non-participating observation for studying the current situation of the
Romanian health system.
Healthcare market can not be efficient in exchanges which focuses short term
between a small numbers of people that trade, where information on both the good
nature and the outcome is unknown, where the property is less substitutability
between consumers and where high potential problems related to uncertainty and
complexity of decision making (McGuire G.J., 1994).
3. Romanian healthcare system analysis
By law, in Romania the healthcare system includes all the medical structures,
public and private institutions and resources aimed at prevention, maintenance and
improvement of public health (Public Health Ministerial Order no. 1764 of
December 22, 2006).
Public healthcare represent individual healthcare services as well as those
addressed to the entire population, including activities that have for objective the
influencing of healthcare policies and actions from related sectors with target
groups: economic and social factors that influence the environment and act directly
on public healthcare.
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Although some of health indicators of the Romanian population such as: average
length of hospitalization, the relatively small number of disease compared with
other countries but also time periods, have improved over the past decade, there are
a number of problems that still raises. Romanian government considers that it is
necessary to simplify the structure of hospitals, to be able to increase in efficiency
of health costs, but also economies. It is intended that elders care and the acute and
chronic conditions to be achieved in hospitals. (Romanian - Health Sector Policy
Note).
In 2010, the Romanian healthcare system has acted in new directions (Romanian
Health Report, 2011) such as: decentralization, identifying additional sources of
financing the system, computerization, structural reform of the healthcare system
from primary healthcare direction.
Another measure taken by the Ministry of Health is that all the producers of
medicinal products acting on the Romanian market should contribute from 5% to
11% of their incomes (revenue) for financement of public healthcare system; this
system is called "claw back". Another direction action of the healthcare system is
the health programs; objectives of these programs are to decrease unjustified
mortality, assurance of adequate medical services, etc. To mention shall be the
action in the equipping of prehospital.
In our opinion the right-now major problem is: healthcare establishments in
Romania are the ―near to the ground level‖ of financing health services, which
have risen adapted evolutionary innovations in medical technology, the demand for
medical services is growing. Romanian health system also faces difficulties in the
remuneration of medical staff, as accession to the EU trigger a certain level of
wages and the situation requires such alignment community.

3.1 The private Romanian healthcare system versus the public Romanian
healthcare system
Private medicine has emerged firstly with the private dental laboratories and
cabinets, in the period 1993-1994. Shortly they were followed by the opening of
additional laboratory dental radiology, gynecology, and with these the industry of
pharmaceutical and medical devices. They have become real industries, especially
in terms of: aesthetics, laser therapy and psychotherapy. The private medical
services with the higher demand in Romania are: dental services, laboratory
investigation services, pediatrics and gynecology. Consequently, private medical
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practice birth has started in para-clinical healthcare sectors, non-chronic, and it
excluded emergency medicine.
On the background of current situation some controversy appeared regarding the
activity of the private healthcare sector versus the public health sector activity.
Therefore, private sector strengths are: much higher quality services; medical staff
behaves more carefully with patients which is not always the case in the public
sector, but also lower prices of services in the private sector to the public, because
of competition in the area. However, the shortcomings of the private sector,
includes on the one hand that it does not cover all segments of health problems,
and, on the other hand, the issue of human resources, which sometimes is not
specialized sufficiently in the public sector. We must not overlook the fact that the
price of private health services is not accessible to the majority of Romanian
patients.
3.2 Financing the Romanian healthcare system
Romanian healthcare sector are "poor" compared to European average one, in
terms of financial resources per capita. Costs of insurance medical services stand at
a low level because the health sectors are considered as one counterproductive,
therefore with lower priority in budget allocations. Medical staff deficits around
has produced changes in the structure of sector expenses.
Regarding the wedges system, it is well-known that in Romania, medical staff is
lower than the European average.
Health Insurance Agency medical budgets of recent years have increased from
about 90 Euro/capita to 200 Euro/capita, but also as a share of approx. 3% to 4% of
GDP over the same period of time in which we relate. However, Romania is among
the last ranked, relative to health resources allocated. Specialists consider that the
future would be desirable to increase health spending per capita because the
population ages and rates of morbidity and mortality are increasingly high.
Over the time, public health expenditure budget varied between 3,4% and 4% of
GDP. Therefore, in the state budget in 2006, we identify a value of 3,3% of GDP
allocated to health sector, respectively 4.139 USD: 3.241 million for Social Fund
and 898 million USD for MPH (Ministry of Public Health). Following the
allocation of health sector a part of state budget revenue from duty on alcohol and
tobacco, is expected an evolution increasing of public spending. International
indicators show that in Romania, Public expenditure on healthcare public sector as
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percentage of GDP is similar to those of other countries from UE with same level
of development (D. Sava, R. Menon, 2007).
Among the challenges of Romanian healthcare public system: stands that Romania
is seen somehow forced to monitor closely increasing the efficiency of expenses
for health care. It is envisaged higher attention to the hospital? In Romania, 53% of
budget of the healthcare is allocated by CNAS for care hospitalization, compared
to only 40% - average in countries that belong to OECD (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development).
Figure no1.

Source: Report of the Presidential Commission for review and public health policy
in Romania - Expenditure on health system , http://cercetare-sociala.ro/noua-legea-sanataii-dezbatere-publica/puncte-de-vedere-organizaionaleinstituionale/item/21raportul-comisiei-preziden%C5%A3iale-pentru-analiza-%C5%9Fi-elaborareapoliticilor-din-domeniul-s%C4%83n%C4%83t%C4%83%C5%A3ii-publice-dinrom%C3%A2nia
Financing of public health budget is ensured by sources such as: state budget,
National Fund of Health Insurance Unic (NFHIU), local budgets, own revenues of
hospitals, external loans, external grants, donations and sponsorships.
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The NFHIU is financing health system in proportion of 75% of total financing sources.
This fund is financed by contributions from employees and employers that is 5,5% of
the income of employees, respectively 5,2% of salary fund. Contributions to FNUASS
have experienced declining from 14% in 2001 to 10,7% in 2011. The number of direct
taxpayers is declining, in 2007 the number decreased by about 4 million people,
compared with 2000. Therefore, approximately 5 million people contribute to a system
that should benefit a theoretical population of 22 million people. Since 2006, tax on
vice of tobacco and alcohol vice is a source of health budget.
The following table evidenced expenditure provided in the Convergence Program
2009-2012:
Table no.1 Expenditure provided in public finances

Source: Convergence Programme 2009-2012, The long term sustainability of public finances
http://discutii.mfinante.ro/static/10/Mfp/pdc/Programconvergenta_ro.pdf

Allocation of funds in the healthcare system is based on a number of differentiation
criteria, such as: types of health services offered (primary care or hospital care,
curative care and health prevention) different areas of the country (counties, cities),
and various institutions of health.
However, there are no published criteria for the allocation of resources also well
established and obvious, but also based on written records. Allocation of funds is a
subjective situation which leads to inefficient use of resources that are available,
but limited. This is reflected directly on the health of the population of Romania.
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Resource allocation to sections and compartments becomes an unpredictable and
inefficient. There were many cases where expensive equipment was purchased and
then not used, because of lack of staff or lack of funds for maintenance and
functioning.
Absence of clear procedures and criteria for allocation lead to inefficiency of
spending decisions on short and long term. An example is the investment
announced by the Ministry of Public Health for construction of 28 new hospitals
(Report of the Presidential Commission for analysis and public health policy
development in Romania, 2008), without explicit criteria provided the basis for
decisions about the location, structure, size, etc. of those establishments, while 3
years later the Government decided to close arbitrary without a clear system on
stake almost 300 hospitals. Consequences of this decision are materialized in the
need of additional funds on the one hand, and the closing down of hospitals.
Compared to Romanian system, the French health system is financed 70% by the
state, most of it by the social security organizations; a similar system is in place in
Romania but not with the same percentage. However, in the case of France is
financing via health insurance system, and the formation of sources of funding is
health contributions of taxpayers, similar with Romania, in this case the
contributions of taxpayers is not enough, the state has to re-allocate resources from
other funds.
4. The medical staff of the public hospital units
4.1 Romanian Medical staff
The reform in Romanian system started with reform of the hospital sector because
it was very crowded speaking of patients compared with the number of beds. In the
evaluation of the hospital sector have been used a number of indicators such as
number of beds, occupancy rate, number of hospitalizations, duration of
hospitalization.
According to the report on "Health Sector Policy Note", were registered staff
reductions - auxiliary and non-medical - and the number of beds in hospitals.
Medical staff of Romania complies with the provisions of the Code of Medical
Ethics. The doctors' obligation are to protect human physical and mental health, in
the ease suffering, in the respect life and human dignity, without discrimination
based on age, sex, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, social, political ideology or
any another reason, in the peacetime and in wartime (Code of Medical Ethics, MO
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nr.418/2005, Annex no. 2 of the Decision. 3 of 25 March 2005 adopting the Statute
and the Code of Medical Ethics of College of Doctors in Romania).
Therefore, the Code provides a number of principles because rule is pretty much
said that each member of the medical profession assumed at the start of its
activities in this field: such as confidentiality, patient rights, co fraternity. Any
violation of this code brings some consequences affecting the whole body of health
care not just individual itself.
Personnel costs of hospital facilities have a significant importance in all healthcare
costs. In our country, public health care staff salaries are established by the
Ministry of Health having criteria such as: function, degree and professional level.
Therefore, the basic salary is established by Law Framework unit staff salaries paid
by public funds.
Figure no.2

Source: Report of the Presidential Commission for analysis and public health policy development in
Romania, 2008, http://cercetare-sociala.ro/noua-lege-a-sanataii-dezbatere-publica/puncte-de-vedereorganizaionaleinstituionale/item/21-raportul-comisiei-preziden%C5%A3iale-pentru-analiza%C5%9Fi-elaborarea-politicilor-din-domeniul-s%C4%83n%C4%83t%C4%83%C5%A3ii-publicedin-rom%C3%A2nia

Salary of medical is as follows: Individual salary + bonuses related activity
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Individual salary is determined by the criteria mentioned above but also depending
on the size hospital where they practice medicine. Therefore, the Framework Law
for uniform wages paid staff of the public funds requires a number of indexes for
each payroll staff in the health system. The salaries calculated according to this law
are closely interrelated categories of staff as follows: benefits for management
positions in the hospitals> 400 beds, <400 beds, research centers, institutes, salaries
for professional staff and healthcare professionals and auxiliary health care, but
also salaries for professional staff and healthcare professionals and auxiliary health
of hospitals with legal personality, social assistance and social and medical
assistance, separate salaries for professional staff and healthcare professionals and
auxiliary health of pathological anatomy and legal medicine.
For each category of health professionals law provides a number of factors
depending on trance graduation of service and education level.
For example:
Table no.1 Basic wages for specialized healthcare personnel
No

Function

Level of
studies

1.
2.

Principal doctor
Specialist doctor

S
S

Coefficients of hierarchy
Graduation-appropriate trances of
experience
Base
1
2
3
4
5
4,20
4,40
4,60
4,85
5,10
5,25
3,30
3,50
3,70
3,85
4,00
4,15

Source: Law Framework for unit staff salaries paid by public funds
Staff salary supplements are granted in certain sections, for special situations.
These vary as according to the type and percentage of work and level of risk to the
patient also of doctor. Such situations are as follows: • for staff operating the
radiation source or generator of radiation, an increase to dangerous conditions up to
30% of base salary, divided into categories such radiological risk: 10% category,
15% in category II, 20% in Class III and 30% in Class IV; • for very dangerous
conditions: leprosy, pathology, TB, AIDS, dialysis, neurological recovery, neuro,
neuromuscular and neurological, psychiatric, Legal Medicine, emergency care and
medical transportation, ambulance services provided by establishments of the
emergencies growth rate is 50-100% of base salary; • for staff working in sanitary
units located in isolated areas at altitude, with difficult access routes or where
weight is attracting staff, an increase of up to 20% of basic salary; • for specific
hospitals particularly an increase of up to 15% of basic salary. (Framework Law)
Currently in our country, minimum wage for a resident doctor is EUR 250, much
lower compared to other European countries. For example, in Germany the
minimum wage for a resident physician is 2.500 euros / month, in France – 1.300
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euros/month, in Italy - the gross minimum wage, 1.750 euros/month in Great
Britain - more than 3.000 pounds.
Because of current situation already presented, migration occurs mainly for general
practitioners and specialists outside of the country. Since 2010, healthcare staff and
other employees (in the public sector) have suffered a number of reductions in
salaries, in the percentage of 25% compared to the achieved level.- motivated by
economic crisis. Therefore resident doctors, who received a salary of 200 euro,
ended up receiving 150 euro.
4.2 French medical staff
In France, the medical system is based on conventions, witch are a type of
contracts between the health insurance funds and providers of health services (from
complex clinical facilities to country hospitals to individual practitioners). These
are agreements between health insurance funds and health professionals
'practitioners' as appointed, which set tariffs for medical services provided. These
conventions are intended principally to ensure good coordination between health
care professionals from all over France. The consequence of these conventions is
very important to the entire health system, but also plays an important role in the
national economy.
It is important to mention that the French public health system is deeply entangled
with the private sector one. Therefore we discuss below the work of all
professionals from the French health system.
First Convention of this kind mentioned in 1971 and aims to conventional medical
setting rates, establishing a nomenclature specific business documents, also prepare
a statistical tool called picture Statistical Activity Practitioners.
Over the time there were adopted a number of other conventions that have
gradually instituted a series of regulations of new French health care: tracking the
incidence of certain diseases cost the health system, establishment of two
conventional sectors on the charges of doctors, setting targets annual forecasting,
the emergence of the concept of "medical record" electronic transmission of
documents needed to repay, and improving access to health book, targeting patients
to specialists in the best position should resolve the case, etc.
Last convention signed in July 26, 2011 provides for a performance rewards
doctors provided by Insurance, also introducing an optional sector besides the three
already existing, secure healthcare fees.
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The first sector of activity brings together the doctors who apply conventional rates
and the reimbursement of insurance fund is 70%. The sector brings together 91%
of general practitioners and 62% of medical specialists.
Doctors belonging to sector 2, sets free rates, but within the professional code of
ethics. However some of their medical acts must fall within the conventional tariff.
House will reimburse only 70% of the conventional rate, the difference being borne
by the patient. The sector brings together 38% of medical specialists.
Third sector brings together the doctors whom may choose or not to sign a
healthcare convention. If we signed any agreements, physician practitioner is free
to set their own rates, with tact and measure. However, house insurance charges
apply "authority" which varies depending on the nature of the disease. It is 1 euro
for a consultation.
A special section is the optional created by the Convention of 2011, especially for
doctors in sub domain surgery, anesthesia, obstetrics and gynecology. Doctors who
adhere to this sector is committed to quality criteria.
Table no.2 Corresponding rates of consultation by treating doctors (applicable
March 26, 2012)
Treating doctor

Tariff

Base of refund

Tax refund

General practitioner (GP)
23 €
23 €
70%
Sector 1
General practitioner (GP)
Free fees
23 €
70%
Sector 2
Specialist doctor
25 €
25 €
70%
Sector 1
Specialist doctor
Free fees
23 €
70%
Sector 2
Psychiatrist, Neuropsychiatries
Neurologist
39,70 €
39,70 €
70%
Sector 1
Psychiatrist, Neuropsychiatries
Neurologist
Free fees
37 €
70%
sector 2
Source: www.conseil-national.medecin.fr

Amount
refunded
15,10 €
15,10 €
16,50 €
15,10 €
26,79 €
24,90 €
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Table no. 3 Corresponding rates of visits to doctors - specialists (applicable from
26 March 2012)
Treating doctor

Tariff

Base of refund

Tax refund

General practitioner (GP)
26 €
26 €
70%
Sector 1
General practitioner (GP)
Free fees
23 €
70%
Sector 2
Specialist doctor
28 €
28 €
70%
Sector 1
Specialist doctor
Free fees
23 €
70%
Sector 2
Psychiatrist, Neuropsychiatries
Neurologist
43,70 €
43,70 €
70%
Sector 1
Psychiatrist, Neuropsychiatries
Neurologist
Free fees
37 €
70%
sector 2
Cardiologist
49 €
49 €
70%
Sector 1
Cardiologist
Free fees
45,73 €
70%
Sector 2
Source: www.conseil-national.medecin.fr

Amount
refunded
17,20 €
15,10 €
18,60 €
15,10 €
29,59 €
24,90 €
33,30 €
31,01 €

As mentioned above the minimum salary of a resident doctor is 1.300 euro / month.
However, the situation where private clinics and hospitals, and salary could be
negotiated up to 3.000 euros a month for a similar position.
As shown below in table no.4, Romanian average wedges are at a different level, as
in terms of national average salary, and also average wage of medical specialists.
In France, a specialist salary is two times the average salary while in Romania,
specialists' salaries are almost identical to medium salary in economy. This shows
the importance that the government grants in other European countries to health
segment.
Table no.4 Medium wegde in Romania and France for specialist doctor in 2012
Country

Medium wegde for specialist
doctor (in eur)

Medium wegde
in economy (in
eur)

Ratio: Average wegde in
economy / Average wegde
specialist doctor

Romania

495 €

492 €

100,61 %

France

3.200 €
1.653 €
193,59%
Source: Processing of the authors (INSEE, www.ziare.com, www.sudouest.fr)
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5. Conclusion
Romanian health system reform has a slower progress rate than expected. The state
has established a series of measures to redress the precarious situation of the health
system. However, the main shortcomings of this system is very low funding
compared to other EU countries, so there is a need to attract new sources of
funding, unequal dispersion of the medical staff by geographic areas, the
information level of population is very low.
The Romanian government is trying to align the health system to other European
models. As aforesaid, the Romanian health system is well below the European
average, as in terms of quality services and also in funds collection and allocation.
The present situation reflects also on the remuneration of medical staff. Following
analysis of data presented, we could see the situation of Romanian medical
doctor‘s salaries. We have seen that a Romanian doctor is paid six times less than a
French doctor. Not in few cases, Romanian doctors found as an alternative
migration and professional practice outside of the country, so Romania registered a
deficiency of qualified personnel. Related to this indicator doctor per capita, we
occupy the latest place from EU countries. However, salary fund share in the
expenses of hospitals are 68%, quite high considering that the proper functioning
of a unit of a series requiring the expenditure for equipment, maintenance,
administration, also that wages was reduced by 25%, the system channels are
blocked, and some support staff was dismissed.
French health system is more developed. This system benefits from funding
sources more consistent than the Romanian one. If Romania receives only 4% of
GDP, France gets 11% of GDP, due to the importance that French Government is
showing to the health status of its population.
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Abstract:
Customer management is a distinct management of currently high importance, since
the customer is the most obvious barometer of the development of a commercial bank.
The presence of a number of increasingly large companies or individuals at bank
counters, is directly confirming bank service quality, while the same customers
migrating to other banks is evidence of poor performance of the bank
Bank customers require high quality services and a wide range of products. For
any bank, it is essential that the products and services we offer are listed on the
market successfully to achieve the growth and development of the bank and
consequently the banking sector. The relationship between the client and the bank
is very important and needs to be maintained to ensure customer loyalty and
develop long-term relationships with them. Attracting new customers can be more
expensive than maintaining existing ones, keeping existing customers is very
important
In the present paper, my aim is to present a banking analysis that will show that
the advanced CRM system can have deep benefits, beyond basic bank performance.
Making a decision to implement a new technology implies making an estimate
about the pace of technology changes. New technology can create areas of
competition together with the new areas of opportunity. With the flexibility to be
able to discard a solution for a new one that may offer even greater returns is
essential in today‟s competitive market.
Key words: Business Lines ,products and services, Retail and Corporate Banking
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
JEL Classification: M31, M49, G21
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1. Introduction
In order to improve sales, Romanian commercial banks such as Banca Comerciala
Romana (BCR) have resorted to a number of organizational actions, and in
particular, a program linked to the implementation of corporate governance. During
the organization, one of the most important projects was the strategy of grouping
the activity into functional lines to cover the following areas: finance, retail
banking, corporate banking, risk and operations. The main purpose of
organizational restructuring aimed at enhancing the consistency and transparency
of the decision to activities linked functionally and optimum distribution of senior
management responsibilities. Thus, banks became the centers of organization
departments and sections, given the strategic goals and performance of the
restructuring program.
The starting point under the reorganization plan was a better customer focus both
on the retail banking and the corporate banking group improved management
structures and last but not least, consistent and effective monitoring of financial
and banking risk.
Besides plants, units of the banks were also restructuring project, the most
important feature is to reduce back-office activities by centralizing them, using
uniform procedures and integrated. In order to complete this project was provided
IT support by implementing the latest information and communication
technologies.
To ensure the smooth running of reorganization, banks have embarked on several
strategic projects, of which the most important were the optimization of retail
activity and optimization of corporate activity. Other aspects of the reorganization
are related to the establishment of committees on issues, business coordination
structures exclusively dedicated to the prevention of money laundering, in
accordance with the Romanian National Bank on standards of due diligence and
conduct an Audit and Compliance Committee. This reorganization and
restructuring strategy played a key role in optimizing the functions of banks to
ensure a stable and long-term profitability.
The strategy has been implemented in recent years, the basic requirement was
managing capital management in the best conditions. Bank management
considered it necessary to take measures to strengthen the capital base, towards a
profitable business, focusing on investments into assets with higher risk, but
manageable. Another important change of strategy was the allocation of capital to
business lines. The aim of this trial was to help improve profitability model
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adequacy equity. Models developed by banks for capital adequacy had two main
objectives: major structure determination of capital adequacy based on risk
indicators and performance measurement business lines. Implementation of new
organizational structures focused on business functions in the front-office and
back-office reengineering processes and support functions. The main reason was
the need to implement changes to improve sales management to ensure high longterm profitability.
2.

BCR and its Business Lines

The strategy has been implemented in recent years, the basic requirement was
managing capital management in the best conditions. Bank management
considered it necessary to take measures to strengthen the capital base, towards a
profitable business, focusing on investments into assets with higher risk, but
manageable. Another important change of strategy was the allocation of capital to
business lines. The aim of this trial was to help improve profitability model
adequacy equity. Models developed by banks for capital adequacy had two main
objectives: major structure determination of capital adequacy based on risk
indicators and performance measurement business lines. Implementation of new
organizational structures focused on business functions in the front-office and
back-office reengineering processes and support functions. The main reason was
the need to implement changes to improve sales management to ensure high longterm profitability.
Under the new organization, foreign-owned banks have realigned their
organizational structures brought about by the operation of the groups to which
they belong, namely: operating line retail, corporate operation line and support
functions.
Retail and corporate functional lines have as objectives: selling separate
distribution networks, product development, customer segmentation, individual
performance management and support functions have as main purpose: centralized
risk management, computerization and automation of back office processes.
Thus, the central government comprises the functional lines operating on the
principle of coordination unit, the same industries, or complementary and led by
vice presidents:
- Executive President, is in charge of the following departments:
 lines: Research and Strategy, Marketing, Communication, Human Resources,
Knowledge Management, Legal and Compliance, Internal Audit, Quality
Management;
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 Retail and Private banking functional line, is in charge of the following
departments: Business Development and Retail Products, Retail Loans, Cards,
Retail Management Regional and alternative channels;
 Corporate functional line banking, is in charge of the following departments:
large corporate clients, SMEs, municipalities, real estate financing, support;
Functional Treasury is in charge of the following departments: Treasury,
 asset and liability management, corporate finance, large group customers,
financial institutions, project financing, fund management, investment banking,
treasury and middle-office;
 Financial functional line, is in charge of the following departments: retail risk
management, recovery and overdue receivables collection, Controlling Risk,
Accounting,
Equity, security and protection unit;
 functional line operations, is in charge of the following departments:
organizational change management, Organization / IT, IT Solutions, Backoffice/Plăţi, Back-office corporate, property management and security
procurement.
Retail and Corporate segments are separated, leading to obtaining a higher degree
of specialization and a more efficient process:
 corporate customers can be divided into: Large Corporate Group, Large
Corporate,
 Small and medium-sized enterprises, each of these segments with advice and
products for the retail branch network or Corporate. Micro (Turnover <1 million €)
will be served in retail establishments;
 separate corporate employees / retail related Corporate Units or Retail;
 Corporate and Retail units have different reporting lines.
Sales management by segmenting customers and strict demarcation of
responsibilities between sales and risk (the latter being in most cases transferred in
full to the functional line Risks) is based on the following considerations:
- Sales have a complete picture of trade issues, economic, legal and risk of the
customer and are therefore able to provide products that better meet the
requirements;
- Better awareness of risks and structuring knowledge in sales transactions;
- Shorter approval on risk management as the risk manager does not check the
original documents but makes the opinion or decision concerning the request for
credit based loans (including financial reports, summary of valuation and legal
opinion);
- The accumulated knowledge and specialization in the centralized management of
risks.
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Figure 1 is a model of functional lines within a commercial bank. Sales are fully
responsible for financial analysis and rating for front-office proposal. Sales of loans
approved on a first ballot, up to the amount that will be defined in the matrix
powers of approval, using the 4 eyes principle. Risk management, based on legal
opinion, valuation of collateral and financial analyzes Established final rating and
decide within the competence credit approval.
Figure 1. The operational model of Business Lines
CORPORATE

RETAIL

- Targets for sales and
distribution separately;
- Full responsibility of the
business:
- Budget;
- Product development;
- Management and sales
management;
- Clear segmentation of
customers, dedicated service
models;
- The principle of
relationship management;
- Individual performance
management.

OPERATIONS / SUPPORT
FUNCTIONS

Targets for sales and
distribution separately;
- Full responsibility of the
business:
- Budget;
- Product development;
- Management and sales
management;
- Sub-segmentation of
customers;
- Strong orientation towards
product;
- Individual performance
management;
- Multi-channel distribution.

- Clearly separate risk
management and sales
management;
- Operations are responsible
for back-office functions,
which could centralize;
- Automated back-office
processes;
- Centralized support
functions;
- Centralized procurement
and property management

Sources: author‟s projection
Figure 2. Business Line opportunities in BCR

Source: author‟s projection, adapted fromCRM as Critical Business Enabler and Driver of Customer
Lifetime Review, 2012
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In field operations emphasis is on increasing efficiency by separation of frontoffice and back-office centralization of certain back office activities and support
functions. All these measures have had an impact on internal processes, leading to
better management and improved risk management performance indicators.
Moreover, they were accompanied by efforts to attract new customers, but also
retaining existing customers related actions.
3.

Customer Relationship
methodology

Management

(CRM)

model

elaboration

Management of the activity categories identified above there is a relatively new
category called customer management. Customer management is a distinct
management currently high importance, since the customer is the most obvious
barometer of development of a commercial bank. The presence of a number of
increasingly large companies or individuals at bank counters, directly confirming
bank service quality, while the same customers migrating to other banks is
evidence of poor performance of the bank.
To better understand what is the concept of customer management we define
general concepts about the client, the main categories of customers (customer
segments) and the importance of bank-customer relationship in strengthening the
market position of the bank.
Customer management should aim to maintain and develop this fund clients,
meeting their needs. Bank-customer relationship is a very important element of the
bank offer, as a component of total supply of products and services of a bank. Key
to maintaining bank-client relationship is to keep customers satisfied. If a customer
is satisfied he will want to remain in relationship with the bank, will use
increasingly more services to meet their needs and recommend favorable bank and
others. Customers remain loyal long term who will ensure the development bank.
Customer loyalty and enhances the image of a bank can be an excellent source of
advertising. Bank customers will not want to work with the bank competitors for
similar services, although sometimes they will offer cheaper services or offer more
attractive interest rates.
Technology - by implementing CRM applications, deregulation (by making other
financial institutions offering similar products customers / alternative banking
products), and globalization (by facilitating the expansion of the branch network of
international banks) have permanently changed the banking system. The private
bank is an old memory, replaced by multi-national and national providers of
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services, ATMs (ATMs), Internet banking, automated call centers and increasing
product alternatives, they are not obstructed by traditional ties and geographical
familiar.
For customers, the competitive scene resulting in a wide range of alternatives,
though decriminalized personal banking services. Thus, these changes in customer
behavior and spending so immense publicity and advertising campaigns and crossselling by banks determine the need for a broader perspective on the customer as an
integral part of a continuum, not being a sale, and manage the life cycle of a
business relationship, instead of managing a series of transactions.
Figure 3. BCR Strategic initiatives to provide clients with better experience

Source: author‟s projection, adapted from CRM as Critical Business Enabler and Driver of Customer
Lifetime Review, 2012

Effective solution to these problems is to implement a CRM system as business
strategy relational. CRM is a successful application in practice-oriented relational
strategy on bank-customer relationship application that focuses on all elements of
business strategy with customer orientation, is the process of continuous adaptation
to market demands, improve marketing decisions, optimize sales, primarily aimed
more detailed knowledge of customers and hence its satisfaction by delivering
superior quality products and services at the lowest possible price.
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CRM technology is guided process by which data and information that enable
companies to treat customers as individuals, not as consumer segments and
cultivate relationships with them as such. Thus, CRM main purpose of creating
profitable and lasting relationships with individual customers as a viable alternative
too general messages sent to a mass audience.
But CRM system is a process that involves high costs and require application of
high performance technologies, namely Business Intelligence (BI), which is
considered ideal solution consists in the ability to provide reports, data, statistics,
within a time as short as possible. It logistical support and economic aims to find
the most effective solutions to the problems faced by the bank, is a whole because
it includes accurate information from sales, human resources, executive, treasury,
loans, branches.
4. Profitability calculation models used by BCR
Throughout its strategies, BCR must establish policies conducive to development
and implementation of models of profitability, taking into account the material side
of this action and the specific conditions that contribute to achieving this objective,
in strict accordance with the provisions existing legislation and regulations
imposed by the central bank.
Each commercial banking institution in Romania is divided into activity centers
that have the resources and involve costs that can be organized in profit centers.
Managing costs became a concern last hour of bankers, because incomes are more
difficult to obtain, and allocated the various placement provisions and losses
consume a significant portion of revenues.
Determining the actual contribution of each profit center for the bank's overall
results is difficult. This difficulty is caused by a tree network, a large number of
input and output operations, and the existence of a system under development. To
measure the real contribution of each subunit to achieve bank profit bank requires a
model to solve the problem of transferring the cost of credit resources centrally
procured and used by territorial units, the shortage of resources and resource
related revenues transferred by units territorial surplus resources to other units
shortage of resources or directly treasury banks allocate them later.
The profitability model‘s purpose is to solve problems related to the establishment
of reserve requirements and provisions. Coverage profit center management and
other expenses that are centrally contracted and the income that is collected
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centrally, is another requirement for measuring the actual revenues and expenses
profit center.
To build a more complete view of the business, a bank must implement a
computational model of profitability. Benefits for the bank resulting from the
implementation of a computational model of profitability are:
• organization of each local outlets as a profit center, certainly lead to increased
accountability and incentives for employees to ensure financial balance by: fund
raising secure, stable and cheap, growing concerns for collecting loan installments
on time in correlation with the resources available and bank profitability and safety
conditions, reducing existing cash on hand, both in domestic and foreign currency;
• bank can identify the most profitable customer segment and initiate loyalty
programs for these clients;
• Bank can identify packages of products that bring the most profit and can make
sound decisions on the sale of the most effective combination of products and
services to its customers at an affordable price;
• Bank may make decisions on the launch of new products and the withdrawal of
not profitable;
• Bank can make decisions on how to use the distribution channels to attract
customers and increase the number of transactions in terms of profitability;
• bank management can be considered in terms of profitability related to customer
portfolio and be rewarded given the average profit per customer;
• Bank can to focus on the structure of expenditure, both variable and fixed,
knowing well their weight.
Customer Benefits from implementing a computational model of profitability:
• Improved customer service by increasing interest bank employee to retain and
properly serve the client while it will be paid according to profit from the
relationship with the client;
• reduce the price of banking services and products to customers using more
banking products and services or the same product / service banking for a long time
(profitability is calculated lifecycle bank-client relationship);
• reduce the time needed to purchase a product / service bank as customer
profitability by implementing bank will have an incentive to reduce processing
costs and waiting time at the counter;
• diversification opportunities for client access to banking products / services as
banks will be interested to diversify alternative distribution channels, cheaper for
certain banking products / services.
The approach for measuring profitability is based on recognition as the client's
account from which to start the process of measuring profitability. If revenues and
expenses are allocated to this level and assuming that the records for these accounts
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are properly indexed, the revenues, expenses and net contribution can be
aggregated to support the profitability measure various dimensions (organization,
product, distribution channel, customer / segment customers).
Profitability within the system there will be more profitable dimensions:
organization, product, distribution channel, line of business, account customer.
Ideally, by aggregating the profitability consideration should achieve profitability
at the customer, product, and organization. However, for various reasons
(excluding some items, allocation methodologies, missing or incomplete data), this
assumption may be false. It is important however that all dimensions which
measure the profitability to be better understood and calculated.
The first step to establish a computational model of profitability should identify
and confirm the size of the bank wishes to use in measuring profitability. These
will be generated mainly reporting requirements but can be influenced by the
chosen allocation methods. Also be identified and the number of values required
for each dimension hierarchies (eg organizational structure: branches, agencies,
regions, lines of business, cost centers, profit centers, responsibility centers
produced - the number of products required for modeling ).
The next stage, in order to sustain profitability at the account level, you must
identify revenue and expenditure at this level. Also be identified and agreed
methods of allocating income. Purpose of calculating the profitability of the project
should be to establish a working environment that will allow the bank to improve
methods and performance measurement techniques, initially adding value by
providing information which may not be complete, but a quality better than the
bank currently has available.
Finally,to eliminate the possibility of dispute between users of the information of
profitability, the data are reconciled with financial data from balance sheets.
Indirect support cost centers provides direct support cost centers, but they can
provide services and other indirect support cost centers, profit centers or
administrative centers. The simplest approach to allocate indirect costs of the
centers is to establish a rule that these costs can be allocated only direct centers,
administrative centers and profit centers.
After the first stage, offering direct cost centers profit centers, but can offer support
and other types of responsibility centers. The simplest approach is to establish a
rule that expenses are allocated only direct centers and administrative centers profit
centers (centers without allocating indirect or direct other centers). For example,
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100% of the processing branches to be allocated only because no other profit center
not consume such processing services.
Administrative centers offering all banks and must be allocated directly to profit
centers and all the expenses allocated to profit centers will be distributed to the
customer accounts. To prepare the solution of profitability, product and service list
should be drawn up and agreed. All banks generally provide a range of products
and services grouped around key product lines. In the model there is a field for
profitable product code. The purpose of this field is to describe the type of account
at any time.
Interest revenue and fees must be clearly identified data sources where they can be
obtained and must be established and agreed upon any "distribution" are necessary
(for those revenues and fees that can not be obtained at the account level).
Preferred approach for allocating these revenues would be getting them directly
from the operating system files. If the information about fees can be obtained from
the operating system can be carried out scenarios for the allocation of fee income.
5. General benefits of the advanced CRM strategy
Strengthening relationships with customers is the key issue in maximizing the
market value of the bank. The increase profits generated by the relationship with
customers under strict control of dynamics implicit costs lead to increased
profitability bank-client relationship. Customer base size of the bank and bankcustomer relationship profitability developments are key elements that define the
bank's market value.
In case of the newly established banks, customer management aims to attract new
customers, their needs and service level recording information enabling long-term
loyalty to create value for the bank market. And if existing banks, maintain
customer base through retention strategies and attracting new ones added value to
the bank.
The value of a bank customer is not only that it uses a new distribution channel to
purchase a product or service, but rather the opportunity to offer an integrated
range of products, a bundle that meet the its future needs. Thus, the bank's
customer base loyal long term will result in a real market value of the bank.
Customer Relationship Management is an essential tool not only loyal customer
base by making cross-selling but by taking proactive actions on the resale of
products to customers over time. For banking, customer retention rate remains a
very important aspect. Keeping customers is the first step - vital, cross-selling
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process and product packages, called product bundle. However, as in any other
field, the banks want to reward loyalty. This is accomplished by offering better
interest rates related to the volume of transactions. But while banks may wish to
reward customers who buy more products by offering discounts in order to
maintain term relationship with them as long as possible.
Using these techniques require a complete understanding and vision of the entire
customer relationship with the bank and a clear idea of its requirements. The main
goal is to increase the percentage of the bank's products are represented in the total
purchase made by the customer and the principal means by which this is achieved
is the accumulation of knowledge in this area. Using information on customer
behavior in the field of procurement, to predict when a buying decision is an
important factor. Success strategy is to use this information to design an offer
based on potential profitability that development can generate client relationship.
This could mean for example offering customer discounts intends to acquire a wide
range of banking products and services.
Customer retention rate is regarded as a measure of success of an investment in
customer management and the starting point for cross selling products to customers
in the database. Intelligent use of advanced CRM sistmeului is key to increasing
profit per customer.
The main purpose of the bank is increasing the number of products that each
customer they acquire. Of course, the more products it does not necessarily
generate higher profits. There are several reasons why not increase the volume and
profitability in tandem. To offer customers products unsuitable is a major problem
that can occur if no cross sales orientation with customer understanding which
products are sold. This can lead to two major problems.
The first problem is the poor quality of products, leading to sales of products to
customers that they will give up. This in itself is a dual problem. There is no reason
to increase sales while if it leads to an increase in dropouts.
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Figure 4. Main benefits of CRM for the bank and its customers

Source: author‟s projection, adapted from CRM as Critical Business Enabler and Driver of Customer
Lifetime Review, 2012

A second significant problem arises when institutional attention is focused solely
on delivering a successful sales and does not take into account an integrated view
of customer profitability. Profitability is composed of several components, so it is a
simple function that depends on the number of products that a customer has
purchased. Channel through which products are distributed affect profitability, as
do customers tend to use full product purchased. For example, if a credit card is
offered to a customer through a special offer on a branch and bought everything
there, the transaction cost is high because time employee at the counter for
receiving and processing purchase form is more expensive than the time allocated
by a call center employee for sending the card by mail using a form electronically
processed. Also, if the sale was made to an employee only achieve monthly sales
plan can be inferred that the client does not have a tendency to use the card and
therefore profitability of the product sold is small.
Statistics show that customer profitability, as in most institutions, is highly
concentrated by the top 30% of customers. A solution to this situation is to try to
get the next tranche of customers are profitable or at least not easily cause losses
and improve profitability. To achieve this improvement measure could be trying to
make these customers for cross-marketing campaigns, so that when a customer has
several products and profitability will improve.
To develop average customer profitability needed so intelligent guidance and
analysis of results and not merely promote a product to the whole customer base.
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By implementing advanced CRM in the banking institutions all variables that lead
to greater business profit and volume can be managed effectively. Analytical
elements of CRM technology combined with human component of CRM will
determine successful outcomes in developing customer base, profit per customer
and therefore the market value of the bank.
6. Conclusions and recommendations
The existing international data shows that most banks consider that ROI (return on
investment) is difficult to estimate. However, from the data obtained, the average
return on the investment of great complexity and value is somewhere between 2
and 3 years. Indicator of efficiency of investment (ROI) is eventually measure a
successful CRM system implemented or not.
The first benefit of implementing a CRM system is a reduction in total cost of
customer management. In this stage should be considered absolutely all costs of
implementation, from the initial cost of the license, the necessary computer
applications, maintenance costs, additional staff and consultants. Always a CRM
system can be successful without making the ROI to record improper values unless
absolutely consider all the costs of implementation.
The second benefit of implementing a CRM system is the additional revenue it
brings both indirect and direct. Usually the benefits of implementing a CRM
system are related to reduction of the sales force sales guidance to customers who
bring more value added bank, making better marketing campaigns addressed,
achieving cross-selling, customer data centralization in one single database, etc..
The third important benefit of a CRM system is linked to the bank's ability to
follow closely after implementation of efficiency indicators.
The benefits are defined in two categories: direct and indirect. Direct benefits from
using CRM solution can include items such as: savings, reducing personal selling
outdated hardware, etc. Indirect benefits include: reducing the day of the sale
process, reduce testing time of new applications, reduce time used by sales
management activities.
An important point calculations is not registered twice the productivity. A change
in productivity leads to a change in income level. In this case the benefit obtained
is a direct benefit. When we measure the value of indirect benefits we use a
correction factor. We must bear in mind that one hour saved that is not necessarily
a direct benefit hour worked in selling itself.
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